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FOREWORD

MAN is not only logical; he is also intricately psychological, as
immediately becomes manifest when his most human emotional
depths are touched in any debate.
Dr. Grisez is clearly a logician. This fact alone may bring
down on his head the wrath of those whose approach to the
problem of contraception tends to be subjective, even when
their motives include sincere concern for the faith and for the
objective law of God. The importance of the logical issues raised
in the present book is not diminished by impatient wrath, how
ever, nor will it be dismissed by emotion.
No thoughtful person doubts that much more than logic
alone is needed to bring an ultimately adequate and persuasive
answer, even though it must be logical, to human problems
infinitely complicated by personal, social, and therefore psycho
logical factors. Not less certainly, more than pharmaceutics alone
is needed to solve human problems, precisely because they are
psychological, when these involve values which are so inti
mately personal, so critically social, so bound up with dimen
sions temporal and eternal, physical and spiritual, moral and
cultural, as are the ethical values at issue in marital relations.
And so, to bring the necessary wisdom born of human ex
perience and the understanding born of divine grace to the com
plex problem of marriage morality, particularly in the face of
modern hopes as well as fears, there are needed the testimonies
of many arts and sciences, the contributions of many sources
of knowledge and of discipline. Philosophy must speak to us
in ever more relevant terms the truth concerning the mysteries
of life and love, the nature of human society and of human
personality. In the investigation of these the social, biological,
medical, historical, and even political sciences will have im
portant things to say; in the expression of the truths thus dis
covered, poetry and the other arts must add the grace of their
vii
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beauty. For Christians (indeed for all mankind) these testi
monies must be synthesized in a theology of marriage capable
of providing doctrinal, moral, and ascetical substance to nourish
the life and channel the love which the holy state of matrimony
exists to serve.
But no one of these arts and sciences, nor all of them to
gether, can prescind from the laws of nature and of nature's
God, including the laws of logic and of right reason, if Chris
tians (or, again, mankind) are to avoid moral chaos and cul
tural degeneracy. Hence the basic importance of the grave issues
urgently underscored by Dr. Grisez in the argument he here
develops with a courage that one can only find admirable in
view of the impatient contempt with which concepts of natural
law and moral philosophy are dismissed in a civilization largely
permeated by moral subjectivism and increasingly shaped by
the dictates of a mentality that Father de Lestapis describes in
terms of the "contraceptive civilization." In this context, Dr.
Grisez' contribution to a debate more often fogged by feeling
(on every side) than illumined by reason is both welcome and
salutary.
Some will consider that Dr. Grisez, the logician and philoso
pher rather than sociologist, concedes too much to the alarmist
claims of "exploding population" pressure groups. Others will
feel that he seems too little sensitive to the pleas of those who,
moved also by love of the faith even if by solicitude for human
love, ask that theologians assiduously develop in sound modem
idiom that theocentric but truly humane theology of marriage
the need for which is clear and the elements of which are far
from lacking in Catholic tradition.
However, neither point is his direct concern nor proper field;
to the just approach to both he makes an appropriate profes
sional contribution from his own philosophical specialty. The
flesh and blood of an organic philosophy of human love and
theology of Christian marriage will the more quickly give living
beauty to the dull, dry bones of logical reason if these skeletal
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but indispensable elements are acknowledged in the orderly life
patterns of persons, families, and society.
Otherwise, efforts to solve contemporary marriage problems,
above all those of sexual love, will hardly seek affirmatively and
lovingly to regulate all things, conception included if need be,
in accordance with God's laws of life and of love. Rather,
they will be efforts which seek to run counter to these laws
by repeated and increasing negations, like the initial denial at
the core of deliberate contraception.
Such a mood of negation, especially if it spreads by unhealthy
contagion to the avoidance of the other responsibilities of love
and the risks of life generally, must profoundly affect every level
of human thought, desire, and action. Our resultant culture
will be characterized not by provident, generous promotion of
life and of love, human and divine, but by a calculated sterility
that is "anti-baby" (in the unlovely English phrase invariably
used by European newspapers to describe contraceptive pills),
but also, in the final outcome, anti-love. This would be truly
tragic to married love, as that fecund, consoling, ennobling, and
sacramental experience is cherished in the Christian thought
and prayer of either the much-abused St. Augustine or the
neglected Prosper of Aquitaine; of spiritual shepherds like Pius
XII and John XXIII or poets like Coventry Patmore; of pas
toral priests or of spouses unqualifiedly in love with one another
and with God. Quod tamen Deus avertatf
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I

INTRODUCTION

some Catholics have argued that in certain situations
the prevention of conception might be morally right.' Most of
these arguments have been theological. They begin by discuss
ing the teaching of the Church and they employ philosophical
analysis only secondarily.
The present study, by contrast, will be an examination of the
question of the morality of contraception from an ethical view
point. It seems to me important for us to try a purely philo
sophical approach to the morality of contraception. Theology
needs sound philosophy. This is so, not in the sense that faith
is subordinate to reason, but in the sense that our imperfect
faith is likely either to be corralled by anxiety about unessentials
or to be goaded onto wrong paths by enthusiasm over the greener
pastures projected in an illusory light by the latest phantasms
of secular thought.'
These two contrasting faults appear in the field of morals,
the first in the shape of an apathetic legalism with its confusion
between the useful hints of precedent and the absolute require
ments of moral principle, and the second in the guise of a
pseudo-religious personalism with its confusion between the way
111 which human spiritual goods excel material goods and the
RECENTLY
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way in which divine goodness transcends finite goods. The
second fault is more dangerous, because it is more appealing,
than the first. Legalism obviously freezes man in finitude, but
pseudo-spirituality pretends to liberate him into divine life
while in fact it only confuses human sentiment with charity.
Of course, those Catholics who have prepared and published
theological works about the morality of contraception are
not grounding their proposals on pseudo-religious personalism.
Nevertheless, the current popular tendency is to err in this
direction, rather than in the direction of legalism.
Moreover, the inauthentic character of contemporary pseudo
spirituality is unusually well masked. Rather than being in
dividualistic, a common mark in former times of pseudo-spirit
uality, it now pretends to represent the corporate spirit of Chris
tian life itself at the very moment when that spirit is attaining
a new and authentic development.
Thus, while most Catholics used to assent to the teaching of
the Church concerning the immorality of contraception, even
if they had difficulty in living according to it, more and more
Catholics question the teaching itself and oppose to it their
own experience, claiming that this experience constitutes an
argument drawn from Christian life.' Assuming that births
are to be controlled, they argue that rhythm and contraception
are merely different means, and that rhythm happens to be the
morally worse means. Its inadequacy is said to lie not only in
its ineffectiveness, but also in its side effects - anxiety, tension,
and irritability - which interfere with mutual love between
husband and wife and drive the spirit of charity from the home.
These claims are more an attitude than an argument. They
do not really give reasons for supposing that contraception is
morally unobjectionable; rather they simply assume this and
focus attention on the difficulties which can arise when rhythm
is practiced. In the study which follows, we shall be concerned
with arguments rather than with attitudes. Nevertheless, this
attitude has certain presuppositions which may be examined
here by way of introduction to our analysis.

In the first place, this attitude assumes a number of factual
premises, none of which is criticized. How common is the ex
perience which is described? No one knows, but in popular
discussions the experience sometimes is purportcd to be prac
tically universal. Yet I have talked with some parents of very
large families who say that happy married life is to be based on
a disdain for every form of birth limitation. And I have talked
with many parents of moderately sized families who say that
rhythm has worked very well for them.
The attitude we are considering assumes that births are to
be controlled. Often one gets the impression that the urgency
of this assumption derives from the fact that prudence was not
invoked until an absolute breaking point already had been
reached. Only after having several children in rapid succession
was any investigation made into the ways of avoiding pregnancy.
Then, after one botched attempt at rhythm, the couple were
seized with panic. Visions of a birth a year until menopause
filled their heads, and contraception seemed necessary.
If this description applies, however, the orientation underly
ing contraception was present from the beginning. That orienta
tion is the view that technique can be depended upon to sub
stitute for timely foresight and selkontrol.' Real proponents
of contraception take for granted the necessity of orgasm.
Only fertility, which is a rather unfortunate concomitant of
sexual activity, needs to be controlled by one technique or
another.
In truth, however, reasonable judgment and restraint should
permeate all sexual activity. It is not enough that intelligence
be invoked only to control consequences. From this point of
view, rhythm and contraception can differ from one another
more than merely by serving the same end in different ways.
Rhythm , it is true, can be practiced with the same intention
which characterizes the practice of contraception, for both can
be used to avoid pregnancy as if it wcre an evil in itself. But
rhythm also can be used by those who continue to regard pro
creation as a positive human value, while contraception implies
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the submergence of this good by some other one. Thus the
"mere" difference in means implies a certain difference in ends
as well. We shall consider this point more fully in the latter
part of Chapter VI.
Human reproduction never should be merely an unintended
side effect of sexual activity engaged in primarily for other
reasons. Reprod uction should be freely undertaken from the
very beginning through a reasonable desire based on intelligent
motivation. If this principle is adopted together with the prin
ciple that reason must penneate sexual activity from the very
beginning, a couple naturally will moderate their sexual activity
according to their wisely chosen achievement of the procreative
good and, always respecting this basic good, according to other
real values to which intercourse or incomplete lovemaking can
contribute. Thus their purpose in practicing rhythm will not be
to avoid the "evil of unlimited fertility" but rather to regulate
sexual activity according to the requirements of positive goods
to which they are devoted.
The popular attitude we are considering, insofar as it is an
argument, suggests that experience is an adequate basis for
ethical judgment. In a certain sense, of course, this is true. We
can understand what the essential human goods are and what
actions will promote or hinder their achievement only with the
help of experience. But, in another sense, it is false to suppose
that experience can detennine what is right and what is wrong.
Moral judgment is concerned with the ideal, with what ought
to be. The deliverances of experience are concerned only with
the facts, with what is. If there were no divergence between the
two, there would be no place for ethics. Experience with life
can show us that something is not as it should be, that some
thing should be changed. But experience itself does not tell us
what to change.
Only in the light of questionable theoretical assumptions can
experience be made to testify on behalf of relaxation in its case
against the traditional strict judgment on the morality of con
traception. In some marriages, undoubtedly, even periodic con
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tinence is impossible, because there are deeper evils which de
mand attention . In these cases, the sacrifice of the procreative
good implied by the practice of contraception will not improve
matters at all.
Some may object that this judgment is too harsh, because the
experience in question is not only that of those in bad faith, but
also that of many sincere persons who are doing their best to
live good Christian lives. Even so we must not accept experience
as an argument. Good and sincere people make wrong judgments
on many moral issues.
How can many people who are doing their best be so mis
taken in their moral judgments? Partly through widely accepted
but erroneous assumptions about the facts, which lead to com
mon faults in practical reasoning and judgment. Partly through
the subtle influence of common factors of human weakness,
which strongly incline even good, though imperfect, people
to approve a position on a complex and confused issue which
their better selves could not so easily accept if they were com
pletely clearheaded. Our consideration of the subjective morality
of contraception in Chapter VIII will help to clarify these
points.
Still some will claim that the important value of mutual love
between husband and wife requires regular sexual expression,
and that the use of rhythm inhibits this good.
This claim contains one glaring assumption which should
be questioned immediately - that sexual expression is impos
sible without orgasm. All human love does demand some out
ward expression, and the love between husband and wife
naturally assumes a sexual form. But sexual expression need
not include orgasm in every instance. Nor need incomplete ex
pression include so much stimulation that its incompleteness
will cause serious frustration . Each couple must learn for them
selves how to regulate their lovemaking when complete inter
course is not desired.'
This claim about mutual love also ignores another important
distinction. In actual experience, sexual intercourse can be many
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different things. It can be a perfect expression of deep and
genuine love. It can be a release of tension which, even without
contraception, is little different from masturbation. It can be
an exercise in mutual exploitation, not lacking elements of
physical or psychological cruelty.'
When intercourse is the expression of deep and genuine love,
it seals an experience of communication and cooperation. In
ti,e evening a husband and wife review all that they have done
during the day, not merely exchanging news, but weaving what
is new for each of them into the fabric of their common life.
Perhaps they have worked or played side by side. Perhaps they
must help each other to meet some diflicul ty of one of the
children.
Their wholeness in mind and heart naturally leads to expres
sions of intimacy. If they allow it, they rise on a powerful but
gentle tide to the height of bodily union and orgasm. This good
experience, this great shared satisfaction, is not the product
of expertise in technique. It is the bloom of a good life. It is
not the outcome of a self-centered, instinctive need. It is the
flowing together of generous plenty.
But sometimes a couple are fatigued, anxious, somewhat at
odds with one another. They are not communicating very effec
tively; they do not enjoy wholeness in mind and heart. TIley
lack generosity, or they lack goods to give to one another. One
or both of them feel the strain of erotic tension, the desire
for sexual release. They come together physically, but in spirit
they remain outside each other.
The experience is less one of progression in unity than one of
regression toward primitive irrationality, a mere abandonment
of control. When they finish there is no afterglow of affection
and gratitude. There may be distaste, even an overt expression
of dislike, or there may be only disinterest. This couple has
difficulties in their lives to which sexual activity gives no solu
tion. Their drive toward orgasm is a need which can become
tyrannical in its urgency.
The point of these descriptions is not that the first couple
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is good and that the second one is wicked. Nor is it that every
single act of intercourse should match neatly with one of these
two sketches. The descriptions are simplified types, and un
doubtedly actual experiences are infinitely varied . Usually they
contain aspects of both of these types, and perhaps some less
normal aspects belonging to still other types of relationship.
The point of these descriptions is simply that extreme urgency
does not characterize the ideal experience. TI,e more one needs
orgasm, the less likely is it that intercourse will be an ideal ex
pression of mutual love. The more perfect a couple's relation
ship with one another, the easier it will be for them to limit
their sexual activity to modes which they know from experience
will neither lead to orgasm nor require any violent suppression
of feeling.
The practice of contraception, therefore, is not likely to aid
progress in mutual love. It alleviates a symptom, hut it does not
promote a cure. Rhythm, perhaps, aggravates the symptom
rather than alleviating it. Of itself, this aggravation does not
promote a cure either, and it can have other bad consequences.
However, the prohibition of contraception can compel a
couple who are doing their best to set about the task of growth
which otherwise they might delay beginning indefinitely, just as
civil-rights demonstrations can compel good citizens to under
take the changes which really are required for social justice
although ordinary sluggishness would incline them to put off
undertaking these changes so long as no pressure was exerted.
Rhythm is too large a subject to be treated briefly here.' How
ever, it is important to say that ignorance and wrong attitudes
have given it a bad reputation. Every person should have com
plete and accurate information about rhythm by the time he is
married. Many failures occur because women do not keep ac
curate records, or because they use only rules of thumb, rather
than scientific methods, for interpreting the data they have.
The newly married couple should prepare to practice rhythm,
and even experiment with its practice, from the very beginning.
Moreover, those who imagine that a marriage contract should
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be a sufficient excuse for the unlimited satisfaction of the de
mands of spontaneous passion are bound to take a dim view
of the restraint required by rhythm. TI,ey will see in it only the
snuffing out of the spontaneous blazes they imagined would be
theirs, and so consider to be their right, in marriage. The
calendar pad and the thermometer will be looked upon as
enemies of love, just as the calorie table and the scale are viewed
as enemies of normal living by a fat man who is forced to go on
a strict diet.
Those who argue that experience shows contraception to be
necessary seldom notice the social and economic characteristics
of persons who have this experience. In general, contraception
is practiced most often by upper-middle-class and upper-class cou
ples. It is a fair assumption that among these classes, which
include the most highly educated, most of the Catholics who
consider contraception necessary are to be found.'
Sometimes articulate Catholics argue that contraception is
necessary at least where there are very serious medical and
economic reasons to limit conceptions. The picture of heart
breaking cases offered is dishonest, however, when the real ex
perience and concern of those arguing is with their own quite
different problems.
The pressure on the mother in this socioeconomic bracket is
much discussed in the mass media. It is true perhaps that she
has less help than did a woman of similar status a generation
or two ago, although probably she has more help, especially
considering mechanical aids, than did her own less prosperous
grandmother or mother.
It is true also that the performance standards for the job of
mother, wife, and homemaker have changed dramatically, and
that the married woman in the upper classes today faces de
mands which are altogether new. Who sixty years ago had to
worry about the psychological problems of preschool inter
personal adjustment? Who had to serve on a committee to do
any of the million tasks suburban committees are set up to do?
There also are important economic factors deriving from the

nsmg standards of living and of culture. But the greatest
changes, it seems to me, have originated in two factors which
are seldom mentioned. One of them is the changed attitude
of the contemporary woman toward her role as wife and mother.
In many cases she feels that she should be free to fulfill herself,
and that her fulfillment can be found only in doing something
that men also do.'
Another of these changes is in the ideal number of children.
This standard is set not so much by personal choice as by what
others think. Today four children is a very common limit - the
standard dining table, the automobile, the three-bedroom house
are designed to accommodate a family of six or less.
Both the ideal of the role of the woman and the norm of
family size are influenced - in some circles, determined - by
couples who practice contraception. Moreover, all of us are so
conscious of what others think of us that we hardly can respect
ourselves if we do not feel that those in our circle accept Our
claim that we are enjoying the good life as fully as they.
Thus upper-middle-class and upper·c1ass Catholic women live
very uncomfortably in a culture where the possibilities of the
"good life" are practically defined by contraception. In this
situation, it is no surprise that when the "right" number of
children is reached, the exclusion of another pregnancy becomes
a matter of transcendent importance.
The point of this consideration is that as Catholics rise in
social status the difficulty they confront in the matter of family
planning is in many ways merely a particular instance of the
difficulty from which Christians never can escape. That diffi
culty is this. We must live in the world, but the standards of
the world are not a reflection of Christian ideals. Hence, we
never can settle down to live in well-adjusted harmony with
the world.'·
The appeal to experience thus seems to depend upon hvo
questionable assumptions. One is that the urgent need for
orgasm belongs to a pattern of sexual activity which is centered
In the expression of mutual love. The other is that some method
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of fertility regulation must have the same results for faithful
Catholics as contraception does for those who practice it.
The first assumption ignores the fact that compulsiveness in
sexual activity is a sign of a motivation quite different from
mutual benevolence and affection. The second assumption ig
nores the fact that the absolute limit for family size established
by those who practice contraception ordinarily should not be
regarded as absolute - or, for that matter, even as a suitable
limit - by Catholics.
The final claim of the appeal to experience is that contra
ception is preferable to rhythm, because the latter drives charity
from the household. However, it should be obvious that the
good feelings, tension-free relationships, and affability which
sometimes are referred to as "charity" are not the Christian
virtue of that name at all. The virtue of charity does not exclude
any of these natural goods, of course, but it should not be
defined in terms of them . Charity is not a feeling and it cannot
be lost except by free consent to serious sin."
Those who practice rhythm may well suffer frustration which
might be avoided if orgasm were enjoyed more often. They wiII
have to deal with the psychological consequences of such frus
tration, and such consequences include irritability. Those who
feel it would be a tragedy if another pregnancy were to occur
may suffer anxiety which might be avoided if other methods
of conception-avoidance were used .
Yet anxiety and irritability do not preclude charity, although
they are obstacles to its practice. On the one hand, one who
encounters such obstacles should try to change himself in order
to remove their sources, rather than merely concede control
to irrational motivation in order temporarily to relieve tension.
On the other hand, one who practices charity despite such
obstacles is not less holy, although he certainly is less com
fortable, than one who need not struggle with them.
Still it will be said, and it must be admitted, that there are
people who have really unusual and difficult problems. Con
fessors sometimes tell of penitents to whom they wished it
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were possible to say that contraception could be pem1itted,
since the indications against pregnancy were most serious and
the difficulties of really prolonged abstinence also were very
great.
Cases of this extreme sort, of course, do not constitute the
much more common experience which we have been discuss
ing. Yet the facts of such cases do constitute experience which
should make us examine very carefully the judgment that con
traception always is evil. However, the question whether there
are any exceptions to this moral judgment cannot be settled
by examining the hard facts of such difficult cases.
In other domains of moral law, adherence to principle leads
to very great difficulty in certain cases. There are ethical theories,
which we shall describe in Chapter III under the general title
of "situationism," which allow exceptions in all these difficult
cases. But these theories presuppose a notion of fundamental
values and standards of morality which we cannot accept.
If, as we shall argue in Chapter VI, contraception is evil in
a way which excludes exceptions, the approval of it even in a
few cases simply would be the acceptance of moral evil as a
legitimate means to some ulterior good. In such really difficult
cases, then, we can say only that the end does not justify the
means.

Much of the present popular enthusiasm over the notion that
a change in the traditional tcaching might be possible proceeds
on the assumption that this one position on the morality of
contraception could be jettisoned without affecting any other
moral teaching. One implication of my study is that this as
sumption is false. The position that contraception is intrinsically
immoral is related to other important positions. The discarding
of this position can be accomplished only by ripping it loose
from the whole fabric in which it is enmeshed. Much of the
rest of this fabric should be expected to unravel if this were
allowed to happen.
A clear explanation of the reason why contraception is in
trinsically immoral seems to me to be the main contribution
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philosophy can make to the solution of our practical problems."
This clarification will provide a rational ground for ending the
present confusion, and for refusing to consider further the sug
gestion that the teaching on the immorality of contraception
might be subject to alteration or exceptions.
Moreover, this philosophical work is necessary because until
it is clear why contraception is immoral, we cannot be certain
what constitutes contraception, and so the exclusion of new
methods cannot be completely clear and definite. A clear ex
planation of why contraception is evil also might help to
eliminate the unfortunately widespread attitude that this moral
position is a peculiarly inexplicable one with which Catholic
tradition has been encumbered by some historical accident, and
that sufficient ingenuity should be able to find Some way around
the obstacles presented by tradition in order that contraception
might be approved after all.
Therefore, in Chapter II, we shall examine existing explana
tions of the intrinsic malice of contraception. By criticizing
them, we shall show the need for a more accurate explanation
of this point. In the third chapter, we shall consider three differ
ent theories of moral law which can provide a context for an
ethical appraisal of the morality of contraception.
In Chapter IV, we shall explain and defend the central thesis
of our study. It can be stated as follows: For one who engages
in sexual intercourse directly to will any positive deed by which
conception is thought to be prevented, or even rendered less
probable, is intrinsically and seriously immoral.
Chapter V will consider some of the more relevant and im
portant theoretical objections to the theory of natural law which
underlies our thesis on the morality of contraception. The
following chapter will concern the very intricate, but absolutely
essential, distinction between conception-avoidance, conception
preventing behavior, and contraception. It is only through this
analysis of Chapter VI that we shall clarify the meaning of
"directly willed" and "positive" which appear in our central
thesis.
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Chapter VII and the Appendix deal with problems which
are raised by several possible uses of drugs which have concep
tion-preventing effects. The eighth chapter will complete our
philosophical treatment of contraception by considering the
conditions which modify subjective responsibility for this action
without altering its intrinsic, objective moral significance.
Although I propose to deal with contraception philosophi
cally, I address only my fellow Catholics throughout this study.
In philosophy one must limit the circle of his interlocutors or
he will have no way of limiting what will need to be said.
Hence I do not expect to deal with points such as the existence
and providence of God, the reality of man's responsibility for
his human action, or the general objectivity of moral standards.
Such points and others conceded by all Catholics will be taken
for granted here.
A purely philosophical treatment of contraception will not
give the practical guidance and the other factors which are
needed to meet the practical situation suggested by the experi
ential argument. Nor should a philosophical treatment be
expected to persuade many. Those not accustomed to subtle
argument, as well as those who do not respect reason, will be
little moved by what I have to say.
Against the heart reason has little power, and it is just as
impotent against sentimentalism which has become confused
with charity as it is against plain ill will. Even the good and
firm heart, the heart of true charity, wants an adequate response
to its distress in the face of evil. But the inadequacy of phi
losophy in the face of life is nowhere more apparent than in a
matter like contraception, where the cold light of reason con
fronts a common and pitiable form of human pain. Reason is
unable to yield an inch, yet mere reason can provide neither
insight nor hope.
However, the philosopher is not responsible for reality, he
is only responsible to it. Philosophy is insufficient for salvation;
by mere reason man never has been able to cope with the facts
of life. Only faith can provide us with the insight necessary to
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understand the meaning of the sufferings of life and only hope
can provide us with the ability to persevere amid them. This
is true especially with respect to the sufferings which surround
the greatest of evils - sin and its consequences.
Moreover, what I present here will not be fully demonstrative
even to the philosopher. To provide philosophical demonstra
tion is not merely a matter of finding two premises from which
a conclusion follows . The meaning of the premises must be
explained and they must be shown to be evident or reducible
to evident principles." These requirements can be met only by
putting the argument into the context of a whole philosophy.
The argument for my central thesis in Chapter IV almost
meets the requirements for rigorous demonstration. However,
it belongs within the context of an ethical theory almost un
known by Catholic philosophers - that of Thomas Aquinas.
The notion that the conventional natural-law theory commonly
taught in Catholic manuals of ethics and moral theology is
Thomistic is, as we shall see in Chapter III , a mistake. Un
fortunately, the theory cannot be unfolded sufficiently in the
compact sketch of Chapter III to reveal its full power.
The argument for my second most important point, that con
cerning indirect voluntariness in Chapter VI, is not a rigorous
demonstration, since I lack a general theory of indirect volun
tariness. Nevertheless, I am convinced that the arguments of
fered there constitute a firm proof of the point in question.
Someone who argues from experience might wonder by this
time: "How many children have you, and what experience have
you had which leads you to be so coldly philosophical when
you are treating a problem which is a painful reality in the
lives of many people?"
My wife, Jeannette, and I married thirteen years ago. At that
time I was just entering studies for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy. We now have four children, the oldest twelve and
the youngest six.
Life has not been easy during all of these years. Yet we have
survived without contraception, and we think the conviction
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that we had to survive and could survive without it has been
essential to doing so. Moreover, the permanent ineligibility of
contraception as a solution to our problems, although sometimes
it was a tempting possibility, seems to us to have obliged us
to form a more perfect union than we would have achieved
had we used contraceptives.
We have had enough experience to know some of the diffi
culties of the practice of rhythm. It is not at present an ideal
system, especially when one first tries to follow it, and perhaps
it never will be completely satisfactory. But we do not expect
our sex life to be more perfect than our life as a whole, which
still leaves much to be desired. The advantage of rhythm which
makes us gratefully accept it, difficulties and all, is that it is
compatible with the basic dedication we believe married life
req uires of us.
r have been told that an attitude such as mine toward the
question of the morality of contraception reveals moral and
spiritual immaturity, that it is a kind of condescension which
deserves the name plJarisaism. The preceding remarks about
my own marriage might support this judgment. Freed, for the
time being, of serious difficulties with sex, perhaps r am using
this freedom as an occasion for sinful pride. If so, it would
follow that my state is worse than that of those who practice
contraception knowing it to be wrong."
If there is to be an appeal to experience, how is one to
answer fully except by appealing to his own experience? If
one's qualification to discuss a subject is likely to be questioned,
how is one to respond except by offering his credentials as well
as he can? Yet perhaps the criticism does apply justly to me.
r am not aware that it does, but blindness to one's sin is one
of the effects of pride. If the criticism applies, God help me.
If it does not, that could be only because God has helped me,
not because r have been self-sufficient to achieve anything.
NOTES TO CHAPTER I
1. The bulk of the material cannot be cited. Much of it circulates by
irregular methods of publication, often with ingenious devices to prevent
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definite ascription to the author. Some of it is published in locally circulated
periodicals or presented orally at various meetings; one receives secondhand
accounts but cannot obtain original copies or transcripts. Throughout our
study. we consider positions that are important, whether their sources can be
cited or not; hence often we must resort to the indefinite, "Some argue . . ,"
The most notable study which can be cited is: Louis Janssens, "Morale
conjugale et progestogenes," Ephemerides theologicae lovanienses, 39 (Oct.
Dec., 1963), 787-826. Another important theological study is: W. Van dec
Marek, a.p., "Vruchtbaarheidsregeling; poping tot aotwoord op een nog open
vraag," TiidschrUt voor theologie, 3e, #4 (Jaargang, 1963), 378-413. Semi
popular in style, but basically theological in orientation is: Louis K. Dupre,
"Tomrd a Re-examination of the Catholic Position on Birth Control," Cross
Currents, 14 (Winter, 1964),63-85. Rev. Michael O'leary, "Some Thoughts
about the Oral-Steroid Pill," Jubilee, II (March, 1964). 44-46, proposes a sug
gestion which he believes can solve the whole problem. The body of Protestant
theological literature on contraception is substantial; an introduction to it is
provided by: John C. Ford, S.J., and Gerald Kelly, S.]., Contemporary Moral
Theology, Vol. 2, Ivlarriage Questions ( Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press,
1963). 245-255; Norman St. John-Stevas, Birth Control and Public Policy
(Santa Barbara, Calif., The Fund for the Republic, Inc., 1960), Z1>-38.
2. Two encyclicals make clear the proper role and limits of philosophy in
relation to Catholic faith: Leo XIII, Aetemi PatTis ("On the Restoration of
Christian Philosophy," August 4, 1879); Pius XII, Humani generis ("False
Trends in Modern Teaching," August 12, 1950).
3. The popular material is much greater in bulk, and even less accessible for
citation, than the theological material. A sample is: John Rock, The Time Has
Come: A Catholic Doctor's Proposals to End the Battle over Birth Control
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963); Rosemary Ruether, "Marriage, Love.
Children," Jubilee, II (December, 1963). 17-Z0; "A Catholic Mother Tells
'Why 1 Believe in Birth Control:" Saturday Evening Post, April 4, 1964,
12-11-; Bruce Cooper. "An English Father Hopes the Council ' ¥i1l Act:'
TubiIec, II (December, 1963), 20-21; also the letters in subsequent issues
of both publications. The popular attitudes also have affected theological
developments; see Van der Marek, op. cit., 393-396. Dupre's article, although
only citing (73) Rock once, nevertheless is considerably more intelligible if it is
read after reading Rock's book.
4. Stanislas de Lestapis, S.J., Family Planning and Modern Problems: A
Catholic Analysis (New York: Herder and Herder, 1961). 180-194, contrasts
the technique of birth control with the self· mastery required for regulation by
periodic continence.
5. Leon Joseph Suenens, Love and Control: The Contemporary Problem
(Weshninster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1961), 41-50, 81-83, 104-105,
emphasizes very effectively this distinction between orgasm and incomplete
sexual acts. The same point is discussed in popular fashion, against some of
the opinion cited in note 3, by: Frank M . Wessling, "Is It Mature Loving?"
America, 110 (May Z, 1964). 594-596.
6. That sexual behavior is subiect to diverse meanings is almost universally
admitted. See, e.g., James S. Plant, Personality and the Cultural Pattern
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1937). Z13-228. The fact
is masked by statistical studies, such as Kinsey's, which consider only the
quantity of behavior. Also commonly admitted by Catholic psychologists is
the principle that compulsiveness and morally good action are incompatible;
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to the extent an act is compulsive, it tends to fall short of being human action
at all. See: Marc Oraison, O.S.B., Man and Wife: The Physjcal and Spiritual
Foundations of Marriage (New York: The Macmi1lan Co.• 1962), 69-86, 11 8,
and passim. An interesting example of psychological theory which explains the
facts is: Claire Russell and W. M. S. Russell. Human Behaviour: A New
Approach (Boston.Toronto: Little, Brown and Company. 1961), 268-312, esp.
284-285. Henri Gibert, Love in Maniage: The Meaning and Practice of Sexual
Love in Christian Marriage (New York and London: Hawthorn Books, Inc.,
1964). 65-73, 108-113, dl:SCribes in some detail the difference in attitude
between sensual eroticism and communicating Jove.
7. The best treatment of rhythm medically considered: John Marshall, The
Infertile Period: Principles and Practice (Baltimore: Helicon Press; London:
Darton, Longmans, and Todd. 1963). Marshall writes fo r physicians but can
be understood by laymen; his chapter on psychological aspects (8 1-93) is
particularly relevant to our argument. I. E. Georg, The Truth about Rhythm
(New York: P. J. Kenedy & Sons, 1962). also is an excellent presentation. It
has an entire part - "Marriage. Family, and Birth Control" - devoted to
putting the problem into context. Suenens, op. cit., 97-105, views rhythm
from the pastoral viewpoint; Lestapis, op. cit., 180-214, a fuller treat·
ment, practically oriented. Ford and Kelly. op, cit., 378-459, offer an excellent
theological treatment of periodic continence; they make useful remarks on
psychological aspects, 437-445.
8. Raymond Pearl, The Natural History of Population (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1939), 204-217, showed that contraceptive effort and effec
tiveness both increase in direct relationship with social·economic status; his
findings have not been upset by subsequent research. An introduction to more
recent studies, and to the Catholic problem is: Franklin J. Henry, An
Empirical Study of the Relationship of Catholic Practice and Fertility
(\Vashington, D. C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1958) . Henry
shows that the differential between Catholic and non-Catholic fertility is
greater at higher status levels where contraception is practiced more effectively
(39) although on the whole he finds no very important correlation between
Catholic practice and fertility (47), These findings suggest that Catholics at
higher status levels meet the greatest pressures, but that many resist these
pressures; it is important to remember that at least part of the similarity between
the fertility of Catholics and others can be explained by the Catholic practice
of continence.
9. Suenens, op. cit., 11-25, begins his work by considering sociological
factors, including the changed role of woman. This factor, of course, is:
an aspect of the feminist movement, which generally has encouraged contracep
tive practice. Feminism is still a popular topic; see~ e.g., Betty Friedan, "Woman:
The Fourth Dimension," The Ladies Home Journal, June, 1964, 48-55, and
the rest of the issue, which is devoted to the same topic. William B.
Faherty, S.J., The Destiny of Modern Woman in the Light at Papal Teaching
(Westminster, Md,: The Newman Press, 1950). provides a convenient col
lection of recent papal reactions to feminism. A masterful refutation of the
feminist supposi tion that sex need not make a great difference is: Lucius F.
Cervantes, S.J., "Differences of the Sexes," in his and Carle C. Zimmennan's
Marriage and the Family; A Text for Moderns (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co.,
1956), 137-590; contraception is treated specifically in 310-333.
10. Suenens, lac. cit.; John L. Thomas, S.J" The Catholic Viewpoint on
Marriage and the Family (Garden City, N. Y.: Hanover House, 1958), 133
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174. Thomas stresses the sociological aspect of the pressure Catholics facej he
specifically mentions contraception ( 167-168).
11. Gerard Gillem.n, S.)., The Primacy 0/ Charity in Moral Theology
(Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1961) . offers a dear statement of
the true nature of charity (29-48) and the relation between charity and sin
(279). although th e work as a whole is marred by the author's tendency toward
a phenomenological view of man.
12. Ford and Kelly. op. cit., mention th e need for such clarification, e.g.,

370-371, 373.
13. The notion of demonstration here is that of "demonstration of the
reasoned fact" the stringen t requirements for which are explained: Aristotle,
Posterior analytics, 71b8-79a3 3.
14. Someone who interprets behavior in the light of psychoanalytic theory
probably would offer a diverse, but quite analogous, explanation of my effort.
The important point, of course, is: whatever my motives, my argument should
be considered on its merits.

II

INADEQUATE ARGUMENTS

MANY inadequate arguments against contraception have been
proposed. These arguments must be studied to see where they
go wrong. This clarification will explain the general dissatisfac
tion with them, for bad arguments do not satisfy honest minds.
Moreover, it will help us to see why some have maintained
certain indefensible positions - e.g., that one must not limit
fertility even by periodic abstinence, that the common good
could not require fertility regulation, or that every human faculty
deserves immunity from frustration just as the procreative ability
does. Such propositions might seem essential to show that con
traception is immoral, although a sound proof does not require
them.
Clarification of unsound arguments is most important, how
ever, for four methodological reasons. First, in seeing where
others have made mistakes we will discover where the real issue
lies. In this way we will avoid struggling with confused mixtures
of opposite errors which sometimes even share indefensible
common ground.
Second, the inadequate arguments will illustrate the two un
sound theories of moral law to be described in the next chapter.
The conventional arguments came, of course, from conventional
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natural-law theory, while the other argument has some affinity
with what we shall call a "situationist" theory of moral law.
Third, the clarification of inadequate arguments will set in
relief the new argument which we shall present in Chapter III.
Fourth, it will undermine certain unsound defenses of phar
macological methods of contraception, defenses which depend
in part on an inadequate argument against other techniques.
Arguments proceeding within the framework of conventional
natural-law theory always include the following incomplete
syllogism: Contraception is intrinsically immoral because by it
one engaging in intercourse prevents his act from attaining its
natural end. This syllogism can be understood and completed
in various ways, and my sole concern here is to indicate clearly
some inadequate ones. Hence, rather than trying to survey the
literature, where the precise completion and interpretation fol
lowed is often unclear, I shall work through as many interesting
possibilities as I can distinguish, criticizing them as I go.'
The obvious way to expand the incomplete argument into a
formally valid syllogism is the following.
Major: To prevent any human act from attaining its natural
end is intrinsically immoral.
Minor: Contraception prevents sexual intercourse from attain
ing its natural end.
Conclusion: Contraception is intrinsically immoral.
Once the argument is completed in this way it remains only
to clarify the meaning of the terms in some fashion compatible
both with the truth of the premises and with the unity of the
middle term . Unfortunately, as we shall see, it is difficult to
meet these two requirements at the same time. If the premises
are understood in an obviously true sense, "natural end" be
comes equivocal, and as soon as this equivocation is eliminated
one of the premises is exposed to serious objections. We shall
consider first the way in which the middle term becomes
equivocal.
Contraception clearly does prevent sexual intercourse from
attaining the end proper to it as a biological process. The sexual
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organs are not called "genitals" for nothing; no physiologist
would treat sex except as a mode of reproductive functi oning.
We are dealing here with natural teleology, and although the
word "teleology" is not used by modem life-scientists, the reality
of fun ctional goals is still a key in the understanding of organic
processes.
From this point of view it is irrelevant that not every act
of in tercourse leads to conception and that the psychic drive
toward sexual activity can promote it beyond functional neces
sity. Particularly where reproduction is concerned, the phe
nomenon of superabundance is common in nature. It does not
in the least impede the teleological interpretation of reproduc
tive functions .
The reproductive process is understood as a complex dynamic
wh ole proportionate to a definite completive effect - the con
tinuance of life in new individuals. The parts of the process
are explained in terms of this whole simply because in this way
maximum intelligibility is gained. Thus the sexual urge is un
intelligible except as a reproductive drive, and the sexual act is
unintelligible except as part of the reproductive process.
If the minor premise of the syllogism is understood in this
obviously true sense, how might the major be interpreted so
that its truth is equally obvious? To prevent an act from attain
ing the natural end of the function to which it belongs cer
tainly would be intrinsically immoral if "natural end" refers
to a good which one is morally required to seek.
There are ends of this sort. Every job or profession has a
certain end which really defines the role of one who enters it.
Certain actions or tasks belong to the role, and a person who
accepts it is expected to perfornl these tasks. For him to do so
only for the advantages which accrue to himself - e.g., income
- while preventing the attainment of the end of the function
to which his acts belong would be to defraud his employers or
clients. Hence if "natural end" refers to a morally obligatory
end, the major premise will have a clear meaning in which it is
evidently true,
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But when we couple the two premises understood in these
ways the equivocation of the middle term becomes evident. To
prevent one's act from attaining an end which one has a moral
obligation to seek in exercising it is intrinsically immoral. Con
traception prevents intercourse from accomplishing what natural
teleology requires. From these two propositions nothing logically
follows.
And it is important to observe the reason why. Not because
"end" is being used in two senses such as end of the agent
and end of the work. No, in both propositions it refers to the
end which defines a certain function - i.e., the end of the work.
However, "natural" has not the same meaning in the major
premise, where it refers to moral obligation, as it does in the
minor premise, where it refers to natural conditional necessity.'
As we shall see later, this equivocation between different
senses of "natural" is simply an instance of a basic equivocation
underlying conventional natural·law theory. We would have the
same difficulty if the faculty in question were the intellect, for
the mere fact that its end is truth does not show that we have
an obligation to seek the truth. That we have obligations in
both of these cases to pursue the inherent ends of the faculties
has a reason, as we shall see, beyond the fact that the two
faculties have these ends.
Of course, merely because the argument may be interpreted
so that it is equivocal does not mean that it must be equivocal.
Unlike those who are satisfied to refute only the simplest
mistakes, we must proceed further to see how each of the
premises might be understood in order to eliminate the equivo·
cation and to make the argument sound. The premise, given a
stronger sense, will no longer be obviously true, of course, and
so we shall have to examine it closely to see whether it can be
defended.
Suppose we first strengthen the minor premise and under
stand it to mean that contraception is the prevention of the
end, procreation, which one who engages in sexual intercourse
ought to achieve if it is possible. To show the truth of the
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premise understood in this way is a completely different matter
than to show the truth of the weaker physiological proposition. 8
To begin with, it is by no means obvious that everyone who
practices contraception has a real obligation to seek the good
of procreation. So far is this from being clear that all who
condemn contraception agree that in some cases the right al
ternative is abstinence, not fruitful intercourse. Moreover, in
practice, rhythm seems to negate this supposed obligation as
effectively as contraception. In both cases one engages in sexual
intercourse only if it probably will not be fruitful.
Further difficulties arise for this interpretation of the minor
premise when we seek to understand why the good of procrea
tion should specify so strong an obligation. Reproduction, after
all, is not an unqualified good; it becomes good only if the
proper education of offspring is assured. For this reason the
institution of marriage has developed and reproduction outside
it is considered wrong.
Will the proposition that intercourse implies an obligation
to seek its natural end be strengthened if we add that the end
of sexual intercourse is a common good rather than a proper
one? This addition only raises the question: Whose interests
or rights are being violated by contraception?
Insofar as the end is a common good of the couple them
selves, the prevention of its achievement by mutual consent
cannot violate the rights of either party. Everyone agrees that
contraception without the consent of one's partner is wrong,
but that can be explained by reference to justice alone.
Perhaps the common good in question is the life of the
possible child? But the possible child has no actual right to
exist, and it may be better for him as well as for the rest of the
family if he does not come into being. In any case, if the com
mon good in this sense creates a compelling obligation not to
practice contraception, why does it not also create a compelling
obligation not to practice periodic continence or even celibacy?
Perhaps the end in question is the common good in its most
usual sense, the good of society or of mankind as a whole.' But,
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again, why should we distinguish between contraception and
abstinence if social well-being is the issue? If the practice of
contraception is a default on one's social duty, other methods
of limiting fertility seem equally wrong. At least those with
large families have done their duty sufficiently.
Besides, the present problem is not underpopulation but over
population, and there is no use denying this obvious truth. A
reluctance to admit it is unnecessary for the defense of the
ethical condemnation of contraception. Moreover, suggestions
that the population problem might be solved by migration to
other planets, by unexpected wars or plagues, or by improbable
technological and economic accomplishments only expose a
sound moral position on contraception to ridicule.
Apparently the strengthened minor premise - that contracep
tion prevents the attainment of a morally obligatory end
cannot be supported directly if obligation and its object are
understood as they are in the preceding arguments. We shall
see in Chapter IV that if obligation is understood in a less
legalistic sense and if its object is not assumed to be merely a
definite objective performance of duty the proposition in ques
tion is perfectly true and immune to the objections alleged
against it.
At present, however, we must proceed to examine indirect
ways in which the proposition might be supported. These argu
ments will be considered only to the extent that they pre
suppose the same questionable notion of obligation as do the
preceding arguments.
One indirect way in which the proposition might be sup
ported is from the consequences which can follow if procreation
is not treated as an obligatory end of the marital act.' Will
not every couple employ sex for their own satisfaction while
avoiding the difficulties and responsibilities of parenthood? Will
not extramarital sex become licit when really certain means of
contraception are used?
If so, it might seem that although procreation is not in every
instance an obligatory good in itself, it must be treated as if it
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were in order that the pleasure of sex - the only adequate
motive, so some think, for assuming the duties it leads to
shall not be separated from the responsibilities of parenthood .
Someone depending on this argument also may assert that
periodic continence is licit because it is suffi ciently difficult and
uncertain so that allowing it will not subvert the cunning strategy
of nature, while contraception must be forbidden because it is
too ingenious a device for cheating nature.
This kind of indirect proof is called a "generalization argu
ment" by ethical theorists. This argument has an important
place in Kantian ethics and in certain other systems but it has
found little favor with Catholic philosophers. H ence I shall not
go deeply into its theoretical foun dations.'
Concretely, a reasonable system of obligations ought to allow
for reasonable exceptions rather than to maintain generality at
th e price of irrational universality. Allowance for the practice
of contraception in some difficult cases certainly need not imply
that its universal practice would be good.
Indeed, rhythm itself is not an unqualified good; justifying
indications are required for its use. Yet no one believes that
the abuses - which will become more num erous as the rhythm
method becomes more effective - ever can render the practice
of rhythm intrinsically immoral. At most they might increase
the obligation required by the common norm of generous fruit
fulness, for if the population wcre declining rapidly a higher
rate of fertility would be implied by this norm .
Furthermore, concern about con seq uences seems to lack fac
tual grounds. In th e United States, where contraception has
been practiced for generations, the normal patterns of marriage,
fruitful relations, and ch ild-rearing continue to prevail. Con
traception does not seem to be limiting vigorous national ex
pansion. Of course, it has opened the way for increased extra
marital sexual relations, but these might occur in any case.
Moreover, they can be condemned on other grounds, and if
contraception is really effective they are, from an ethical point
of view, little or no WOrse than petting which leads to orgasm.
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The proposition that contraception prevents intercourse from
attaining a morally obligatory end also may be supported in
directly by deducing it from a mOre general principle of sexual
ethics: Any sexual activity apart from the conditions necessary
for it to be suited of itself to the procreation and proper edu
cation of children is intrinsically immoral. This principle has a
substantial tradition behind it, and I believe that it is true if it
is properly interpreted.' However, its use to support the argu
ment against contraception is open to many objections.
To begin with, the limitation of sexual activity to procreative
purposes implied by this principle seems too severe, since at
least within marriage incomplete sexual acts are licit even though
they are unsuited to procreation. Moreover, sexual relations
between husband and wife can be morally good even when
procreation is impossible.
Sometimes this general principle is thought to express the
sole principle of sexual ethics, and it is understood to mean
that any behavior of significance for reproduction must be per
formed under conditions of normal intercourse and within
wedlock. However, if the principle is understood in this way
it is too narrow, for it cannot exclude even complete solitary
acts of women.
The older scholastics who thought that feminine "semination"
is analogous to male ejaculation were mistaken in their physio
logical facts. If they had not made a mistake on this point,
many of them would have been unable to show the immorality
of female masturbation because it has no objective significance
for the reproductive function.'
Besides these points, the most telling reaSOn against using
this general principle of sexual ethics to support the specific
proposition about contraception is that the general principle
itself is neither evident nor easily proved. Moreover, the argu
ment that contraception may not be intrinsically immoral im
plies precisely that this general principle admits of exceptions.
Consequently, simply to assert the general principle is to beg
the question.
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Of course, it is fair to point out that if the general principles
which have been thought to control sexual ethics admit of
exception in the case of the practice of contraception by married
couples having sufficiently strong reasons, exceptions also may
be required to other applications of these principles. Some
homosexuals, for example, offer arguments in defense of their
perversion very similar to the reasons given for allowing excep
tions to the prohibition of contraception.
I fear that those who are defending the practice of contra
ception have not considered this implication, because they have
focused on contraception in abstraction from the wider problem
of developing a sound ethical theory of sexual conduct.
However, such victims of abstraction ism might be willing to
accept the implications of their position and to allow any per
version in really difficult cases. Or they might be able to con
struct some nontraditional arguments against allowing excep
tions to other applications of the general principles of sexual
morality.
Thus our conclusion remains that the minor premise of the
original argument appears to be indefensible if it is taken in a
sufficiently strong sense to eliminate equivocation in the middle
term. Another set of possibilities is opened, however, if we
decide to use the minor in its obviously true sense and to
strengthen the major instead. Rather than understanding the
major in its obviously true meaning - the prevention of the
realization of an end which one ought to seek is immoral-let
us take it to mean that the exercise of any human function in
such a way that its given end is frustrated of attainment is
intrinsically immoral.
This interpretation of the major premise yields what is called
the "perverted-faculty argument."· This major never has seemed
obvious to many although some have claimed it to be self
evident. Whether it were evident in itself or not, it would need
to be explained in some way that would reveal why the natural
teleology of human functions requires absolute moral respect.
Simply to assume this principle against someone who is de
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fending the liceity of contraception is to beg the question.'·
One way to explain the major of the perverted-faculty argu
ment is to say that the integrity of the natural design of human
function s always must be respected because it was instituted by
God. Yet, it is not evident that God requires that this design
always be respected. If the assumption is true, however, it
seems to have great force only in the sphere of sex, since other
functions are interfered with in many ways without arousing
moral condemnation so long as the faculty itself is not per
manently damaged. Begin the list with earplugs.
Moreover, not even all interferences with the natural design
of sexual intercourse are rejected as immoral. Assisted, as dis
tinct from artificial, insemination is generally approved by
moralists." If one refers only to this principle, then the dis
tinction between licit and illicit interference seems arbitrary.
Another way to explain the major is by arguing that just as
the end of man determines the rightness and wrongness of his
action on the whole, so tl,e end of each of his faculties deter
mines its right and wrong use." The trouble with this argument
is that it proves the wrongness of contraception only from tl,e
point of view of the sexual faculty considered in isolation. No
doubt, contraception is an evil for the reproductive capacity,
but this faculty is not a supposit with absolute rights of its own.
Hence it seems to follow that the good of this part can be
subordinated to the good of the whole. That the principle of
totality does apply to the reproductive faculty is sh own by the
fact that the removal of diseased generative organs for the good
of the whole body is allowed.
A fortiori, the suppression of the effect of the generative func
tion seems legitimate provided that the remaining exercise of
the fun ction and the suppression itself yield an overall benefit
to the whole. If the common good is invoked at this point, the
arguments previously presented may be reviewed .
Apart from these theoretical considerations, the major of th e
perverted-faculty argument is open to numerous objections
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drawn from exceptions. Walking on one's hands interferes at
least temporarily with their proper fun ction." Similarly, to
hang rings in one's ears or nose, by stretching them out of
shape, may lessen their effectiveness. But no one objects in such
cases that the faculti es are being perverted.
Of course, one may argue that these counterexamples are
frivolous, since the abuses themselves are insignificant. How
ever, a defense of this sort implies the concession that it is not
th e perversion of the faculty but the significance of its function
that is at stake. Yet our examination of the strong minor premise
seems to have shown that contraception cannot be excluded in
virtue of the objective good at stake.
Moreover, more significant counterexamples can be formu
lated easily enough. Imagine a person who ingests some food
and drink by mouth for satisfaction although for medical
reasons the stomach constantly is pumped so that nothing is
digested. Real nourishment is given intravenously. vVould any
moralist object if such action seemed medically h annless and
was comforting to a very ill patient?
An exceptional case? Consider smoking. Here we use the
respiratory system in a way which does frustrate its proper func
tion to a considerable extent, particularly if one inhales. vVe
do this for no apparent reason other than for a pleasure not
unlike mere sexual release. Yet no one was inclined to consider
smoking seriously evil until it began to appear that it may cause
perman ent damage. Even now moralists hesitate to take a very
severe view of it.
If these examples are not sufficiently analogous to the phe
nomenal pattern of contraceptive behavior to satisfy someone
who cannot grasp the application of a principle except it be
verified in imagination, he might reflect on the conduct of
women engaged in lactation."
In many cases there is excess milk and it is pumped out of the
breasts and thrown away. The infant may be fed artificially
during a temporary separation from his mother while she con
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tinues regularly to empty her breasts artificially and to waste
their product. No one condemns this conduct nor even demands
that there be a serious cause to justify it.
Yet lactation is the essential end of a very important natural
faculty. And, like sex, it depends upon depositing a valuable
glandular secretion in the appropriate natural receptacle. But
mere convenience is a good enough reason for interfering in this
process. Hence if contraception really is seriously wrong there
must be some reason for its malice that has nothing to do with
what these two cases have in common - i.e., preventing an
important faculty from attaining its natural end.
The defender of the perverted-faculty argument may insist
that even this analogy is inadequate to illustrate the mode of
frustration exemplified by the practice of contraception. He may
suggest that the consumption of enough of Some nondigestible
substance to cause death would be an acceptable parallel frus
tration of the function of the nutritive faculty." But this sug
gestion evidences a failure to distinguish between the sig
nificance of permanent and irreversible contraceptive steriliza
tion on the one hand and a single, apparently reasonable con
traceptive act on the other.
Due to these difficulties, the Roman vomitorium has played
a large role in statements of the perverted-faculty argument."
This repulsive practice, presumably, is a perfect parallel to con
traception, since the natural function of nutrition was frustrated
while the faculty was exercised for sheer delight to such an ex
tent that periodic induced vomiting was necessary to make room
for additional courses. But the analogy is unsound on two
counts.
In the first place, eating cannot occur normally without reach
ing its nutritive end, but sexual relations most often are not
generative. The user of the vomitorium hardly can have any
motive other than gluttony, while the person who practices
contraception can have the good reasons for intercourse which
usually justify engaging in it during naturally sterile periods.
In the second place, as soon as ther~ is any good reason to
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induce vomiting, no objection is made to doing so. For example,
even a small danger that one has consumed poison or a moderate
discomfort which may be relieved by vomiting are sufficient
justifications for inducing it.
Indeed, in such cases no moral issue even is raised, and this
fact shows that gluttony rather than induced vomiting is what
was immoral in the Roman practice. If the perverted-faculty
argument only proves contraception immoral when intercourse
is had out of sheer lust, however, either the argument is ques
tion-begging or it is inconclusive. In the latter case, there is
room for reasonable exceptions here, just as there is in the case
of induced vomiting.
From all of these arguments it clearly follows that if the
major premise of the conventional argument is understood in
the strong interpretation, which yields the perverted-faculty
argument, that premise becomes an indefensible proposition.
As a rule we rightly consider the claims of the natural ends
of our various faculties only in subordination to our well-being
on the whole. We shall see later why this is so, as well as how
the principle of the perverted-faculty argument can be vin
dicated in the unique case for which it was designed - the re
productive capacity.
It is only unfortunate that those who wished to show the
intrinsic immorality of contraception assumed the first logically
adequate major premise which came to hand - one indefensible
because it is more general than is required - instead of examining
the specific nature of the contraceptive act. The many attempts
over the years to show tile intrinsic immorality of contraception
using this faulty premise have exposed Catholic moral thought
to endless ridicule and surely have caused harm in other ways.
From our examination of arguments we also can elicit a
certain methodological moral. One who wishes to show the
intrinsic malice of contraception must bear in mind that the
alternative to the practice he condemns is abstinence. Con
traception is not intrinsically evil if it is not evil in every in
stance, and tile instances which are most plausibly defended
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are those in which there are very serious indications against
conception. To prove contraception intrinsically evil is much
more difficult than to prove permanent sterilization intrinsically
evil Or to prove contraception generally evil.
Often, especially in popular writings, reasons such as the fol
lowing have been given for not practicing contraception. It is
said to be a violation of God's will, a contamination of one's
bodily temple, a practice amounting to mutual masturbation or
the use of one's partner as a mere device, an intrinsically shame
ful practice having no reasonable end in view, a practice which
will harden hearts and blind minds to higher things.
It seems to me that all these condemnations are correct and
that consideration of them may provide motives for avoiding
the evil of contraception. But none of them is an argument
showing the malice of contraception, for every one of them
presupposes that it is intrinsically evil.
Like them is the statement that contraception is wrong
because it is against the natural law. This is not completely
uninformative, since it asserts that the practice is immoral in
itself rather than by mere imposition of authority. However,
this classification, like that of contraception among sins against
nature, presupposes rather than proves its immorality.
To show that contraception is against natural law we must
show that it is immoral in itself. The opposite course is not
open to us since natural law cannot be consulted except by
examining the morality of various species of human action. Like
civil law, natural law can be violated only by violating a specific
precept of it, so that a violation is against tlle law only by being
against a law."
The question also is begged if one asserts that contraception
is wrong because it separates sexual pleasure from reproduction.
The assumption here either is that sexual pleasure as such is
evil or that the pleasure of contraceptive intercourse is evil.
The former is indefensible. In practice it leads to the con
clusion that since this evil is necessary one may as well enjoy
it. Moreover, any sound theory will hold that the pleasure of
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sex has the same moral quality as the act to which it belongs,
and so the very pleasure of good sexual activity itself must be
considered good."
It is true that one should not seek sexual pleasure for its
own sake, and this is equally true of all other kinds of pleasure
- they should be sought only in subordination to the functions
which they perfect. However, those who defend contraception
claim that contraceptive intercourse can have the same good
purposes as other licit though unfruitful sexual relations.
On the other hand, to assert that the sexual pleasure of con·
traceptive intercourse is evil is simply to assume what needs
to be proved - that contraceptive intercourse is evil. If it is so,
no doubt its pleasure and the enjoyment of that pleasure also
is evil.
Partly because of dissatisfaction with the arguments examined
above, various authors in recent years have proposed an alto·
gether different mode of argument against contraception. The
new approach has been called "phenomenological" because it
proceeds by describing the experience of marital intercourse
and then by analyzing this description, rather than by arguing
from the end of the sexual function.
Presumably this argument will show that contraception in
volves the violation of the intrinsic meaning of sexual relations.
Its proponents sometimes have contrasted their way of arguing
with the conventional way, claiming that the latter reduces
sexual activity to the status of a mere function perfonned in
view of an extrinsic goal."
The gist of the phenomenological argument is that sexual
intercourse reveals itself directly as an act in which man and
wife cooperate in personal immediacy to accomplish in fleshly
union the most perfect possible expression of their special con
jugal love. This love primarily is a special mode of mutual
benevolence, a wish to perfect one another in every possible
way. Human sexuality transcends physiological utilities and in
stinctive drives; human sexual intercourse represents objectively
the mutual, total self-giving of man and woman.
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No reservations and obstacles must be allowed to interfere
with the definitive and exclusive surrender of man and wife
to one another. But contraception introduces such an obstacle,
for it represents a limitation on the giving and receiving of
selves. Hence this practice is an offense against the very mean
ing of the conjugal act, and for this reason it must be avoided .
One way to understand this argument is to assume at the
beginning that the withholding of one's effective generative
power, whether or not one's partner approves, is a withholding
of part of what ought to be given in the mutual self-giving.'·
If the argument is understood in this way, however, it will not
prove that contraception is immoral, for it proceeds on the
supposition that it is.
However, this argument gives a persuasive reason for avoid
ing the practice of contraception if one admits it to be immoral,
because it describes in concrete form how such immoral be
havior corrupts the natural beauty and even the deepest satis
faction of the marital act. One who believes that contraception
is wrong could hardly engage in contraceptive intercourse as an
expression of genuine benevolence and affection for his partner.
Cooperators in sin are not true friends, because the same selfish
ness which leads to sin also precludes genuine mutuality.
A second way to understand this argument is to take it as an
effort to emphasize the personal and interpersonal psychological
and moral function of sex apart from any direct reference to its
reproductive function. Mature sexuality is an expression of the
transcendence achieved in sound interpersonal relationships. It
is not merely self-indulgent pleasure-seeking.
Rather it is an experience shared by mature persons who have
much else to share and who en joy feeling in a most concrete
manner their total human relationship by giving one another
sexual deligh t. 21
If this theory is not pushed to extremes, we must concede
that it has a certain value. It illuminates an aspect of sexuality
which was largely neglected until this century. The psychological
function of sexual activity can be of value in itself. It can render
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worthwhile the conduct of sexual intercourse by married couples
during times of natural sterility. Moreover, the satisfaction of
psychological rather than reproductive needs is the reason that
human sexual association tends toward the normal pattern of
permanent and exclusive union of one man with one woman."
The psychological aspect of sexuality also seems to me the
source of one of the pillars on which a reconstructed sexual
ethics might rest. Loveless indulgence in sexual release is more
directly opposed to the psychosocial function of sex than to its
procreative value.
The inherent malice of masturbation, for example, is that it
reduces the only bodily capacity which naturally leads one out
side himself into complete and fruitful cooperation with an
other person to the status of a mere device for supporting self
enclosure in isolation against any genuine mutuality with others.
Masturbation, having this psychological significance, naturally
accompanies a childish reluctance to assume the risks and re
sponsibilities of adulthood. The adolescent naturally undergoes
a conflict between feeling and intelligence, fear and aspiration.
This conflict is a moral one, because it occurs in consciousness
and must be resolved by self-commitment.
The habitual practice of masturbation generally is a clear sign
that this conflict has not yet been faced squarely and resolved
properly. The end of the habit is in sight when a meaningful
alternative is developed to the device of diverting tension into
sexual channels to be released in a displacement activity whose
only satisfaction is the very release of tension itself.
The normal, mature alternative to this childish device is gen
erous cooperation with others in a serious commitment of effort
to the pursuit of values transcending the self. This "sublima
tion" should not be regarded as a mode of draining off into
other channels energy of itself sexual, but as a return to pur
poseful use of the intrinsically indeterminate energy which a
kind of error of psychic control often concentrates too heavily
in sexual channels."
This discussion of masturbation is not irrelevant to the
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morality of contraception. As we saw earlier, if it is shown on
other grounds that contraception is intrinsically immoral it will
be clear that contraceptive intercourse between persons aware
of its immorality never could be a genuine expression of love.
While still pretending to express and communicate love, such
perverse activity will in reality represent a kind of selfish in
dulgence. ll1is experience will then substitute for real coopera
tion in the work and real sharing in the responsibility proper to
the married state.
In other words, to those aware of the immorality of contra
ception, contraceptive intercourse clearly appears for what it is
- a device employed by married couples which is related to
their resistance to continued growth as the adolescent's mastur
bation is related to his resistance to adulthood.
This is not to say that contraceptive intercourse, even for
those who know it to be wrong, has the same psychic quality
and effects as solitary masturbation. No, an interpersonal re
lationship is never the same as no relationship at all. Instead,
this kind of sexual experience among adults is similar to
and continuous with adolescent heterosexual activities such as
petting.
In such relationships there is a certain reciprocity - of ex
ploitation. Each uses the other both as a masturbatory in
strument and as a social tool. The boy's attentions prove the
girl's popularity while the girl's concessions prove the boy's
masculine prowess. This whole relationship, of course, also is
dignified with the name "mutual love," since mutual exploita
tion demands the romantic mask of sentiment in order to allow
each partner to feel that he is successfully exploiting without
himself merely being exploited."
These psychological insights into the significance of contra
ception, useful as they are, do not prove the act to be immoral
in itself. Rather, this is assumed. Moreover, the psychological
consideration of the sexual act is just as much a functional in
terpretation of it as is the ordinary natural-law approach.
Any serious psychological consideration of sexual experience
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must pass beyond the experience itself and must consider its
value in terms of psychosocial dynamics. A pure phenomeno
logical argument against contraception would have to remain
strictly within the experience as such, and it should not assume
that the experience under consideration is that of persons who
already consider contraception wrong on other grounds.
However, such a pure phenomenological argument seems
extremely weak. Why should sexual expression be limited to
marriage in the first place? Might it not be appropriate also as
an expression of definitive and exclusive friendship between two
persons of the same sex? Assuming sexual expression is to be
limited to married couples, why should contraception be ruled
out? It need not imply any limitation on reciprocity if concep
tion-prevention is agreeable to both partners, for then it will
seem to them only a further evidence of their affectionate con
cern for one another.
Indeed, while it has been claimed by Janssens that the
phenomenological argument can appeal to non-Catholics as well
as to Catholics," my own experience in discussions with ap
parently sincere Protestants has been that those who do not
consider contraception wrong as such do not find any agreeable
mode of contraception inconsistent with their experience of
sexual relations as an expression of reciprocal love.
Nevertheless, Janssens apparently assumes that there are
other adequate ways to exclude perversions and at the same
time he is willing to admit the liceity of the use of incon
spicuous contraceptives such as the pill. His argument, if I
have grasped it, is that since man is an incarnate spirit, there
must be a harmony between the naturalistic sense of his out
ward behavior and the spiritual meanings that he wishes to
communicate. On this ground, sexual activity is restricted within
marriage, since it naturally expresses conjugal love.
On the other hand, since the value of persons completely
transcends the function of reproduction, there is no reason why
the use of contraceptives should be excluded provided they do
not alter the symbolic sense of marital intercourse as an ex
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pression of reciprocal love. This love is prior to any other value,
although it need not exclude a reference of sexual activity to its
appropriate fruitful result - the child as the perfect expression
of love.
Conspicuous contraceptives - i.e., those which interfere
with the integrity of the sexual act in its external aspects
- are excluded because they interfere with the intrinsic sense
of the conjugal act, to incarnate wholly the unrestricted and un
reserved reciprocal abandonment of the spouses to one another."
Understood in this way, the phenomenological argument
seems to be related to the theory that the primary end, or at
least the essential meaning, of marriage is to be found in
reciprocal love and the union of two-in-one-flesh rather than in
"mere reproduction."" This theory emphasizes th e immanent
value of the marital relationship at some expense to the proper
transcendent good - the procreation and raising of children 
which marriage normally attains by the coopera tion of man
and wife.
The phenomenological argument taken in this way and the
theory on which it rests are open to numerous objections. In
the first place, why should the physical integrity of th e marital
act be so important so long as it remains an exclusive and im
mediate experience if the protection of fertility is not really at
issue? Other symbols of human relationships are extremely
fl exible. "
Again, why make such a distinction between the integrity of
internal aspects of th e reproductive process, which may be
violated, and the external aspects of it, which are held inviol
able? If the pill is pernlitted, why not intrauterine devices?
These set up no barrier to the sexual communion; in fact, once
in place, neither partner could detect the presence of the
device."
If intrauterine devices are licit. why not a douche? If a
douche, why not foam or jelly? If these, why not a diaphragm?
And if a diaphragm. why not a condom?'· If a condom, why
not withdrawal? If this, why not mutual masturbation?
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If the marital act is not to be considered primarily pro
creative, then there seems to be no single plausible place to
draw the line if one considers the whole spectrum of contracep
tive methods available. Apart from medical and psychological
considerations, distinctions among modes of contraception are
more a matter of aesthetics than anything else.
Everyone admits that many sexual acts short of orgasm are suit
able expressions of love among married persons. Why should one
who is willing to admit fertility control by means of drugs balk
at orgasm in a real embrace where semen is mixed in one flesh
within the vagina but not within the uterus? Would Jannsens
want to maintain that a couple who used a diaphragm at the
beginning of a valid marriage would not have consummated
their marriage, while if they had used some less conspicuous
contraceptive they would have done so?"
In sum, Janssens' version of the phenomenological argument
against conspicuous contraceptives is subject to these three
devastating objections. First, he has merely asserted, he has not
proved, that marital intercourse has the precise symbolic mean
ing he assigns to it. Second, if it has that meaning, Janssens has
merely asserted, not proved, that conventional contraceptives
violate it. Third, he also has merely assumed, not proved, that
a married couple has a serious obligation to avoid violating the
given symbolic sense of sexual relations.
Here we meet once again precisely the same equivocation be
tween tact and obligation from which our discussion of the
conventional natural-law argument began. What is operative to
conceal it is very likely nothing more substantial than the feel
ing of repulsion one naturally has in association with the
phenomenal patterns of conventional, conspicuous contracep
tive behavior if those patterns are what one always has imagined
when thinking of contraception as seriously wrong.
There are deeper theoretical difficulties. Is it really true that
man is an incarnate spirit? This characterization is supposed to
exclude Scheler's "trialism" and to assure the unity of human
nature. But it smacks of residual cartesian dualism; it implies
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that man really has two natures rather than one and that his
spiritual sub jectivity must work through an essentially alien
objectivity." Janssens gives himself away when he explains that
Scheler's trouble arose from his failure to see that we experience
ourselves immediately as personal totalities who say "I" of all
aspects of our composite."
In other words, for Janssens, not being but consciousness is
the principle of unity in man. Janssens' next sentence offers
further confirmation, for he goes on to say: "Because man is
an incarnate spirit, even the bodily aspects of his sexuality have
an intrinsic sense diverse from that of the animals, for these
aspects participate in his spiritual interiority. .. ."" 'TIlis ex
planation implies, of course, the dualistic presupposition that
apart from their participation in man's spiritual interiority,
the bodily aspects of human sexuality are little better than
animal functions.
In truth, however, man is one nature, not two, and his life
is not divided between the conscious life of personality and the
material processes of an organism - processes which would serve
to anchor man in nature and which would be a vehicle of his
spirit but wh ich would lack any specifically human meaning
of their own. On the contrary, man is an organism whose high
est integration is that of rational intelligence." 'TI,e human act
of procreation is as properly personal as is the most perfect
love of man and wife for one another. Indeed, the latter has its
sense only from the former.
The marital society is a human good in itself, not only a
means to procreation, and marital relations do have a role in
fostering and in expressing this union on its most basic psy
chosocial level. But the significance of love is not complete
in itself and in the unity it establishes. Lovers must have a real
value besides love in which to share, a value which transcends
their union and for whose attainment they cooperate." This
is true of all love except that of God, who is His own perfection.
Marital love is a cooperation in the highest of natural voca
tions - participation in the creation and perfection of new
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human persons. Husband and wife, indeed, are children to one
another as well as being parents to their children, but even in
this respect the good intrinsic to the marital community and
the other values it seeks to realize, even within the partners
themselves, are not the same."
Of course, real marriage can exist in which man and wife
cooperate together for the pursuit of goods other than procrea
tion. But these exceptional cases merely show that besides pro
creation other goods which transcend the marital society can
be achieved by it, and that sexual relations can be helpful in
perfecting a union for the pursuit of such other goods.
The exceptional cases do not by any means show that there
can be any value in the marital society itself without its being
subordinated to some good beyond itself. The fact that, given
such subordination, the marital union is not a mere means does
not make its need for subordination any the less real.
Human immanent goods, even spiritual ones like genuine
conjugal love, must be subordinate to some good beyond them
selves, because human subjectivity originates as an empty re
flexivity. That the transcendent good, the good beyond sub
jective consciousness, happens in the first instance to be a
material reality should not upset anyone who is not a dualist.
To claim that the spirit needs no real object for its life, on the
other hand, would be worse than simple dualism, for it would
involve a confusion between the finite subject and God.
My conclusion, then, not only is that a pure phenomeno
logical argument against contraception has no cogency with
regard to the point it attempts to prove, but that it is connected
with a very questionable philosophical theory of man and of
the marital society.
The subjective and interpersonal life of the spirit is no more
human than is the humblest of human functions. And it is a
mistake to yield to the temptation to attribute superiority to
the immanent value of marriage over the transcendent value of
the procreation and education of children to which marriage is
ordained. Human sexual intercourse transcends animal repro
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duction in the same proportion that the human child transcends
the animal offspring.
It is a permanent temptation for man to seek perfection
within himself. The result is always the same whether he seeks
it in his own freedom and individuality or whether he seeks it
in contentless interpersonal relationships." Human perfection
requires that man first of all submit his emptiness to the values
beyond his subjectivity which alone give meaning to his exist
ence. It is folly to ignore these values and then to complain, as
so many contemporary philosophers do, that life is meaningless.
Hell is not isolation any more than it is other people. It is
the permanent unwillingness of men, alone and in society, to
accept perfection on the terms reality has set.
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ships (New York: The Julian Press, 1961), 229-238 and passim, brings out
the interpersonal significance of complete adolescent relations when they aIe
recognized as wrong. His solution seems to be to convince adolescents that
such relationships are not wrong, and to rcmO\'e other interfering factors. I
have been able to find no serious study of the psychological significance of
petting to orgasm; my observations are based on discussio ns with many college
students interpreted in the light of general psychological principles from sources
such as those cited in the previous note. See in particular: Oraison, Man and

Wile (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1962), 110-118, 132-133; Gibert,
Love in Marriage (New York and London: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1964).
101-108.
25. "Morale conjuga le et proges tog~nes," Epllemerides theologicae lovanienses,
39 (Oct.-Dec., 1963), 819.
26. The argument runs on 809-824; unfortu nately, it is stated compactly
nowhere in the article.
27. I do not mean to say that Janssens explicitly holds the condemned
theory; he does not state this position anywhere. Quay, op. cit., 33-34. tries to
show that his milder version of the phenomenological argument does not
require a denial of the traditional doctrine on the ends of marriage; Quay. of
course, was not arguing in favor of inconspicuous methods of contraception.
B. Lavaud, a.p., "The Interpretation of the Conjugal Act and the Theology
of ~Iarriage," The Thomist, 1 (October, 1939), 360-380, reveals by his
sympathetic commentary precisely how the view of those who proposed
inverting the ends of marriage is related to an interpretation of the conjugal
act very like the one Janssens presents. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 1-1 65, provide
a complete theological study of the question of the ends of Christian marriage;
Oraison, op. cit., 53-68, gives a fairly well-balanced brief treatment of the
problem .
28. Dupre, ap. cit., considers the phenomenological argument under the
heading, "Psychological Arguments." He offers the criticism (82) that man
interprets natural symbols freely; unfortunately, he goes too far and suggests
that subjective intention can alter the objective intention (finis operis) of any
human act.
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29. One might obiect to such devices on the ground that they can cause
dangerous damage and that they very likely have their effect by inducing
abortion: Year Book of Obstetrics and G ynecology. 1962-1963 Series, ed.
J. P. Greenhill (Chicago: Year Book Medical Publishers, Inc.), 390-392.
However, similar objections cannot be made aga inst the douche, foam, and
jelly.

30. One might make psychological obiections to mutual masturbation , coitus
interruptus, and to the condom, but the same objections hardly seem applicable
to the previous items in the list.
31. 1 do not mean to suggest that contraceptive intercourse of any sort
consummates marriage. However, Canon 1015 states: "i\ fatrim onium baptiza·
torum val idum dicitur rat urn, si non dum consummatione completum est; mrnm
et consummatum, si inter coniuges locum habuerit coniugalis actus, ad quem
natura sua ordinatur con tractus matrimonialis et quo coni uges fiunt una caro."
If procreation can be set aside, this definition seems to admit contraception by
diaphragm as well as by any less conspicuous method.
32. Albert Dondeyne, Contemporaty European Thougl1t and Christian Faith
(Pittsburgh, Pa.: Duquesne University; Louvain: E. Nauwelaerts, 1958). tried
to defend as much phenomenological existentialism as he could integrate with
Christian faith. Even he was forced to criticize (114-116) the phenomenological
theory of man as incarnate spirit as a subtle form of dualism.
33. Cp. cit., 808, n. 85: "Scheler a affinne ce 'trialisme', pa rce qu'il n'a,
pas tenu suffisamment compte du fait que la premiere donnCe de notre
experience est que nous nous saisissons comme une unite, comme une totaHte
personnelle qui dit 'je' de tOllS les aspects actifs et reccp tifs de son
comportement."
34. Ibid., "Puisque l'homme est esprit incarne, meme les aspects corporels de
sa sexualite ont un sens intrinseqlle autre que chez les animaux, car ils parti
cipent a son interiorite spirituelle et, de la sorte, ils offrent une tres grande
plasticit~ et rendent possible leur integration dans la totalite personnelle_"
35. Bernard Lonergan, S.J., Insight: A Study of Human Un derstanding
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1957), 245-270, clarifies the uniqueness of
human nature without sacrificing man's unity_
36. CE. Lestapis, op. cit., 150-153.
37. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 153 and passim.
38. David Riesrnan, Tile Lonely Crowd (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University
Press, 1950), described the latter danger so clearly and demonstrated its
contemporary power so fully that we have had fair warning. Yet "dialogue,"
"encounter," "mutual love," and other items in the jargon mislead us, as
advertising language sometimes does, to invest in what we know is worthless.

III

THREE THEORIES
MORAL LAW

OF

IN THIS chapter I shall describe and contrast with one another
three theories of moral law - conventional natural-law theory,
a theory opposed to it which I call "situation ism" for want of
a better name, and the theory of practical principles which I
prefer to either of the others. As I remarked in the course of
our examination of previous modes of argument against contra
ception, deeper theoretical difficulties underlie their inadequacy
in meeting this particular issue.
The present chapter will clarify thcse fundamental th eoretical
difficulties. It also will be a foundation for the demonstration
of the immorality of contraception. By studying the three
theories side by side, we shall become able to discern the depth
and breadth of what really is at stake in the present debate.
Conventional natural-law theory, which originated with
Suarez, is commonly regarded as the only traditional explanation
of moral law accepted by Catholic philosophers, because it often
is represented as such in the textbooks.' It must be understood,
of course, that if some treatments have subtleties not suggested
here, to that extent I would not group them with the system I
am considering. There is no time now to survey the literature
46
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and to treat each author with the discrimination he might
deserve.
What is most characteristic of conventional natural-law theory
is its notion of the objectivity of moral norms. TIle moral norm
simply is human nature as it is given - given, of course, not to
sense experience but to rational understanding. Moral goodness
and badness can be discerned simply by comparing the essential
patterns of possible human actions with the intelligible structure
of human nature considered both in its inner complexity and
in its extrinsic relationships.
When compared with human nature, actions are seen either
to conform or not to conform to the requirements set by it in
sofar as man is vegetative, sentient, and rational in himself, and
creature, fellow creature, and ruler of lower creation in his
essential relationships.
The judgment whether an action conforms or not to human
nature is completely objective. In fact, it is a purely speculative
knowledge, enjoying the necessity of truth based on essential
definitions of formal causes. The judgment registers conformity
when there is consistency between action and nature. It registers
nonconformity, intrinsic evil, when the action is incompatible
with human nature in any of its essential aspects.
Of course, to become aware of one's obligations it is not
enough to observe the nonconformity or conformity between
nature and action, and so to see the badness or the possible
goodness of the action. Besides this theoretical knowledge,
awareness of obligation presupposes awareness of a fundamental
imperative: Avoid mora/ly bad acts. This basic imperative may
be expressed in other ways: Act in conformity with nature, or:
Follow reason.
However the basic imperative is expressed, its meaning is
understood only when it is recognized as a communication to
the created subject of the sovereign will of God. The force of
obligation derives solely from this imperative will of God. Man
recognizes the agreement or disagreement between possible
actions and h is own nature as a source of obligation only when
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he realizes that the norm of nature is the specific form in which
the divine will is communicated to him as a rational creature.
This natural-law theory has a peculiar conception of practical
reason, allowing it only an extremely limited role. The knowl
edge of the obligatory force of natural law belongs to natural
theology while the knowledge of the badness of various species
of acts depends mainly on rational psychology. Of course,
natural theology has an important role here too, and so do other
disciplines which contribute to man's self-understanding.
Thc only specific task of practical reason in elaborating pre
cepts of natural law is the synthesis of the two theoretical
premises and the deduction of the conclusion which they imply.
For example, observing that suicide is contrary to the funda
mental organic good of human nature and considering that God
wills what nature indicates as good, we may conclude that
suicide is intrinsically immoral- i.e., a forbidden evil act.
The only reason this argument and conclusion is considered
practical rather than purely theoretical knowledge is that it
refers to practical subject matter - that is, a possible human
action - and communicates the will of the superior about that
action.
Of course, the imperative will not be effective so long as it
remains merely universal. Hence practical reason has the addi
tional task of applying the precepts of natural law to particular
cases. Knowing that suicide is wrong, I still must apply this
knowledge to the judgment of the concrete act I am consider
ing in order to form a proper conscience about it.
On the surface this application would seem easy, but as
situations become complicated tremendous difficulties appear.
Would it be suicide, for example, if I were to risk my life as
a daredevil in a circus? Suppose the stunt I wish to perform has
led many others to their deaths? A whole science, casuistry,
developed around the discussion of problems of this kind.
The ideal of the casuist is to maintain perfect objectivity in
his consideration all the way down to the particular advice a
moralist may provide for a particular client and in this way to
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insure so far as possible the correctness of the actual judgment
of conscience itself.'
It is easy to see why a moral system of this kind should be
far more adept in issuing prohibitions than in offering affirma
tive guidance. Affirmative precepts bind always but not for
every instance. Hence the casuist never is able to say categorically
what must be done; his affirmative judgments always are subject
to conditions.
Negative precepts, on the other hand, bind always and every
where. The casuist need only assure himself that he really is
dealing with an instance of a species of prohibited action in
order to know immediately that everything else in the situation
is irrelevant - the action being considered should not be done.
Moreover, in normative ethics, where precepts are deduced,
there are additional reasons to accentuate the negative. A nega
tive precept follows directly from the inconsistency of any
species of action with the specific essence of man. But is every
action consonant with specific human nature an object of
obligation?
Hardly, for if this were the case all of man's life would be
sealed off under definite obligations - under many incompatible
definite obligations, in fact, since many acts are consistent with
man's specific essence. Moreover, if every act which is good
were obligatory there would be no room for individual freedom
and no place for counsels of perfection.
Consequently, only certain species of action can become the
objects of affirmative precepts - i.e., those kinds of action
whose omission would be wrong. Since it is difficult to find
instances of this sort which are both specific and certain, and
which also can be prescribed with true universality, few inter
esting affirmative precepts belong to the body of natural laws
which most of us learned.
What is the relationship between moral action and man's
ultimate end in this theory? Most of human action seems to
have no essential relation to the end at all. 11,ere is, as it were,
a large reserved domain for individual freedom, a domain which
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practically is secluded from the demands of moral obligation
although it is located within the jurisdiction of the moral order.
But action which falls directly under obligation assumes an
altogether different importance in relation to man's ultimate
end. He who does not break the law is morally good, and
avoidance of moral guilt is of transcendent importance.
The reason why this avoidance is so important, even apart
from any positive achievement, is that human life in itself and
the actual attainments and failures which constitute it are of
no real account in the long run. The long run is one's permanent
condition after death, and nothing one could do in this life is
a proportionate means for effectively causing eternal happiness.
Even if man's end were a merely natural one, perfect moral
goodness in this life could not cause his attainment of it, any
more than his actual achievements in this life - if he died
guilty - could mitigate his permanent misery. The reason for
this lack of intrinsic proportion between moral goodness and
the ultimate end of man is that natural law is an intelligible
system only to the extent that it is based on objective, formal
necessities. These are completely static; all elements of motiva
tion must be introduced from outside.
Hence just as natural law gets its obligating force from the
divine imperative in which it originates, so it gets its motivating
force, or sanction, from the rewards and punishments which
God allots to His subjects according to whether they have been
disobedient or not.
Four main criticisms can be made against this conventional
natural-law theory.
In the first place, it requires one to pass from theoretical
knowledge concerning human nature to moral obligations gov
erning human actions. This passage is supported by the theo
retical proposition that God wills us to act in conformity with
naturc. But notice that in very many cases the determination
of what agrees or does not agree with nature seems to be either
arbitrary or question-begging.
If human nature is considered only to the extent that it is
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an object of theoretical knowledge, the determination that a
certain kind of action would not agree with it seems arbitrary,
for the reality which man simply is does not seem to settle what
he can and ought to be.
On the other hand, if human nature is considered to the
extent that it already is an object of moral knowledge, the de
termination that a certain kind of action would not agree with
it is prejudiced by the moral knowledge that is assumed .
"Nature" has two senses and conventional natural-law theory
rests heavily on this equivocation.'
In the previous chapter we noticed how both the conventional
arguments, with which we began, and Janssens' argument, with
which we finished, rested upon instances of this equivocation.
The conventional arguments begin from an equivocation on
"natural end" and then proceed by one way or another to try
to reunite the facts with a strong premise - i.e., one expressing
obligation.
Janssens' argument relies on the assumption that those who
have intercourse should respect its "natural, intrinsic meaning."
He does not try to unite the facts with a principle of obligation.
Perhaps he takes his feelings about morality as sufficient. Or
perhaps he is not really very interested in showing the im
morality of any means of contraception; his main problem is
to provide some explanation for the traditional judgment of
Catholic moralists that will leave room for inconspicuous con
traception.
Another criticism of conventional natural-law theory is that
it involves a voluntaristic notion of obligation. If God's com
mand that we avoid evil is essential to the existence of obliga
tion, the proposition that we ought to do what God wants us to
do is essential to the force of any particular obligation.
I shall not take up here all the theoretical difficulties this
position involves. A noteworthy one, however, is that it leads
to an identification between the concrete judgment of obliga
tion and the imperative. Now imperatives normally require of
a subject only a certain definite performance or nonperformance.
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The consequence is that conventional natural-law theory has no
real place for flexible and open-ended obligations such as we
shall consider in the next chapter. Apart from the legal effects
of one's acts, one cannot bring the force of obligation as con
ventional natural-law theory understands it upon himself.'
Thus this theory has no difficulty with the marriage debt, but
it is hard put to explain why a married couple have an obliga
tion to have children.' In regard to our problem, this weakness
of conventional natural-law theory accounts for its inability to
explain how the good of procreation could ground any effective
obligation sufficient to exclude contraception without also ex
cluding other modes of nonperformance of the procreative task.
A third defect of conventional natural-law theory is its nega
tive emphasis. This kind of ethics seldom contributes anything
positive to life, it has only veto power. The negative precepts
of natural law keep mankind from falling into barbarism, but
they do not stimulate efforts to achieve new possibilities. Some
say that conventional natural-law theory is too static because
it uses logical deduction. This explanation is nugatory, since a
conclusion is no more static than its premises.
However, we can see that this theory naturally tends to be
static just to the extent that it very strongly favors prohibition.
This same bias led those who set out from conventional natural
law theory in quest of an explanation of the malice of contracep
tion to look for a negative principle under which to categorize
it. They hardly would have imagined that to show an act in
trinsically evil it might be helpful to consider the exact good
which is violated by it and the precise way in which that good
is violated.
A fourth defect of conventional natural-law theory is its lack
of any positive link between moral goodness and the ultimate
end. This missing connection drives a wedge between the moral
motivation of action and the goodness of the action.
Of course, good acts often have a sufficient nonmoral motive,
because they are "in agreement with nature." But where the
equivocation on nature is strongest, this motivation entirely
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fails and the prohibition of an act such as contraception seems
a particularly nasty trick of a rather arbitrary divine will which
endorses nature somewhat less discriminatingly than we natu
rally should like.
More important, the separation of moral motivation from
moral goodness inclines those who think in terms of conven
tional natural-law theory to forget the importance of intention
in their consideration of the ob;ective morality of acts. For this
reason, the conventional arguments against contraception never
raise the question whether one who acts in this way may be
unable to avoid having a bad intention regardless of the good
intentions he also may have and regardless of the good con
seq uences his action may entail.
Diametrically opposed to conventional natural-law thinking is
what I shall call "situation ism." This kind of ethical theory is
neither a specific philosophy nor even a cohesive movement.'
It is a trend common to many diverse recent philosophies. This
trend is even more widespread than the movement called
"situation-ethics," for that movement only manifests in a par
ticular way certain aspects of situationism. TIle classical utili
tarianism of Bentham, dialectical materialism, and the ethics
of ambiguity exemplify situationist thinking.
What is most characteristic about situation ism is its flexibility
in judging the morality of concrete actions. For the situationist,
a man's outward behavior never necessitates placing his action
in a definite moral category. Even if it is assumed that the
agent is well informed and is acting deliberately and freely, one
never can say that a certain pattern of outward behavior is
necessarily morally evil. Thus for a situationist, direct abortion,
the use of torture, suicide, euthanasia, masturbation, contracep
tion, and many other actions might be wrong gencrally speak
ing, but there can be exceptional cases in which they are morally
right and even obligatory.
To understand how situationist thinking comes to this strange
conclusion, the first thing we must grasp is the situationist
notion of material values, because outward behavior has sig
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nificance at least in its effects on bodily goods or material values.
The situationist divides such values into two groups.
In one group are the merely instrumental goods which may
be employed in any way one pleases. In the other group are
the necessary conditions, certain special instrumental goods,
which are indispensable if other morally significant possibilities
are to be realized. In the latter category are such goods as human
life itself and, for the few situationists who have any respect for
it, the good of procreation.
For the situationist, both classes of material goods may give
rise to hypothetical imperatives. The reason for this is obvious,
since physical objects and our behavior both are subject to
laws of nature, with the result that if we act in certain ways
bodily goods will suffer certain consequences. It life is to be
protected, then a situationist like any other moralist can com
mend to one's consideration a number of useful maxims which
should be taken into account.
Moreover, certain bodily goods - human life itself is the best
example - so generally deserve moral respect that certain nomlS
which surround them are usually treated as if they were ab
solute, although strictly speaking they can have the logical force
only of hypothetical imperatives.
One further point must be understood in order to grasp the
situationist theory of material values. It is that these values are
not to be allowed to influence moral thinking except to the
extent that they come to be at stake in definite realizations. In
other words, they are never to be allowed to function as ideals,
but only as objectives of operation.
The situationist ethician never thinks about a material good
as an end without thinking of it as it exists or might exist in a
particular instance where its realization will depend on definite
and limited means. This way of viewing material goods is aptly
called "operational" or "pragmatic."
Once these points are grasped, we need only to reflect that
human action takes place in a value context wh ich can be ex
panded indefinitely in order to see that even the greatest of
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bodily goods may be open to an ethically sanctioned violation
in sufficiently necessary cases. These material goods are at best
necessary conditions of what are supposed to be the absolute
human values. Hence they have in themselves no absolute re
sistance to violation .
The norms which surround them are only hypothetically
binding. Therefore, they are open to exceptions if it is better
that the material good be violated. The material goods them
selves are only at stake in their instances, they are not ideals.
Therefore they can be violated so long as the nonmaterial ideals
they embody, express, incarnate, or otherwise serve are protected.
It also is true for situation ism that the goodness or badness of
any external action must be gauged in terms of its actual results.
This may seem surprising, but it is easy to understand as soon as
one remembers that the imperatives which surround material
goods are never really more than hypothetical. It follows that
their whole point is to conduce to conditions whose importance
is solely determined by what is really morally significant.
By this time the reader undoubtedly is wondering how situa
tionism qualifies as a theory of moral law at all. What is the
"something really significant" to which material goods must give
way? Is it likewise subject to submergence in sufficiently difficult
cases? Or can the situationist admit an absolute principle which
will give his ethics a starting point and limit the relativism
evidenced by his attitude toward material goods?
The something which controls in a situationist ethics is not
always described in the same way. Some situationists consider
pleasure the sole value that always is sacred, others cast authen
ticity in this role, others self-awareness, others autonomy, others
scientific method, others human affection, others what they con
sider to be faith or charity, and others the triumph of the
proletariat.
Whatever a particular situationist theory selects as its control
ling value, this key principle always has certain characteristics.
It is not a material or bodily good. Even pleasure as utilitarians
understand it is a subjective and personal rather than an objective
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and merely natural reality. What they want is a certain kind of
conscious experience.
The controlling value is an absolute end in itself; it may never
be subordinated to any other good. The controlling value estab
lishes absolute moral obligations. Seek pleasure is not hypo
thetical for a hedonist. Be authentic allows no exceptions for
Sartre. Construct socialism is an absolute imperative for Com
munists.
The reason for the absoluteness of the key value is not only
that it is preferred. This fact, of course, tends to make it absolute,
since one normally protects what he prefers. However, the con
trolling value in a situationist theory also has another privilege
which is shared by none of the material values - it alone func
ti ons as an ideal.
Every situationist theory presupposes a sort of dualistic under
standing of man. The preferred value is psychic, subjective, per
sonal, or interpersonal,' and the part of man in which it is real
ized is considered sufficiently separate from mere material goods
so that the latter in the end must yield to the requirements of the
former. 11,e situationist tries to make the distinction between
the natural and the moral, between fact and obligation, into a
division between the outer, material world and the sub jective
domain of consciousness.
111is peculiar dualism always has the strange effect that a
situationist will notice immediately if moral implications are
being derived illogically from merely factual premises until his
preferred value is concerned. Then he will employ the same sort
of derivation he otherwise recognizes as fallacious.
Situationism can provide an affirmative and dynamic approach
to life. Reason is put to work creatively seeking ways for achiev
ing the controlling value as fully as possible and for manipu
lating all oth er goods in such a way as to promote this. The
enthusiasm of a situationist is not dispersed and diverted among
many ideals. 11,e ideal he espouses is one with which he can
identify himself wholly.
Thus situationist ethics is free of a difficulty we noticed in
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conventional natural-law theory, the lack of intrinsic link be
tween morally significant action and the ultimate good. A
situationist needs no ethical doctrine of sanctions because the
moral ideal he espouses is an immanent one. This is so even if it
is called the "leap of faith," for in such situationism we have
a pseudo-supernaturalism which respects human freedom far
more than it adores divine transcendence.'
Situationism also removes the problem of practical judgment.
In making his moral judgment, a situationist need not be arbi
trary. After all, he has an absolute, if sometimes vague, ideal
which never may be violated. ll1is absolute, being subjective
itself, requires at least that a good act meet certain subjective
criteria for moral goodness.
The stress of situationists on such criteria often gives their
theories the appearance of being concerned only with good
intentions, but the situationists' exclusive stress on actual con
sequences when it comes to external action seems in a way to
balance this subjectivism.
When such outward behavior is concerned, a situationist can
recognize legal restraints. Apart from legal restraints, however,
he will admit no unexceptionable principles. He will be able to
appeal from any maxim to his own higher principle and to
enlarge the context of any behavior to allow other considera
tions to enter in. He sometimes refers to this technique as the
replacement of an action previously considered too abstractly
into its concrete context.
It is this convenient device that leads to the peculiarity we
started from in our description of situationism - one never can
say for certain that any given pattern of external behavior is
evil. Situationists, of course, need not reject general ethical
principles. They need only require that, so far as external acts
are concerned, the indications of every principle must always
be open to modification by the final practical judgment. This
judgment has been attributed by various situationists to in
tuition, choice, guesswork, conscience, experience, and divine
inspiration.
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Situationist theories are open to two very serious objections.
First, the key value in any theory of this sort always is arbi
trary. It represents, as its absoluteness and subjective status
suggest, some formula for human self-deification . Of course,
sometimes the idolatry is veiled under confusions between
man's natural subjectivity and supernatural spirituality, as is
the case in the pseudo-religious humanism I mentioned in the
Introduction.
The falsity of such spirituality is evident the moment that
love is used as a justification for submerging a bodily good such
as procreation. Truly supernatural spirituality, never confusing
the transcendence of subjectivity over matter with that of God
over creatures, always recognizes that among finite goods even
the humblest reflects divine perfection in its own unique way
and so has a certain absolute character.
The arbitrariness of their key values allows ethical theories
of the situationist kind to be systems in a sense in which
sounder ethics never can be systematic. "Autonomy," "authen
ticity," or "mutual love" define a particular ethics in a way that
"virtue," Hnature/' or "reason" do not. Moreover situation ism,
unlike the humanism of the ancient philosophers, has a personal
character. As a perversion of Christianity, situationism retains
the Christian insight that the absolute is a complete personality.
Another criticism of situation ism is that it makes excessive
demands on man's ability to know. First one must be able to
know an absolute principle as elusive as a situationist's key
value. Then he must derive a moral judgment from this theo
retical principle. Further he must be able to know whatever the
peculiarity of this key value requires.
Hedonists, who follow classical utilitarianism, for example,
should know what will bring about the greatest happiness for
the greatest number. Proponents of mutual love should know
what really will promote it. Because the morality of outward
behavior depends on results, a situationist ideally needs a per
fect knowledge of nature to reach any definite judgment about
a proposed external act.' Since this demand is too great for him
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he settles for some method of judgment that is more or less
straightforwardly irrational.
When these peculiarities of situationism are considered in
relation to a practice such as contraception there is no reason
for surprise that contraception almost always is generally ap
proved by situationists and always is considered unobjectionable
at least in difficult cases. If his own principles were against
contraception in a concrete case, a situationist would have diffi
culty knowing it.
As for the general question, procreation as such is only a
bodily good. Therefore, for situationists it could not be an ideal.
Hence it can be attained sufficiently and then the competition
of other material goods will neutralize its prima facie claim to
consideration. At this point it becomes a positive disvalue, and
it is to be treated like a disease. And, of course, if a situationist's
key value happens to be mutual love, then a neutralized procre
ative good which might interfere with sex for sentiment's sake
is not 1V0rth a good second thought.
I wish to state here very emphatically that not all those who
are defending the possible morality of contraception in difficult
cases want to be overt situationists. But we are faced with a
slight infection of which the victims themselves probably are
not even aware. The infection can be contracted easily because
it so completely pervades the contemporary, "post-Christian,"
intellectual atmosphere.
Moreover, as Catholics begin to think about moral theory,
they naturally become dissatisfied with conventional natural-law
theory and it is not surprising that they should become suscep
tible to certain well masked types of situationism. As we have
seen, the two sorts of theory of moral law have certain common
features. Both proceed illogically from facts to obligations. Both
are voluntaristic, with natural-law theory involving the divine
will while situationist theories depend on human freedom for
their arbitrary starting points.
More subtly, neither type of theory considers material goods
to be intrinsically related to the ultimate good of man, though
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they have quite different reasons for this. Situation ism views
material goods as necessary conditions, at best, of the true, sub
jective, human values. That is why it permits their violation.
Conventional natural-law theory considers the whole of life a
test which must be passed only in order to get an extrinsic
reward. That is why it is satisfied to remain negative.
Rather than dallying any longer over the conflict between
situationism and conventional natural-law theory - the one fa
voring contraception and the other rejecting it in a prohibition
which it cannot explain - let us now move out from conven
tional natural-law theory and, without stopping at the halfway
house of situationism, enter into a sounder shelter for our moral
judgments.
T his more adequate theory of moral law is to be found in
the later works of Thomas Aquinas." However, I do not wish
to present my sketch as a historical study nor do I commend
this theory because it happens to be that of a much commended
author. Rather, I present the theory for consideration on its
own rational merits, confident it can meet that test.
The most characteristic feature of this theory of moral law
is its notion of practical reason. Reason does not become prac
tical merely by its subject matter, nor by being moved by will
or inclination. Rather reason is practical by nature just as really
as it is theoretical by nature. And just as theoretical thought
is by its very nature is-th inking, so practical thought is by its
very nature ought-thinking. U
In this characterization we must notice that "ought" does
not refer exclusively to legal duty or to strict obligation. Practical
reason controls the entire domain of free action, not by direct
ing or censoring it from without, but by creating its structure
from within." Obligation-thinking occurs in extreme cases of
moral judgment, the case in which there happens to be only
one good way of acting or the case in which we are interested
in determining the least good way of acting that is open to us.
Hence practical reaSOn must consider what is to be pursued
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and done whether that "is to be" refers to the minimum good
of strict obligation or to the more adequate good which usually
is possible and always is well to do. Obligation and counsel do
not differ from one another as if the one really is to be done
and the other not. Instead they are merely different modes in
which the prescriptive force of practical reason is expressed.
Once we have grasped these points we will not be surprised
to discover that according to our theory the circle of free acts
and that of morally significant acts are one and the same. Every
deliberate act must be either good or evil. The reason is that
deliberation is the work of practical reason - which can think
only in modes of isoto-be - and that the degree of our control
over deliberation is precisely the degree of our freedom."
Unlike conventional natural-law theory, our theory is not
compelled to reserve an enclave for freedom. The moral norm
of practical reason need not treat freedom as something alien,
because this moral nann works from within and respects the
special conditions required by its place of work. It does not
try to impose imperatives formed outside and based on merely
formal aspects of reality.
Yet practical reason proceeds from principles. These princi
ples are neither theoretical truths, nor facts of nature, nor are
they imperatives whose rational force depends on an assump
tion laid down by authority. Instead they are fundamental pre
scriptions - basic formulations in the mode isoto-be - which
practical reason itself forms for its own starting point." Because
the principles of practical reason are its own, it need not try
to derive them by any illicit inference from facts nOr need it
accept them from any extrarational decree of will.
Just what are these principles of practical reason and how
does practical reason form them?
To begin with, since practical reason shapes action from
within, it must require the minimum conditi ons without which
action is not possible at all. The least condition for human
action is that it have Some intelligible object towarcl which it
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can be d;rected. One cannot act deliberately without orienta
tion; one cannot commit himself to action without some sense
of what the action is to achieve.
The objective need not be a definite goal. A man can give
his all for love, but even then he must have some sense of
what h;s action means precisely in terms of its attainment of
the ideal of love. The objective which practical reason requires,
therefore, need only be some forn1 of intelHgible good.
Consequently, the first prescription of practical reason is that
good should be pursued and that actions appropriate in that
pursuit should be done, and also that actions which are not
helpful in pursuit of the good or which interfere with it should
be avoided."
Of itself, this general norm excludes no value accessible to
man. The general norm of practical reason is completely liberal
and altogether open to every value that can give direction to
action under the auspices of intelligence. All ethical theories
take this general norm for granted. It does not conflict with
any of the goods in which they may specialize.
I n fact, so Hberal is the general norm of practical reason that
no human action can violate it directly. Only insofar as some
actions violate subordinate principles are they in an indirect
way opposed to its sense. Thus the good referred to in the
general norm is not only moral goodness, the immanent per
fection of human actions as such. Rather it is every good that
man can attain by using his wits and his freedom.
We must be absolutely clear that this general norm of prac
tical reason and the other basic prescriptions we shall consider
shortly are not in any sense imperatives received from without.
They express the necessities which reason must determine for
itself if intelligent action is to be possible. Good is to be done
not because God wills it, but because one must do something
good if he is to act intelligently at all."
Of course, metaphysics can show that the human mind has
been created, and t1,at its practical reason and the primary
principles it necessarily forms are a participation in divine in
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telligence. God has made man able to govern his own life by
his own intelligence just as God by His wisdom governs the
universe as a whole."
This first principle is perfectly acceptable, a reader might
think, but toward what definite goods can practical reason direct
human action? The first principle by itself obviously provides
no direction and tells us nothing about what to do.
This question is hopelessly muddled at the outset if one
tries to draw up a list of approved goods while rejecting others
as unworthy of human concern. Just that sort of arbitrary selec
tion has led to all the ethical systems which fill a philosopher's
library, some of which we referred to while discussing situa
tionism.
The proper way to understand the question rather is this.
What in fact are all the goods which man can seek? What goods
define the totality of human opportunity? V/hat are all the
goods which offer possibilities to human effort?
This question must be answered in such a way that no arbi
trary exclusions narrow the gamut of human possibilities, pre
cisely because it belongs to man to be open to indefinite de
velopment and to determine the course of this development
by his own intelligence and freedom. The basic principles of
practical reason make this openness possible, hence they cannot
also restrict it.
The answer to the question, therefore, is to be found only
by examining all of man's basic tendencies'" These prefigure
everything man can achieve. It is impossible to act for anything
without having an interest in it and it is impossible to become
attracted to anything, and so to develop an interest in it, except
to the extent that it falls within the scope of some inclination
already present within oneself.
The task of discovering all of man's basic inclinations may
seem impossible of fulfillment. Indeed it is not easy, but it is
by no means as difficult as the theoretical confusion in ethics
might lead one to suppose.
Since we are interested in the primary principles of practical
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reason, our question about the natural inclinations can be viewed
in two distinct ways. One is the way of theoretical reflection in
which we are now engaged. The other is the way of practical
insight itself.
Let US first consider the theoretical question. What are all
the inclinations with which man is endowed prior to accultura
tion or any choice of his own?
This question requires and can be settled only by empirical
inquiry. Fortunately, psychologists, despite their theoretical dis
agreements, have come to a remarkable consensus that human
motivation presupposes a number of basic inclinations."
Although these inclinations are classified and named in differ
ent ways by different authors, they tend to form a list which can
be summarized as follows. Man's fundamental inclinations are:
the tendency to preserve life, especially by food-seeking and by
self-defensive behavior; the tendency to mate and_ to raise his
ch ildren; the tendency to seek certain experiences which are
enjoyed for their own sake; the tendency to develop skills and
to exercise them in play and the fine arts; the tendency to ex
plore and to question; the tendency to seek out the company
of other men and to try to gain their approval; the tendency to
try to establish good relationships with unknown higher powers;
and the tendency to nse intelligence in guiding action.
Anthropological investigation only confirms what psychology
states. I n fact, these basic motives are the topics according to
which anthropological investigations commonly are conducted.
This is so precisely because these motives are the principles
which collectively define whatever human life might be.20
The basic human inclinations, of whose existence and place
theoretical reflection thus assures us, become th e source of
the primary principles of practical reason not by theoretical re
fl ection but by practical insight. The act of practical insight
itself cannot be performed discursively or communicated lin
guistically. However, we can reflect upon that act in an attempt
to understand the precise relationship between the basic in
clinations and the principles of practical reason.
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TIle inclinations, simply as psychic facts, are not themselves
principles of practical reason. Although these are facts which
might move us to action whether we reason or not, they are
of themselves no more reasons for action than any other fa cts.
It is very important that we be careful here not to commit the
usual error of proceeding from a preferred set of facts to an
illicit conclusion that those facts imply obligation.
If, however, we do not suppose that the inclinations them
selves are the principles we are seeking, what role do they play
in the formation of th e primary principles of practical reason?
Their role in the formation of the principles is this, that our
understanding grasps in the incl inations the possibilities to
which they point. Since understanding is detemlined by the
general norm which we discussed previously to direct action in
pursuit of the good, intelligence prescribes every one of these
obj ects of natural inclination.
Thus we form, naturally and without reflection, the basic
principles of practical reasoning. An example is the rational
principle of self-preservation. Life is a good whose requirements
are to be served; actions which promote it should be done; what
is opposed to it should be avoided.
All of th ese basic principles are affirmative. Each of them
prescribes that one of the goods indicated by One of our basic
inclinations is to be accepted as a guide for our action.
In thus deriving practical principles from given inclinations,
our practical intelligence is operating neither rationally nor
irrationally. It simply is working intelligently - that is, intui
tively - using experience as a point of departure for forming
its own fundamental insight. The principles are practical in
telligence's interpretation of experience."
The principles go beyond experience in a certain way. In
deed, interpretation always goes beyond its data. But because
these are practical interpretations of hum an sources of motiva
tion, the way in which th ey go beyond the inclinations is pre
cisely by becoming principles of practical reason rather than
by becoming mere facts about the given inclinations.
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It is because they go beyond experience that these basic prin
ciples have the mode of ought-thinking even though they de
pend upon the given content of experience. The principles of
practical reason cannot be mere forces moving one to act. They
must be reasons for acting. "Is-to-be" in their statement marks
the work of practical reason. Just as being is intelligible objec
tivity, oughtness is intelligible motivation.
It is also because the principles go beyond experience that
every one of the goods prescribed in one of them takes on an
intelligible form and characteristics. The felt need for food
refers only to oneself and only to the concrete food one requires
to satisfy hunger. But food as an object - rather, as something
included in the object - of a primary practical principle is
grasped as an ideal.
The food which is to be obtained and eaten is a human good,
not merely my good. Hence the principle concerns every man's
food and eating as well as my own. It concerns the food for un
born generations which is worrying the demographers. It con
cerns the food to which a good chef devotes his career. It
concerns the food a glutton loves too well.
This last point is interesting, because although the glutton
behaves in a repulsive fashion, his very behavior reveals most
clearly what status food has as a principle of human action . It
is not merely a definite good sufficiently cared for in the most
efficient way by limited means. Food shows itself to be an ideal
by the very fact that when a person commits himself exclusively
to it he can build his whole life around it.
But how do these primary practical principles actually estab
lish definite obligations? Do they not underlie everything that
we might do, nO matter what? Certainly, they seem to open
the doors too liberally, for they begin from every possible basic
human good and they endorse every one of these goods indis
criminately. Or perhaps it is better to say that the effect of prac
tical reason interpreting experience in such a way as to form all
of these primary affirmative principles is to invent the possibility
of all human goods.
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However that may be, the endorsement does seem indiscrim
inate, since every act ever performed for any reason at all, in
cluding every immoral act, had a good reason in these primary
practical principles. If there were no good reason, an act never
could be performed deliberately. Then it would not be a human
act and there could be nothing moral about it. In fact, we can
diagnose insanity by observing that a person's action has no
intelligible reference to any basic human good at all.
The problem cannot be solved by suggesting that we re
strict ourselves to natural goods. All of these basic goods are
equally natural and whatever we derive from them is equally a
product of our ingenuity. That is why the categories of an
thropology always are being filled with diverse concrete content."
Neither can the problem be solved by appealing to the gen
eral norm, because that only requires us to act for an intelligible
good, and all of these principles qualify. In each of the primary
principles of practical reason the general norm is present in a
diverse special mode. Hence the general norm does not com
mend anyone of the essential goods more than another to us,
although it does commend each of them in a peculiarly dif
ferent way, since "good" is predicated analogously of all the
basic human goods .
At this point situationist theories arbitrarily prefer some of
these goods to others. Some of the basic goods, we notice, are
substantive values which can be achieved in definite material
embodiments - human life and health, procreation, and cer
tain others. Another group of th e basic goods are what we might
call "reflexive" values. These are specifically human and are
specified by SOme aspect of man's subjectivity itself. These in
clude human association, the use of reason to direct action,
and others. The situationist subordinates material goods to
some reflexive value despite the fact that practical reason de
pends equally on both.
This preference at least can appear reasonable. After all, that
is how one would choose if he were in a position to make a
choice, since the reflexive values considered in themselves must
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in some way be superior to the material ones. However, the
situationist is not arbitrary only in this respect. He also arbi
trarily prefers one reflexive value to all others and treats his
preferred value alone as an ideal.
Even such nonmaterial but substantive values as truth, which
is the object of the basic inclination we call "wonder," are re
garded by a situationist as mere conditions for his ideal, because
truth transcends the human and makes objective demands which
could conflict with situationist subjectivism."
It might seem, then, as if there is no way to derive any definite
obligations from our series of primary principles. There they
stand, opening the way to all human possibilities. But they
do not tell us what to do. The solution to our perplexity will
be at hand when we stop looking to these principles for a set
of directions. They simply are not a crowd of guides able to
tell us the best way to do life in one day.
The primary principles of practical reason determine action
from within by shaping our experience into categories relevant
to human interests, by making it possible for us to recognize
that we have problems, and by stimulating us to reach intelligent
solutions to our problems. They have their effect only by serving
as points of departure for the development of interests, inter
ests which lead to choices.
That is all very well, a critic might complain, but why call
such a liberal set of principles a moral law? These principles are
at the origin of all human actions and there is no rational way
to mediate between them or to establish operational priorities
among them. Even if they provide some vague positive direc
tion, how do they exclude any moral evil?
In one sense, of course, the primary principles of practical
reason do not exclude evil, since one or another of them al
ways is available as a good reason for whatever a man deliber
ately does. But why should we want exclusion? Is it not enough
that man be what he can be?
Certainly it is enough, and the principles demand only that
the human possibilities they establish should be maintained.
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All they ask of us is that we make no arbitrary selection among
them, for that would be to spurn something of human value.
Of course, this mild and reasonable demand itself is a certain
exclusion. It means that in all of our practical reasoning each
of the primary principles must be maintained and allowed to
exercise its influence.
From freedom, to which the primary principles of practical
reason contribute the possibility of meaningfulness, they re
quire only a decent respect. In the will, where the principles
also work, each of them demands respect from its co-workers
and from the will itself. None of them is servile, and every one
of them requires that its peculiar contribution to human good
ness be respected."
What the basic principles of practical reason exclude, in
other words, is any action against one undertaken in order to
maximize another. No one of these values is absolute, but none
of them is so relative that it does not resist submergence."
If he wishes man can choose one value over against the others.
He always has the value he chooses as a sufficient reason for
doing so, yet such choices are made at the expense of rationality,
because the prescription which is degraded also is primary, un
derived, self-evident. It has equally valid claims upon our in
terest, because it has precisely the claims it gets by being repre
sented in a primary principle.
We shall explain in greater detail in the next chapter the
various ways in which basic affirmative principles of practical
reason cause definite obligations. For the present, however, it
is enough to grasp in general the way in which this is possible.
V/henever it happens that an attitude of nonarbitrariness to
ward the basic human goods requires us to have a certain in
tention, and that intention requires a certain action or omission,
then we have a definite obligation.
The point will be clearer, perhaps, if it is approached nega
tively. We violate a definite obligation whenever our action is
not in accordance with the kind of intention that we must
maintain if our intention is not to imply an irrational preference
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of one value over others. The insane man's action has little or
no intelligible relationship to any of the essential human goods.
The immoral man's action has an intelligible relationship to
some of the goods but not to others. The virtuous man's action
has an intelligible relationship to all of the goods.
Act in accord with reason expresses the meaning of virtue
just to the extent that it tells us to hold fast to all the primary
principles of practical intelligence, which we spontaneously form
as the origin for all our rational deliberation."
The theory of moral law which we have been considering has
very definite advantages over situationism.
Our theory explains what situationist theories assume
namely, how practical reasoning begins. There is no need to in
voke will at the beginning or at the end of a sound ethical
theory. Only unsound ones must find a way of making facts,
which are not intelligible motives, playa role in grounding obli
gations that they cannot really fulfill ."
Our theory also has an advantage over situationism in being
able to provide a starting point from which really significant
guidance for life can be derived . The situationist's key value be
comes contentless and meaningless because situationisl11 sep
arates a reflexive value from substantive goods, completely sub
ordinating the latter, especially if they are material.
Our theory keeps all of these primary values in the first rank
of practical principles. Hence substantive values give definite
meaning to reflexive ones, material values give psychological
force to spiritual ones, and reflexive values give status as ideals
to substantive ones by including them as co-aspects in the im
manent perfection of human life.
Finally, our theory, unlike situationism, does not make im
possible demands on man's ability to know." For the goodness
of action, even action affecting material values, it is enough
that our intentions and choices be good; actual results are not
demanded by the ideals.
Of course, this does not mean that one can disregard the
facts which he can and should consider nor that action is
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justified by partially good intentions. If all the intentions un
derlying an action are sound, that can be only because the
agent is guided by love of all the essential human goods.
It is obvious also that our theory of moral law is superior to
conventional natural-law theory." The point that our theory
explains the origin of ought-thinking has been stressed suffi
ciently. Our theory also eliminates legalism from the notion of
obligation, although legal obligations and imperatives have a
place insofar as they express in certain domains the requirements
of essential human goods. so
The negative emphasis of conventional natural-law theory
also is eliminated. We begin with a series of primary principles
all of which are affirmative. Our method of excluding moral
evil is not basic but derivative - the exclusion of irrational
preference among essential human goods all of which hold a
primary place in the proceedings of practical reason.
But what kind of account can our theory give of the end of
man? How are the essential human goods to be related to it?
Will the relationship be closer than the sanction of conven
tional natural-law theory? The answer to this question is too
complex to permit adequate treatment here." However, a
sketch is possible.
None of the goods to which the basic principles of practical
reason direct us is sufficient to satisfy man's potentiality for good
ness as such. Precisely for this reason man can disregard the
prescriptions of reason and, as it were, gamble his existence on
an identification of one of the goods with goodness itself. What
reason requires is that all of the goods be maintained in their
irreducible but not absolute positions.
In fact, it is only possible for man to love all of the goods
properly if he considers each of them a participant in perfect
goodness. Only in this way can he keep all of them separate
from perfect goodness but irreducible to any other particular
value, for only in this way will he see that each good uniquely
represents the perfect good itself without ever encompassing its
absolute goodness.
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This complex orientation and delicate balance could provide
man with a basis for establishing orderly direction in his life.
Although the unity would not be monistic and although the
actual achievement of goods could not be definitive, a man's
love of all proportionate human goods as participations in pure
goodness could guide him toward an existence both full and
open.
The end of man, according to this theory, would be to
achieve, insofar as possible, the goods accessible to man, and to
maintain permanent openness for an even greater achievement.
To this end moral action is naturally proportionate, simply be
cause that action is morally good which is as proportioned to
this end as human wits and freedom can manage.
Thus far philosophy. If the teaching of the Christian faith be
considered, a furth er complexity is introduced. Faith teaches
that the immanent value of human goods, insofar as they are
obtained by human actions, can be preserved and simultaneously
infinitely transformed through divine loving-kindness. Human
action and its naturally suitable objects thus become divine in
their value.
The result is that the perfect Good which man must love if
he is to love anything well becomes actually attainable not only
in Its participations but even in Itself. In this way the openness
of human nature is fulfilled without any restriction. But man's
natural values also are completely respected, for the Good Itself
is not opposed to any of Its participations."
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Adler, "The Theory of Democracy, Part III, The End of the State: Happiness,"
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32. It is well known that the Thomistic theory of analogy "makes room for"
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the Thomistic doctrine of participation. See: Louis B. Geiger, O.P., La
participation dans 1:1 pllilosopllie de S. Thomas d'Aquin (Paris: Librarie J.
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that creatures do not add to divine being - it follows, of cowse, that the
two cannot be at odds .

IV

WHY CO NT RAe E P T ION
IS IMMORAL

ACCORDINC to the theory of moral law which I outlined in the
previous chapter, there is a fundamental afEmlative precept of
moral law corresponding to each of man's basic natural inclina
tions. All of these precepts together provide the foundation for
all practical reasoning. These precepts make the demand never
to be violated directly by the will. Of course, man can choose
to act against them, but he does so at the price of sacrificing
part of the very source of the rationality of his free action.
To show that contraception is intrinsically immoral, there
fore, we need only show it to be a direct violation of one of
the basic principles. The proof of this point and the treatment
of points directly related to it will be the work of this chapter.
The proof itsclf has two parts. We first must see what basic
moral principle is violated by the practice of contraception;
then we must see how contraception violates this principle.
The principle violated by contraception is that procreation is
a human good worthy of man's pursuit, and that human acts
suited to achieve this good should be done. 111is is a basic moral
principle. It is one of the primary sources of all human practical
reasoning. It obligates all men and holds true at all times.
76
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Of course, someone may object that it is no easy task to
determine with precision what man's basic natural inclinations
are. Is it not possible that the en joyment of sexual pleasure for
its own sake is natural? Is it not true that man has a natural
inclination to seek more than his share? Moreover, have not
many individuals or particular groups peculiar inclinations which
they consider to be natural?
The answer to such objections is that it is indeed difficult
to exclude candidates for the list of natural inclinations. More
over, it is quite possible that some individuals may have ab
normal inclinations which seem to them as basic and natural
as any others, and that in some whole cultures certain practices
may be so well entrenched that they seem natural to those
within the group at least until they encounter other customs.'
Moreover, there is a sense in which we must call "natural"
inclinations which we would want, all things considered, to
exclude from the list of inclinations whose objects establish
primary principles of practical reason. The inclination to want
more than one's share is an example of this kind .
This last tendency is a normal incident to development; it
operates just to the extent that rational control of behavior is
not dominant and that the controls at the level of experience
and emotion have not yet matured.' Thus we find it a normal
attitude in infants, but it does not achieve the status of a
principle of practical reason and eventually it yields its place
to other principles as maturation proceeds. TI,e proof is that
even a selfish individual never attempts simply to argue, as he
would if it were at all reasonable to do so, that he deserves
more than his share.
A similar analysis may be made of the appetite for sexual
pleasure as an end in itself. There does exist an instinctive de
mand for sense satisfaction, but practical intelligence perceives
the action to which pleasure is attached as well as the feeling
itself, and so it directs our efforts toward some end more mean
ingful than a mere detached state of consciousness.'
Our problem, however, is not to show what does not belong
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to the basic principles of moral law, nOr is it to show everything
that does belong to them. It is merely to show that one such
principle has the procreative good as its object.
The only difficulty we shall have if we try to prove this point
is the difficulty that is inherent in dealing with the obvious.
Nevertheless, there are at least three considerations that can be
brought to bear on it.
The first is the fact that having children and raising them is
practically a universal phenomenon.' Few normal people fail
to marry, and few married couples who are not sterile fail to have
children. And for all who do marry and have children, this
dimension of life clearly is a basic and central concern.
One of the last reasons the ordinary man has for doing
everything he does is to take care of the family, for the needs
of the children. For many in our own society and probably for
most people throughout the world and throughout history, this
part of life is the chief substantive concern. Man is born, he
grows, he marries, he has children and brings them up, and then
he grows old and dies. One might only add that he plays a
little in between times.
Someone may object that this very description indicates that
procreation itself is not a fundamental human good; the basic
good really is the persons who are born and raised. In one re
spect this objection is merely sophistic. The good which is an
object of the parent's effort is strictly speaking only what the
parent can attain - not the child in his totality as a person but
rather the child only insofar as his being and perfection depend
upon the action of his parents.
We easily become confused about this point because we as
sume that the relevant value is w/lat is loved, and obviously
the child as a whole is loved. However, persons are not among
human goods as if they were values to be desired. Instead, they
actualize and receive the human goods into personal existence.
We love persons, including ourselves, when we will relevant
values to the person, when we will that the person have the
goods.'
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Yet the objection does bring out this point, that the good in
question is not procreation to the exclusion of the rearing of
children. Both are joined in the object of inclination and in the
object of the primary principle of practical reason with which
we are concerned without any distinction being made between
them.'
We distinguish the two clearly only because different actions
are proportionate to initiating new life and to caring for the
life of children once they are born. Procreation in the narrow
sense is only part of the total procreative good, but it is normally
an essential part and the first condition of the rest. Thus while
man is inclined by the tendency in question to more than the
life-giving act, he certainly is inclined by it at least to the
good of procreation in the narrow sense.
The second consideration which shows that the procreative
good is the object of a basic natural inclination is the fact that
from a biological point of view the work of rep rod uction is the
fullest organic realization of the living substance. Man is more
than merely a living substance, of course, but still this plane of
existence really does belong to him. Man is not complex in the
sense that he is composed of several natures bonded together
like the laminated layers of a plywood board, but still there are
distinct planes of existence within his complex unity.
One of these is the organic system of nutrition, growth, and
reproduction. This system is not isolated from the rest of man.
Indeed, as psychosomatics shows, there are all manners of in
timate relationships between it and the higher psychic and
intellectual planes of man's being. Nevertheless, the organic
system does have its own unity and distinctness. And for it
all achievements center on reproduction . Reproduction is the
act of maturity and full power. It is the act which uses the best
resources of the organism. It is the act after the completion of
which the life of many organisms is finished.'
To the extent that man trulv is an organism rather than a
pure spirit using a bodily medium of expression, the basic
organic plane of his being inclines him to the attainment of its
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appropriate perfection in the good of procreation. One can ex
plain many human interests and tendencies, but it is impossible
to explain the fact that having children is practically universal
except by observing that it is natural for man as an organism
to reproduce.
But is the natural inclination really toward reproduction, or
is it not in fact merely toward the delight of sexual functioning?
Does not man seek sexual satisfaction instinctively, quite apart
from any consideration of its results? This objection presup
poses a faulty analysis of the mode in which even instinctive be
havior is determined.' We remarked earlier that the notion that
pleasure is an end in itself is a misinterpretation of the facts.
But we shall not belabor this point.
Let us assume for the sake of argument that sexual satisfaction
is a good in itself. TI,e striking fact is that human beings do
continue to reproduce and that there is no real necessity that
they should do so in order to enjoy sexual satisfaction. Mastur
bation is always possible and is widely practiced, yet it is usually
only a phase. Heterosexual experience with parenthood excluded
is practically universal, for even the primitives know coitus in
terruptus, abortion, and infanticide.' Still people continue to
have children. Even in our society with every modem means of
contraception available the population continues to mount.
Someone may object that the facts can be explained by social
sanctions, by moral and religious precepts and prohibitions.
Quite true. But whence the social sanctions? They come about
because prior to deliberation and so without the possibility of
choice everyone naturally knows that procreation is a human
good and that acts fit to attain it should be performed. Primitive
codes as well as civilized law arise from the primary principles
of practical reason.'·
Still it may be objected that while reproduction is a human
good on the biological plane, it ought not to be treated as an
object of a fundamental law." To this objection two replies
are necessary.
In the first place, the object of the precept in question is not
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a merely biological good; it is the life of a human child. The
inclination in question is integrally organic, psychic, and rational,
and on all of these planes it exists prior to acculturation and
self-determination.
It is true that the good of procreation in the narrow sense
is primarily an object of organic inclination. However, organic
inclination in man is human; it prefigures a good which man can
attain by human action. And this good is not completely re
ducible to any other buman good as an end.
A principle of practical reason therefore must exist to direct
us toward this good . Otherwise, some possible human good
would be omitted from the source of rationality in human
action. This precept is just as rational and just as primary as
any of the other basic precepts although the good which is its
object is less exalted than some others, since mere human life
is less exal ted than the good life.
We cannot suppose that man's organic life is infrahuman. But
may we not suppose that the life of the spirit by itself exhausts
the gooa>" ~c which man can attain? Is man not a spirit who
attains perfection on the spiritual plane so great that it includes
in an eminent mode all the perfection of organic existence?
The answer is no, for the goods of organic life are not achieved
by the spirit alone.
But unless we make one of these assumptions, we must con
sider the good of procreation as a determinant of a primary
principle of practical reasoning. And all such principles are
moral laws. They are, indeed, the basic moral laws from which
all other moral laws take their origin.
But even if the prescription, Procreation is a good which
should be pursued, is a basic moral principle, it hardly seems to
carry sufficient force to exclude an action like contraception.
Does not periodic continence also conflict with the principle
just as effectively? Does not celibacy conflict with it even more?
This principle is only an affirmative one, in any case, and we
are accustomed to imagining that most affirmative principles
do not oblige very strictly.
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It is true that affirmative principles do not bind in the same
way that negative ones do. Unfortunately, neither conventional
natural-law ethics with its emphasis on prohibition nor situation
ism with its operationalist attitude toward substantive values
has given much thought to the way in which affirmative prin
ciples, especially those concerned with material goods, do bind.
The first point to notice is that the principle in question does
not bind one hypothetically and only up to a determinate point.
As we explained in Chapter III, the objects of primary prin
ciples of practical reason always are ideals, not merely definite
operational objectives. The good which is prefigured by the
natural inclination toward reproductive action is grasped by
reason simply as the good of procreation in itself. The good is
not the number of children sufficient to bring the family up
to size or to maintain the nation's population.
Nor is the procreative good even restricted to the children
one can personally generate. The midwife and the obstetrician
act for this good, and so does the friend who loans a honeymoon
couple a cottage where they can get away for a few days to
"make a baby." There are positive laws and institutions devoted
to protecting the procreative good, and the present study is
dedicated to defending it.
Perhaps this point will become clearer if we think about still
another good which is the ob ject of a primary principle of prac
tical reason - truth. Truth is the object of curiosity and it de
fines the intellectual life. It has no proper name and is limited
to no definite quantity. Yet this does not mean that truth, like
the good of procreation, cannot mistakenly be reduced from the
status of an ideal to that of an operational objective, a definite
good to be attained once and for all by sufficient and limited
means.
Philosophers seek truth but philosophers sometimes fall into
dogmatism. This happens when they forget the difference be
tween the truth which specifies the philosophic quest and the
truth which is encompassed by their own particular philosophies.
The primary principle which en joins that we seek the truth
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does not specify its conditions and qualifications. The principles
cannot be more definite than the inclinations in which the
goods are prefigured. Ina certain sense, in fact, the principles
must be less definite, because the good has a status before reason
only as an intelligible object, not as a felt need.
Another point follows upon this one. Affirmative principles
of this kind are not to be understood as if they were positive
imperatives issued by a superior. The basic moral principles
indicate the goods which can be attained by human action, but
they do not move us toward anything as would an act of our
own will or of another's will.
Movement toward the good naturally does not originate
from any command implicit in the primary principles of prac
tical reason nor from any other external source. Rather, it
originates from the natural responsiveness of human interest to
the possibilities indicated by intelligence, on the basis of its
comprehension of the objects of natural inclination."
It follows that although these basic precepts bind everyone at
all times they do not exact a merely legalistic conformity of
precise performance. One cannot be acting always for all of the
human goods. It is only essential, so far as action is concerned,
that he be doing something toward one of them.
Since the good of procreation can be attained sufficiently for
the human race to continue without every individual personally
engaging in reproductive acts, there is no reason why someone
who has a reaSOn not to contribute toward this particular good
should do so. Usually a sufficient reason exists if a particular
individual can live a good life and achieve maturity without
marrying and if h e devotes himself more completely to the
achievement of other goods."
Yet if the goods do not require that we always be acting
toward them, they do require that we never act against them
with direct intent. To act directly against any of the basic
human goods is to spurn one aspect of the total possibility of
human perfection, and it is freely to set the will at odds with
its own principle of interest in the goods open to us.
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To clarify this point we must consider several ways in which
the basic affirmative moral principles do bind us. Bear in mind
that each of these primary principles of practical reason has
as its object a distinct and irreducible essential human good.
In the first place, all of these goods bind us at least to this,
that we take them into account. In our practical reasoning, we
must have a pemlanent sensitivity to the essential goods to
which primary principles direct. An attitude of simple disregard
for anyone of them reveals that we have set ourselves against
it. Therefore, such an attitude is incompatible with our basic
obligation to pursue and to act for it.
In the second place, every one of the goods demands of us
that, when we can do so as easily as not, we avoid acting in
ways which inhibit its realization and prefer ways of acting
which contribute to its realization. This principle never can be
applied legalistically, but nevertheless its use is quite common
in practice in ordinary moral arguments.
"Why did you do that?" one man asks another. "You could
just as well have . . ." and then follows a description which
shows that some value was harmed or left unrealized gratuitously.
One who does not promote the values when there is no sig
nificant consideration against doing so, not even the considera
tion that one already is busy or needs rest, obviously does not
hold them as effective ideals.
In the third place, every one of the goods demands of us that
we make an effort on its behalf when its significant realization
in some person is in extreme peril. This obligation is condi
tioned by other obligations, it is true. Yet it frequently binds
with great force.
When someone's life or knowledge of truth really is at stake
in an important way, and when we are more capable of pre
serving it or contributing to it than anyone else, then if we
fail without good excuse to do what we can, the value which is
in peril is not really the object of any efficacious love of ours.
This type of obligation binds in degrees varying with the
seriousness of the stake, the immediacy of the peril, and the
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opportunity we and others have for giving aid. When the peril
is recurrent and serious the good does not fail to bind merely
because someone else always is as able to help as we are our
selves. In such cases, we have an obligation, as the British say,
Uto do our bit."
In the fourth place, every one of the goods demands of us
that we do not act directly against its realization . Th ere are two
ways in which this demand may be violated.
First, and most often, the direct sacrifice of one value seems
to be urgently required by another. Thus truth is sacrificed for
all sorts of reasons, murder is committed for love, and every
value is subverted when fear for life prevails over rational judg
ment. These basic values, nevertheless, cannot be sacrificed
directly if practical reason is to remain in charge of life. No
good is so absolute that other basic goods can be submerged
for it as if they were mere means or only necessary conditions.
Perhaps God could determine something better on the whole
than what our best judgment dictates. Man lacks omniscience
and has no standard beyond the first principles of his practical
judgment to which he can make a rational appeal. Man simply
does not know how to negate one or another value directly with
better results on the wh ole and in the long run than can be
acll ieved by holding to known principles. The reason is that
man does not know "the whole" and "the long run ."
Of course, it is almost impossible for man to act toward
one good wi thout in some way interfering with or inhibiting
the realization of that good itself or of others. If such adverse
results are unwanted but unavoidable by-products of action,
then th ey may be permissively willed under certain conditions.
This point \vill be discussed further in Chapter VI when we
treat direct and indirect voluntariness.
There is another less ordinary way in which man directly
violates one of his own basic values. This is to violate it simply
for the sake of violating it, to violate it from sheer destructive
ness." It seems at first impossible that anyone ever should act
in this way.
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But such action becomes intelligible when we consider the
predicament of one who has restricted himself arbitrarily to
certain values and who regularly has violated others. His intelli
gence is permanently at odds with itself, and the evidence of
obvious human goods constantly accuses him of his irrationality.
What is a person in this predicament to do but to try to
forget the evidence, to deny its existence, finally to deny the
validity of the values he no longer wishes to admit? Eventually,
this final denial leads to the desperate measure of negation in
action. Then the absurdity of freedom rej ecting its own source
is consummated in the absurdity of sheerly malicious action
directly aimed at destroying an essential human good .
Still another, the fifth, way in which the values establ ish
obligations is that each one of them demands of us that we
keep our engagements with it. We do not have a general obliga
tion to seek out opportunities for promoting every one of the
goods. But we should pursue something good, and each person
according to his individual aptitude must choose the values he
will try to promote. Once this choice has been made, an in
vestment of effort will be made which will exclude possibilities
of other accomplishments. Positive sacrifices will be made too.
At the end of this process of self-limitation is a social role,
a personalized share of mankind's common obligation to attain
all the values accessible to human abilities. One who has such
a role by that very fact has a special obligation toward the value
which defines it. Having embarked upon a certain limitation of
life with the intention of its appropriate basic human good as
one's justification, one cannot really intend that good without
accepting it sometimes as an effective and real motive of positive
action.
By this principle are condemned the scholar who never pur
sues truth, the public official who makes no effort to improve
human community, and the married couple who prefer per
manent sterility to fruitfulness. In other words, the good of
procreation does establish a definite obligation, and it is one
which falls on persons who enter the married state." Tllls
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obligation is the reason why even periodic continence requires
a justification, and why generous fruitfulness is a real moral
norm. But since this obligation allows limitation, and is sub
ject to many conditions, it is not this one which excludes con
traception.
Before we clarify the precise obligation which does exclude
the practice of contraception, let us notice our present position.
We have found that affirmative precepts do have many power
ful implications even though they bind in a reasonable manner
and fit themselves to the peculiarities of each situation. Obliga
tion appears only when, of all the possibilities before us, one is
the least we can do consistent with a constant, positive love of
each of the essential human goods.
This point deserves emphasis. The final control of ration
ality on choice is not our knowledge of the status of problems,
possibilities, and results in the world beyond human action.
The objective situation only provides data which moral judg
ment must take into account. This is the reason why therapeutic
abortion, for example, and many other acts which situationist
theories all ow, cannot be justified even when there is nothing
to be gained and much possibly to be lost by refusing to sanction
them .
The final control on the rationality of choice is the entire set
of essential human goods in their status as ideals. They exercise
their control by way of the principles of practical reasoning
which also shape the will's basic ability to be interested."
For the sake of self-consistency, then, choice must include
intentions consistent with its own fundamental orientation.
Hence the place at which moral principles become immediately
effective is in the will itself, whose every deliberate act neces
sarily is either a man-made absurdity or a living expression of
the possibility of meaningful freedom. The latter possibility
in nowise contravenes, rather it fully meets, the will's own in
herent willingness toward human goods. Freedom for absurdity
is valuable only because it is identical in fact with freedom for
human perfection.
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By this point we can see also that the obligating force of
affirmative principles increases as we move toward realization .
Everyone must take into account the good of procreation.
Married persons sometimes must act for it unless they have
good reasons for not doing so. If this good were imperiled
for example, by a sterility-causing disease - a physician especially
would be bound to protect it if he could do so.
Now we are ready to consider the rather common type of case
in which a person places himself directly in the focus of an
affirmative principle and so brings upon himself the full force
of its absolute demand.
A scholar has a general obligation to seek that truth for whose
pursuit his special training has made him competent. He may
select the specific areas of his inquiries. It is not wrong for him
to allow personal and other nonscholarly considerations to in
fluence this choice. But once he has undertaken a certain line of
investigation, he has a new and intensified obligation toward the
truth, which is now by his own choice more proximate to reali
zation. Still, if he has good reasons he may discontinue his
studies. But what he may never do is to carry on his work all the
way to the point of publication while concealing the very truth
which he has undertaken by his very profession to reveal. n
A scholar need not publish everything he thinks, but he must
not allow any ulterior consideration to lead him to suppress the
truth. To do that would be to abandon his commitment to
truth, a commitment which he accepted as an absolutely com
pelling obligation when he made the final choice to act in a
way that would of itself bring the truth to light. Once this
choice has been made, it is the duty of the scholar to let the
truth be known - the chips fall where tlley may.
I am sure it was only consciousness of this obligation which
led some to publish their mistaken views on the morality of
contraception. I respect their professional character as much as I
regret their theoretical errors.
Consider another example. A physician has the care of a
terminal cancer case. No matter what happens, the patient soon
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will be dead. Although the physician may not do anything to
cause death, he need not employ every available means to keep
the patient alive as long as possible. Neither common sense, nor
professional ethics, nor any moral theory that I know of would
require that. On the other hand, the physician must give oIdinary
competent care; his enagagement in the case requires this much.
Now let us suppose that the physician by his own choice
further engages himself by undertaking some extraordinary
measures in the way of treatment. He may do this for his own
purposes. Let us say he undertakes heroic measures not for his
own financial advantage, but because he wishes to learn the
precise results which can be achieved. Let us imagine that he
tries a new coagulant to see how it will affect the massive internal
hemorrhaging from which the patient is rapidly and peacefully
dying. And let us imagine that this measure is successful, so
successful that the patient revives and his death agony is being
prolonged indefinitely.
Can the physician now intervene by administering an antidote
in order to prevent 11is own previous act from continuing to
have its now undesired Iife·giving effect." The answer clearly is
negative, for although the physician had no obligation to ad
minister the coagulant to begin with, once this treatment has
been undertaken its benefit to the patient also must be permitted.
This is true despite the fact that the physician already has
learned what he set out to discover by his experiment. It is true
despite the fact that the patient may not desire the benefit, and
would much prefer to die. And it is true despite the fact that the
patient will soon be dead in any case and that his remaining life
will be so full of pain that all other awareness is excluded - life
and health are not at stake in any operationally significant way.
Once elective procedures have been undertaken, the physician
must allow their Iife·prolonging effect to follow. For him to do
otherwise, regardless of the circumstances and the purity of his
intentions, would be exactly the same as if he were in the first
place to have given the patient an overdose of morphine instead
of a life·prolonging drug.
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To allow the patient to die can be morally right; to kill the
patient always is morally wrong. And to intervene to prevent the
life-giving effect of an action he has c/JOsen to take, although he
had no strict obligation to take it, would be to murder the
patient.
Little reflection on the principles we have been developing is
needed to understand why this harsh judgment is true. To act
as the physician would if he administered an anticoagulant in
this case would be to go directly against life. The will of such an
agent could not be oriented toward what in his very act he
willingly prevents.
Whatever excuses he may have had for not acting, whatever
leeway he perhaps had for permitting the effect which it is wrong
to cause - those excuses and that leeway were ceded forever
when the choice to act was made. That choice set aside indefinite
possibilities of nonobligation and accepted definite obligation
toward the good which stands to be achieved by the act in
question.
The agent in a case such as this has brought himself to the
very focus of the obligating power of an essential human good.
Having brought himself to this point, he cannot avoid being
transfixed by the full power of that principle. 11,ere now no
longer is an alternative he could choose consistently. He can only
let the good be or set himself directly against it.
Now consider contraception. Normally one has no obligation
to engage in sexual relations. One may engage in them for excel
lent reasons which have nothing to do with procreation. More
over, procreation is not the usual result. One may prefer, wish,
hope that it will not follow. Neither feelings nor wishes of this
sort are incompatible with the required love of the procreative
good, anymore than they would be at odds with the required
love of the good of human life if they concerned the life of a
friend in prolonged death agony.
But if intercourse is carried on to the point where procreation
might follow unless we act to prevent it, then the full force of
obligation falls upon us. We need not act, but if we do act we
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may do nothing to prevent the procreative good from being
realized. Positively to do any such thing by direct volition will
set us absolutely at odds with the essential human good which
our very action has made proximately possible of attainment.
What good reasons we may have for engaging in sexual inter
course are beside the point. What good reasons we may have for
preferring that it be sterile also are beside the point. No matter
what ulterior motives we may have, we cannot avoid willing
contrary to a good when we directly prevent our own action from
achieving it.
Not to seek that the good be realized is compatible with funda
mentally loving it, for such nonintention merely is permission
that the good not be. But to choose by our very action that the
good not be realized is incompatible with fundamentally loving
it, for such a choice is identically an unwillingness to permit
the good to be. And man's basic obligation with regard to all of
the essential goods is that he should be open to them, that he
should be willing that they be.
Contraception, then, is a directly willed intervention of any
positive kind to prevent the realization of the procreative good
when it othenvise might follow from an act of sexual intercourse
in which one has chosen to engage. This definition clearly indi
cates that the method of prevention is altogether irrelevant to
the action in question.
Likewise irrelevant is the question whether the man or the
woman acts to prevent conception. The primarily guilty party
is he who first chooses to prevent. The other sometimes be
comes a guilty cooperator, even if he is not himself primarily
responsible.
Irrelevant also is the temporal sequence or simultaneity of the
physical behavior of intercourse and contraception. The two ex
ternal acts may occur in either sequence or they may occur at
the same time. The guilt arises at the moment one chooses both
to engage in intercourse and by one's own directly willed positive
act to prevent conception.
This, then, is the malice of contraception. It is to set oneself
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directly against the essential human good of procreation, to place
oneself in an absurd conflict between an unavoidable natural
volition of that good and a free volition against it. The malice of
contraception is not in the violation of any general obligation to
cause conception. The malice is in the will's direct violation of
the procreative good as a value in itself, as an ideal which never
may be submerged. H e who practices contraception acts directly
against one of the principles which make human action mean
ingful.
H ow, then, is the malice of contraception intrinsic to the act?
It is not primarily intrinsic to the external act in isolation, as if
the distortion of the nonnal behavior pattern were all that is
wrong. That notion is a naive moral phenomenalism.
Still, the behavior pattern is significant to the malice of the
act, because one has not practiced contraception unless he has
done something to prevent conception, just as one has not killed
the innocent unless h e has done something to cause their death.
Moreover, sound practical reason cannot ignore these implica
tions of external action, because sound practical reason has bodily
goods among its ultimate principles.
We also must bear in mind that the pattern of behavior usually
associated with contraception also can be followed for other
reasons, and that such behavior might violate goods other than
the good of procreation. A sterile couple, for example, might
engage in intercourse in a way which would violate important
psychological and symbolic values. The malice of their action
would not be that of contraception, although their mode of
behavior would preclude fertility if they were not otherwise
sterile. Our argument is not against every fonn of sexual vice
and abuse; it is aimed specifically at that mode of action which
properly is contraceptive.
There is no question that contraception can be wrong for
many secondary and incidental reasons, and that some of these
modes of extrinsic malice might apply in common to certain
forms of contraception and to certain other types of behavior
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which in a strict sense are not contraceptive at all. The intrinsic
malice of the act is essentially this - that one who has inter
course while preventing conception and who does both with
practical knowledge and direct will puts himself in intellectual
and volitional absurdity. Thus the malice is in the intention, but
in an intention which is inseparable from the act, an intention
which gives formal unity to its very object.
Needless to say, if the will to prevent conception is separable
from contraception, then one might practice contraception with
out accepting its malice. With regard to this point a great deal
more must be said in Chapter VI when we examine conception
preventing behavior in relation to the problems of indirect
voluntariness.
There are many objections to our conclusion which we shall
examine in the course of the next two chapters. But there are
two points which are so directly related to our thesis that it is
necessary to deal with them immediately.
First, if contraception is intrinsically evil, need it be very
seriously evil?" After all, many intrinsically evil acts, such as
petty theft, are not seriously evil. And contraception in many
cases seems to have absolutely no bad effects and many good
ones. Why then must a negative judgment of it be harsh?
At this point we encounter one of the unspoken but very
basic doubts which have pervaded past discussions of contra
ception. Not only those who practice it, but even some who have
no occasion for practicing it, nevertheless wonder why so much
of human significance - of real, experienced importance
should depend on the question whether a couple halt their
lovemaking short of orgasm or enjoy the release and satisfaction
of orgasm using some innocent little barrier to prevent pregnancy
(when there are excellent reasons for preferring that one should
not occur). Why, the believer may ask, should heaven or hell
hang on a little matter of this sort?
111is objection has different aspects. With some of them
we dealt in the Introduction; with others we shall deal in later
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chapters. Let us focus on only one question. Must the intrinsic
evil of contraception lead to the judgment that it is seriously
immoral? Might it not be only slightly evil in itself?
Once we see that contraception is intrinsically evil, there
is no way to avoid branding it seriously immoral. In the first
place, contraception is directly contrary to an essential human
good, and it is against this good in a manner which is not
subject to degree. To prevent procreation is to act against its
whole possibility of realization, not in the sense that to undergo
permanent sterilization is to act against the whole potentiality
of the generative powers, but in the sense that to prevent a
conception completely prevents the initiation of a particular
life. Each such life is of indefinite importance in itself, and we
must be extremely careful not to set ourselves against it.
The objection that the unconceived child has no actual rights
is narrow-minded legalism. Contraception, of course, is not an
injustice, but its malice, like the malice of every intrinsically
evil act, is measured by the value which the good it violates
would have to the person in whom it would be realized. In this
case it would be a great value, since it is the very beginning of
being." Hence the malice of contraception cannot be slight.
To try to justify it by appealing to personal values, therefore,
is to select quite arbitrarily among persons as well as among
values.
In those matters of justice, by contrast, which often admit in
significance of matter in acts intrinsically evil, the goods at
stake are themselves of small degree and they are only indirectly
related to an essential human good. Thus it is possible to steal
a small amount, provided the theft does no important harm to
anyone, with deliberate intent and direct will without setting
oneself directly against any of tlle goods to which man has a
basic natural inclination.
Furthermore, once we are aware that contraception is in
trinsically evil, the significance of contraceptive intercourse for
other values changes considerably. As we saw in the second
chapter, if a married couple has contraceptive intercourse des
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pite the fact that they know it to be wrong, their action takes
on the significance of mutual masturbation rather than the value
of genuine communication.
Man and wife cannot express love in any genuine sense if they
know they are cooperating in an evil act. Hence such coopera
tion renders the sexual act for those who practice contraception
while knowing it to be evil an offense against marital love as
well as an offense against procreation. It follows that contracep
tive intercourse is at least as seriously evil as masturbation.
The last question we must consider in our study of the
intrinsic malice of contraception is whether an act intended only
to render conception less probable, without wholly eliminating
its possibili ty, should be considered morally contraceptive in the
same way as an act which is thought to be fully effective in
preventing conception." For example, if it were possible to re
duce th e number of spenn atozoa in the semen without com
pletely eliminating fertility, would the act causing such a re
duction be an act of contraception from an ethical point of
view?
The answer is that if the limitation of fertility is caused by
any positive act directly intended for the purpose of reducing
the probability of conception, then the act is contraceptive in
exactly the sam e sense, ethically speaking, as an act thought to
be perfectly contraceptive. TI,e reason is that one wh o directly
wills a positive act which physiologically is semicontraceptive
sets himself against the procrea tive good no less directly than
one who wills sim ilarly b ut chooses a more effective means.
The moral status of such an act is like that of pointing at
one's head and firing a revolver which contains only a single
bullet. If one does this with the direct purpose of risking his
own death, then the act is suicide although the means used is
not certainly efficacious. H owever, confusion is likely t o arise
in the case of contraception for two reasons.
In the first place, since the semicontraceptive act does not
surely prevent conception, it may seem similar to the noncontra
ceptive method of limiting fertility by periodic abstinence.
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Precisely how rhythm and contraception differ will be discussed
at length in the latter part of Chapter VI. However, they
evidently do not necessarily differ in effectiveness, since rhythm
carefully practiced can be highly effective while many contra
ceptives - in fact, all of them - are subject to a certain per
centage of failure."
For the present, it should be sufficient to state that we have
not found the malice of contraception to consist in the mere
desire that conception should not occur. Even those who totally
abstain from sexual relations have this wish. The malice of
contraception rather consists in the opposition to the procreative
good which cannot be avoided in the intention of one who
directly wills a positive act aimed against the fruitfulness of his
own engagement in intercourse.
Whether the positive act is only a partly effective contra
ceptive from a physiological point of view is beside the point.
Its directly willed performance presupposes the same opposition
between the intention of the will and the procreative good as
does the use of a more effi cient method.
In the second place, since the semicontraceptive act is likely
to be more complex in its effects than a simply contraceptive
act would be, there is a much greater likelihood that the act in
question may be willed only indirectly.
In that case, under certain conditions, which we shall con
sider in Chapter VI, the fertility-limiting act might not be
contraception in ti,e ethical sense at all. But this analysis will
apply equally whether the indirectly willed restriction of fertility
is total or partial.
Hence it will be useful to consider a few exampl es in which
the distinction between directly and indirectly willed fertility
limiting behavior is fairly clear. In every one of these examples,
we assume that intercourse itself is directly willed. As we have
seen, the full obligating force of the procreative good fall s only
on one who chooses to have intercourse.
1. A condom with a perforation in the tip sometimes is
used in otherwise normal intercourse to collect a sample of
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semen for medical analysis'" The opening permits part of the
semen to enter and remain in the vagina, so that true though
limited intercourse actually occurs. When this procedure is used
for good medical reasons, it is morally unobjectionable in itself,
because although the likelihood of conception is lessened sub
stantially, this effect can be indirectly willed. If the same pro
cedure were used merely to limit the likelihood of conception,
however, it clearly would be contraception.
2. It has been suggested that some climates or some types
of clothing may be more conducive to fertility than others."
Here again there may be many factors which provide grounds
for choosing a certain climate or garb, all of which could leave
open the possibility that one's act implies only an indirect will
ing of its fertility-limiting effects. However, to move to a less
fertile region or to wear fertility-limiting clothing merely for
the purpose of rendering conception less probable clearly would
be a directly willed positive act contrary to the procreative good.
3. Someone has proposed that in the future there might be a
method for eliminating all of the spermatozoa capable of lead
ing to a conception of one or the other sex." This procedure
could be used by those who wished to have a child of certain
sex. Its use in such a case might be morally questionable on
other grounds, but our only question is whether it would be
contraceptive. Clearly we would have a positive act which limits
fertility, but if the couple are attempting to conceive, the limita
tion seems to be only indirectly willed. Hence this procedure
would not be contraceptive unless it were used simply in order
to reduce the probability of conception.
4. One position in sexual intercourse may be more conducive
to fertilization than another. If this is so, maya couple use the
position least conducive to fertilization? Evidently there may be
other reasons for preferring a certain position - e.g., that it is
more pleasant. If it is used for such a reason, the fact that it
also limits fertility is willed only indirectly. However, if there
is no reason for choosing one position except to render con
ception less probable, then the use of this position would seem
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to be a directly willed positive intervention at odds with the
procreative good."
All these examples serve to emphasize that the malice of
contraception is neither in the mere purpose of avoiding preg
nancy nor in the mere performance of outward behavior by
which conception is more or less surely prevented. Instead, as
we have explained, the malice of contraception is in the un
avoidable opposition of free volition to the procreative good
on the part of one who engages in sexual intercourse and yet
who commits himself to a positive act intended to be at odds
with the realization of the procreative good.
Having completed our study of the intrinsic malice of con
traception, we shall round out this chapter with a comparison
between our analysis and the arguments based on conventional
natural-law theory which we criticized in Chapter II.
Those arguments, we saw, began from an incomplete syllogism
expressed in the proposition: Contraception is intrinsically im
moral because by it one engaging in intercourse prevents his
act from attaining its natural end. Our analysis of the intrinsic
malice of contraception also can be viewed as a completion and
interpretation of this syllogism.
The formally valid expression of our explanation would be
the following:
Major: For one who has sexual intercourse to act in a way
which presupposes an intention opposed to the procreative good
is intrinsically immoral.
Minor: Contraception is an act - the prevention or lessen
ing of the likelihood of conception by any positive deed directly
willed for this purpose - of one who has sexual intercourse
which presupposes an intention opposed to the procreative good.
Conclusion: Contraception is intrinsically immoral.
The entire discussion of this chapter and the last one has
been aimed at making evident the truth of these two premises
and at clarifying the meaning of their terms. Of course, "directly
willed" and "positive act" have been used without clarification
but they will be treated more fully in Chapter VI.
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Someone might suppose that by fonnulating the explanation
of the malice of contraception in this way we have contradicted
our earlier assertion that the immoral act of contraception is
against a primary affinnative principle rather than against a
derived negative one. But this supposition is mistaken. Of
course, by using familiar logical devices it is possible to fonnu
late any precept either affinnatively or negatively.
The important question about whether precepts are derived
or not, however, does not concern the possibilities of logical
manipulation but the relationship of a particular action to an
essential human good." The immoral act of contraception is
directly against the procreative good . It is not merely against
some condition of its attainment or some institution which has
developed to support its pursuit.
The syllogistic statement of the malice of contraception makes
it clear that those who practice contraception are not merely
violating a rule, Do not practice contraception. Nor are they
violating anything in reality except the procreative good itself.
Our syllogism merely places these facts in a suitable fonn for
clear and orderly theoretical expression. Its conclusion that con
traception is intrinsically immoral is a theoretical truth rather
than a precept, al though, of course, it presupposes the primary
affinnative precept which contraception violates.
In our expansion of the incomplete argument, the expression
"natural end" is replaced by "procreative good." The two ex
pressions, of course, refer to the same thing, but our preference
for the latter is not merely linguistic.
"Natural end" in the conventional natural-law arguments was
found to be susceptible to equivocation, and the equivocation
in question was traced eventually to the theoretical basis of
conventional natural-law thinking, where "nature" is used equiv
ocally to refer both to the specific essence of man and to the
moral norm. Partly under the covering of this equivocation,
"ought" is derived in an illogical way from every fact of teleology
discovered in theoretical studies of man.
In our description of a sounder ethical theory, we explained
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how man's basic inclinations do provide the experiential ma
terial from which underived principles of practical reason are
formed. We also have seen that the procreative good as an
object of a primary practical principle must be understood as
an ideal, not merely as an operational objective. Hence, while
it is Qot true of all natural ends, it does happen to be true of
the natural end of sexual intercourse, the procreative good, that
it grounds moral obligations.
Thus we prefer the expression "procreative good," both be
cause it is fully precise and because our previous explanations
should have made it clear that the expression is being used in
both premises to designate the object of the primary principle
of practical reason. This object is what is violated by one who
practices contraception, since the act is immoral only because
it is contrary to a morally obligatory good.
Once this point is understood, it will be clear how our argu
ment is related to the perverted-faculty argument which we
criticized so severely. The perverted-faculty argument depended
upon the defense of the general proposition that the prevention
of any act from reaching the end proper to an act of its faculty
is intrinsically immoral.
This proposition we found to be indefensible even when it
was taken with restrictions. The truth of the matter is that the
proposition does accurately indicate the reason why contracep
tion is wrong, but it does not apply to any other faculty. Conse
quently, our argument uses the principle of the perverted-faculty
argument only after limiting it to the sexual faculty.
In the case of any other faculty, the effects of frustrating an
act from its natural end are judged in terms of their relationship
to human life and health as a whole rather than in relation to
the end of the particular faculty. The reason for this is that
human life and health is an essential human good, but the
isolated end of each particular faculty, such as respiration or
nutrition, is not.
In the case of generation a different principle applies simply
because the procreative good is in itself an essential human
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good, Perhaps this was in the minds of those who suggested
that the frustration of sexual acts from attaining their natural
end is sui generis because that end is a common good ,
Besides restricting the major premise of the perverted-faculty
argument to the only faculty for which it is true, our use of
the premise also differs in the explanation we give of it. The
emphasis of our explanation is on the procreative good as a
principle of practical reasoning, and hence as a moral ideal,
rather than merely on the generative power and its natural
teleology,
I t should be clear by now also to what extent those who
rejected contraception as an interference with the integrity of
the marital act were headed in the right direction , To the
extent that contraception is indeed an act which distorts the
natural design of sexual relations by introducing a morally for
bidden factor - the positive intervention by which conception
is prevented or rendered less likely - it is an interference with
the integrity of the marital act itself,
The naturalness or artificiality of this interference, however,
indeed even the fact of the interference itself, is not what makes
contraception immoral. Rather, it is the free volition against
the procreative good which interference of this particular kind
necessarily presupposes, For this reason it is nugatory to argue
that every interference in the integrity of the marital act which
would be allowed to promote fertility should be allowed to
limit fertility , A medicine likely to kill a patient may be used
as the last resort to heal a patient, but not to kill him ,
If we recall the defense of the conventional natural-law argu
ment which tried to strengthen the minor proposition, we can
also see precisely how it failed even though it was on the right
track. All of those arguments assumed that the proper end of
sexual intercourse is a good toward which there is a definite
obligation on the part of those engaging in intercourse, With
this view our argument agrees,
However, those arguments failed to make a clear distinction
between the procreative good as an operational objective - e,g"
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the limited number of children sufficient to fulfill the obligation
to generous fruitfulness - and the procreative good as a princi
ple of moral obligation_ Only in the latter capacity, as a moral
ideal, is it always violated by contraception."
Moreover, those arguments did not use a sufficiently clear
notion of obligation. In many cases, they presupposed that the
obligation in question would be similar to a legal debt or to a
duty to carry out the imperative of a legitimate superior. We
have seen that the obligation in question is strictly a moral one.
Although it conceivably could be related to justice as well,
the contraceptive act of itself surely is not a matter of injustice
or disobedience. The obligation it violates is simply the obliga
tion to promote the procreative good, and this obligation is
violated by one who practices contraception only because by
engaging in sexual intercourse he has brought upon himself the
full obligating force of this good.
This inadequacy of conventional natural-law arguments in
support of the strengthened minor premise appeared most
clearly when we considered the relevance of the fact that the
procreative good is a common good rather than a proper one.
Clearly this point is correct, and it also is important because it
is this fact which makes marriage and the marital act necessary.
Moreover, it is no coincidence that the procreative good is
the only object of a single natural function which is one of the
essential human goods and that it is the only object of a single
natural function which is a common good. Both facts arise
from this, that reproduction is the fullest perfection proper to
an organism. For this reason reproduction is a perfection in
which the organism transcends itself and it also is a perfection
which is not simply subsumed by any higher grade of being
in man, although man is an organism that is more than merely
organic.
However, the common good of no particular community,
except the marital union itself, need suffer as a result of con
traception. And the only reason why the common good of
marriage itself suffers is that contraception is a violation of the
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procreative good. Insofar as the procreative good really is vio
lated, and insofar as this good is the common good of husband
and wife, the good of the marriage is violated itself, and the
act of contraceptive intercourse can hardly be an expression of
mutual love.
The fact, on the other hand, that the procreative good also
is a good of the child, the very beginning of his life, is the
basic reason why the intrinsically immoral act of contraception
must be considered seriously immoral. But here, as we have
seen, no right is at stake and no violation of a common good
seems to be involved.
A final difference between our argument and conventional
natural-law arguments may be indicated for the benefit of those
who are interested in niceties of methodology. In the conven
tional arguments the middle term always had a wider extension
than the subject. As we now have seen, many of the difficulties
of the conventional arguments arise from their need to defend
what is implied by this e.xcess extension of the middle term.
In our argument, the middle term is simply a precise defini
tion of the moral act of contraception. This difference has great
value for the argument, because it frees the defense of our
thesis from having to argue a whole series of irrelevant issues.
In argument it is always best to defend as little ground as
necessary."
The important point to bear in mind about our demonstra
tion is that the syllogism formulated above must not be removed
from the context of our whole study and then considered in
isolation as if it were a demonstration of the immorality of
contraception. The most powerful demonstrations always have
this characteristic, that outside their proper context they appear
to be merely conventional definitions. Clearly, the formulation
of our argument will not demonstrate without all the preceding
explanations, since the syllogism is only a summary of what
already was completed by the time it was formulated.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
1. Aquinas, S.t., 1-2, q. 94, a. 4; In Iibros Ethicorum Aristote1is, 5, leet,
12, already suggested this possibility. A similar account has been arrived at
by a contemporary sociologist who has carefully studied the problem of
cultural relativism - Morris G insberg, "On the Diversity of Morals," in:

Jones, Sontag, Beckner, and Fogelin, Approaches to Ethics: Representative
Selections from C lassical Times to the Present (New York: McCraw-Hili Book
Company, Inc., 1962), 484-494.
2. Rudolf Allers. The Psychology of Cllaracter (New York: Sheed and Ward,
Inc., 1935),63-66; Omison, Man and Wife (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1962), 43-47.
3. See: ch. 2, note 23; Alexander A. Schneiders, The Psychology of Ado
lescence (M ilwaukee : The Bruce Publishing Co., 195 1), 191-208; Magda B.
Arnold, John A. Gasson, S.]., et alii, The Human Person: An Approach to an
Integra l Theory of Personality (New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1954).
472-476. Interestingly, Freud himself considered the separation between pleasure
and reproduction to be the hallmark of perversion: A General Introduction to
Psychoanalysis (New York: 1920),273.
4. Bronislaw Malinowski, "Marriage," Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 14 (Chicago :
Encyclopaedia Brittanica, Inc., 196Z), 940-950.
5. This is the distinction between love of friendship - willing a good to
SOMEONE and love of concupiscence - willing a GOOD to someone: S.t., 1,
q. 60, a. 3; 1-2, q. 2, a. 7, ad Z; q. 66, a. 6, ad 2. The important point to
notice is that both loves are included in every act of love; when we are
selfish, the good we love and the one to whom it is willed remain distinct.
6. At th e level of inclination, the two are closely related; see: Hilgard,
Introduction to Psychology, 3 ed. (New York and Burlingame: Harcourt, Brace,
and World, Inc., 1962), 135-137, mating and rearing offspring are two aspects
of the same continuous process. Ford and Kelly, Contempor;uy Moral Theology,
Vo1. 2, Marriage Questions (Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1963),
-47 and passim, point out that the procreation and rearing of children, which
together constitute parenthood, are primary ends of marriage.
7. Oraison, op. cit., 11-1 8. This, of course, is looking at matters from the
point of view of sexual reproduction, where the reproductive act is quite distinct
from other functions. If one looks at life as a whole, one might ask whether
reproduction is so much a distinct fun ction as simply the overBow and con
tinuousness of life. For this point and the related discussion, see : Lestap is,
Family Planning and Modern Problems (New York: Herder and Herder, 196 1).
147-160.
8. Russell and Russell, Human Behaviour (Boston.Toronto: Little, Brown and
Co., 1961 ); M. Esther Harding, Psychic Energy; Its Source and Trans/ormation
(New York: Bolligen Series, 10, Pantheon Books, 1947), 117-122; Arnold
and Gasson, loc. cit.
9. See: Frank H. Hankins, "Birth Control," Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, 2 (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1953), 559; George Devereux,
A Study of Abortion in Primitive Societies (New York: The Julian Press, 1955),
24-2 6 and passim.
10. Ginsberg, loc. cit.; Bronislaw Malinowski, Sex and Repression in Savage
Society (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1927), 193-200, illustrates
this poin t quite well. Aquinas was aware that the human Jaw based on positive
law includes more than formal enactments: S.t., 1-2, q. 97, a. 3.
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11 . Dupre, HToward a Re-examination . .. •" Cross Currents, 14 (Winter,
1964 ). 69-70, seems to have some such objection in mind.
12 . C. C. de Menasce, The Dynamics of Morality (New York : Sheed and
'Yard, 1961). is a remarkable effort to show how goods provide the sufficient
motivation to be good. Montessori education proceeds on th e same principle.
13. Thus the traditional defense of the legitimacy of clerical celibacy
and religious virgi nity - e.g., S.c.g., 3, chs. 136-137. Our presen t point should
be taken in conjunction with the fifth of the ways mentioned below in which
goods oblige.
14. Cf. Dietrich von H ildebrand, Christian Ethics (New York: David McKay
and Co., Inc., 1953), 443-444, where "satanic pride" is discussed.
15. This obligation is discussed at length from a th eological point of view:
Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 396-430.
16. S.t., 2-2, q. 47, a. 6, Aquinas explains how the ends naturally given
to the will and intellect serve as the point of departure for prudence; cf.
Overbeke, "La loi naturelle et Ie droit naturel selon saint Thomas," Revue
Thomiste, 57 ( 1957). 450-458; G. P. Kll1bertanz, S.J., "The Root of Freedom
in St. Thomas' Later Works," Gregorianum, 42 ( 1961).714-715, mentions the
priority of natural love to free choice and provides bibliography.
17. We are not merely saying that a scholar may not lie, nor are we claiming
that he is obliged to publish everything he knows. If he does publ ish on a
certain subiect he has an obligation to tell not only th e truth and nothing
but the truth, but even the whole truth , to the exten t that he knows it and
can tell it. The concealment which is allowable in other cases is not allowable
for scholars publishing their findings.
18. We do no t ask whether the physician can desist from extraordinary
measures; as we shall see in Chapter VI, that would be analogous to rhythm.
The question is whether he can act to el iminate the consequences of his
previous act.
19. This Question is discussed surprisingly little. Dupr~, op. cit., 67, simply
assumes non datur pan'itas materiae settles everything - a strange oversight
in one who asks many questions. August Adam, The Primacy of Love (\Vest.
minster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1958), 137-157, has an extensive theological
discussion of this "principle." Clearly, there can be venial sins ex obiecto against
chastity in marriage. Unfortunately, Adam's treatment is not as scholarly as
one might wish. Cooper, "Comment by Dr. Cooper," The (American) Ecclesi·
astical Review, 81 (July, 1929). 72-79, presses tIle Question of seriousness
aga inst Davis.
20. S.c.g., 3, ch . 122, where Aquinas considers sexual sin next to homicide,
should be read in the light of his distinction be tween mortal and venial sins:
S.t., 1-2, Q. 72, a. 5; q. 88, a. 1, a. 2.
21. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 364 if., discuss some of these problems.
22 . Lestap is, op. cit., 55-56. It is well known that all the conventional con·
traceptives fail, but is this true also of the pill? Th e answer must be yes, when
we consider that a missed pill is a contraceptive failure. Human error should
not be excluded here - it is strange how some proponents of contraception
always discount human error except where rhythm is concerned.
23. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., p. 364, provide an introduction to the literature.
24. Ibid., 362-363, note 31. The view referred to seems to us to open the
door to all but total contraception .
25 . Francis ]. Connell, C.SS.R., discussed this Question; cited in Ford and
Kelly, op. cit., 364, note 32,
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26. Undoubtedly. at this point the distinctions must be drawn very finely,
because it is not easy to say what is and what is not a positive act. A couple
can omit to act, and can stop short of acting as fully as they might, without
counteracting the effect of their action. Copula dimidia ta (ibid., 220-224)
seems to me to be a limitation of action rather than a positive act to prevent
conception; the choice of position seems to me less a limit on action than a
counteraction.
27. Aquinas (S .t., 1-2, q. 94, aa. 4-6) likes to consider the secondary
precepts as quasi-deduced conclusions from the primary ones; his view is clarified
considerably when his early discussion (In '" Sent., d. 33, q . 1, aa. 1-2) is
taken into account, for there he explains what he apparently takes for granted
in S.t. that the secondary precepts concern subordinate goods and ends, and
that procreation is primary while the relational value of sex is secondary.
28. S.c.g., 3, ch. 122, should be reread in the light of this conclusion. When
Aquinas is understood in terms of his own doctrine of values and oblig4ltion
this argumen t, though overly brief, begins to make sense.
29. But apart from dialectical adva ntages, the restriction of the middle tenn
to a definition of the act, and th e use of a primary principle to explain the
major premise of our argument have the effect of making it a demonstration
according to the requirements of Aristotelian logic. It is, in fact, a propter quid
demonstration , which is called a "demonstration of the reasoned fac t ." See:
Posterior analytics, 7lb8-79a 33. The important poi nt about th is kind of
demonstration is that it not only shows its conclusion to be true, but also
reveals the reason why the conclusion is true by indicating in the middle term
the proper cause of the fact expressed by the conclusion.

v
THEORETICAL

OBJECTIONS

AGAINST our conclusion that contraception is intrinsically im
moral so many theoretical objections could be made that one
treatise hardly can examine and respond to all of them. Yet
certain objections both are so sure to arise and are so plausible
that it is necessary to consider them . In this chapter we shall
examine objections which are connected with the theory of
moral law, while in the next one we shall deal with the question
of whether the universal prescription which prohibits contra
ception might not be subject to exceptions.
The first objection is that our argument merely shows that
contraception violates a certain human good, while the real ques
tion is whether it is a sin or not.' As a philosopher I cannot
respond completely to this objection, because it depends on
the concept of sin, which is theological rather than philosophi
cal. Nevertheless, some remarks can be made.
In the first place, our argument shows that contraception is
something more than a violation of the physiological end of
the reproductive function. That point is a fundamental one,
but clearly not every frustration of a natural process is morally
evil. Our argument has come to its conclusion through the
evidence that the procreative good really is one of the essential
107
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human goods . From this we inferred that it deserves a place
among th e objects of the primary principles of practical reason
ing and that it has a role to play in the natural determination
of volition .
Moreover, I tried to show in the latter part of Chapter II
and in the description of situationism in Chapter III that the
invidious comparison sometimes made between the "merely
biological" good of reproduction and the human values of the
spirit presupposes a faulty theory of man. The procreative good
is essentially human because man's organic nature is not merely
an instrument or a necessary cond ition of his personal sul:r
jectivity.
While there can be distinctions between higher and lower
aspects of man's integral nature, nothing which belongs to man
is merely natural and absolutely at man's disposal in the way
that everything in lower nature is. The good of procreation in
actual fact is the coming into existence of a human infant, and
such a good is properly human rather than being merely natural,
even though "mere existence" is at stake.
Perhaps more deeply underlying this objection than confu
sions of this kind is the notion that moral issues concern only
certain matters and that contraception is not one of th em. This
confusion is not present only in the simple mind which cannot
see a moral issue except in those areas which involve shame and
feelings of guilt. Rather a similar confusion in a more sophisti
cated form is common among our educated contemporaries.
Those who have reflected upon morality and who have
adopted some mode of situation ism become able to see moral
issues at two points. On the one hand, there clearly is a moral
issue when their preferred reflexive' value is at stake. Thus the
hedonist sees a moral issue not only when pleasure is reduced
operationally but even when it is not respected as an ideal.
Similarly, the theologically oriented si tuationist sees a moral
issue, even apart from consequences, wh ere what h e imagines
to be the spirit of faith or of charity seems to be missing.
On the other hand, a situationist will recognize a moral issue
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in the effects of external action on some material good (or,
for that matter, of any effective action on any substantive
good) only if he considers the results themselves to be im
portant for his preferred reflexive value. For this reason the
situationist may be able to discern the moral issue in many
cases of injustice because unjust action often has actual bad
effects for the reflexive values situationists espouse.
But a situationist cannot see a moral issue where no ouhvard
harm is done and where his preferred value does not seem to
be involved. Thus one even hears Cath olics who have been
influenced more than they realize by situationism ask: "What
harm does contraception do? Often, apparently, none. Then
how is it at odds with what is essential to a Christian life? It
does not seem to be against any theological virtue."
The assumption h ere is that there are no other modes in
which actions could become immoral. But, in fact, there is
another way, since the situationist division among values is not
sound. An action which does little or no objective damage and
which is neither directly against a reflexive value such as friend
ship nor directly against a supernatural value such as charity
may be directly against a substantive good.
Substantive goods demand not only effective protection but
even a certain absolute respect. As we have seen, tl,ose material
goods which are essential and irreducible goods of man are
not to be considered merely operational ob jectives, concrete
goals of action to be achieved sufficiently by definite and limited
means. Although they may take on this aspect in their particular
instances, these goods are primarily ideals or moral norms which,
together with the other primary principles of practical reason,
mark out before human ingenuity all the possibilities of human
perfection.
Because material goods such as human life itself have an
irreplaceable role to play in whatever man can be, then, there
is no reasonable way to circumvent their demand for respect.
H ence we can never justify a direct will opposed to them. It is
for this reason that therapeutic abortion and euthanasia can
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never be approved, although the refusal to permit these pro
cedures in some cases gains nothing - and might even lose
something - operationally significant for life.
The procreative good, like human life as such, is an essential
human value which extends beyond all its exemplifications when
they are considered from a merely pragmatic viewpoint. The
distinction between the operational objective and the ideal is
not easy to notice so long as there is no conflict between the
demands of the ideal value upon categorical moral reasoning
and the regulation by the operational objective of conditional
t echnical reasoning - for example, when morality and the obvi
ous requirements of competent medical practice coincide.
In certain cases the two roles which substantive values play
can become separated from one another, as they do for instance
where there appear to be medical indications for therapeutic
abortion. Similarly, contraception now appears to be a "neces
sity.'" But the moral force of the substantive values remains
unimpaired when such a divergence occurs. Thus the popula
tion problem does not affect the immorality of contraception,
because its essential immorality never did depend upon the
population trends and the need of societies for unrestricted
reproduction.
Hence, to deny that any material good should be regarded as
an ideal moral norm is simply to plunge into situationism. This
plunge evidently has been taken by those who offer all the old
utilitarian arguments for contraception as a method to regulate
population. They assume that morality requires nothing more
than necessity and efficiency. Contrary to situationism, how
ever, the truth is that we have no way by which we might
determine when the exigencies of other goods are sufficiently
great to outbalance the claims of any primary human good so
that we would be reasonable in directly violating it.
The whole problem can be seen to come down to this one
point. If we are to use freedom meaningfully, we must judge
what to do. But since we lack angelic intuition, we must reason
in order to judge, and reasoning either goes around in circles
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or it goes back to basic principles. Once it has gone as far as
the very first principles, there is no place further to which it
reasonably can go. First principles themselves cannot be judged.
Nor can they be played off one against another, because by
the very fact that they are many and yet primary it is clear that
they are incommensurable with one another. If there were a
single standard to which they could be compared, it rather
than tlley would be really primary. To try to arbitrate among
first principles without any standard, moreover, is simply to
be arbitrary.
The procreative good happens to be one of the values which
is an object of a primary practical principle. Undoubtedly the
reason this is so is that man does have an organic plane of
existence and that reproduction is an essential function on that
plane. It is this fact which underlies the natural inclination
toward procreation which reason naturally accepts as a clue
when it is forming principles.
If this good were completely absorbed by goods at higher
planes of human existence, it would not lead to a basic prin
ciple. But it is not thus absorbed - the plane of organic being
possesses a certain perfection not duplicated in any other aspect
of human existence. The most brilliant mind never gave birth
to a single child. Moreover, if the human spirit completely
encompassed the perfection of the other planes of man's exist
ence, sexual activity would have no necessary place in human
love.'
Since, then, we have no reasonable basis on which to judge
that anyone of our basic principles of practical reasoning should
be violated, our only reasonable course is to abide by every one
of the principles and to hope for the best.
If it were possible to consider all things together, we might
come to a different conclusion. But such a manner of con
sideration becomes possible for us only by subordinating all
other first practical principles to some one of them, as situation
ism does, or by putting aside rational judgment altogether in
favor of mere feeling. We all are tempted to take the latter
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course when, as in contraception, feeling has a strong case and
reason lacks pragmatic counterweights.
In difficult situations, it is easy enough for us to imagine
that God would see things differently than our most reasonable
judgment dictates. And, indeed, it is possible that He does,
but still He has made us able to direct our own lives by our
own intelligence.' It would be most rash of us to imagine that
an arbitrary judgment of ours would be nearer to divine wisdom
than the ability God has given us as a share in His wisdom 
our rational intelligence with its naturally evident first principles.
Of course, since human intelligence is limited, and since our
freedom is not restricted to any particular good - not even to
the good our best judgment can indicate - it always is possible
for us to find some plausible pretext for abandoning our reason
in the use of our freedom. But to do this is, precisely, from an
ethical point of view, to act immorally. Thus contraception
really is immoral, not merely against a natural good.
Still someone may object that although contraception is in
compatible with an essential human good, perhaps it is com
patible with man's attainment of his ultimate end. After all,
is it not the ultimate end rather than any more limited good,
however essential it may be, which determines morality?"
It is not sufficient to respond to this objection by saying that
morally bad action must be avoided if the ultimate end is to
be attained. That answer either would beg the question, if it
meant that contraception is wrong in relation to the ultimate
end, or it would imply that the ultimate end has no real effect
on what is good and what is bad.
In fact, the essential goods prescribed by the primary affirma
tive principles of moral law in themselves and simply as such
cannot be man's ultimate end, for they are multiple and ir
reducible to any single intelligible principle. The ultimate end,
however, must be single and simple.
Moreover, if the ultimate end is imagined to be something
lacking all intrinsic relationship to life, merely annexed to it
by God as a reward for passing the moral test, then indeed it
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will be impossible to be certain about the morality or im
morality of any action except by considering whether it has
been prohibited or demanded by a divine edict.
For this reason, some theological theories of sin, which
separate it completely from substantive human values, may
allow contraception - or any other mode of behavior - on the
principle that the leap of faith or the demand of grace, com
municated personally to the conscience of each believer, requires
the transvaluation of all natural values and the cancellation of
merely finite goods. Personally, I do not accept such theology,
and as a philosopher all I can say is that I see no good reason
to accept it.
Primarily, I would answer the objection concerning the ulti
mate end in a traditional way. The ultimate end of man, what
ever it is, includes or presupposes that man must direct his life
according to the dictates of right reason.' Contraception, as we
have seen, involves an unavoidable irrationality in human action.
Hence, it must be incompatible with the ultimate end. This
argument shows that the act in question must be considered
immoral in the full sense in which immorality means contrariety
to the ultimate end.
However, this argument does not show why the violation of
a particular good which is not itself the ultimate end of man
should imply also the violation of that final good. It is possible
to explain the reason for this in two different ways.
First, let us consider the matter negatively. Since the good
which is violated is one of the irreducible principles of our
practical judgment, the only reasonable way to transcend it
would be by appealing to the supreme value of the ultimate
end itself. Actually, however, we cannot do this, so one who
violates the procreative good must be treating some other
good - e.g., "mutual love" - as if it were the highest good.
However, this substitution, as we remarked in our criticism
of situation ism in Chapter III, is a kind of idolatry. Thus the
direct violation of a limited good involves an implicit violation
of the ultimate end, because only an excessive regard for some
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other limited good could have led us to approve such a
violation.'
If we wish to look at the matter positively, we must consider
that none of the essential human goods should be regarded as
merely extrinsic means to man's ultimate perfection. These
goods mark the limit of man's inh erent abilities and inclinations.
Hence alth ough beyond all of them man still desires goodness
as such, this desire is not one which he has the natural ability
to fulfill except to the extent that the goods he can attain par
ticipate in the perfect goodness he only can conceive as beyond
his abilities. F rom a philosophical point of view, then, we must
th ink of the end of man as perfect goodness insofar as that is
attained by a progressive participation through the gradual and
increasing achievement of proportionate, natural goods.'
Although this theory of the end of man does not concern
the supernatural perfection which Christian faith proposes to
mankind, our theory by no means conflicts with the teaching
of faith . About this point, however, enough was said in Chapter
III at the end of the description of our theory of moral law.
Therefore if the end of man itself is attained only in and
through the attainment of the essential human goods, it follows
that a direct rejection of anyone of these also is a rejection of
the end to which man's very nature directs him .
O nce this poi nt has been grasped, it should be clear why it
is fallacious to obj ect that the total prohibition of contraception
absolu tizes one aspect of man's nature - the biological - at the
expense of other aspects such as the personal goods of mutual
love or personality development. The rej ection of contraception
does not really absolutize those essential human goods which
are material values, it simply resists relativizing them in favor
of the others."
'Nh at really must be done to preserve and promote mutual
love surely should be done. Yet the prevention of conception,
precisely as such, certainly does not of itself contribute to mutual
love or to any other value. On the other hand, it is directly
against the procreative good.
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To defend contraception on the ground that the biological
value of procreation is not absolute, therefore, is simply to
accept the situationist position that all material values are
nothing but more or less essential means to reflexive ones. In
that case, clearly, it is the reflexive values which are being
absolutized, and none of them deserves to be identified with
the absolute good itself anymore than does the humblest of
basic material goods.
111is kind of objection also falsifies the facts about what
leads to the practice of contraception, by locating the tension
where it does not exist. The problem is not that mutual love
and biological values are at odds with one another. The problem
rather is that psychic demands for sexual release exceed a reason
able judgment based on the good of procreation and other
relevant values. 111ese other values already have influenced judg
ment since it is not the procreative good itself which has indi
cated that fertility should be limited.
There is little use for a proponent of contraception to appeal
to psychology at this point. Some psychologists have been influ
enced by their own ideology with regard to sexual activity and
also by various situationist philosophical views. More relevant
is the almost universal agreement of the sages that the psychic
drive for sexual release must be mastered if man is to become
fully human!' Surely this common view must be correct, al
though some have added to it various unsound explanations."
Certain recent ideas disagree with this traditional notion, but
human nature has not changed so much that the psyche need
no longer yield to reason.
Yet is it not true that human nature changes?" Modern man
is not the same as medieval or ancient man; Christian man is
not the same as pre-Christian man; civilized man is not the
same as primitive man. Perhaps contraception has been wrong
in the past, but will not continue to be so.
We cannot respond to this objection merely by denying es
sential change in man and insisting that all of the changes in
him are only accidental.
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In organic nature apart from man the process of evolution
leads to the development of new species. When a new species
appears, we can never say that a nature has changed, for the
moment we find any really significant development we con
sider that we are confronted with a new and different nature.
So long as we find sufficient sameness of anatomical and
physiological character among a group of individ uals to regard
them as members of one single species, on the other hand,
we also discover sameness in instinctive behavior, in the goods
which are concretely sought through this behavior, and - apart
from interfering factors - in goods actually achieved. Nature is
creative of new species but natural beings, other than man, are
not selkreative of new realizations of their own nature.
Think, for example, how little of significance there is to
distinguish the life of one robin from that of another. Any
interesting differences are caused by conditions external to the
individual animals or by genetic mutations which are nearly
always unfortunate and which are always accidents from the
point of view of the individual robin.
Compare man. What is most interesting and most important
in man is what depends on the unique fact that he has an open,
creative, and free spirit." From this abundant spring arises almost
everything that is really interesting about man - knowledge,
society, the arts, technology, and, to a certain extent, religion.
With regard to every one of these specifically human fields of
achievement there are significant differences to be found be
tween cultures and among men of the same culture. We never
theless recognize that all of our fellows form with us a common
human species.
These facts can be interpreted in various ways. From one
point of view it is clear that if all men fully used their unique
potentialities, at the limit every single human being would
differ from every one of his fellows in ways both fully intelli
gible and completely unique. Cultural pluralism would reach
the point where each person within a common culture would
have his own complete personal culture. Then every single
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man could have a really interesting biography of his own. In
that case each man would be like a natural species by himself.
But short of this ideal situation the facts can be arranged in
another familiar pattern. Man lives in a world which is deter
mined by cultural space and time, a world where simultaneity
is identical with effective communication. Thus pockets of
primitive humanity survive even to the present, but as com
munication begins such primitives rapidly become contempo
rary. In the cultural world those who are contemporary with
one another always display some striking similarities. For this
reason we can speak of "classic man" and "modern man."
Moreover, the cultural ancestors and descendents of any
culturally unified group of men always show both significant
differences from them and significant similarities with them in
such a way that the processes of human change can be fitted
into an evolutionary pattern. Man continues within the unity
of his species at the level of culture the evolutionary process
which occurs so differently in subhuman nature."
In man we find an evolution not of organism but of spirit.
In the course of history, in the medium of culture, man's open,
creative, and free spirit is unfolding itself and working out
its fullest potentialities. This Hegelian-sounding formula need
not be regarded as exclusively Hegelian property; cleansed of
the excesses of absolute idealism, the evolutionary conception
of human culture has become a permanent acquisition. It
belongs to every sophisticated philosophical anthropology of
the present day."
Only those whose philosophy of man remains a set of theses
rather than a confrontation with the problems of human reality
have failed to see and to accept the fact that human nature
really is changing. Moreover, this fact can be fitted into a sound
metaphysics which recognizes the irreducible individuality of
each human person and the utter diversity between the created
and limited human spirit and the un created and infinite divine
reality.
But if human nature really belongs to evolving reality, and
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if morality depends upon human nature, it seems to follow
that moral law too must be in evolution. Hence we might
suppose that while contraception was imm oral for our ancestors
and perhaps remained so even as late as 1930, it may not
be immoral for our descendents or perhaps even as soon as
tomorrow.
The first point to notice in untangling the knot of this ob
jection is that it is most effective against the simplest forms of
conventional natural-law theory. That theory presupposes a spe
cific essence in an unchanging nature, and it tries to discover
moral law by a simple comparison between the essence of the
human act to be judged and some aspect of human nature. If
this unsophisticated realism about moral law is annexed to an
evolutionary conception of man the conclusion will be evolving
morality.
Nor will there be any way of knowing the proper points at
which to expect change. It still might seem that something in
man must be stable, but the stable factor will turn out to be
the specific essence and such a principle is merely formal, merely
universal, merely an abstraction . Where conventional natural
law theory looks to find the specifically human there is in fact
only the mere possibility of a humanity whose every realization
is a diverse historical and cultural reality.
Thus it might be true always and everywhere that man sh ould
be just, but the diverse possibilities for the realization of justice
in diverse cultures make its concrete reality differ greatly. Hence
it would seem true, too, that while man always should be
chaste, the real requirements of chastity must be expected to
change. In fact, not only may contraception become good, but
perhaps even marriage itself will become bad.
Of course, no Catholic proponent of contraception has carried
his insight into the evolutionary aspect of human nature that
far. Nor is it my intention to suggest that anyone is about to
do so. I do not even want to make capital of the fact that those
who talk of changing human nature have failed to indicate
up to now where the implications of their theories can be
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limited. This point, while it is a sound counterobjection, would
take us too far afield, and would make little direct contribution
to the defense of the conclusion we reached earlier.
Our strategy rather must be to admit that human nature
changes, but to deny that its changes can affect the truth of
our thesis." Since no one has shown the contrary, this denial
in all strictness should be a sufficient answer to the objection
according to the sound old principle, "Vllat is asserted gra
tuitously is denied equally gratuitously.
However, rather than holding our objector to the strict justice
of dialectical exchange - he might claim after all that human
nature has changed so much that the old principle about gra
tuitous assertions no longer applies - we shall offer some further
considerations in favor of the distinction we are asserting.
Let us begin by noticing the obvious distinction between the
overall pattern of human culture, which evidently changes, and
the underlying constants without which such change could not
occur. These two factors are not to be understood as particular
realization and universal species nor are they to be imagined
as if they were two things bonded together.
They really are two aspects of the same thing, human nature,
and they must be included in its universal concept just as they
are present in its concrete reality." Yet these two factors are
in truth guite distinct, and this point can be shown easily
merely by examining the correct assertion that human nature
does change.
If man's nature changes, then what man now is must not be
exactly the same as it was before. Still if there is real difference,
clearly it really is man who differs, it is man who is not the
same now as before. The fact that man changes demonstrates
one eternally unchanging truth about him - he is a species for
whom such change is possible, a species whose real essence is
a potentiality for constant development. And since tl,is develop
ment occurs only through freedom, the conditions necessary
for any possible exercise of human freedom belong to immuta
ble human nature.
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But among the conditions without which human freedom
simply cannot begin its creative work are the primary principles
of practical reason which constitute the universal prescriptions
of the moral law. These principles are indispensable conditions
of freedom because it is only by their light that the will be·
comes oriented toward the whole range of possibilities open
before man, the very range of possibilities which make cultural
evolution possible.
It is only in virtue of the influence of these principles on the
will that man becomes able to take an intellectually directed
interest in anything, to conceive that he might become some
thing which he is not already. It is only through these principles
that man becomes able to engage his freedom in the possibilities
presented by surrounding reality and so to bring forth into
actuality his given, merely potential subjectivity. And among
these primary principles is the fundamental prescription which
contraception directly violates.
Still it might be objected that these basic prescriptions of
moral law are merely abstract while the real issue with regard
to contraception is concerned with the concrete. To this I
would respond that as such the prescription of the procreative
good indeed is an object of intelligence, but it arises from a con
stant inclination, and it determines the orientation of the will.
If man does not arbitrarily restrict his own possibilities by
suppressing some of the potential effects of these fundamental
prescriptions, they become fully actualized in the achievements
of his life. Considered in this light, a basic precept of practical
reason is as much as anything else truly a concrete reality - an
existentially significant fact.
On the other hand, if someone wants to object that these
prescriptions are abstract in the quite different sense that they
are only one of the factors which together constitute the whole
reality of real human life, this objection may be granted. The
factor of one's freedom and the factor of one's situation also
have their own contributions to make.
Yet these factors do not come together as if each of them
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brought its own primary principles of practical reason with it.
Only reason comes equipped with principles, although each of
the other factors introduces something just as important or even
more so. The modes in which the various factors contribute to
the constitution of the actual process of human existence are
more diverse from one another than the modes in which the
parts of any other complex whole contribute to its unity. And
just as there are facts in the situation that cannot be changed
and there is freedom in the self which cannot be suppressed,
so there are the primary principles of cultural development
which cannot be transcended.
Hence, the basic prescriptions of practical reason are not
modified by the other factors which join with them in the
reality of life. Or better, if man presiding over his own synthesis
in freedom attempts to modify or even so much as to qualify
in the slightest way the primary principles which make it pos
sible for him to exercise his freedom, then he must sufter the
consequences of this irrationality in his life as a whole. The
irrationality might hardly be noticed because it can be only
partial, but partial irrationality is a partial abandonment of
freedom itself.
Still it may be objected that the evolution of man belongs
to his spirit, and that a mere organic function has no right to
such dignity that it deserves respect even against the claims and
needs of higher goods. The real trouble with the ban on con
traception is that it interferes with spiritual values such as
mutual love and personal development. Though these were not
recognized as important in the Middle Ages, they have come
to be seen in our day in all their splendor, and hence they must
be fostered through a contraceptive practice which would in
deed have been immoral when these values were not at stake.
But this objection only takes us back to our old problems
with the situationists. They hold on principle that substantive
values, and especially material ones, must yield under sufficiently
great necessity. Situationists have no absolute respect for such
values; they are regarded only as operational objectives, not as
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ideals. We hold on the contrary that nothing human may be
regarded as instrumental to a human personali ty, and that to
subordinate the procreative value by acting directly against it
in the way contraception demands is to sacrifice an essential
human good.
The spirit of man is doubtless of greater worth than his
organic life, but the reality of man is not that of an incarnate
spirit, and the procreative good of man is not a merely biological
one." Human reproduction also belongs to the life of the
spirit, and if procreation seldom belongs to the spirit as truly
and as fully as it might, this fact chiefly indicates the inhuman
dualism which is presupposed both by contraception and by
every consistent theory capable of defending it.
In any case, as we have observed before, the actual difficulties
many married couples experience which tempt tllem to commit
themselves to contraceptive practice do not arise from any
straightforward conflict between the demands of the spirit and
the demands of the procreative good. If man were a pure spirit
there clearly would be no problem about contraception.
There could be no conflict without the appearance of a third
factor - the psychic effects of abstinence. These effects include
painful tension and frustration which in turn can lead to other
difficulties. This group of evils - I call them "evils" not in the
moral sense, but because that is precisely how we feel them in
our e,"perience - can be dealt with in several different ways.
One of them is by having intercourse with contraception, but
as we have seen this "solution" involves the direct opposition
by freedom against the good of procreation which helps to make
freedom possible.
This conflict, therefore, is not between flesh and spirit. It is
between the reasonable requirements of organic nature for the
respect appropriate to it and the unreasonable demands of un
disciplined sensuality for an unrestricted access to the tension
releasing experience of orgasm. There is nothing novel about
this conflict except the modern tendency to imagine tllat ethics
should allow the appeasement of sensuality instead of insisting
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on the necessity for self-control and genume development of
the personality.'"
But if all this is true, what really was conceded when we ad
mitted that human nature changes and that in some way
morality changes with it? Has not this admission been rendered
vacuous by our unwavering insistence on the immutability of
the primary practical principles? My answer, of course, is nega
tive. In a number of ways it is highly significant to recall the
truth that human nature changes."
In the first place, man's nature is becoming more spiritualized,
less restricted by matter. As this process goes on, the force of
the higher inclinations assumes more definite shape and so
the precepts which derive from them gradually become clearer
and more effective.
Because of this progress man is acquiring an appreciation of
skill, of beauty, of freedom , and of truth which he did not
always have - we can actually observe the transition from primi
tive cultures centered on physical necessity to civilized ones
which open the possibilities of higher culture and its continuous
advancement. Because of this development we consider super
stition and obscurantism to be immoral. These same attitudes
in our primitive ancestors were hardly worthy of condemnation.
In the second place, man's nature is becoming more socialized.
This does not mean that the individual is more enmeshed by the
restrictions of society; indeed, the primitive was almost wholly
absorbed by his society. Rather it means that in at least some
societies, at their best, a genuine pluralistic community is begin
ning to appear, an open order in which the uniqueness and free
dom of each person can be achieved within the cooperating
system of interpersonal relationships.
The tendency is toward a recapturing by reason in large
societies of the personal adaptability and mutuality of immediate
relationships. In this way there will be more diversity and a higher
and more perfect unity. Whatever its supernatural significance,
a matter beyond philosophic competence to judge, Christianity
certainly marks an important epoch in this transition . Christian
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man has an awareness both of personal dignity and of social
solidarity which - however distorted it may be by naturalizing
heresies such as communism - pre-Christian man simply did
not have.
In the third place, modern man is creating a whole new order
of reality over against himself, an objective system like nature but
one which is the result of intelligent design and more or less
integrated planning. This new order of reality is the technological
system. It constitutes a new environment for man. It is not itself
human and it can be recalcitrant. However, it opens boundless
possibilities.
Other aspects of human evolution might be mentioned, but
these three should be sufficient for our point, which is twofold.
On the one hand, the basic principles of practical reason are
becoming progressively clearer and more definite, not by becom
ing more restricted, but by revealing more fully their indefinite
potentialities.
On the other hand, when we think of moral law it is not
usually these basic and stable conditions of human progress that
we have in mind. Rather we are thinking of all the more concrete
precepts, the taboos and the laws which characterize diverse
cultures and demarcate different stages of man's increasing
humanity.
Thus it is true to observe that slavery has become immoral be
cause man has changed. It is true that "usury" - the taking of
interest as such - has become moral because modern man is
not the same as premodern man in regard to the realities which
are expressed in modern business and a technologically grounded
economy.
It is true to say that obscurantism in relation to theoretical
truth is becoming very seriously immoral. These examples could
be multiplied endlessly, because the body of derived principles
of the moral law is vast, and this entire body is potentially sub
ject to change.
Yet amid all this change the basic principles always remain
firm, for they make the change possible. Even the process of
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clarification and definition which applies to them affects most
those which are reflexive - i.e., the ones based upon human free
dom. TI,e need for the preservation of life is little altered in
itself, and the good of procreation seems to have been as well
understood by the primitives as it is by us.
But could not this basic inclination change and the precept
based upon it give way? If man can remain human while ceasing
to be an organism, if man can remain an organism while ceasing
to be reproductive, then the answer will be affirmative.
I would not rule out a priori the possibility of such changes,
although it is not easy to imagine what such men would be
like." Discussion of this point is not likely to be profitable be
cause the change certainly has not occurred so far.
In conclusion, it is worth noticing that the changes which
in fact have occurred in human nature have affected the morality
of sexual conduct just as they have affected the morality of other
spheres of action. Divorce and polygamy once were not seriously
wrong because the mutuality in human friendship which Chris
tian man's sexual activity requires apparently was not required
by tl,e sexual activity of pre-Christian man. Our newer humanity
makes greater psychological demands, and these indicate the
necessity that the sexual relationship between man and wife be
perpetual and exclusive.
This is a clear example, but it is not the only one. Sexual ac
tivity, as tl,e supreme function of organic life, had a special role
in some primitive cultures in binding up the social whole and
in uniting it to superior powers which it no longer has in civil
ized cultures. The intellectual devices of poetry, rhetoric, and
dialectic begin to play this role when the power of intelligence
as a life-force - its existential significance as practical reason
begins to be recognized in clear, self-conscious awareness.
Finally, it seems clear that the change induced in the human
situation through the coming to be of modern man requires the
use of intelligence in family planning although premodern man
h ad not the same need to regulate fertility. Yet this change does
not imply contraception, which is still wrong. Rather, this de
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velopment justifies the use of complete or periodic continence,
which might have been wrong for our medieval forefathers, but
need not be wrong for us.
But about periodic continence we shall have more to say at
the end of Chapter VI, where its difference from contraception
will be considered.
NOTES TO CHAPTER V
1. Dupre, "Toward a Re-examination , . . •" Cross Currents, 14 (Winter,
1964). 73, insistently states the ambiguous question whether the usc of con
traceptives "is destructive of an absolute value of man," with the implication
that it is not, and so may be legitimate in some cases. This Question is related
to his remarks (69) about natural·law arguments: "Such a way of reasoning
about nature, . . confuses man's biological structure with his human nature,"
How this objection is to be understood is not clear to mc; therefore, in the
fcHowing pages I shall deal with several clear objections which are inspired by
Dupre's remarks, but ] do not claim that they are precisely his objections. My
view is that the procreative good is an ideal or moral nonn, not merely an
operational objective, and that it is not necessary directly to violate the
absolute good (God) to commit serious moral evil.
2. A "reBexive value" is a good which is specifically human and which is
specified by something immanent in man's subjectivity itself-e.g., friendship,
freedom, practical wisdom, and moral virtue in general, and such partial values
as love, authenticity, dialogue, and so on. The theological virtues are treated as
reBexive values by immanentist theologies; pleasure is treated as a reBexive value
by hedonists. The fun and true reAexive values are genuine human goods, but
they are vitiated by being identified with the absolute - i.e., by being idolized
- as we explained in our treatment of situationism in Chapter HI.
3. Lestapis, Family Planning and Modern Problems (New York: Herder and
Herder, 1961), 239-258, throws considerable light on the 3lleged "necessity,"
without denying the need for limiting population increase.
4. Or:lison, Man and Wile (New York, The Macmillan Co., 1962). 22 and

77-83.
5. This theme runs 311 through Aquinas; it is beautifully illustrated by his
answer to the question (S.t., 1-2, q. 19, a. 10): "Whether it is necessary for
the human will, if it is to be good, to agree with the divine will as regards
what is willed?" What some who do not read Aquinas carefully do not see is
that this doctrine is not a license for arbitrariness, but a natural complement of
his doctrine of moral law.
6. S.t., 1-2, q. 88, a. I.
7. S.t., 1-2, q. 71, a. 2; q. 75, aa. 1-2; 2-2, q. 47, a. 6. See, Lottin,
Morale fondamentale (Tournai, Belgium: Descla: et Cie, 1954), 114-128, 165

173 .
8. Aquinas explains this point brieBy: S.c.g., 3, ch. 122. At the beginning
of the following chapter he makes the classic remark: "For God is not offended
by us except from this that we act against our own good." \Vhereas Augustine
Contra Faustum, xxii, 28 (P.L., 42, 419) - describes sin primarily as a
twning away from God toward the creature, Aquinas describes it - De malo,
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q. 2, a. 7, ad I - as a turning toward the creature, away from God. Even the
sinner is rationally unreasonable, not just arbitrary, at least to begin with.
9. See: eh. Ill, note 31, above.
10. Of course, the procreative good is a relative value in comparison with
divine goodness, but it is not merely an operational objective to be considered
pragmatically. If the attack on its absoluteness were sustained, what should
we say of the value of life - "It is not absolute, and so it may be violated
when there is a necessity for a therapeutic abortion, or euthanasia, or con
venience in spying, or . . ."7 Aquinas had good reason for using Ulpian's
notion of natural law - what nature teaches all animals - rather than Cratian's
- what is in the law and the gospels - as his own point of departure: Odon
Lottin , O.S.B., Le droit naturel chez saint Thomas et ses predecesseurs, 2 ed.
(Bruge" Charles Beyaert, 1931). 61-65.
11. Oraison, op. cit., 131-137, synthesizes the traditional view and expresses
it in modern psychological term s. It must be remembered tllat even Freud is
something of a traditionalist, since by his theory all that is best in culture
has resulted from sublimation.
12. Janssens, "Morale conjugaie . . . ," Ephemerides theologicae lovanienses,
39 (Oct.-Dec., 1963), 793-804, argues at length that pessimist and rigorist
tendencies which determined th e sexual ethics of the Stoics, neo-Pythagoreans,
E sscnes, and Gnostics strongly inBuenced the thought of many Church Fathers.
Lestapis, op. cit., 163, note 5, provides some material for a historical refuta
tion. More to the point philosophically is that the consensus is more widespread
than the dualist-spiritualist view of man.
13. Dupre, op. cit., 69-71, makes the suggestion that human nature, and
natuml law with it, changes; the implication, not explicitly stated, is that
perhaps contraception is or is about to become morally licit.
14. Ernest Cassirer, An Essay on Man: An Introduction to a Philosophy of
Human Culture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1944). 222-228, sta tes
the case in a striking way. Not all scien tific anthropologists have heeded this
point sufficiently . David Bidney, Theoretical Anthropology (New York : Colum
bia University Press, 1953), 120-124, states a nuanced conception of freedom;
in the following chapters 11e develops a balanced theory of cultural evolution.
15. This notion is a commonplace in modern anthropology; see the works
cited in the previous note; an introduction to the literature with extensive
bibliography: A. Irving Hallowell, "Self, Society, and Culture in Phylogenetic
Perspective," El·olution after Darwin, Vol. 2, The Evolution of Man, Sol Tax,
ed. (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1960) , 309-371.
16. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, S.]., The Phenomenon of Man (New York:
Harper and Bros., 1959 ), has brought the evolutionary perspective to the
awareness of Catholics; however, the work of Bidney (note 14, above) shows
how widespread is some fonn of this conception,
17. Even Aquinas remarks that human nature changes, but this remark must
be understood accurately: M. B, Crowe, "Human Nature - Immutable or
Mutable," Irish TlJoologic,l Quarterly, 30 (July, 1963), 204-231, oflers a
study of the relevant texts, a review of recent work by Catholics on the problem,
and a cautious appraisal.
18. Margaret Mead, "Some Anthropological Considerations concerning Natu*
ral Law," Natural Law Forum, 6 (1961), 51--64; see also the references cited,
ch. IV, note 10, above,
19. Lestapis, op. cit., 15&-160; Oraison, op. cit., 47-52, 27-33.
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20. Oraison, op. cit., 132-137; Suenens, Love and Control (Wesbninster,
Md.: The Newman Press, 1961), 51-65j Gibert, Love in Marriage (New York:
Hawthorn. 1964 ). 56-65.
21. Charles Fay, "Human Evolution: A Challenge to Thomistic Ethics,"
International Philosophical Quarterly. 2 (February, 1962), 50-80, provided
the inspiration for much of what follows, although I do not always follow his
treatment. In particular, he seems (63-64) to view the constants as universals;
in one sense, this is true, since they hold for all men at aU times, but they
are also concrete realities in the order of potentiality. The potencies which are
the same in men are no more abstract than are the acts which vary.
22. Oraison, op. cit., 77-79, points out that sexual capacity will not be
functi onal in eternal life according to Christian escha tology,

VI

"DIRECTLY WILLED,
POSITIVE ACT"

the objections which can be alleged against the theo
retical foundations of our thesis, questions can be raised about
the manner in which the moral prescription against contracep
tion should be applied in practice. Does it exclude all behavior
which could tend to prevent conception? Does it also exclude
the use of the rhythm system of periodic continence? Until
these questions are adequately clarified, a theoretical study
of the objective morality of contraception cannot be considered
complete.
Let us begin by examining a very general proposal for voiding
in practice the prescription against contraception. Some have
suggested that although contraception is intrinsically immoral
as a matter of abstract principle, its morality in the concrete
may be quite different.'
This suggestion could mean only that some who practice con
traception may not be aware of the evil of their acts or may
not be acting with full deliberation and freedom of choice. If
this is the only import of the suggestion, it can be accepted. In
Chapter VIII we shall examine questions concerning the sub
BESIDES
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jective aspects of the morality of contraception. There we shall
see that by no means are all who practice contraception fully
responsible for acting in a seriously immoral way.
But the suggestion could have a quite different meaning.
Perhaps what really is meant is that the immorality of contra
ception is subject to exceptions in practice. After all, many
ethical maxims have only a general force. Exceptional circum
stances give the right and even impose the obligation that we
violate them.
There are indeed moral maxims which hold true only gen
erally. Such maxims are those which express the conditions
normally required for attaining the essential values themselves
or which formulate the needs of institutions that have been
established for the pursuit or the preservation of the essential
values. These maxims, in other words, are only secondary or
derived prescriptions of the moral law.
Many precepts of justice belong to this category. The value
to which they are directly related is not one of the basic human
goods, but is instead a derived and supporting, or contributory,
good - e.g., property. Such values can yield under pressure
from the more basic goods.' However, the procreative good is
not a derived value. Hence, unless one wishes to defend the
situationist position that all substantive values must yield un
der sufficient pressure, there can be no allowance for exceptions
to the moral prescription against the practice of contraception.
It is mere rhetoric, not philosophical argument, to condemn
an ethics which insists on the universality of primary moral
principles for dealing in mere abstractions and to insist that
there be room for an appeal from principles to the requirements
of the concrete, human situation. Every ethical consideration of
any moral issue is abstract, because it is impossible to think
and to communicate in language except by working with
abstractions.
Among the most abstract treatises on moral issues are situa
tionist discussions of problems such as contraception. A few
impressive facts are pointed out and many vague or even mean
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ingless questions are raised. Attention carefully is distracted from
the implications which agreement with situation ism with regard
to contraception would have for all other areas of morality. And
so, finally, the claim is made to appear plausible that since pro
creation is not an absolute value, it should yield under the
pressure of other values when in really difficult situations the
lack of operational stakes seems to favor its yielding.
Such a conclusion is pure situationism, and it is no less
vicious, but rather more so, if it is wrapped in pious references
to Christian responsibility. Moreover, it is no defense to claim
that situation-ethics in the technical sense begins only when
all force is denied to every universal principle.' Situation-ethics
is only one expression of the more widespread situationist theo
retical schema.
Situation ism is realized just as effectively whether basic ma
terial values are altogether denied a place among the deter
minants of moral reasoning or whether such values are repre
sented by maxims which hold for the most part but which are
denied the universal force appropriate to primary principles. If
moral judgment can transcend a prescription in anyone case,
that prescription never really is a basic source for moral reason
ing. Rather, such a prescription merely is an instrument used by
moral judgment in the service of its actual source.
Still it may be argued that not every action which adversely
affects a basic human good is objectively wrong. After all, life
is a basic good, and yet in some cases killing is ethically allowed.
In regard to the procreative good, also, everyone admits that
some acts which do prevent conception, such as the removal of
diseased genital organs, are morally allowed if they are medically
indicated. Even if one refuses to admit exceptions to primary
moral principles, then, clearly there are cases in which concep
tion-preventing behavior is not wrong.
How can these be explained? Is the correct explanation per
haps this, that the exceptional circumstances can alter the moral
significance of objective behavior to such an extent that one
with an upright intention can consistently maintain his orienta
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tion toward the procreative good even though he occasionally
acts in a way which affects it adversely?
If this proposal means that the morality of the practice of
contraception must be judged by one's life as a whole rather
than by a few isolated acts which have the effect of preventing
conception, then it must be answered with a distinction.
On the one hand, the moral condition of persons who prac
tice contraception differs greatly in different instances. Whether
the practice is a permanent feature of one's life or an exceptional
act into which one has fallen under the stress of severe tempta
tion makes a great difference to the moral state and general
value-orientation of those who use contraceptives. But this
point will be considered at length in Chapter VIn when
we will examine the subjective aspects of the morality of
contraception.
On the other hand, the objective immorality of contraception
is found not only in a permanent habit of acting in this way
but also in each particular choice to have contraceptive inter
course.' Every single choice, however insignificant it may seem
when viewed in the pattern of an entire life, to some extent
invests one's freedom in a certain definite self-realization with
an inescapable orientation in respect to the essential human
goods.
There are two reasons why this point may not be grasped.
One is that the commission of an isolated intrinsically evil
action is easily confused with the isolated performance of some
behavior which is not intrinsically evil but whose regular per
formance would be related to essential values in a different way,
a way which would make regular performance intrinsically evil.
Thus, to overeat occasionally is not intrinsically evil but to do
so regularly is dangerous to one's health and so it is wrong in
itself. Again, to refuse in any particular instance to "do one's
bit" need not be intrinsically evil, but never to "do one's bit"
is wrong in itself. Again, occasionally to drink to a point just
short of intoxication is not intrinsically wrong, but to do so
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regularly, knowing that this practice is likely to lead to alcohol
ism, would be wrong in itself.
In cases such as these, frequency itself changes the moral
significance of action because the regularity of behavior itself
necessarily implies a wrong intention which may be absent in
acts of similar, but isolated, behavior. However, as we have
shown, contraception in each occasion of its performance pre
supposes an intention directly at odds with the procreative
good. The whole of this good also is violated even by one act
of contraception.
The other reason why some do not see that even the oc
casional practice of contraception is wrong is that situationist
assumptions may distort insight into the source of evil in par
ticular actions. Situationist systems req uire only that their
controlling values be maintained. If the controlling value in a
particular mode of situationism is a certain psychic condition
which itself is defined in terms of a developmental trend, hardly
any single human act can have great moral importance. If the
controlling value is a state or quality which may be absent or
present in single instances, then acts which are decisive for it
will be regarded as important in isolation.
But the common attitude of situationists toward material
values assures that no single contraceptive act could be of de
cisive importance for any controlling value. Of course, the
permanent practice of contraception could violate Some norm
- e.g., social duty - which a particular mode of situation ism
might recognize.
In fact, however, every single act has moral significance ac
cording to its relationship to the basic human goods. Each new
deliberate self-commitment which implies a proper orientation
toward such goods makes one better. And the converse also is
true.
This is not to deny, as I have said, that the long-range trends
in moral action are more important than isolated acts. If I
choose to live a life of crime, that commitment is both more
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significant than the multitude of decisions which implement
it and more important than an isolated criminal act performed
by a usually law-abiding person_'
Still each single decision by which the hardened criminal
carries out the general commitment of his life has at least an
additional marginal significance, not only because of its objective
consequences but also because it establishes his commitment
more firmly in reality and makes his reformation more improb
able. Similarly, the isolated wrong act done by the normally
good person has some importance because it sets him against
the good, and this disorientation will initiate a vicious trend
unless it is altered by a subsequent free act.
A couple who practice contraception only once a month but
who do it regularly of fixed will are set as immovably against
the procreative good as they would be if they practiced con
traception every day. Still each additional act renders their
orientation even more definite. A couple who practice contra
ception for the first time also have turned against the procreative
good, but their orientation will be more easily altered. Still,
it must be altered if the wrong orientation is not to remain
indefinitely.
Before proceeding further, let us take stock of the point at
which we have arrived. Some conception-preventing behavior,
responsibly undertaken, is nevertheless considered morally licit.
Examples would be the removal of diseased genital organs, as
mentioned above, or the effort to avoid fertilization by a woman
who has been raped. On the other hand, ethical exceptions to the
principle that contraception is intrinsically immoral cannot be
made for particular cases, no matter how difficult particular
"human situations" may be.
Moreover, we are certain from our previous argument that
contraception really is intrinsically immoral. In fact, we have
grasped the reason why this is so. How, then, are we to exempt
the behavior in question from the judgment that it is seriously
wrong?
The answer to this question will differ somewhat depending
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upon whether the conception-preventing behavior is a positive
act or an omission. First we must consider why certain positive
acts which have a contraceptive effect can be considered morally
licit, and then we must examine how the rhythm system of fer
tility control by periodic continence differs from contraception.
At the beginning of this consideration it may be useful to
recall that our proof of the intrinsic immorality of contracep
tion really was a demonstration that one who both chooses to
have intercourse and desires to prevent its fruitfulness by a
positive act cannot avoid having an intention adverse to the
procreative good. Neither the conception-preventing behavior
alone nor the desire to avoid pregnancy alone would have been
sufficient ground on which to rest our demonstration that con
traception is intrinsically evil.
The solution to the first question - how certain positive acts
which have contraceptive effects can be morally licit - will
consist in an explanation of the principles of indirect volun
tariness and their application to the problems before us.'
Our will can be related to an object in three different ways.'
In one way, when we will that the object be (not be) or
occur (not occur), whether we desire this for its own sake
the intention of the end - or whether we select it as a way to
accomplish our end - the choice of a means. Any external
means which we can choose always becomes an actual means
only in an action of our own. ~ile potential actions may have
some definite relationship to essential human goods apart from
our choice of them, clearly it is only by our choice that we take
upon ourselves that relationship between actions and goods and
engage our will in its positive or negative orientation in respect
to the values.
In this first way, the will is said to be related "d irectly" to
its object, since the object in this case is precisely what is willed
- the end intended and the means chosen. From this is derived
the expression, "direct voluntariness," which designates the
acts and state of such direct volition.
In a second way our will is related to whatever could be its
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object in the first way but in fact is not. Thus it is related to
actions which are possible, but wh ich are not performed, and
to side effects of actions performed which could be prevented,
at least by omitting the action, but which are permitted to
occur.
In this second way, the will is somehow related to the object,
because there is at least a potential relationship, and yet the
object is not precisely what is willed . Still, not to will something
while foreseeing the consequences of omission or to will some
thing while anticipating the effects of action is to be willing that
such consequences or effects should occur. Hence the will is
said to be related "indirectly" to such objects, since the object
in this case depends upon willingness although it is not directly
willed. From this is derived the expression, "indirect voll1ntari
ness," which designates the state of such indirect volition .
"Permissive willingness" and "permission" also sometimes are
used to name indirect voluntariness.
Finally, our will is "related" to an object with whose being
or occurrence we simply are not concerned. Such an object is
anything really irrelevant to us, such that we could not will it
as an end, and anything which cannot be embodied in an
action of ours, such that we could not will it as a means.
In this third way, the will is not really related to the object
at all, and this lack of volition in relation to such objects is
simple nonvoluntariness.
Now it is clear that we are not wholly without responsibility
for objects of our indirect will, for sometimes we have a definite
obligation to act. Then an omission, although only permitted,
would be wrong. Similarly, side effects of our actions, despite
the fact that they do not fall under our intention or choice, in
certain circumstances must be prevented even if that means
the omission of an otllenvise good action. Failure to prevent
bad side effects - assuming that we reasonably should antici
pate them - can be serious negligence.
However, it is clear likewise that we do not have the same re
sponsibility for the objects of our indirect will that we have for
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the objects of our direct will. The fundamental reaSOn for this
is that indirect voluntariness does not necessarily involve a defi
nite orientation of the will toward or against the values, since
it is possible to permit what we could forestall without actually
engaging our will in it at all.'
Nor does anyone doubt that the responsibility for direct and
for indirect voluntariness differs, since no one can act to any
great extent without in some way adversely affecting some values
and no one can act in every possible way favorable to all values .
TIle complexity and intractability of the world, on the one
hand, and the limitation of human power, On the other, require
us to permit much which it would be wrong directly to will.
The problem, therefore, is: to find the criteria according to
which we can distinguish what is directly willed from what is
only indirectly willed, and to detemline the conditions under
which we may permit what we are morally forbidden to will
directly.
One traditional, though only partial, solution to this problem
is called the "principle of double effect."· According to this
principle, whatever follows from our action, but is neither the
actual behavior included in our action, nor the effect which we
wish to bring about through our action, nor in the direct line
of causality between the two, may be regarded as a side effect.
Such side effects, if not desired on their own account, clearly
are willed indirectly, since they could be prevented if we decided
not to act.
According to the principle of double effect, we may choose
an action having side effects, willing them indirectly even
though it would be wrong to will them directly, if the follow
ing conditions are fulfill ed : ( 1) The action itself which we
choose must be a good one, since otherwise it ought not to be
chosen in any case. (2) The side effect must not be separable
from the action, or avoidable by reasonable effort, since other
wise we ought to avoid what it would be wrong to do. (3)
Between the good our action brings about and the adverse
effects which its side effects cause there should be reason
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able proportionality. What "reasonable proportionality" means
simply is that the operational results ought to be for the best,
since otherwise it would be foolish to choose the action.
The fact that this third criterion is used may make it appear
that this traditional principle is not far from the situationism
which we have criticized so severely. Indeed, to the extent that
they both make use of the criterion of operational effects, they
agree. However, situationism, besides the fact that it accepts a
different system of values, allows this criterion a far wider scope,
since it is applied indiscriminately to direct and indirect volun·
tariness, whereas the traditional principle only uses it as one of
a set of criteria which constitute a norm for indirect voluntari·
ness.
In effect, for situationism the pragmatic criterion is the neces
sary and sufficient condition for judging the morality of external
action, whereas in the traditional principle it is only one neces
sary condition. If even the requirements of operational objec
tives are not met by our action, surely it is unreasonable, but
the fact that they are met does not assure that it is fully
reasonable.
It is important to notice that side effects which may be
permitted according to the principle of double effect are not
merely undesirable and regrettable occurrences. Rather, they are
occurrences which it would be wrong for us to will directly,
whether as means or as end. The principle of double effect
usually is called into play, in fact, when directly willing the
side effect would be seriously and intrinsically wrong. Thus, for
example, the principle is applied to cases which involve the
incidental killing of the innocent, since to kill them with direct
will would be intrinsically and very seriously wrong.
It follows that conception-prevention, although intrinsically
evil when directly willed, may at times result from indirect
will, and in such cases the behavior which prevents conception
may be morally licit. This fact will not show that there are
any exceptions to the prohibition of contraception as intrin
sically evil but simply will show that there are cases in which
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conception-preventing behavior is not directly willed as such.
The justification we have for using the principle of double
effect is that where its use is appropriate, we are doing what
we can to act for the essential goods and we are not setting our
selves directly against them.
The last phrase is true, despite the application of the criterion
of operational effects, because the adverse effect is only against
some particular realization of the value in question. That is to
say, the value which is damaged is damaged only in its capacity
as an operational objective. It is not violated in its role as an
ideal, because the intention and choice of the will are not
directed against it.
Once this principle is understood, it is clear how some be
havior which adversely affects essential human values can be
regarded as morally right. Striking out against a sudden and un
justified attacker to preserve oneself from the results of violence
is justifiable according to this principle, even though the neces
sary means of one's defense also hurt or even kill the attacker."
The use of medically indicated treatments for diseased condi
tions also can be justified by this principle even though such
treatments have the side effect of preventing conception."
Thus we have one case in which conception-preventing be
havior is not contraception. The reason is that the prevention
of conception in this case is only permitted - that is, willed
only indirectly - and there is sufficient reason to will it in this
way.
As we said in Chapter IV in our proof of the intrinsic malice
of contraception, it need not be incompatible with a right
orientation toward the procreative good if we pennit it not to be
realized, but it is necessarily incompatible with a right orienta
tion if, while acting in a way conducive to it, we will not permit
it to be realized - that is, if we set our will directly against it.
The use of a cleansing and semen-removing douche by a
woman who has been raped commonly has been regarded as an
extension of self-defense, since the placing of the semen by the
attacker is part of his violation of the raped woman. The douche
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itself can be regarded as a secondary line of defense; a woman
who is being raped certainly should try to make her attacker
ejaculate outside her vagina, and only if this primary defense
fails will there be occasion to resort to a douche.
Clearly, the first line of defense as well as the second is
a positive act which tends to prevent conception, but a woman
who is being raped has no obligation not to interfere in such
a manner. Thus this behavior, while it prevents conception, also
repels violence, and does not have the moral significance of
contraception. Because she has not chosen to engage in sexual
intercourse, the victim of rape has not brought upon herself
th e full obligating force of the procreative good. For this reason
her conception·preventing behavior is able to be directly in·
tended as self-defensive and only indirectly willed as an inhibi
tion of the possible realization of the procreative good.
It is an easy step from this position to the view that a woman
who is in danger of being raped may prepare herself in advance
with suitabl e defenses. Thus, surely, she may wear special
clothing or appliances so that h er attacker will find it impossible
to carry out his intent perfectly. If this line of defense either
is not feasible or is not expected to be adequate, there seems to
be no reason why a diaphragm or similar contraceptive device
might not be worn.
From this, the further step to the use of anovulant drugs is
not a very great one. Thus the use of these drugs by a woman
in danger of rape may be justifiable under the principle of
double effect. In this case, such a use would be seIt-defensive
rather than contraceptive."
Not every instance in which conception-preventing behavior
must be regarded as morally allowable can be explained as an
application of the principle of double effect, however. Consider
the case in which diseased genital organs are removed, or even
the case in which healthy gonads are excised to prevent th em
from secreting hormones which are aggravating a diseased con
dition elsewhere in the body. Cases of this kind commonly are
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explained by the application of another principle - the principle
of totality."
The principle of totality simply is that parts of the body,
even genital organs, may be sacrifi ced when the health of the
whole requires it. Of course, proportionality must be observed.
Moreover, the desirable effect must follow directly. For this
reason, one would not be justified by the principle of totality in
removing healthy gonads in order to prevent ill effects to the
health of the whole body which would not happen except as a
result of conception, for in that case the direct effect of the
operation would be to prevent conception rather than to cure
any existing disease.
Now the principle of totality obviously is another specification
of the general requirem ents of indirect voluntariness. What this
principle tells us is that behavior which it would be wrong to
will directly, since it implies restriction of life and suppression
of function, nevertheless can be willed insofar as it is health
giving or life-preserving.
Yet under the principle of totality many actions are licit
which could not be justified according to the principle of two
fold effect. Hence it is clear that indirect voluntariness and
double effect are not identical, as they have been thought
generally to be."
There are some other traditionally accepted pri nciples which
express in a restricted way the requirements of indirect vol un
tariness. One of these is the principle that the common good
may be protected against unjust violations by a system of
criminal law involving the imposition of punishments propor
tionate to crimes. Among accepted punishments for serious
offenses have been the death penalty and the lesser punishment
of bodily mutilation.
The use of the death penalty obviously involves a deliberate
act which is destructive to the essential human good of life.
But just as clearly th e principle of the common good presup
poses that the destruction of human life is willed only indirectly
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while the execution of justice alone is willed directly." Other
wise the will of all those who support tlle system of criminal law
would be set directly against ilie essential good of human life.
Furthermore, there is no possibility that capital punishment
could be justified by the principle of double effect, since the
execution of ilie sentence actually is an essential part of ilie
intended workings of justice.
Among the mutilations which have been proposed as appro
priate legal penalties is sterilization. If ilie deaili penalty can
be inflicted, surely this much ligh ter punishment also can be
inflicted. The conception-preventing effect of the execution of
a legal sentence is as much beside the point in this case as is
the conception-preventing effect of medical ilierapy which is
justified according to the principle of totality.
Of course, we are assuming that sterilization really would be
an appropriate legal penalty, a point easily questionable since
those sentenced to this punishment often would not regard
ilieir inability to reproduce as a serious personal loss. Also we
are assuming that sterilization really would be intended as a
punishment, a point easily questionable since laws inflicting it
would be likely to use it merely as an absolute contraceptive
inflicted on sexual delinquents and mental defectives to save the
community part of its welfare costs.
At this point it appears that an easy solution is now at hand to
many arguments against ilie thesis that contraception is in
trinsically evil. The arguments are those which allege that since
sometimes conception-preventing behavior is permitted, con
traception is not wrong in itself."
The solution, of course, is that contraception is intrinsically
evil, but conception-preventing behavior is not necessarily con
traception, since it may be only indirectly voluntary. This in
directly voluntary prevention of conception may be justified
either according to the principle of double effect, or according
to the principle of totality, or according to the principle of the
common good.
Clearly none of these permits much conception-preventing
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behavior. The first requires a distinct effect which really de
mands that the prevention of conception be permitted inci
dentally. The second requires a diseased condition directly
treated by the behavior which prevents conception, rather than
by the nonoccurrence of conception. And the third requires a
real crime serious enough to warrant a sentence of mutilation,
rather than merely a socially advantageous program of absolute
contraception.
In what follows, positive conception-preventing behavior per
mitted by these recognized principles will be considered ex
traordinary. All other positive, conception-preventing behavior
will be called "ordinary."
Now, it is precisely at this point that the difficulties of indirect
voluntariness really begin. For as soon as it is realized that the
principle of double effect is not the only mode in which indirect
voluntariness can be expressed, the proposal is sure to arise that
perhaps a great deal of ordinary conception-prevention can be
permitted under some new principle of indirect voluntariness."
The merit of this idea is difficult to judge because there exists
no general theory of indirect voluntariness. The criteria in
dicated by the principle of double effect, we can be certain,
are sufficient to insure that nothing wrong will be directly willed,
but we can be equally certain that these criteria are not neces
sary in every case for indirect voluntariness - the existence of
the other modes of indirect voluntariness proves at least this
much.
At this point we must discuss the proposal of W. Van der
Marek, O.P. He, like Janssens, thinks that contraceptives have
been condemned traditionally because of their interference with
the integrity of the external marital act." We criticized this
distinction among methods of contraception in Chapter II.
However, it is not really essential to Van der Marck's central
idea. For his proposal is that much ordinary conception-preven
tion should be viewed not as contraception, but as fertility-regu
lation. Although he does not express himself in this way, Van
der Marek's actual view is that indirect voluntariness can be
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applied much more broadly than it has been traditionally. But
let us first consider this proposal in its own tem1s.
Van der Marck begins" by reviewing the history of an al
together different moral problem, the question of organic trans
plantation. This procedure seems to involve an illicit mutilation
of a healthy person, since it cannot be justified by the principle
of totality. Many moralists consequently first took a dim view
of such operations. Still one would suppose intuitively that this
procedure should be allowed. The principle which can justify
its acceptance has not yet been agreed upon, but the con
sensus in favor of the procedure nevertheless has become very
strong.
Van der Marck next proceeds to point to what he considers
to be the fundamental problem. How is a moral question to be
posed? If the question is whether a bad act can be elected as
a means to a good end, the answer already is predetermined to
the negative. However, the object of the human act is not de
fined by the relationships of cause and effect in nature or by
those of means and ends in technique. This object rather is
defined by one's intention. Man gives the meaning to his own
acts.
llms, Van der Marck claims, it is intention which determines
what one is doing, for intention defines a certain end and also
delimits as means those proportionate acts chosen to achieve
this end. Van der Marck denies emphatically that this position
implies that good intentions are enough to justify bad actions.
Rather, one's intention determines how his action should be
categorized; and once it is properly categorized, the action must
be judged according to the kind of action it is.
This analysis is applied to the problem of organic transplanta
tion . Such a procedure is intended neither as a mutilation of
oneself nor as a treatment for one's own benefit. Rather, it is
meant to be an assistance to one's neighbor.
For this reason the act should not be understood as if it were
a mutilation which seeks justification in an ulterior good effect.
Rather, the means chosen is an operative procedure which
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from the very beginning is transplantation. Since the end is a
good one, and the proportionate means is not to be judged
intrinsically evil, Van der Marck considers this procedure licit.
The same analysis is applied to the question of conception
preventing behavior. Such procedures need not be intended
precisely as contraceptive acts. Rather they may be meant as
fertility-regulating acts, or simply as acts suitable for expressing
love without having another pregnancy follow immediately.
Since the end is a good one in this case too, and since there are
now proportionate means which do not seem to be intrinsically
evil on other grounds, Van der Marck also is inclined to con
sider this procedure licit.
Van der Marck is at least partially correct when he stresses
the importance of the meaning-giving function of man in re
gard to his own moral action. A moral act is not simply an out
ward performance, as it might be considered by a behavioral
psychologist, apart from its human significance. Rather, the
moral act is precisely that which deliberation constructs as a
possibility for realization or rejection by freedom. Hence the
same behavior can often have two quite different moral values
because it has two quite different buman meanings." This is an
important fact which conventional natural-law theory tended
to ignore.
However, Van der Marck falls into error because he fails to
notice that there are very great limitations for our formulations.
Meaning-giving is not an altogether free process." Imagine that
I am beating my two-year-old child over the head with a base
ball bat. Do not be distracted by the fact that I might lack the
subjective conditions of imputability - i.e., knowledge of the
facts and ability to choose. Van der Marck's thesis concerns the
object of the act, not its subjective morality.
In the situation mentioned, I could say that what I am doing
is making a scientific experiment to determine the resistance of
the human skull or that I am checking the efficiency of the law
enforcement process. I could say so, but that will not alter the
fact that whether I like it or not my act has another and quite
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different meaning. Moreover, that meaning, which arises from
the physical significance of the act, is morally determinative so
far as the malice of my will goes.
The reason for this limitation on our freedom in giving mean
ing is that the act in question has an immediate and natural re
lation to an essential human good - the preservation of human
life. The act in question may have other morally relevant mean
ings, but this act necessarily would become a definite act with
a definite meaning simply through this relevance. It is a
relevance I am not free to ignore in giving meaning to my act.
When we come to think of it, it is clear that Van der Marck's
position is absurd, for he leaves everyone with a little ingenuity
free to do anything without malice. It is always possible so to
define action that the moral judgment which will be passed on
it would have to be favorable. As a matter of fact, we often
attempt this maneuver when we want to do something wrong.
We have an innate gift for this method of rationalization; we
do not even require theological instruction to learn how to do
it. Of course, we do not usually do it well, for we only occasion
ally are able to confuse even ourselves.
What Van der Marck's apparently innocent suggestion
amounts to is that only the directly voluntary be considered
morally significant. This suggestion ignores the problem which
a general theory of indirect voluntariness must settle - under
what conditions are we justified in permitting what we may not
will directly.
Moreover, as we have seen, Van der Marck himself has not
been clear about the prior question - which is far more difficult
than he suggests - how does one distinguish the directly willed
from the indirectly willed. Clearly, the directly willed includes
the means and the end of the human act, but what must be
included in these? Our meaning-giving simply is not completely
free.
A first approach to a more adequate theory of indirect volun
tariness would be to require that the conditions for the applica
tion of the principle of double effect be fulfilled, even though
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the principle itself is too restricted for a general theory. Thus,
one must at least have a sincerely good intention, a real neces
sity to permit evil to occur, and the justification of propor
tionality.
These three principles were explained above, and each of
them seems clear and broad enough to hold true in a general
theory. These three principles probably would be sufficient to
exclude scientific experiments which involve the crushing of
skulls of live two-year-old infants - one could use corpses and
it would be difficult to satisfy the principle of proportionality.
However, these three principles alone are not enough for an
adequate theory of indirect volllntariness, because they do not
exclude many other kinds of action which situationists tend
to approve but which we are quite sure must be rejected - e.g.,
euthanasia, therapeutic abortion, the use of torture or suicide
in warfare, and so on.
A second approach to a general theory of indirect voluntari
ness can be made by considering modes of indirect voluntariness
which are not reducible to the principle of twofold effect. We
cau look at the principle of totality, the principle of the com
mon good, and the thus-far undetermined principle which
justifies organic transplantation.
The principle of totality presupposes that the three general
requirements are satisfied. Also, it applies only to cases in which
there are no problems with regard to justice between one person
and another. Further, the same value is at stake in both mean
ings of the behavior having ambiguous significance which the
principle is designed to cover. Moreover, exactly the same be
havior has the good and the bad meanings.
Clearly, what we are faced with here is something very like
the principle of double effect, except that the doubleness is
in the meanings of the same behavior which is equally and
directly defined in different ways in relation to one value. Since
the predominant meaning in terms of proportionality is life
preserving, the sacrifices involved are justified. It is important
that the value is the very same, because this fact makes it pos
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sible to compare gain and loss according to the same standard.
The undetermined principle which justifies organic trans
plantation must be very similar to the principle of totality. It
is not the same principle, for two men are not one body, and
the simple application of the principle of totality to a social
unit would have totalitarian implications - e.g. that an unim
portant citizen, though innocent, might be put to death for the
sake of an important public objective.
However, we are still dealing with a single value. The value,
as an ideal, is not limited to any single person's well-being, and
so it can define behavior without regard to the differences be
tween persons. Clearly, however, since each person has mOre
responsibility for his own well-being than for that of others,
there are limits to which one may go in sacrificing organs for
the benefit of another person. Moreover, one hardly could be
justly compelled to make any such sacrifice.
The mode of indirect voluntariness involved in the principle
of the common good obviously is more complex. Different
values are at stake, so there is no commensuration. However,
the act of the state in punishing criminals can be viewed as a
social extension of the application of the principle of double
effect to cases of self-defense. Yet the traditional principle does
not seem really to apply - the execution is too pointedly a
means in the sense of "means-ends" envisaged in the traditional
principle of double effect. Evidently, some leeway in defining
the action of the state is allowable here.
The reason for this certainly centers on two facts: that the
criminal really is guilty and that tile state really has a primary
responsibility for public peace and order. The guilt of the
criminal has removed him from the cooperative relationships
normally owed to each member by others in the society. The
responsibility of the state both allows it leeway to define its
action in terms of the values which define its primary responsi
bility and demands that those whose refusal to cooperate be
comes a general threat be coerced in order to minimize the
damage they will do.
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Consequently, the act of the state in punishing a criminal
seems to be definable in terms of the values of peace and order
because the criminal's own action has drawn upon himself a
community response unavoidably formulated in those terms.
The only question one might ask is whether the degree of re
sponse is justified.
This second approach to a general theory does not go very
far toward providing one. What it does indicate are some con
ditions which a sound theory should consider.
One of these is that there is greater latitude for interpreta
tion where only a single value is at stake, since the ambiguous
meanings even of the same behavior then will be commensurate
with one another, and the use of proportionality will not lead
to the submergence of one value by another.
Another of the conditions is that innocent persons are to be
favored in interpreting acts of ambiguous meanings. Only the
principle of double effect has been used to justify the destruc
tion of the innocent.
Neither of these conditions favors the view that conception
preventing behavior not currently recognized as licit by some
established mode of indirect voluntariness can be viewed as
licit according to a new mode. The procreative good is not
itself immediately advanced by conception-preventing behavior
except in a few instances - e.g., ovulation rebound - which
probably also can be justified by the principle of double effect.
The possible person in whom the procreative good might be
realized if conception were not prevented certainly is innocent.
If from a narrow legalistic viewpoint the possible person has no
actual rights, he nevertheless has great potential value and this
value does not call for nonrecognition from others, since the
possible person in himself neither injures nor threatens anyone.
But tl,ere are other powerful considerations, short of the
development of a general theory of indirect voluntariness, which
indicate very strongly that there can be no exceptions to the
general assessment of ordinary conception-preventing behavior
as contraception.
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I n the first place, the act of preventing conception and the
act of sexual intercourse itself are easily separated - in fact, they
are linked together only by our own choice. All the good effects
of intercourse can be had without contraception; all the ill
effects of noncontraceptive intercourse can be avoided without
contraception.
Although both possibilities cannot be realized simultaneously,
this fact about the structure of the behavior sharply distin
guishes the problem of contraception from many other prob
lems - e.g., from that of organic transplantation. There the
good results can be achieved only through the first part of the
operation. Here, it is human choice itself which solidifies the
act of contraceptive intercourse.
For a couple to undertake the use of contraceptives requires
a special decision, simply because the marital office and act are
not of themselves conception-preventive. It follows that pre
cisely the act which prevents conception, not the act of inter
course as such, is the one in which conception-prevention must
be found to be indirectly willed if it is to be so at all.
But the conception-preventing act in itself has absolutely no
value. It leads to goods only in virtue of some of the conse
quences of nonconception. For example, the limitation of the
family to a suitable size is a condition for the avoidance of
whatever evils would follow if the family were to become too
large. It is clear that we are here faced with a sequence of cause
and effect in some sense and that in this sense the preventive
act is a cause and the nonoccurrence of undesired results is the
sole effect.
In considering this sequence, I do not see how it can be
understood as a relationship in nature. Nor is it a relationship
merely in technique. The impression is inescapable that it is
precisely as a chosen means in a 11U1nan act that the conception
preventing behavior is a cause here. But if this is so, conception
prevention is directly willed, since the means in human action
is directly willed in being chosen just as the end is directly
willed in being intended.
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In the second place, our very argument to demonstrate the
intrinsic malice of directly willed contraception indicates that
apart from cases in which double effect or totality clearly apply,
ordinary conception-preventing behavior cannot be only indi
rectly voluntary contraception. It would have been sufficient
for our argument merely to indicate that the prevention of
conception is a positive act opposed to the procreative good .
We might simply have compared it with euthanasia.
However, we chose to deal with the point that obligation
becomes more intense as the agent approaches more nearly the
engagement of choice through which the value will be realized.
We used this point to argue that one who chooses both to have
intercourse and to prevent its effect by a positive act does some
thing intrinsically wrong. We compared contraception with a
closely parallel case in which a physician, having used elective
procedures, is tempted to intervene to prevent their life-giving
effect.
Now this line of argument was more convincing than merely
indicating that conception-prevention is contrary to the procre
ative good, because this line of argument sets in relief the
violation of obligation, and the consequent inconsistency of will,
necessarily presupposed by the use of contraceptives.
In fact, our argument neatly precludes all admitted cases of
indirectly willed conception-prevention except those which can
be handled by commonly accepted applications of the principles
of double effect and of totality. Wben these principles can be
employed, it is clear that the conception-preventing behavior
justified by them is susceptible to another meaning, since it
really has another distinct aspect to its natural or technical
entity.
Thus a person who undergoes a medically indicated treatment
which incidentally prevents conception very plausibly can say:
"I did not choose both to have intercourse and to avoid con
ception. I merely chose to have intercourse and to treat my
illness, although I knew that conception would be impossible
and I was willing to permit this."
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On the other hand, a person who chooses both to engage in
intercourse and to perform a conception-preventing act whose
only significant point, so far as he is concerned, is gained by
its effectiveness in preventing conception cannot very plausibly
say: "I merely chose both to have intercourse and to prevent
the troubles that would follow from conception. I did not
choose precisely to prevent conception, although I knew my
action had only this effect and I was willing to permit it."
This statement would be implausible in the circumstances
not because of its second sentence in isolation, which might
be uttered by a victim of rape, but because the opening phrase,
"I chose to have intercourse," defines the initial behavior in
the situation and excludes as unintelligible an attempt to give
any meaning other than conception-prevention to the behavior
whose whole point depends on its conception-preventing effec
tiveness.
In the third place, we certainly cannot define as one act for
the purpose of indirect voluntariness a behavioral sequence
which includes two human acts, one leading to another. Thus
we cannot consider the use of terror in warfare simply an
application of force having two effects, because the procedure
works only if our terroristic act leads to a suitably terrorized
response on the part of the enemy.
Clearly the terroristic act must be viewed as a means in the
moral sense, because it is a link in the chain of human action
itself. Nothing good is gained in our act; everything of value
is in the subsequent free choice - or, perhaps, only potentially
free choice - of the enemy. Somewhere there must be lim its to
what we can consider as included in one act. Clearly this is one
of them, that nothing belongs to one human act which exists
only in a distinct human act to which the first is intended to
lead.
The most plausible justifications for contraception depend on
claims which are made concerning the dire effects of abstinence.
But no one has shown that the effects of abstinence seriously
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harm any essential human good except through additional
human acts, or at least through behavior which is potentially
subject to human control.
If prolonged abstinence from sexual intercourse among mar
ried persons led of itself to serious illness or even death, perhaps
the act might plausibly be viewed primarily as a life-preserving
one, and then conception-prevention might seem incidental and
only indirectly willed. Thinking along these lines, I searched
for evidence that abstinence by married couples of itself leads
to serious consequences. Evidently, the only serious effects
would be psychic ones.
Those who have written about psychiatric medicine seem to
have given little consideration to our problem. I have been
able to find no real evidence that abstinence among the married
directly and of itself leads to serious psychic consequences."
I also have talked with a number of practitioners in this field.
Their view seems to be that for prolonged abstinence, strong
motivation and careful avoidance of erotic stimuli are required
if frustration is not to lead to neurosis. However, given sufficient
motivation, it is possible to reduce frustration by reducing erotic
tension. This judgment sounds so much like traditional ascetic
wisdom that it is almost disappointing.
\¥hat is clear, however, is that abstinence can lead to tension,
frustration, and hostility it it is permitted to do so. And hostility
adversely affects the relationship between husband and wife as
well as that between parents and children. Thus the conse
quences of abstinence which are invoked to justify the use of
contraception are in ulterior acts which are at least potentially
subject to the control of freedom. To claim that this potenti
ality for self-control- i.e., not simply restraint from overt sexual
action but also elimination of the painful tension - cannot be
realized is fashionable, but the claim secms to be undemon
strated. The belief in the impossibility or the avoid ability of
this achievement, of course, insures failure."
It also is important to bear in mind that unless masturbation
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as well as contraception is sanctioned, the most difficult cases
requiring prolonged abstinence remain unresolved . These are
cases in which one partner is frigid or impotent.
Moreover, in all marriages there occur periods of two months
or so - e.g., at the time of childbirth - when the couple con
tinue to live in close intimacy while intercourse is excluded. TIle
exclusion of contraception seldom means that abstinence will
be required for such a long period.
Finally it must be remembered that if absolute avoidance of
conception is indicated, it can be assured only by surgical
sterilization or by complete avoidance of genital contact. Even
the anovulant drugs, which are the most effective contraceptives
so far, are subject to human error, and this factor must be con
sidered in judging the practical effectiveness of any means of
preventing conception.
Our third consideration, then, was that a behavior sequence
consisting of two human acts in which one is ordered to an
other cannot be considered a simple human act for the purposes
of determining indirect voluntariness. Our conclusion from this
consideration is that ordinary, positive, conception-preventing
behavior cannot be interpreted as an indirectly willed aspect of
the very same human act in which are realized in virtue of
tension-reduction the important values for interpersonal rela
tions in the family, since these good effects are achieved in
subsequent behavior which itself either is a distinct human act
or is at least potentially subject to voluntary control.
It should be noticed that these three considerations which
tend to indicate that ordinary, positive, conception-preventing
behavior cannot be merely indirectly willed contraception are
independent of one another. Their force, consequently, is cumu
lative, and it would not be destroyed completely by the over
turning of anyone of them.
The results of this entire discussion of indirect voluntariness
may be summarized as follows.
1. All admitted cases in which positive conception-prevention
is licit are accounted for by some admitted principle, and all
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such principles seem to be various modes of indirect vol un
tariness.
2. Indirect voluntariness extends beyond the principle of dou
ble effect. Lacking a general theory of indirect voluntariness, we
cannot demonstrate rigorously that some conception-preventing
behavior presently considered contraceptive may not be subject
to an interpretation according to which it could be licitly willed
indirectly.
3. Van der Marck's suggestion that much ordinary, positive
conception-preventing behavior might be considered fertility
regulation and accepted as licit lacks a theoretical foundation,
for he offers nO criteria limiting freedom in meaning-giving and
he offers no criteria of responsibility for what is indirectly willed.
4. The desired criteria must be more restrictive than the rules
of application of the principle of twofold effect. These are neces
sary, but not sufficient, conditions of the uprightness of action.
5. The peculiar conditions which permit other relevant recog
nized modes of indirect voluntariness to extend beyond the
principle of double effect are not consonant with the notion
that ordinary, positive, conception-preventing behavior can be
defined otherwise than as contraception.
6. Three considerations with regard to the structure of the
behavior of contraceptive intercourse and its relationships to
human intentions clearly show that apart from already recog
nized exceptions, ordinary, positive, conception-preventing be
havior can reasonably be interpreted only in such a way that
the prevention of conception is willed directly.
Since we demonstrated previously that this act is intrinsically
evil, the inescapable conclusion is that such behavior cannot be
carried on deliberately and freely without entailing serious moral
evil. When we consider the subjective morality of the practice
of contraception in Chapter VIII, however, we shall see that
it is quite possible that many who practice contraception may
do so in good faith , not knowing in the relevant way that their
action is evil.
While we have many good reasons for wishing we could
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practice contraception there is one superior reason for not will
ing to do so. That reason is that this practice sets us against
an essential human good and initiates a complex of irrationality
within our freedom.
If the behavior involved were structured otherwise, perhaps
the prevention of conception might be willed only indirectly.
If the only choice were between contraceptive intercourse and
no intercourse at all, or if the only choice were between contra
ceptive intercourse and fruitful intercourse, then ordinary, posi
tive, conception-preventing behavior might be susceptible to
meanings other than the one it has .
In fact, as we shall see, those who practice contraception in
good faith tend to look at their action in this way, because so
far as practical knowledge is concerned they forget that it was
a previous free choice which limited alternatives.
We may face these facts with a certain regret, wishing that
nature had made other provisions. However, the real "guilty"
party is our own intelligence, which has its own way of con
structing action. It is the "fault" of our rational intelligence
that we must proceed from principles in the first place, and
it is the further "fault" of our analytic intelligence that it makes
distinctions even while constructing the potential human action
which freedom must approve or veto.
Catholics, furthermore, are "burdened" with a tradition of
ethical reflection which has discovered and clarified many dis
tinctions and a teaching authority which insists upon recalling
them. Hence the alternative to the limits reasonable judgment
imposes is not so much a different disposition in nature as a
less acute awareness of moral truth.
Those who see less well have less responsibility, and we may
regard them as being, in a certain sense, more "fortunate" than
ourselves. But if we try to achieve this alternative by our own
choice, that choice is irrational. Irrationality itself has much to
recommend it. TI,e only thing really to be said against it is
that it is inhuman.
Having concluded our study of the distinction between con
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traception and indirectly willed, positive, conception-preventing
behavior, we now can turn to the difference between contracep
tion and the rhythm method of periodic abstinence. It must
be noted that we are not undertaking a complete study of the
ethics of rhythm." The only question which concerns us is
whether rhythm is etllically the same as contraception or not.
Janssens has argued that rhythm and contraception by anovu
lants are ethically similar. For him both are positive ways of
preventing conception, but both respect the integrity of the
marital act. Consequently, both can be approved." We argued
in Chapter II against Janssens' distinction between modes of
contraception, and our proof of the intrinsic immorality of
contraception does not allow for Janssens' distinction among
methods. Moreover, we shall consider in Chapter VII and in
the Appendix how the anovulant drugs do not open a way
around the judgment that contraception is intrinsically evil.
Therefore, if we were to accept Janssens' analysis of rhythm,
we would be forced to regard it too as contraception. I-Ience we
must examine his argument on this point. Otherwise, a serious
objection - i.e., that we condemn as intrinsically evil a mode
of behavior widely regarded as sometimes licit - would be made
against our conclusion.
Janssens presents the argument in question when he is con
sidering the view tl,at contraception is wrong because by it
conception is positively excluded." To this view he answers that
the practice of rhythm includes the same positive exclusion.
For rhythm surely excludes procreation from one's intention,
and it also excludes it from the means chosen, which is the
external act. What one chooses is not simply an act of inter
course but precisely an act of intercourse at a carefully deter
mined time of sterility.
Now, Janssens argues, the order of means precisely is that of
concrete reality. Hence the means receives its character from
tl,e factors which make up this concrete state of affairs. The
element of time is capital among these factors. Especially for
living beings whose existence is a history, time is a positive
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factor. Hence, one who practices rhythm positively excludes
procreation by his action, effectively preventing it by a temporal
barrier just as mechanical contraceptives prevent it by a spatial
barrier. Of course, the two differ because rhythm does not
deform the marital act as mechanical contraception does.
Janssens adds to this argument the point that in the practice
of rhythm the period of abstinence is carefully calculated to
allow the egg to pass out without being fertilized; only when
there is assurance that the ripened egg has been lost is inter
course again resumed. The conclusion is the same; a positive
temporal barrier is being set up to prevent conception." Thus,
only the preservation of the integrity of the external marital
act distinguishes rhythm from contraception.
For us, of course, the point that the external marital act does
keep its integrity has some psychological importance, but it does
not distinguish rhythm from contraception. If we are not to
consider rhythm ethically equivalent to contraception, we must
show in what sense Janssens is mistaken when he insists that
mechanical contraception and rhythm are alike in positively
excl uding conception.
The first point to notice about Janssens' argument is that he
has a peculiar way of making the distinction between the inten
tion of the end and the choice of the means. He thinks the
second is concerned with the concrete, outer world where be
havior goes on, while the first seems to be on the side of sub
jectivity alone.
We would say rather that the end intepded is first an object
of cognition, but if action is successfully completed it is realized,
and its actuality may be in the external world.
Thus the intention to procreate is realized in the infant; on
the other hand, the intention to understand the ethics of con
traception can be realized only in the intellect. As for the
means, they too primarily exist as objects of cognition formed
in the process of deliberation. Subsequently, depending upon
the kind of end which we are trying to attain, the means some
times comes to realization through our behavior in the world.
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Once this distinction is understood, it is clear that Janssens'
argument rests on an assumption which need not be true
namely, that because (on his view) the concrete world is
the arena of means, the main factors which are positive condi
tions of the concrete world also enter as positive elements of
the means insofar as it is a human act. Thus, inasmuch as time
is a positive factor in the concrete world, Janssens considers it
a positive factor in the human act which is performed when
rhythm is practiced, since rhythm depends upon establishing a
temporal "barrier" between sperm and egg.
However, not everything which is positive in our behavior
considered as part ot the world is positive behavior considered
as moral action. Only those factors which must be willed as
such if the action is to be performed necessarily are positive
factors in our behavior considered as moral action. It is true
in Janssens' personal meaning of "positive" that both rhythm
and contraception involve a "positive exclusion" of conception;
but we shall see that in another, and more relevant, meaning
of "positive," rhythm need not involve any positive act which
prevents conception.
Once these preliminary points have been made, we must
clarify what precisely is done by one who practices rhythm.
It might seem that the difference between contraception and
rhythm is the fact that the latter is mere omission while the
former is action. But this observation is not adequate.
The fact is that those who practice rhythm choose, and must
repeatedly choose, not to engage in intercourse, and this choice
itself is a human act and a means even though it does not lead
to outward behavior. Even if the practitioner of rhythm is so
habituated that he no longer has occasion to choose not to act,
his omission is equivalently the same as action, for one is re
sponsible for not choosing when he can and should do so.
But here is the precise question. Does the person who prac
tices rhythm have an obligation at the time he abstains to
engage in sexual intercourse? The answer to this question can
not be a simple yes or no. As we have seen, the very state of
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marriage imposes some obligation to act for the value which
defines it - procreation.
Thus sometimes it may be the case that rhythm has the same
essential malice as contraception. Both can be chosen in defiance
of a binding obligation that we act for the procreative good,
and such defiance would set the will directly against the good.
Moreover, the fact that we cannot say in general and cannot
easily judge in the particular when this obligation is fully oper
ative does not mean tl,at it never can be so.
Still, not everyone who practices rhythm sets himself against
the procreative good in the way that the person who practices
contraception necessarily does so. Janssens suggests that the
intention is the same in either case. But if what he says were
true, both would directly will conception-prevention as an end.
The truth is that while both wish to avoid conception and
do avoid it purposely, neither is likely to will the avoidance of
conception itself as if it were an end. Both intend, in the strict
sense of "intend," some other positive good." Therefore, gener
ally speaking, neither primarily and directly wills what ought
not to be directly willed on this account - generally speaking,
for Someone simply might consider conception-prevention a
good in and of itself. The problem primarily concernS choice.
Those who decide to use rhythm, unlike those who decide to
practice contraception, need not choose conception-avoidance
as a means in any of their human acts.
Thus, those who practice contraception can avoid directly
willing in their choice of means what ought not to be directly
willed only by being confused about what they are choosing.
Those who use rhythm can avoid directly willing what ough t
not to be directly willed in their choice of means simply by
being clear in their thinking, assuming they are upright in their
intention - "intention" in the strict sense. To see why this is
so, we must examine the two modes of conduct and compare
them with one another so far as the will-acts involved are
concerned.
The practice of rhythm is a complicated moral act. It involves
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choices at two levels of generality. At the lower level, one who
practices rhythm chooses on particular occasions to have inter
course or to abstain .
He chooses to engage in intercourse during sterile periods.
His sole intention in having intercourse should not be that it
will be sterile, for in that case his act could hardly be anything
but a malicious gesture against the procreative good. Presumably,
he will intend some good end - e.g., the psychological value of
intercourse.
Of course, he would not have intercourse unless he thinks
it will be sterile, but there is a difference between a condition
without which one would not be willing to act and the precise
reason for one's act. One need not directly will the conditions
without which he would not be willing to act. One need not
intend them precisely as his reason for acting; one need not
choose them precisely as his means in acti ng. Thus a physician
willing to adm inister a certain treatment only in desperate cases
need not directly will tl,e desperateness of the cases.
The person who practices rhythm also chooses not to engage
in intercourse during times of fertility. This choice can be
wrong, as we have said. Yet married persons can have sufficient
reasons for choosing to abstain from fruitful intercourse. Such
choices to abstain are choices to omit action which would
further the procreative good, but this inhibition of the good
can be willed only indirectly.
The reason for this is tllat the omission, not being expressed
in definite behavior, is open to interpretation according to other
categories than simple conception-prevention. Inasmuch as it is
the only alternative to fruitful intercourse, abstinence can be
understood, for example, as a choice to preserve or to contribute
to some other good .
Moreover, the choice to abstain really may have this other
meaning, whereas overt, conception-preventing behavior does
not of itself contribute to anything. Still, if merely a negative
will with respect to procreation is present, then conception
prevention is directly willed. In such a case the practice of
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rhythm would have the same intrinsic malice as contraception.
Besides the single choices to have intercourse during sterile
periods and to abstain from it during fertile periods, one who
uses rhythm also chooses this practice as such. This choice is
on a different level from the other acts, since it is a choice of
a certain pattern of choosing. This kind of act might be called
a "policy decision," since it does not directly concern the be
havior it ultimately controls but only the way future choices
are to be made.
Like any moral act, a policy act has its moral character
primarily from the value of what is chosen (and done ) in it.
The contents of this policy act are the choices previously dis
cussed. If they are unob;ectionable, then to that extent the
policy to choose thus also will be unobjectionable.
The intention especially attached to the policy act, however,
is not necessarily beyond question even if the act is not ob
jectionable from the point of view of its content. If the act is
to be good, the intention must not be conception-prevention;
it must be some other good with this effect only an object of
will indirectly.
Also, circumstances of the choice - e.g., the unwillingness of
either partner to follow the system or to abstain from orgasm
altogether during fertile periods - may make the policy decision
wrong. But if there is nothing questionable about intention or
circumstances, then the act itself, because it does not necessarily
involve any act directed against the procreative good, can be licit.
The whole issue rests on the fact that indirect voluntariness
has room to operate here in a way that is impossible where there
is overt conception-preventing behavior, for those who choose
the practice of rhythm need not do so precisely insofar as they
also place themselves in the full obligatory focus of the procre
ative good. Consequently, they have reasonable grounds to
interpret their behavior, which indeed does prevent conception,
as having primarily another meaning.
If it seems unlikely that this requirement for a good intention
ever is realized, this may be because the meanings of "wish"
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and "intend" are so easily confused. One who practices rhythm
wishes to avoid conception, but his action does not demand
this as its primary meaning.
It may be objected that the practice of rhythm as such also
involves some overt behavior - e.g., the keeping of a calendar
or the graphing of temperatures. It is quite true that this be
havior belongs to the practice of rhythm. Of itself, however,
this behavior does not prevent conception. In fact, it is not
directly involved in the acts of intercourse or abstinence at all.
This overt behavior is part of the choice-making process; it
represents part of the execution of the policy decision to prac
tice rhythm. The acts in question, therefore, although overt,
positive behavior are not appropriately interpreted as concep
tion-preventing behavior; they are appropriately interpreted as
decision-making behavior.
In the practice of contraception, similar elements of analysis
must be distinguished. Here the contraceptive acts individually
are immoral, and so the policy act also is immoral. The inten
tion of this policy act might have been good, at least in the
first instance. But the choice is bad. And in a way this bad
choice redounds to vitiate the intention as well, since it implies
some basic disorder in willingness.
Yet it must be noticed that if the individual acts were not
immoral, the decision to practice contraception could be pre
cisely like the decision to practice rhythm. 'We shall return to
this point when we consider the subjective morality of contra
ception. If the immorality of the individual acts is known, the
policy act to practice contraception must be immoral, since its
object is immoral. No good reason, as we have seen, can alter
this fact.
Janssens tends to confuse the whole question by not distin
guishing between individual acts and policy acts, and by not
considering separately the individual acts of abstinence and inter
course in the case of those practicing rhythm. If these acts are
all viewed confusedly, no doubt the practice of rhythm must
appear to be simply another method of contraception.
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Indeed, it can be so, but for those who have discovered - or
been instructed - how to make the requisite and completely
reasonable distinctions and who meet the other important con
ditions rhythm need not be a method of contraception. Their
desire to preserve and promote certain goods leads them only
to permit the nonrealization of the procreative good. Their
wish that procreation should not occur is like the wish of a
man who hopes his suffering friend will soon die. Nothing
against the good is chosen because it is loved too well to be
directly violated.
Janssens' argument that rhythm includes the positive preven
tion of conception because time is a real factor in the concrete
world is nugatory. He might have pointed out just as well that
rhythm includes a positive spatial barrier, because periodic conti
nence avoids conception by seeing to it that sperm and egg
do not meet - a matter of space as much as of time. But this
point would have made it easier to notice where his argument
goes wrong.
The spatiotemporal "barrier" in rhythm is not really a barrier
at all. It simply is a real condition of this external behavior to
be thus related in space and time to fertility. The meeting
which does not occur need not be as such the directly willed
object of any act on the part of those who practice rhythm.
Nonfertilization is not something we cause in order to prevent
conception. Rather, it simply is the facticity of the objective
state of affairs interpreted in relation to the policy act by which
we decide to practice rhythm.
The fact that rhythm is so easily interpreted as conception
prevention reveals what One wishes who practices it. But it does
not demonstrate what one intends, as Janssens imagines. If
intention were so easily determined the whole study of indirect
voluntariness above would have been unnecessary, since it is
self-evident that he who uses a contraceptive wishes to avoid
conception. But Janssens consistently uses "intend" in a loose
sense, as equivalent to "wish."
We do not deny, of course, that time is an important aspect
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of the world. It does enter into and condition human action
in important ways . One who practices rhythm has intercourse
at a certain time, and that time always is an important circum
stance of his act. H owever, th e time itself need never be willed
precisely as a preventive of conception, because it is never
posited to accomplish or to prevent anything. It is only one
of the carefully considered circumstances of the act which is
chosen and posited.
The greatest significance of time so far as rhythm is con
cerned, however, is that time makes possible distinct human
acts - choices to have intercourse for good reasons and choices
to abstain for good reasons . If there were no temporal succes
sion, one would have to choose one or the other. Or, like those
who have no patience with time, one would have to practice
contraception - i.e., one would have to choose both to have
intercourse and not to have it at the same time. A spatial
difference does not open the same possibility of acting and
omitting.
The general solution to Janssens' argument, then, is that al
though the practice of periodic continence contains many posi
tive fa ctors, none of th em necessarily has these two damning
characteristics - to be objectively opposed to the procreative
good and unavoidably to be directly willed in that capacity.
As we argued very carefully above, the practice of contraception,
on the other hand, does contain a factor, the conception·pre
venting act, which has these two characteristics.
One who practices contraception must intend - or, better,
choose - precisely to prevent conception. One who practices
rhythm need not thus set himself against the procreative good.
In this sense, contraception includes positive prevention of con·
ception and rhythm does not. Janssens in this case, as in his
distinction between modes of con traception, seems to embrace
a kind of phenomenalism which obscures the most relevant
factors. Moreover, his ambiguous language promotes confusion
rather than analytic clarification.
A comparison of the distinction between rhythm and con
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traception with the distinction between limitation of treatment
and euthanasia will confirm our conclusion. In our argument
in Chapter IV against contraception, we considered the case of
a physician who is tempted to give an antidote in order to
prevent the life-giving effects of an extraordinary treatment he
had freely undertaken. Suppose, in that case, the question had
been whether it would be licit for him to discontinue the ap
plication of the extraordinary means of sustaining life in order
to allow the suffering patient to die peacefully. Then the judg
ment would have been quite different, since by ceasing to apply
extraordinary means the physician only would be abstaining
from doing what he has no strict obligation to do.
In general, too, a physician might make a policy decision that
he will not resort to extraordinary elective procedures to sustain
life. He will allow patients to die; but he will do nothing to
hasten death. Such a policy would be similar to the decision
to practice rhythm. One need not directly will the death-dealing
effect of the omission, even if the omission involved the dis
continuance of certain external behavior - e.g., the disconnec
tion of a heart-lung machine. But one cannot help directly
willing the death-dealing effect of a positive action which tends
of itself only to cause death - e.g., the use of the anticoagulant
in our example, or the administration of the conventional over
dose of morphine.
Someone may object that the practice of rhythm nevertheless
seems as unnatural as the practice of contraception, since both
lead to the same frustration of nature. However, contraception
is not wrong because it is artificial nor is rhythm different from
contraception by being "natural." Both involve a certain tech
nique. But the two primarily need not presuppose the same
choice, and they eventually imply a difference of intention.
The ethics of the matter is not settled by how extensively
nature is frustrated . It is settled by whether particular modes
of behavior necessarily presuppose a vicious will. Rhythm can
be wrong; contraception cannot be right.
Contraception and rhythm need not be merely different out
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ward behavior aimed at executing exactly the same volition."
This widely accepted view simply assumes that there is no
important ethical distinction between them. However, the use
of contraception, if one knows clearly what he is doing, pre
supposes the assumption that fertility is an evil which must
be controlled.
Of course, the factor opposing reasonable judgment which
requires control is not fertility but erotic tension . Fertility is
an intelligible good which may be realized or not by choice;
it also is an objective fact which appears to be an evil to any
couple who are not willing to limit the frequency of orgasm.
TI,e use of rhythm, if one knows clearly what he is doing and
wills only what is right, presupposes the assumption that sexual
activity must be subordinated primarily to the procreative good
and then also to other values. Needless to say, this partial truth
will lead to grief unless one also realizes that erotic tension must
be reduced, for without this realization frustration will become
painful.
NOTES TO CHAPTER VI
1.

Dupr~,

"Toward a Re·examination . . . ," Cross Currents, 14 (Winter,
1964), 71-72 and passim, contrasts the abstract principle with the con·
crete application; his precise point is unclear. He specifically denies (71) that
he means to accept situation-ethics. He interprets S.t., 1-2, Q. 94, a. 4, as a
distinction between general principles "and the conclusions, the practical
applications, which, derived from these principles, are true only ut in pluribus."
Needless to say. the phrase "practical applications" suggests a peculiar interpre·
tation of the text, the accuracy of which each reader may judge for himself.
Dupr~ goes on to say that application of a general principle seems automatically
to place it among "conclusions" in a situation where opposite principles meet.
But then he seems to reverse ground by denying that every concrete ethical
rule admits of exceptions. Dupr~ makes a great deal (72, note 9) of the fact
that Aquinas considers some precepts concerned with man's sexual life to be
secondary rather than primary. But one need only read the passages cited
(S.t., 3, SUp., q. 65, aa. 1-2 - In 4 Sent., d. 33, q. I, aa. 1-2) without Dupr~'s
editing, to see that the precept violated by contraception is primary for Aquinas.

See also: S.c.g., 3, chs. 122-124; S.t., 2-2, q. 154, aa. 11-12.
2. Crowe, "Human Nature -

Immutable or Mutable," Irish Theological

Quarterly, 30 (july, 1963), 204-231, in discussing passages where Aquinas
remarks that human nature changes, mentions the classic exampJe of precepts
which admit of exception -S.t., 2-2, Q. 57, a. 2, ad l-the matter of reo
turning a deposit of weapons to someone who intends to make bad use of it.
Even very good commentators - e.g., Overbeke, "La loi naturelle et ]e droit
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nalurel selon sainI Thomas," Revue Thomiste, 57 (1957), 474-490 - Iry to
treat derived precepts as if th ey were really indefectible. This view is consistent
with conventional natural·law th eory. but alien to Aquinas, who does adm it
exceptions to secondary precepts: S.t., 1-2, q. 94, a. 4. However, even his early
works (e.g., In 3 Sent., d. 37, a. 3) indicate that the primary precepts are
not mere abstractions; the S.t. treatise on law leaves no doubt that primary
precepts effectively bind: 1-2, q. lOa, a. 8, where the precepts of the
decalogue (they belong to the law of nature, a. 1) are said to bind in
dispensably. Cf. Liam Ryan, "The Indissolubility of Marriage in Natural Law,"
Irish Theological Quarterly, 30 (October, 1963), 309-310.
3, It is by no means clear that situation-ethics in the technical sense begins
only when the force of general norms in particular cases is totally denied. Ford
and Kelly, Contemporary Moral Theology, Vol. I, Questions in Fundamental
Moral Theology (Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1958), 116: "The
primary distinctive mark of the new morality is its attitude toward moral laws.
It either denies the existence of objective moral laws or at least it subord in ates
these laws to what it calls personality values. In a word, the moral law, if it
exists at all, does not have a universal and absolute character." This is a part
of a paraphrase of an allocution of Pius XII, April 18, 1952, to the International
Congress of the World Federation of Catholic Young Women - MS, 44
(1952), 413-419.
4. The vicious act is worse than the vicious habit absolutely speaking: S.t.,
1-2, q. 71, a. 3. Henri Rondet, S.)., The Theology 01 Sin (Notre Dame, Ind.:
Fides Publishers Association, 1960), 90, states the essential theology of this
point.
5. Oraison, Man and Wile (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1962), 1l1
133, contrasts the morality of goals with the morality of acts; this is perfectly
acceptable if we realize that the difference is between more and less important
moral acts. The long.range trends in moral life are established by our more
significant moral acts - e.g., the decision to try to live a certain sort of life.
6. Herbert G. Kramer, C.PP.S., The Indirect Voluntary or Voluntarium in
Causa (Washington, D. C.: The Catholic University of America, 1935 ), is a
useful introduction to the traditional doctrine on this subiect.
7. See: Kramer, op. cit., 53-63. Our exposition is based on a number of
Thomistic texts, but it represents a synthesis of their content: S.t., 1-2, q. I ,
a. 3, ad 3; q. 6, a. 3; q. 71, a. 5, c. and ad 2; q. 77, a. 7; 2-2, q . 46, a. 2,
ad 2; q. 64, a. 8; q. 79, a. 3, ad 3. The prime source for the notions of
jntention of end and election of means is S.t., 1-2, qq. 12-1 3.
8. Whether or not the will is engaged in the evil obiect is not merely a
technicality, it is all-important. Aquinas explains that in tolerating evil we can
be following the good example of divine providence-S.t., 2-2, q. 10, a. 11;
God is absolutely incapable of willing evil- S.c.g., 1, ch . 95 -yet provid ence
does not altogether exclude evil from things, 3, ch. 71. ReBection on this point
should rem ove any notion that the necessity of sometimC''' ''''lling evil indirectly
arises only from a lack of technical proficiency on man's part; it is inherent in
any effort to achieve good in complexity.
9. Kramer, op. cit., 74-83, outlines the principle and its rules of application
rather more fully than is usual; J. T. Mangan, "An Historical Analysis of the
Principle of Double Eflect," Theological Studies, 10 (March, 1949), 41-46,
shows how the principle developed in some texts. Lattin, M orale fondamentale
(Tournai, Belgium: DescJee cl C ie, 195 4), 262-268, 281-295, discusses the
principle, especially in reference to Aquinas, and treats some applications. Joseph
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J. Farraher, S. J., "Notes on Moral Theology," Theological Studies, 24 ( March,
1963), 69-78, summarizes and discusses some recent controversies in volving
the principle.
10. This was the chief case for which Aquinas sta ted the principle : S.t.,
2-2, q. 64, a. 7.
11. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. 2, Marriage Questions, 341-342, 345-346;
Dupre, op. cit., 74, remarks on the fact that intention rather than behavior
is determinative in such cases, as if t his were a recent development.
12. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. 2, 365-367, provide an introduction and
bibliographical notes. See also: Farraher, op. cit., 81-85.
13. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. 2, 318-327; the locus classicus is: S.t.,
2-2, q . 65, a. I.
14. A study of the texts in Aquinas which we have been ci ting should be
enough to convince anyone of this point. Omission certa inly can be indirectly
willed, yet the principle of double effect does not apply to omission as such.
Also, the expla nation of the principle of totality - S.t., 2-2, q . 65, a. 1 
especially the end of the response and ad I , show that the very same behavior
would be evil if special conditions did not obtain .
15 . Aquinas nowhere says this, but he always seems to assume it; see: S.t.,
1-2, q. I, a. 3, ad 3; 2-2, q. 25, a. 6, ad 2; q . 64, a. 2.
16. O'Leary, "Some Thoughts about the Oml·Steroid Piu," Jubilee 11
(March, 1964), 44-46, argues that since sometimes sterilization is permitted,
the use of anovulants need not be considered wrong in itself.
17. Although they do not sta te matters in this way, Dupre, op. cit., 74-76,
and Janssens, "Morale conjugale . .. ," EpIJemerides tIJco1ogicae lovanienses,
39 (Oct .-Dec., 1963), 824 (read in ti,e light of 78S-789), make remarks
which suggest that they perhaps have in m ind some such proposal. Unfortun
ately, both are unclear as to preCisely where the issues over ind irect voluntari
ness must be met. Van der Marek, as we shall see, has the merit of having
proposed a fairly clear idea along this line.
18. Va n der Marek, "V ruch tbaarheidsregeling . . .
Ti;dschrift voor
thealogie, 3e, ~4 (jaargang, 1963), 409-410.
19. Ibid., 397; th e section we are summarizing runs to 403.
20. Va n der Marek (40 1, note 92) rightly cites Aquinas' S.t., 1-2, q . 12,
a. 3, ad 2; he also notes other passages, incl uding q. 20, a. 6, but he does not
deal with a. 2 of the same question.
21. Although the goodness of will depends upon the object willed (S.t.,
1-2, q. 19, aa. 1-2 ) so that in a certain sense everything depends on a right
intention (a. 7). the intention relates to an object which has its own suitability
or unsuitability to reason (q. 18, a . 5 and following articles) . In other words,
human mean ing·giving is bound (q. 20, a. 2) by the real reference of wha t we
do to the primary principles of pract ical reason (De malo, q. 2, a. 4).
22. Of course, one can find all sorts of opinions on this topic, but 1 have
found no solid evidence. The view of some psychoanalysts that regular orgasm is
essential to health does not seem to be the consensus of the profession . If one
wants opin ions, Oraiso n, Man and Wife (New York: The Macmillan Co.,
1962), 135-136, says: "It is amazing how many women and men th ere are,
deeply Christian in other respects, who are inclined to consider the sex urge as a
categorical imperative ma ndated by some biological organism or other, and
who cannot agree that it may readily be overridden with a pliable effort when
the joint good of a married couple calls for self-renunciation." Oraison is
trained in psychiatry, and his whole book develops this idea. Robert P .
II
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Odenwald, MD., "Too Many Children?" The Sign, 41 (March, 1962), 16-17,
77-80, remarks (80): "The belief that adults simply must have sexual inter
course is a purely secular belief that seems to have been sold to all modern
men and women - Catholic and non-Catholic," Odenwald, a psychiatrist, then
goes on to explain that it is difficult. but psychologically not impossible, to
practice total abstinence.
23. Suenens, Love and Control (Westminister. Md.: TIle Newman Press,
1961), 59-61, remarks on this point in a brief but striking way.
24. See: ch. I, note 7, above.
25. Janssens, ap. cit., 824.
26. Ibid., 817-818.
27. Ibid., 820-823.
28. S.t., 1-2, q. 12, a. 1: intention in the strict sense is an act of the will
with regard to the end insofar as it is a principle to which action is directed.
In this sense, obviously, not everything wished for is intended, since if we
do not directly will something or do not will it as a principle of the
ordination of action, we do not intend it.
29. Lestapis, Family Planning and Modern Problems (New York: Herder &
Herder, 1961), 180-194, has emphasized the difference between the two as
much as anyone.

VII

PROBLEMS
OF DRUGS

IN

THE

USE

EVEN if our theoretical conclusions are accepted, it will be
pointed out that the development of drugs having a contra
ceptive effect introduces a new complexity into the ethics of
contraception. This point must be admitted. The new drugs do
complicate the whole question, but we must notice precisely
how they do so.
lt is not that these new drugs modify the intrinsic immorality
of the contraceptive act. As we have seen, this act is immoral
because one who chooses to engage in intercourse cannot
choose to perform an action which achieves nothing good except
through preventing conception without directly setting his will
against one of its own basic principles - the procreative good.
The real reason why the new drugs introduce new complexity
is that they can achieve many effects other than simply pre
venting conception, and so they have many good uses. For this
reason the principles of indirect voluntariness come very much
into play.
A discussion of possible uses of various drugs, consequently,
must employ the principles we have been examining in a very
precise and technical manner. We have placed this discussion
in an appendix, since it will not be interesting to many readers.
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But Janssens' specific arguments for the liceity of using hormone
like drugs to prevent conception have aroused general interest.
Hence we shall treat these arguments here. What Janssens has
suggested is that this use of drugs may be approved under
almost the same conditions which commonly are accepted as
adequate justification for the use of rhythm.'
Janssens' first argument is that the use of conception-prevent
ing drugs does not interfere with the nature and structure of
the marital act.' This point must be granted to the extent that
the drugs do not alter the external aspects of sexual intercourse.
However, it is obvious that they do alter - or, more precisely,
corrupt - the nature of the conjugal act to the extent that they
preclude its fruitfulness.'
The fact that the drugs do not alter the experienced aspects
of the marital act render their effect inconspicuous and remove
certain psychological dangers which can arise from the use of
other methods of contraception. No doubt an act which can
violate two goods is more seriously wrong than an act which
violates only one good.
If the anovulant drugs do not have any other important
effects, therefore, their use as contraceptives is less seriously
wrong than the use of other methods of conception-prevention.
However, the if-clause is not yet demonstrated, and even if it
is true, the contraceptive act as such remains seriously immoral.
Insofar as the new method renders the fact of contraception
inconspicuous, it easily leads those who do not reflect to suppose
that it is not contraception at all. Such persons cannot distin
guish the phenomena of the behavior pattern from the morally
significant elements involved in it.
Janssens' second point is that just as rhythm can be abused
or properly used, so the conception-preventing drugs can be
used to avoid generous fruitfulness or they can be used according
to that norm.' The point with respect to the possible abuse of
rhythm must be granted. It certainly can be employed to violate
the norm which should govern the decision of a married couple
about the size of their family . Moreover, as we said above, to
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practice rhythm directly willing the prevention of conceptioD
has the same intrinsic malice as contraception.
However, rhythm can be employed to promote or protect
other goods while the prevention of conception is only in
directly willed. We must insist again that to wish or to hope
for something, even to arrange for it by one's omission, does
not necessarily imply that one intends it as an end or chooses
it as a means.
Those who practice contraception without ill will- and how
this occurs we shall consider in the next chapter - certainly
might employ the drugs in question according to proper norms.
However, the same can be said for the use by such persons of
other methods of contraception. Thus, for example, Protestants
who practice contraception with an upright conscience should
not be condemned because they employ the means prescribed
by their physicians - very likely, a diaphragm and jelly.
The use of anovulants as contraceptives is no more capable
of being understood primarily as other than conception-prevent
ing, and so willed only indirectly, than is the use of other means
of contraception. Unlike the use of rhythm, as our analysis in
Chapter VI showed, positive conception-preventing behavior
which has no other significant effect except through the pre
vention of conception demands interpretation as a human act
of contraception. Intervention by drugs as well as by mechanical
means requires this meaning, but nothing done in the practice
of rhythm necessarily requires it.'
Janssens' third point is that the use of the conception-pre
venting drugs should not be considered direct sterilization.' His
argument for this point has two phases. In the first he recalls
his position that rhythm positively excludes fecundity. Both in
the act chosen and in the intention, Janssens claims, rhythm
is a human intervention which has for its primary end, sought
by the will, the deprivation of particular sexual acts of their
power to generate. From this position, Janssens argues that
definitions of direct sterilization, although they clearly apply to
the use of conception-preventing drugs, are too narrow.
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Our analysis of Janssens' confusions with respect to "positive"
and "intention" has shown, however, that rhythm does not
necessarily fall under the condemnation of direct sterilization.
All the acts which rhythm involves, including the policy deci
sion to practice rhythm, can have a meaning other than concep
tion-prevention. The "intention" of avoiding conception which
rhythm certainly involves need not be the direct willing of
anything against the procreative good.
In the second phase of this argument, Janssens offers a com
parison from a physiological point of view between rhythm and
the use of conception-preventing drugs . TI,e two main points
of this comparison are that certain progestational steroids are
said to have their effect by delaying fertility and putting the
ovaries at rest - thus preventing the development and waste of
eggs - and that the use of these drugs enhances rather than in
hibits subsequent fertility.
We do not wish to argue about the correctness of the
physiological data. They are irrelevant. However, they can seem
to be relevant for three reasons.
In the first place, the force of phenomenalism in our thinking
may make it appear that a drug which does not set up any
physical barrier and which does not do any physiological dam
age cannot be really contraceptive. It seems to be "natural" and
good rather than "unnatural" and bad.
The naturalness of the use of such drugs itself must be ques
tioned. The drugs so far marketed are not natural, hormonal
substances; they are synthetic, hormonelike substances.' More
over, how their long-term effects may differ from those of natural
hormones is not yet known. Further, even if the drugs were
themselves natural (in the physiological sense), their use would
be an intervention of art.
But all these points really are beside the point, and it is most
unfortunate - because completely confused - when the ques
tion of the morality of the use of conception-preventing drugs
is argued on this basis. The drugs are not to be condemned be
cause they are not natural substances nor because their applica
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tion is artificial. On these grounds they more than likely would
be approved, since medical art by "unnatural" means has worked
great wonders in preserving life, health, and fertility.
The essential point about the use of the conception-prevent
ing drugs is that however they work, their contraceptive use is
an unambiguous deed designed to accomplish a definite effect.
As such the act by which they are used happens to be immoral.
The situation here is like the one which would occur if the
physician of our example, who is tempted to use an anti
coagulant, were to point out that he only wishes to restore the
blood of his patient to its physiologically normal condition. It
happens that the normal condition is the one in which the
patient will die quickly.
In this case, the "naturalness" of the effect of the treatment
would in nowise alter the fact that the administration of the
antidote would be murder. One commits murder when he uses
an inconspicuous drug producing only a "natural" effect, if that
effect is meant to be deadly, just as surely as if he had used a
butcher knife.
Of course, the mess in the second case would make it obvious
to everyone that murder was done, whereas the inconspicuous
ness of the first method hides its real meaning from unreflective
minds. Naturally, the psychology of the two murderers would
be different too. The wielder of the butcher knife very likely
would be less fully responsible.
In the second place, Janssens' physiological data may seem
relevant because many moralists have viewed the use of the
conception-preventing drugs as a mode of temporary steriliza
tion, and surgical sterilization is a mutilation - that is, a viola
tion of the value of life and health. Clearly, the drugs in ques
tion, if they work as claimed, cause no mutilation.
However, some moralists, confused by the lack of phenomenal
similarity between pharmacological and mechanical methods of
contraception or influenced by the perverted-faculty principle,
placed almost exclusive emphasis on the suppression of func
tion itself, thus distracting attention from the contraceptive
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significance of a mode of behavior hardly likely to be considered
seriously wrong on other grounds.'
There can be no doubt that surgical sterilization, performed
for its contraceptive effect, is much more seriously wrong than
simple contraception. It is more serious not only because it is
permanent but also because it detracts both from the procrea
tive good and from the bodily integrity of the person who is
sterilized. A temporary and easily reversible suppression of
function, on the other hand, hardly seems to warrant consider
ation as mutilation, whether or not there is a slight destruction
of nonessential tissue.
Insofar as "sterilization" simply means the suppression of
fertility, the use of the conception-preventing drugs is a tem
porary sterilization. Since the effect for the person himself is
of no serious consequence, if there is any good reason for caus
ing it other than one to be gained through the prevention of
conception, I see no reason why such temporary sterilization
should not be considered licit. However, if the prevention of
conception is directly willed, as it must be if the use of the drugs
is undertaken for their contraceptive effect, til en the steriliza
tion is direct - i.e., it is contraception. In such a case, every
thing we have concluded about contraception applies to the
use of the conception-preventing drugs.
In the third place, Janssens' physiological data may seem
relevant because they indicate that there are uses for progesta
tional steroids other than contraception. Thus they have been
used, as Janssens points out, to promote fertility, and they really
do have a beneficial effect on certain previously infertile women.
Clearly, a drug used to promote fertility is not simultaneously
used to inhibit it. One who used the drug to promote fertility,
while knowing that fertility also would be suppressed for a
certain period, certainly would will nothing against the pro
creative good. Some have concluded that since this use is licit,
a conception-preventing use also is licit.'
But this conclusion is absurd. It assumes that if an act is to
be intrinsically evil, it must be evil simply by the outward be
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havior itself. Our whole examination of indirect voluntariness
showed how na'ive this assumption is. r-Ioreover, this argument
assumes that the intention which determines the object of the
act simply can be discounted in judging its morality. But again,
our discussion of indirect voluntariness showed how mistaken
this view is .
A moral act does not have determinate moral quality apart
from intention. On the other hand, it does not have determinate
moral quality by free meaning-giving alone. The fact that end
in-view sometimes settles the morality of an act, therefore,
should not lead anyone to imagine that one need only examine
the agent's "intentions."'· However, intention and choice suffi
ciently grounded in the objective facts can make ambiguous be
havior into a morally good act, while a different intention would
make the same behavior into a morally bad act.
W e conclude that Janssens has failed to offer any convincing
argument to show that contraception by pill should be judged
morally licit. Standing on solid arguments against contraception
as such, we consider that the burden of proof is on him who
approves any method of contraception.
NOTES TO CHAFTER VII
1. Janssens, "Morale con jugale . . . ," Ephemerides tll cologicae lovanienses, 39
(Oct.-Dec., 196 3). 824: one should not use progestational steroids if periodic
continence suffices, but if the latter is indicated but im practicable or ineffective,
the drugs may be used "il nous semble" for a justifiable regulation of births.
2. Ibid., 820-82 1.
3. Janssens begins - ibid., 788 - by noting that moralis ts have condemn ed
the use of sterilizing drugs as against the fifth commandment . Some moralists
have, but the contracep tive use of these drugs should be condemned chiefly
as against the sixth, rather than the fifth, commandment. They violate the
procreative good vcry significantly, the life and health of the person using
them less importantly, perhaps little at all.
4. Ibid., 82 1.
5. Ford and Kelly, Contemporary Moral Th eology, Vol. 2, Mrmiage Questions
( Westm inster, r..id.: The Newman Press, 1963), 317-318, indicate that there is
an extensive tradition con demning sterilizing drugs as well as other methods of
contraception. Cajctan, In S.t., 2-2, q. 154, a. I, ncatly defi nes the issue by
saying it makes no difference whether "in toto actu utatur uxore extra vas
naturale; sive in fine tan tum, ut filii Iudae abuteban tur Thamar; sive, seminando
intra vas naturale, detur opera ut non sequatur conceptio, aut ex parte viri
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au t ex parte feminae, quacumQue id arte vel industria fiat, Quoniam tunc ex
intentione seminatio impeditur a naturali suo fine."

6. Op. cit., 821-822. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 318-327, clarify the meaning
of direct sterilization in a way which seems to me to preclude from a theo
logical poin t of view Janssens' argument on this point.

7. Norman Applezwcig, Steroid Drugs (New York, Toronto, London: Mc
Graw-Hill Book Co., 1962), 174-202, provides a good technical introduction
and an extensive bibliography. This treatment has provided the factual basis for
several of our considerations in this chapter and in the appendix.

8. See notes 3 and 6 above.
9. O'Leary, "Some Thoughts about the Oral-Steroid Pill," Jubilee, 11
(March, 1964), 44-46.
10. S.t., 1-2, q. 20, aa. 1-4; other passages cited, ch. VI, note 21, above.

VIII

THE SUBJECTIVE MORALITY
OF CONTRACEPTION

VVHY, some proponents of contraception will ask, do we find
only toward the end of this long study a chapter about the sub
jective morality of contraception? Is not all morality sub jective
- or, better, a dialogue between subjective self and objective
world? ~at questions have not been begged already when the
objective morality of contraception is segregated so neatly from
its subjective morality?
In one sense, indeed, morality is an interplay of subjective
and objective factors. Not that it is a mixture of merely sub
jective meanings and merely natural facts in the way that situa
tionists imagine. But morality is the process of self-determina
tion, and the self comes to be, not apart from the world or
against it, but only as the world enters the m ind through knowl
edge and as the will enters the world through action. Hence
in the integral unity of man's moral life we find the effects of
both substantive, material values and reflexive, spiritual ones.
For example, the perfection of marital unity can be grasped
only if we see marriage as a reality having both a transcendent
good - normally procreation - and an immanent good, mutual
love. Mutual love is meaningless unless it means real coopera
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tion in achieving substantive values. Loveless reproduction, on
the other hand, would be beneath human dignity.
Considered from this point of view, however, the important
subjective realities are ob;ective conditions of morality, and we
have considered them throughout our discussion . l\!orcover, the
special objective conditions which characterize the unique in
dividual and his unique situation have been taken into account
by our treatment of indirect voluntariness.
It is the special peculiarities of extraordinary occasions of
human action which account for the fact that behavior which
is the same as that involved in an intrinsically evil act some
times turns out to be a different and bctter human act than it
seems to be. The whole point of our previous argument was that
after all reasonable allowances have been made for such sub
jective conditions, contraception remains immoral.
What is still to be treated in this chapter are certain ethically
interesting aspects of the human action of a person who prac
tices contraception. In the first place, we must consider factors
which eliminate or lessen responsibility for the immorality that
is done when contraception is practiced. Then too it will be
instructive to consider the significance of contraceptive practice
within the context of the development of moral personality.
Because these factors are not among those which reasonably
should settle the rightness or wrongness of what we are doing,
they cannot affect the objective immorality of contraception.
However, since whatever affects freedom and the moral sig
nificance of action is interesting for ethics, we must examine
the factors which limit - and may even exclude - immorality
in those who engage in contraceptive intercourse.
It may be claimed that these factors which condition free
dom and moral imputability also should be permitted to modify
the inner meaning of the contraceptive act itself. But to allow
this would be to fall into complete ethical relativism, which
fails to discriminate between the proper roles of intelligence
and freedom in human action.
The role of intelligence is to propose and that of freedom
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is to choose. Strictly speaking, we simply cannot choose what
is to be done; we can only judge that. But we do choose what
shall or shall not be done, whether we will do what intelligence
proposes or not. Freedom cannot give meaning except insofar
as it gives actuality to meanings proposed by intelligence. To
insist that freedom itself should be allowed to determine the
meaning of action is merely to insist that tllOse meanings which
freedom chooses to carry out should for that very reason be
judged sounder than the meanings intelligcnce has proposed as
best grounded and most reasonable.
Subjectivism of this sort, though it might have a place in
situation ism, eliminates true morality. As we explained pre
viously, such subjective relativism sets freedom against its own
fundamental presupposition - the orientation of the will to
ward basic human goods which alone opens out the very realm
of human possibilities in which freedom comes to exercise its
sacred power of giving or withholding being.
Closely akin to this relativism, and thus suitably considered at
this point, is the often expressed view that the whole question
of contraception should be settled by individual conscience.'
I n a different sense this certainly would be true, because con
science is precisely the ability to make particular moral judg
ments, and no one can act in a human way without making
such judgments.
The tasks of recognizing the moral significance of outward
behavior and determining the limits for action indirectly willed
never can be completed in any general consideration. Moreover,
while bad acts cannot become good in virtue of subjective in
tentions or other circumstances, good acts can become bad
through them, and only conscience can guard against these
sources of evil in concrete action.'
In the present context, however, we must be wary of the
appeal to conscience. If it amounts to a request for reconsidera
tion entered after every relevant reason already has been con
sidered, then it is nothing but a demand that reason be per
mitted to s.bandon its proper function so that under sufficient
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outside pressure it will be able to certify as intelligible a judg
ment for which it can discover no reasonable justification.
This demand, as we have seen, leads to situationism, and if
the demand is complied with in even this single question - no
matter how appealing the case for contraception may be - there
is no reason why it should not be complied with in a whole
series of similar questions.
We must take so harsh a view of the appeal from ethical
judgment to conscience just because of the sort of issue with
which we are dealing, an issue which concerns a kind of action
which not only is subjectively appealing but also is intrinsically
immoral.
Our judgment of the appeal to conscience would be quite
different if we were concerned with an action defined as
wrong in temlS of some secondary and derivative value, such
as property, which can be compelled to yield in difficult cases.'
But anyone who accepts our previous conclusions yet who
still insists that contraception must be left finally to individual
conscience, where it could turn out to be right despite the
fact that it is wrong in itself, must answer whether euthanasia,
abortion, torture, terror, and all the other cases where essential
goods sometimes seem to demand that other essential goods
be violated directly also should be left in the end to individual
conscience.
If he should agree, he might mean, only what we also can
accept, that the sub jective factors we will discuss shortly have a
very important role to play in determining one's ability to act
as a human being in a fully responsible way, and so they modify
in their diverse ways the moral status of the agent.
Or else he means - and this we never can accept - that
following feeling and desire is a better way of making moral
judgments than the use of rational intelligence, and that when
this purportedly better way conflicts with the requirements
of rational intelligence, intelligence rather than feeling and de
sire should yield.
The first of the subjective factors that we shall consider is
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error.' One is responsible only for what he wills and he can
will only what he knows, or thinks he knows. There's the rub
- it is quite possibl e to be mistaken. The hunter who kills his
companion, mistaking him for a deer, has not committed
murder, although he kills an innocent man by a human act
and the killing objectively is a serious evil.
Of course, if one's lack of knowledge is his own fault, his
error will not eliminate moral responsibility, although it may
modify what he is responsible for. T hus, if the hunter has not
been reasonably careful, he may be guilty of carelessness, and
his guilt for th is even can be serious, but carelessness is not
the same as murder. vVe shall be in terested mainly in failures
of knowledge which are not the fault of those who practice
contraception.
The obvious case is one in which someone is practicing con
traception without realizing the actual effect of his own be
havior. A woman who has asked a physician for advice about
avoiding pregnancy may be given a prescription for anovulant
drugs. The patient, perhaps having informed her physician that
she does not wish to practice contraception, may lise the pills
with out even realizing that th ey are contraceptive in their effects.
Even if a woman realizes that the use of the pills will prevent
conception, she may not see that this form of contraception is
wrong. The confusion even of experts in ethical reasoning about
this question makes it clear that the average person easily could
be confused. T hus, some wh o instinctively recognize that con
traception violates an essen tial good and who intuitively know
that the practice of mechanical contraception would be immoJ:il1
feel no such repugnance toward the pharmacological method
of contraception. 11,ey may not understand its moral sig
nificance despite their awareness of its physiological effects.
Much more interesting than mistakes of either of these kinds,
however, is the state of mind in which the malice of contracep
tion is more or less clearly understood but the limits of indirect
voluntariness are not observed. Here we are not concerned with
the error which may occur in a reflective, ethical analysis, but
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with the mistake which may happen in the practical thinking of
a person who is considering for himself what is to be done.
In effect, such a person may think, contrary to our analysis,
that intercourse and conception-prevention are equally well
grounded meanings of what he views as a single act - the act
of contraceptive intercourse. He chooses the act insofar as it is
intercourse, indirectly willing tlle prevention of conception be
cause he wishes to avoid pregnancy.
This state of mind, which is much the same as that of the
person who practices rhyilim, seems to characterize many per
sons of real goodwill who nevertheless consider their practice
of contraception morally licit.' It is of special interest, therefore,
to see exactly how they come to make this mistake.
One way is to begin from the assumption iliat there is an
absolute obligation to have intercourse if one's partner wishes
it. A wife who believes this and who, for example, has serious
medical reasons for avoiding pregnancy can reason that she is
only fulfilling her obligations to her husband and protecting
her own health as best she can.
If there really were no morally acceptable way to avoid inter
course and if there were a serious obligation to avoid pregnancy,
it is plausible that conception-prevention might acquire another
meaning than contraception - for example, the meaning of
self-preservation, as this wife supposes. In this case, she iliinks
she may consent and cooperate and so she is not guilty, for
she wills conception-prevention only indirectly. Nevertheless,
what she is doing remains wrong, since her moral judgment is
the product of an erroneous principle.
From this case it is an easy step to understand all iliose cases
in which there are good indications of any sort for avoiding
pregnancy combined with a putative obligation to have inter
course. If there are good indications for avoiding pregnancy, a
couple could in good conscience decide that tlley should not
have more children at least for the present. Having reached this
judgment, they can come to think of it as an absolute assump
tion, which cannot be questioned or reconsidered.
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This attitude toward the judgment that pregnancy should be
avoided may indicate bad faith, but it need not. T he judgment
itself could have been a sound one. The tendency to treat such
a sound judgment as an absolute condition of furth er practical
thinking is very common. Great fl exibility is needed to continue
constantly reconsidering judgments previously made.
Thus, often a person deeply engaged in any line of practical
reasoning will persistently run over the same unfruitful ground
until a fri end or counselor calls to his attention the fact that h e
has made certain assumptions which need to be reconsidered.
Social workers often have to point out to their clients the most
obvious practical possibilities.
Assuming absolutely that there must be no more pregnancies,
the next step in this practical misreasoning is to conclude that
every form of abstinence either is impossible or would have
serious and unavoidable bad effects. W e have argued previously
that this assumption is not correct;' the bad effects even of pro
longed abstinence can be counteracted through human effort.
But the myth that orgasm is essential to mental health is wide
spread, and many accept it as a "scientific fact."
Also, many people, especially men, simply take it for granted
that fo r them abstinence from orgasm for more than a few days
is impossible. T h ey have had an orgasm at least once every
few days since puberty, and they can no more think of going
without it than they can think of going without urinating.
They have never had th e experience of overcoming erotic ten
sion, and they do not believe it really can be done.'
Once these assumptions have been made, there seems to be no
reasonable alternative to contraceptive intercourse. The assump
tions are made easily because the violation of the procreative
good by contraception leaves no sensible evidence. A child is
not conceived, but negations are not real. Besides, it can very
well be true that the pregnancy in question ought to have been
avoided.
Many other violations of essential human goods, such as the
violations of life of which situationists approve, result in a
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phenomenal state of affairs which contains the effects of wrong
action. Abortion, for instance, leaves its mark in lIesh and blood.
Even if these are disposed of smoothly, they remain real for
imagination.
Reasoning on these assumptions, what alternatives seem to lie
open before the married couple? There is intercourse in the
best way possible - that is, with the use of a contraceptive.
There is mutual masturbation; many people have had premarital
experience of this sort, and it will seem to be a regression.
There is solitary masturbation, which will seem immature to
normal people. There is sex outside marriage, which certainly
will be unacceptable to any couple who love each other.
Faced with these alternatives, the choice is not a clear one: to
practice contraception or not to practice it. The choice is: to
have intercourse in the best way possible or to do something
offensive to their marital relationship.
If the assumptions were reconsidered, the whole matter
would appear in a different light. For even if the assumptions
were true, a consideration of all the alternatives would make it
clear that the choice of contraceptive intercourse involves a
distinct human act of choosing a means whose only meaning
is conception-prevention. This act would appear distinct from
the choice to have intercourse precisely because the two have
been made inseparable only in virtue of previous actual or
possible choices.
The couple thus conclude that contraceptive intercourse is
a good. In their view, its primary meaning is that of an "act of
love"; only incidentally is it also conception-preventing. Con
ception-prevention is not intended as an end, in the strict sense
of "intended." Their intentions can be very much like those of
a couple who practice rhythm. Nor is conception-prevention,
precisely as such, chosen as a means. It is never chosen in a
straightforward way but only accepted as a necessary concomi
tant of avoiding its alternatives. Since contraception is morally
preferable to all the alternatives which are considered, it seems
incapable of being seriously wrong.
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The choice to practice contraception by a couple in this frame
of mind is not directly against the procreative good. They con
sent to and cooperate in contraception without doing anything
for which they are guilty, because they only indirectly will con
ception·prevention. They can be aware of the malice of contra·
ception in itself and yet practice conception·prevention without
being aware that they are doing what is wrong, for they do not
consider their acts to have the only meaning which the facts
really can support. Practical misreasoning has led to a mis
taken judgment which allows the couple not to notice the
objective malice of their action.
I am convinced tllat many sincere people - those of generally
upright lives who see nothing wrong about contraception - are
in this frame of mind. They are not ignorant of the intrinsic
malice of contraception, when it is directly willed.' But they
mistakenly think that they, and other good people, may prac
tice contraception, because they do not see that their practical
understanding of conception-preventing behavior is at odds with
the facts.
For them, conception·prevention is only indirectly willed
when contraceptive intercourse is chosen as a means to other
genuine goods. Of course, such persons would never express
themselves in our terms and their actual state of mind un
doubtedly is less clear than our analysis, but our terms express
in theoretical language a state of practical judgment which seems
to be quite common.
Some such way of reasoning characterizes the views not only
of ordinary people thinking about their own lives but also of
those who are concerned about social problems and the trends
of world population.' They point out the horrors which seem
to them to be the only alternatives to contraception: on the one
hand, overpopulation with a host of attendant evils; on the other
hand, abortion, infanticide, and perhaps radical changes in the
relationships between the sexes. If these are all the alternatives,
contraception seems to be a less seriolls evil than the others.
We cannot say, of course, that population problems will be
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solved by ethically acceptable methods. No important problem
in human history has been met solely with methods of which
we could approve. But the probabilities concerning what wiII
happen and the ethical judgments concerning what should be
done must not be muddled indiscriminately.'· Ethics presup
poses sociology, but sociology cannot replace ethics.
From the point of view of ethics, we can say that political and
economic measures should be taken to meet social problems,
and that those whose children would constitute excessive popu
lation should practice reasonable abstinence. In fact, however,
we can be sure that action will be a mixture of good and bad.
There will be some improvement in social and econom ic
policies, and there will be a few bettered opportunities for
immigration. There will continue to be a great deal of contra
ception, abortion, and infanticide. There will be some later
marriages, some practice of abstinence within marriage, some
complete celibacy. There will continue to be misery, starvation,
and war. These are all sage predictions, but tl,at does not alter
the fact that some of these actions will be right and that others
will be wrong.
Undoubtedly, contraception is a lesser evil than many others.
Still, it is intrinsically immoral. Whether, or to what extent, it
may be moral to cooperate with contraceptive programs in order
to avoid worse evils involves complex problems in the ethics of
cooperation, which fall beyond our present concerns.
Some have asked how it is possible, if contraception really is
intrinsically immoral, that so many persons having real good
will should be unable to appreciate its immorality." The objec
tion seems particularly effective when one considers our way
of demonstrating the immorality of contraception. We do not
consider the knowledge that contraception is immoral to de
pend upon any subtle conclusions, of which the unlearned
might be ignorant, but only to require consideration of what
contraception is and of a basic and self-evident principle of
practical reason."
However, now that we have explained how an upright person
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sincerely can reach a mistaken judgment about the morality of
conception-prevention, this obj ection loses its force. Such people
do not consider contraception right in itself and acceptable in
all cases. They simply think, perhaps through no fault of their
own, that indirect voluntariness applies in practice where it
reasonably cannot be considered to apply. It is interesting that
Van der Marck, wh o makes much of the opinions of ordinary
people, has developed a position which errs at the th eoretical
level in the same way the ordinary person errs in his practical
reasoning.
Catholics, of course, have authoritative guidance concerning
morality. Can they sincerely make the kind of error we have
described?" ' Vh at does Catholic teaching and practice do, from
an ethical point of view, which affects the situation?
T o begin with , it indicates that abstinence is a real alternative
which must be taken into consideration. Orgasm is not to be
viewed as a necessity of life. It also urges that the judgment that
pregnancy ought to be avoided should not be treated as an
absolute, but that it should remain subject to reconsideration.
In these ways the assumptions on which the practical error rests
are undermined.
The Catholic req uirement of self-examination, as part of the
sacrament of penance, should heighten moral self-awareness,
so that confusions in practical judgment are not so easily main
tained. The advice of the confesso r also can shape the process
of moral reasoning so that the limitation of alternatives, required
for the sincere error, is less likely to occur.
Most important, the Catholic Church has an authoritative
teaching that contraception in all forms is wrong, and that its
immorality does not admit of exceptions for any indications.
This t eaching, moreover, has been presented as a clarification of
moral law, not subject to dispensation or alteration ."
Given all these facts, it hardly seems possible that Catholics
can make the error in practical judgment we have been describ
ing. It seems to me, h owever, that it is possible.
T o begin with, the same process of practical reasoning can
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be followed out leading to the same conclusion - that contra
ception really is not wrong. But a faithful and well-instructed
Catholic will recall at this point that he has been taught dif
ferently. H e may reconsider, and judge that for practical pur
poses he should do as he has been taught.
Still, his mind is perplexed, for it seems to him that the
Church is requiring something for which h e can see no reason.
What he does in virtue of his practical judgment as a faithful
Catholic diverges from what he would have done in virtue of
the practical judgment he reached by his own efforts.
In addition to such cases, which I think are very common,
th ere are now many Catholics whose inner voice tells them that
contraception is right and whose listening ear no longer conveys
a clear statement that it is wrong. The confusion about pills,
increasing popular discussion of the theoretical issues, and some
unfortunately ambiguous pastoral statements have led many to
imagine that they are not acting wrongly if they practice con
traception, especially by an inconspicuous method.
But even before the present confusion, it seems to me, limi
tations of communication made possible sincere mistakes in
practical judgment. Some did not grasp the degree of authorita
tiveness of the Church's teaching on the matter; some did not
realize how completely it excludes convenient "exceptions." Of
course, these errors were perhaps to some extent faults in them
selves, and in that case they did not wholly relieve from re
sponsibility.
To bring home to someone's mind the intrinsic malice of
contraception, it should be enough to point out the value of
the procreative good and the fact that contraception is against
it. As we shall explain shortly, if this consideration is not suf
ficient, the problem is one not of ignorance, but of malice.
However, to bring home to someone's mind in a practical way
that his choice to practice contraception is immoral, more than
his awareness of the intrinsic malice of contraception is required.
He must recognize that bis choice is a direct willing of concep
tion-prevention. For him to see this, he must keep in mind that
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his choice is not either to have contraceptive intercourse or to
have orgasm in some other way, but that it is either to prevent
conception or not to prevent it in intercourse which itself either
may be chosen or may be omitted as good reasons dictate.
To enlighten those who "see nothing wrong in contraception"
it is generally useless to present a theoretical argument which
shows why contraception is an immoral species of action. In
stead, moral guidance intended to overcome practical ignorance
must address itself to the actual sources of the mistaken con
crete judgment - the false assumptions and the inadequate
formulation of the moral issue.
It may seem that the Catholic is in an unfortunate position so
far as contraception is concerned. T hose who do not recognize
any authori tative source of moral guidance can practice contra
ception with clear, though erroneous, consciences, but a Catho
lic is prohibited by his better formed conscience from employing
this solution to the problem of controlling sexual activity in
m arri age.14

If only it were possible to consider together all the factors
in the situation - the diffi culties of abstinence, the values of
intercourse, the good reasons for avoiding pregnancy, and the
procreative good which may not be at stake from an operational
point of view. If everything could be thrown onto a comm on
scale, surely the balance would incline as feeling does to the
view that contraception need not be so wrong. Why m ust we
insist on considering matters so analytically, and making life
so difficult?"
But our insistence on viewing this moral question in a cer
tain way is not arbitrary. Contraception must be viewed pri
marily as conception-prevention, and hence it cannot be willed
only indirectly, because this way of looking at it is the only
accurate and reasonable one. The value of the procreative good
must be upheld and the value of orgasm as an experience must
be subordinated because th is order happens to reflect their real
relationship. An analytic process before practical judgment
should be carried out because that is how our reason works.
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Sometimes it is pleasanter to put reason aside and to follow
feeling instead, but such irrationalism leads to action less fully
human than does a more clearheaded and less passionate ap
proach. Even a mere philosopher can observe that the Catholic
Church has a peculiarly stubborn way of insisting on what is
peculiarly human, natural reason and material values. Perhaps
this is because she also believes that Christ Himself, though
truly God, also truly is a rational animal like ourselves.
Moreover, there are advantages in having a correct practical
judgment about the malice of contraception. A clear under
standing of this matter prevents one from falling into possible
errors in related practical judgments, errors which could lead
one to consider wrong what really is allowable - e.g., the prac
tice of rhythm - or errors which could lead one to consider
allowable many actions which are more seriously wrong - e.g.,
abortion or the unrestricted practice of contraception even when
there is no good reason for avoiding pregnancy.
Then too, since the practice of contraception remains ob
jectively wrong regardless of how sincere one's mistaken practi
cal judgment may be, lack of subjective responsibility does not
prevent certain objective consequences of the practice. These
consequences have been called "contraceptive civilization,""
and this phrase aptly indicates how extensive are the effects of
contraception. But it must be remembered that the cultural
consequences of the practice of contraception primarily are
found in tl,e moral personality itself. About this point we shall
have something more to say shortly when we consider the
effects of the practice of contraception on the development of
the moral personality.
Besides failure of practical knowledge as a factor affecting
the moral condition of one who practices contraception, we
must consider the place of weakness as another such factor.
"Weakness" simply designates all those motivational compo
nents which have escaped the control of freedom through no
prior fault of our own and which tend to inhibit rational self
determination ." Both fear and desire can be designated as
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"weakness" understood in this way. It refers as well to the
psychic tension of anxiety, hostility, and every other nonrational
impulse which plays a role in motivation."
Obviously, weakness is the chief cause of the initial decision
to practice contraception made by those who see with clear
practical judgment that it is wrong. Although there are good
reasons other than procreation for engaging in sexual inter
course, those who recognize with practical awareness that con
traception is against the procreative good do not begin to
practice it in virtue of a reasonable desire to promote genuine
mutual love.
Instead, the effective motivation ordinarily is to be found in
a vicious circle of tension, frustration, hostility, and tension
which is experienced by anyone who attempts to restrict sexual
activity without avoiding erotic stimuli and making other uses
of his energy. In other words, those who simply try to abstain
without changing other motivations and practices feel painful
erotic tension. To escape this tension, or some of its undesirable
consequences, they often "give in" and practice contraception.'"
To what extent does this weakness reduce a person's responsi
bility for practicing contraception?" To this question there can
be no accurate answer that is true of every case. If the pressure
is greater, the opportunity for free choice is less and responsi
bility is lessened correspondingly.
However, weakness does not mitigate responsibility if the
inability to resist flows from a culpable failure to use whatever
freedom of choice one has to do what one can to overcome
irrational motivation. One cannot permit himself to be over
come by his passions when he has the means to undercut their
force by employing strategy against them."
Evidently weakness and the mistakes in practical knowledge
previously considered are closely interrelated with one another.
The conviction that erotic tension cannot be overcome greatly
increases its relative power, while the presence of this tension
itself seems to certify the assumption that orgasm, and so some
mode of sexual activity, is unavoidable.
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In many cases too, couples might resist if they had to contend
only with inner tension. However, frustration leads to hostility
which makes h usband and wife quarrelsome with one another
and bad-tempered with the children. Only after prolonged
wrestling with these symptoms do some couples decide that
contraception can be considered a lesser evil."
Is it possible that the combined pressures we are calling
"weakness" can be so great that no effective freedom of choice
remains? To this question the answer is yes, but th is lack of
effective freedom may occur in two quite different ways.
O n the one hand, it is possible that someone whose weak
ness is abnormally great may be unable from the beginning to
think clearly and to decide responsibly with regard to certain
matters." This lack of effective freedom can occur in one limited
area - that is, with out any general psychopath ology.
It may originate in an innate defect, or in a defect of habitua
tion whose causality lies more or less completely outside the
responsibility of the person who suffers from it. Thus a person
raised in an environment where sexual tension always is released
as soon as it accumulates and habituated to the regular experi
ence of orgasm from puberty may be quite incapable on a
particular occasion of choosing not to have orgasm .
Moreover, it is possible on particular occasions for anyone to
become engaged innocently in a pattern of behavior beyond
the point of no return and then through overwhelming weak
ness to do without real responsibility what he ordinarily would
not do. This may happen to some who occasionally have con
traceptive intercourse using last-m inute methods such as coitus
in terruptus.
The further exploration of th e possibilities of contraceptive
behavior so compulsive that effective freedom is lost, and moral
responsibility lost with it, would be interesting, but it is not
essential to our present concerns. Rather, we must consider
another and quite different way in which freedom is lost.
On the other hand, then, th ere are those who first choose to
practice contraception, yielding to the promptings of weakness,
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but who later reach a state in which weakness is no longer an
operative condition of motivation." What had been demands
of weakness come to be identified with the self; the goals of
nonrational desire are integrated in the personality as over
riding motives.
In a case of this kind, the contraceptive life has been adopted
as part of one's ideal and it is endorsed so fully and freely by
the will that for this very reason there no longer is any effective
freedom to alter one's full commitment to this immorality.
T he difference between the guilt of weakness and the guilt
of full commitment, which also is called "certa in malice,"" is
an important one which should not be overlooked. The guilt
of full commitm ent begins where temptation leaves off. Ir
rational motivation no longer causes a struggle because it has
been made one's personal desire.
Th e guilt of weakness is much less serious." There are several
reasons for this. First of all, the guilt of weakness leaves open
the possibility of reversal, because one's whole self is not en
gaged. Second, it does not transmit the distortion of its bias
to all other segments of one's life, because it leaves one's better
self intact. Third, it does not lead one to reject and to try to
subj ugate th e violated good in all other contexts. One who
falls through weakness can respect inconsistently the good he
sometimes violates.
Contraception, unfortunately, is an immoral practice which
begins in weakness but which cannot easily remain a merely
in termittent fault. Effective contraception requires implements
and cooperation; its use must be consistent even when one
partner or the other feels no great pressure of weakness to have
contracep tive intercourse. Thus the contraceptive couple, espe
cially those wh o use artificial contraceptives rather than coitus
interruptus, readily progress from weakness into the guilt of full
commitment.
In our discussion of mistakes in practical knowledge we did
not mention at all what is an important theoretical mistake,
the notion that the procreative good is not a primary one and
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that it must yield to others in difficult cases. Instead we said
that th ere is little practical difficulty in understanding the in
trinsic malice of contraception directly willed. The error of
situationism underlay many of the theoretical confusions we
explored, but when we were considering practical mistakes we
omitted it as a factor limiting freedom simply because it does
not belong in that category.
As a practical judgment, the notion that procreation is not
so important that it should not yield under pressure is a result
rather than a cause of the willingness to violate the procreative
good - e.g., by the practice of contraception. Such degradation
of the procreative good is a clear sign that it is being violated
wi th the guilt of full commitment, for when one reaches the
point where an essential human good seems to be secondary
he has distorted his own vision of what is valuable."
Whether someone thinking at the level of theory might con
fuse the priorities among values without evidencing bad will is
a quite different matter which I do not care to consider here.
If weakness can modify responsibility in indefinite degree,
can it not eliminate guilt witllOut eliminating freedom? Perhaps
this is an avenue of escape for diffi cul t cases, for weakness
surely is great in these cases. May we not freely choose to
practice con traception, if we are under great pressure, without
incurring guilt?
The answer, unfortunately, is negative. Guilt is not merely
psychological - a state of consciousness. Nor is it merely legal
- an objective condition linked to damage and deserving retri
bution. Ethically considered, guilt is the engagement of the
will in the realization of what is recognized to be irrational
because opposed to the principles of practical reason and wrong
because contrary to the basic h uman goods."
Although weakness can modify guilt in endl ess degrees by
limiting or increasing the depth and intensity of the will's
engagement in evil, weakness cannot eliminate guilt until it
eliminates effective freedom. This elim ination occurs only when
weakness is so great that the determination of nonrational moti
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vation is in effective control and the exercise of rational choice
is rendered unnecessary, since real alternatives no longer remain
open for deliberate consideration."
From this we can see more clearly why the guilt of full
commitment is so much worse as guilt than the guilt of weak
ness. The former fully and permanently engages the will while
the latter only partially and temporarily subverts its proper
orientation.
Once this point is grasped, we can respond to the suggestion
that contraception may be permissible for seriously troubled
couples as a concession to their weakness" The presupposition
of this suggestion is that con traception still would be recognized
to be wrong, or not to be an ideal, but that it should not be
considered a seriously immoral practice for those who are handi
capped by weakness in their struggle with the psychosexual
aspects of moral development.
The source of this suggestion undoubtedly was sympathy for
those whose sole difficulty in moral development seems to be
inability to live a "happy" married life without contraception.
This suggestion not only is theoretically false but also is
practically pernicious. It is theoretically fal se because it implies
that temporary concessions to moral evil can be part of moral
growth. It is practically pernicious because it implies that a
morally acceptable solution to the problems in question is
impossible.
This supposition in practice will make impossible what other
wise would have been possible though difficult. Moreover, any
one who follows this suggestion in practice simply yields to
weakness in a way which leads to the practice of contraception
with the guilt of full commitment, for the practice is not
opposed by any segment of the self although it is still recognized
as wrong.
Combined in this suggestion we see the effects of the two
worst possible attitudes toward moral struggle - despair about
the possibility of conquest over nonrational motivation and
presumption about the possibility of deferred moral progress."
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When is the vice which is " temporarily conceded" to be set
aside - at forty-five or fifty? By that time irreversible effects of
the practice of contraception will have permeated the whole
personality. Had resistance been maintained, even perhaps with
temporary lapses, genuine moral progress would have become
possible when the pressures of weakness were relieved by age.
But our assertion that this suggestion is unsound on theo
retical grounds may be questioned. Is it not true that some
concessions to weakness are req uired, that not everything can
be demanded of the child or adolescent that can be expected
of the morally mature person? Can we expect ordinary persons
to live a life of continuous heroism? Have we the right to make
impossible demands?
Let us be clear at the outset, we impose no demands whatso
ever. If only there were a way through reality discoverable by
reason to say that contraception is morally acceptable! But we
find no such way and we cannot countenance pretending there
is an escape from hard moral requirements where there is none.
Only immorality and morality lie before us. There is no sanctu
ary from the demands of morality within the realm of freedom.
N ext let us notice that the objection concerning heroism is
ambiguous. In most cases the avoidance of contraception is a
matter not of heroism but of a great deal of annoying incon
venience and painful struggles for self-control. Embarrassing as
it is to admit that self-control is what we need to solve our
problems - because this is an admission of the weakness of
which we are ashamed - this remains the truth for most of us.
For others, those whose situations really are difficult, something
more than an ordinary effort is needed. The two groups must be
considered distinctly.
The problem of contraception is so common simply because
this is an area where the demands of reasonable judgment and
of weakness directly conflict. Sexual sin can be overemphasized;
there are worse forms of immorality. But this kind of immo
rality is important and common because it is an ordinary person's
ordinary trouble."
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The number of us involved, therefore, is no reason for chang
ing the rules unless one assumes that we should be able to
make great achievements in the moral domain without diffi
culty. However, all the evidence is against the view that rational
freedom can win control over weakness - irrational motivation
- at any point without difficulty.
Let us be clear that this is the real challenge - deliberate
choice must win control over irrational motivation. The prob
lem is not merely to confront erotic tension with stubborn
resistance to overt sexual activity. This path leads only to
psychological difficulty and moral failure.
The problem is to use intelligence in fin ding the sources of
erotic tension, and by working upon these sources to reduce
it to manageable proportions. The sources may be many and
not all equally accessible. But a sincere effort to solve th is
problem can lead to results." And with results here, the way
is opened for other even more significant advances by rationality
and freedom into the territory held by irrational motivation.
The predicament of those whose cases really are difficult is
another matter. To overcome the handicap of innate abnormali
ties or bad early training does call for extraordinary courage
and perseverance. It would be wrong in these cases to say that
only self-control is needed.
But with regard to heroism we must make a clear distinction.
There is heroism in an action above the call of duty, an action
of great value undertaken gratuitously. Such virtue is not ex
pected of anyone. Then there is heroism in an action which is
strictly obligatory but extraordinarily difficult. Such action is
required of him on whom the obligation falls. Difficulty does
not remove the obligation though it does mitigate the guilt
of failure. In sexual morality, as in the rest of life, different
persons receive very unequal burdens.
The suggestion that there must be concessions to weakness
in the matter of contraception for those wh o are having difficult
struggles is indefensible theoretically because it makes the error
of viewing this immoral act as if it were not what it is: im
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moral intrinsically and directly opposed to a basic human good.
Why does the direct opposition of contraception to a basic good
make the suggestion of concession indefensible? Because the
basic goods are not merely principles of practical intellectual
orientation, of moral law. They also are starting points of moral
development."
To the essential human goods we have a natural inclination
and affinity if we but allow ourselves to be drawn by them.
Moral development is a process in which the possibilities of
living more fully and more openly toward the goods are pro
gressively realized, and the limitations which inhibit our full
commitment to them are progressively overcome.
If, then, one sets his will against a basic human good, he
loses the only starting point from which he could begin to
open himself fully to its possibilities. In rejecting one value,
also, a person must be committing himself excessively to some
other value, and this overcommitment necessarily unbalances
his whole orientation.
But if this is true, can there be any real concessions to de
velopment? Is not complete moral perfection immediately and
unconditionally required of everyone? And since instant per
fection is impossible, what difference does it make where the
concessions to developmental necessities are made?
The answer, of course, is that moral perfection is the uni
versally required goal. One can meet this demand at once with
out fully satisfying it simply by tending toward it. To tend
toward and to seek it is to hold fast to the principles without
which its achievement surely is impossible - the essential human
goods. But, as we saw in Chapter IV, where we considered
affirmative obligations, these goods make diverse demands of
us. Not all of their demands are equally forceful, and we can
delay meeting many of them .
Hence there are concessions to weakness where there are
many possible goods, only one of which is strictly obligatory.
In such a case, one may be forgiven if he does not choose the
greater good as he would do if he were more fully committed
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to the value. One also may be forgiven if he delays fulfilling
an obligation where this is possible without directly violating
the good.
Thus a married couple, because of the imperfection of their
moral development, may receive from the procreative good as
a "concession" to their weakness the "permission" to have
fewer children than otherwise would be good for them to have,
to delay having those children longer than otherwise would be
right, to omit altogether having children if there are serious
difficulties although if they were more generous they would be
willing to take risks for the sake of procreation.
But no matter how imperfect their moral development, a
couple may not under any circumstances embrace contracep
tion as if it were a concession to their weakness. The good
cannot admit its own denial, and it is the good itself which
allows the "concessions" we are considering. Like the generals
of an army, the principles of moral development can condone
sluggishness, but they cannot countenance treason.
Hence we must condemn the pernicious idea that contracep
tion might be morally licit as a temporary practice. Anyone
who holds a role of moral leadership and who makes such a
proposal indeed must be a blind man leading the blind; we
cannot believe that he is a malicious man perverting his office
to encourage malice. For that is what the practical force of
this notion is - that there may be an open engagement with
the malice of contraception."
We suggested above that the practice of contraception with
the guilt of full commitment is particularly evil because of its
effect on the development of the whole moral personality. To
conclude our consideration of the subjective factors of the
immorality of contraception, let us consider briefly some impli
cations of full commitment either against the procreative good
or in favor of it." We must bear in mind that neither those
who sincerely consider contraception morally allowable nor
those who fall occasionally through weakness bear the guilt of
full commitment to this vice."
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If one is fully committed against the procreative good, then
he will be inclined to disregard the possibly evil consequences
and side effects of the use of contraceptives. Although fully
responsible to the extent that he is aware even of their possi
bility, he will regard these consequences as indirectly willed.
Thus we see why some proponents of contraception seem little
concerned by the possibility that one method really may induce
abortion or that another method may have dangerous side
effects.
If one is fully committed against the procreative good, then
he need not necessarily be willing directly to violate human life
itself, but he will easily "progress" from the one to the other.
Contraceptive practice is only one step short of abortion and
two steps short of infanticide. Statistics prove this point." One
who practices contraception wills not to have children and is
not ready to accept them if they arrive, as they often do despite
contraception.
If one is fully committed against the procreative good, then
he must reject his role as a parent or modify it drastically, for
the procreative good defines this role. This fact alone goes far
toward explaining the widespread tendency of contemporary
parents to abandon their proper authority and to assume non
parental relationships toward their children. Of course, not every
parent who fails in this way is himself committed to contra
ception. But the redefinition of roles in a contraceptive society
modifies the self-understanding even of parents who do not
practice contraception.
If one is fully committed against the procreative good, then
he must reject his role as a husband or wife or modify it
drastically, for the procreative good defines these roles. What
can replace the primary good of marriage? Whatever motivates
contraceptive practice, whatever is chosen despite the sacrifice
of the procreative good involved in the decision to practice
contraception.
Will that good be genuine mutuality, real conjugal love?
Hardly. It will be some subjective value to be had by the ex
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ploitation of the marital relationship. For some it will be simply
the experience of sex. For others it will be security, status, and
tension reduction. This point helps to explain the mentality
of the organization man and why he is so willing to remain
an undistinguishable member of the lonely crowd.
If one is fully committed against the procreative good, then
he must distort his moral awareness and rational processes to
avoid having his absurd condition constantly thrust into his
focus of attention. Thus he must blind himself to the value or
he must find some way to dominate it and put it at his service.
Many more similar implications can be pointed out. But
these points should be sufficient to indicate that the practice of
contraception is no solution to a moral problem. It is a mere
placebo for an irritating moral symptom. While the placebo
seems innocent, just as the contraceptive pills seem harmless,
it turns out to be mortally destructive, just as they might yet
turn out to be deadly.
If, on the other hand, one is properly committed to the good
of procreation, other consequences follow.
On the basis of this commitment, one can understand the
proper order of the essential human goods. One can see that
psychosexual maturity belongs to good health, but he is not
thrown into panic by the lack of it which weakness often
reveals, for he realizes that of itself erotic tension is no more
important than many other defects in health. Hence he does
not believe that everything in life must be subordinated either
to orgasm or to sexual development.
On the basis of a proper commitment, one can see that sexual
functioning really is important in the scheme of life as a whole,
because it belongs to the vocation of parenthood and married
life. But he does not stare at it in fascination, making it mean
ingless by isolating it from the substantive values.
On the basis of a proper commitment, one can provide a
proper example for his children. He does not find sex inex
plicable because he sees what gives it meaning. He does not
face the choice demanded of the contraceptive parent - to hide
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his practice and so to deny his children the guidance of his
example in dealing with their own sexual problems or to admit
his practice and so to give his children the guidance of an
example of noncontrol which will lead them into the pre
cocious sexual activity which is the center of America's ado
lescent culture, a culture which has been called very aptly a
"teen-age tyranny."
On the ground of a proper commitment, one could find the
remedy for concupiscence - rem edy, not outlet.'· Married sexual
life lived with th e proper commitment is the remedy for con
cupiscence. For sexual concupiscence is precisely one form of
the weakness we have been considering, the familiar irrational
motive which demands irrational fulfillment. TI,e remedy is
not the release of tension, for release of itself increases rather
than diminishes subsequent tension. The remedy is discipline
and a change of purpose. And the procreative good together
with genuine mutual love rooted in it is a value sufficient to
elicit the effort necessary to change.
Gradually the more self-indulgent use of sex yields to the
more generous sharing which expresses real mutual love, the
experience so much praised but so little realized by the prac
titioner of contraception. Concupiscence, man's normal psychic
disorder, is cured by being gradually shaped and colored by
intelligence and freedom , not operating in cold impersonality
but working gently by the ministrations of love to love. The
forces of irrational motivation can be overcome in the love talk
of man and wife, through their wry appreciation of their own
weakness, by their acceptance of one another in heart and soul
and, on occasion, in organic union.
NOTES TO CHAPTER V IIl
1. This has been the predominan t Protestant view - see: St. John-Stevas,
Birth Control and Public Policy (Santa Barhara, Calif.: The Fund for the
Republic, Inc ., 1960). 37 -and it is frequently found in the uncitable Catholic
material. One finds it stated only in a tentative and qualified way in citable
Catholic rnaterial- e.g., Dupre, "Toward a Re-examination .. .•" Cross CUT
tents, 14 (Winter, 1964). 84-85. find the famous preface in Rock, The Time

Has Come (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1963) .
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2. Lottin, Morale fondomentale (Tournai Belgium: DescIee et Cie, 1954),
142-150, 448--46 1, provides an introduction to the Thomistic doctrine. The
chief sources are: S.t., 1-2, Q. 19, aa, 5-6; De ver., q. 17. My article, "The
Logic of M oral Judgment," Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical
Association, 36 (1962). 67-76, is concerned with the difference between con·
science in the narrow sense and prudence. Ford and Kelly, Contemporary Moral
Theology. Vol. 1, Questions in Fundamental Moral Theology (\Vestrninster,
Md.: The Newman Press, 1958). 139-140, brieBy indicate th e correct role of
conscience in contrast with situationist distortions. fvJost Rev. John J. \Vrigh t,
"Reflections on Conscience and Authority," The Critic, April-May, 1964, pro·
vides ( 11-28) an excellent, contemporary introduction; he mentions (21)
specifically contraception and situation·ethics.
3. S.t., 1-2, q. 94, a. 4; see ch. V I, note 1. above.
4. S. t., 1-2, q. 6, a. 8; q. 76; De malo, q. 3, aa. 6-8; In 3 Eth., lect . 3.
5. I have in mind here conscientious Protestants; my suspicion that this is a
common state of mind among religious, upright Protestants is based mainly on
many conversations, secondarily on more or less official statements in the
literature.
6, Ch. VI, note 22, above; see also: Lestapis, Family Planning and Modern
Problems (New York: Herder & Herder, 1961), 195-214, who cites much
additional material.
7. See ch . II, note 23, above.
8. This appears dearly, fo r example, in the resolu tion of the Lambeth
Conference of 1930: U\Vhere there is a clearly felt moral obliga tion to limit
or avoid paren thood, the method must be decided on Christian principles. The
primary and obvious method is complete abstinence from intercourse (as far
as may be necessary) in a life of discipline and self-control lived in the power
of the H oly Spirit. Neverth eless, in those cases where there is a clearly-felt
moral obligation to limit or avoid parenthood, and where there is a morally
sound reason for avoiding complete abstinence, the Conference agrees that
other methods may be used, provided that this is done in the light of the same
Christia n principles" (cited by St _ John-Stevas, op. cit., 30). Those who drafted
this statement evidentl y envisaged contraception as a last resort to be employed
only in case of a conflict of moral obligations. Cf. Dupre, op. cit., 84-85. for a
remarkably similar point of view. John L. T homas, S.J., "Contemporary Protes·
tant Attitudes on Contraception," Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
C atholic Th eologica l Society of America, 15 (June 20-23, 1960), 51-61, sug
gests that we need not consider Protestants who think thus to be in bad faith .
9. However, one also finds some outright antipathy tovvard procreation; see,
e.g., \Villiam Vogt, People: Challenge to Survival (New York: Wilham Sloane
Associates, 1960), 83-127. a chapter entitled, "A Pathology of People." Vogt's
book also contains some of the milder atti tudes we are describing, and perhaps
he personally does not ha te procreation as much as his rhetoric suggests.
10. Lestapis, op. cit., 219-316, has an excellent treatment of the population
problem. In general (e.g., 228-229). he is clearly aware of the distin ction
between facts and norms, although there are passages in which he seems to
lose sight of the distinction.
11. Dupre, op. cit., 66; Van der Marck. "Vruchtbaarheidsregeling . . . ,"
Tijdschrift voor theologie, 3e, t4 (Jaargang, 1963), 394-396.
12. Aquinas explains the ways in which primary principles of natural law can
be unknown: S.t., 1-2, q. 94. a. 6; in this article, he refers back to : q. 77, a. 2.
which therefore also should be read.
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13. Ford and Kelly. op. cit., 9-1 1, discuss the errors of Protestants and con
sider the possibility of ignorance on the part of Catholics with regard to
con traceptio n.
14. Op. cit., 238-242, 256-314, provide the documentation for this sta tement.
15. It is a mistake to suppose that an erroneous conscience which allows
greater liberty is an unqualified advantage; we may note that Aquinas holds
S.t., 1-2, q. 19, aa. 5-6 - that to violate one's conscience always is wrong,
but that it is by no means true without qualification that to follow an erring
conscience is good.
16. The attitude of this objection clearly underlies Dupre's argument (op.
cit., 82-84 and passim) with its repetitious stress on the concrete and the
totality against the abstract and the isolated.
17. Lestapis, op. cit., 69-94.
18. Karl Rahner, S.J., Theological Investigations, Vol. I , God, Christ, Mary,
and Grace (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1961), 347-382, discusses the theological
concept of concupiscenti<l, showing that it should not be understood as it
usually has been. Our notion of weakness is close to his idea. However,
because Rahner tends too much to value freedom as such, and mistakenly
to oppose it against nature, he understands weakness to include the naturally
good inclination which resists the bad use of freedom (370), apparently not
excluding the natural volition to primary human goods (360). On the relation
ship between nature and freedom in Aquinas, see: Overbeke, "La loi naturelle
et Ie droit naturel selon saint Thomas," Revue Thomiste, 57 (1957), 66 and
passim; Klubertanz, "The Root of Freedom .. , ," Gregorianu m, 42 ( 196 1).
714-715.
19. The classical loci are: S.t., 1-2, q. 6, aa . 6-7; q . 24, a. 3; q. 73, a. 5;
q. 77, aa. 1-8; De malo, q. 3, aa. 9-11 ; 10 3 Eth., lect. 1-4; 10 7 Eth., lect.
1-10, Aquinas makes importa nt distinctions between different types of weakness
- e.g., between fea r and desire - which we are not taking into account; of
course, the moral significance of all forms of weakness is not alike, but we do
not have space to treat the subiect more adequately.
20. Allers, The Psychology of Character (New York: Sheed & Ward, 1935),
311-318, throws considerable light on the significance of "giving in" to sexual
sin; his remarks, mainly concerned with adolescen ts, apply to contracep tion
as well.
21. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. I, Questions in Fundamental Moral
Theology, 174-247, provide a balanced introduction to this problem, Their
treatment, although not expressly concerned with contracep tion , has three
important implications for our problem. (1) \Ve cannot consider that th ose
who decide to practice contraception and who stick to this decision even
when there is no immediate psychological pressure are sinning only lightly
from weakness. (2) We can consider that some who practice contraception
under immediate psychic pressure are not fully responsible, and can be sinning
only venially, \Veakness exten ds further than momentary impulse. (3) There
is no general theoretical way, although there are practical criteria, for determin
ing the degree of imputability in particular cases. Much more study needs to
be done on this problem, both to determine what pressure married couples
actually experience, and to clarify what the moral implications of "giving in"
under various degrees of pressure are. Joh n C . Ford, S. J., "Depth Psychology,
Morality, and Alcoholism," Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Catholic
Theological Society of America, 5 (June 26-28, 1950), 127-137, presents a
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specific discussion of a similar problem; the entire article, including the assess·
ment of psychology in relation to morality, can be applied mutatis mutandis
to our present problem.

22 . 5.1., 1-2, q. 77, a. 6.
23. L. Newell Moss, " Catholics and Family Limitation ," T Ile Catholic
Medical Quarterly, 15 (October, 1962) , 127-132, describes the problem in a
morc accurate and balanced way than does the current popular litera ture, such
as the articles cited, ch . J, note 3, above.

24. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. I, 220-233; the articles cited by them
are also to be noted. For such a person , it may be genuin ely impossible not to
sin materially. But this does not show the precept im possible of fulfillm ent,
since in this case there is no gui lt. Grace is sufficient that with it no one
need sin formally. Morality only concerns human acts - i.e., those in which
there is freedom and so the possibility of formal sin .

25. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1145a I5- 11 52a35; Aquinas, In 7 Eth .,
lect. 1-10, is the classic trea tise on the character·type we are now to discuss.
This type of personality is integrated and mature, but vicious. Modern psy
chologists tend to deny the possibility of any such personality; this denial is
equivalent to the denial of free choice, for the integrated and mature man
sim ply can choose to be bad. How did Satan sin?
26. In addition to the passage cited in the previous note, see: S.t., 1-2, q . 78;
De malo, q. 3, aa . 12-15; In 2 Sent., d. 43 .
27. In 2 Sellt., d. 43, a. 4; In 7 Eth., leet. 8; De malo, q. 3, a. 13; 5 .t .,

1-2, q. 78, a. 4.
28. I bid., also, very clearly, S.t., 2-2, q. 156, a. 3, ad 1. It is no coincidence
that 6rst in the traditional Jist of th e "daughters of lust" is blindness of m ind
- see: q. 15 3, a. 5. This blindness not only concerns the value itself. One
who proceeds from sin of weakness to sin of malice also must blind himself
practically by rationalizing - e.g., that the precept he has decided to set aside
is impossible of fulfillm ent .

29. S.t., 1-2, q. 21, a. 2.
30. S. t., 1-2, q. 77, a. 7; a. 8, ad 3; De malo, q. 3, a. 10.
31. I purposely refra in from ascribing this suggestion to anyone, because
although there have been several confused statements along these lines, it is
always possible that their authors merely had in mind the legitimate point that
the Christian can sympathize with and the Church can pardon all who, having
sinned through weakness, repent and form a firm purpose of amendment.
Realistically, also, we know that such a purpose of amendm ent is compatible
with a history and character which penn it one to predict (from a psychological
an~ sociological point of view) that the same sin probably will be committed
aga m.
32. I am applying here in a limited ethical sense what Aquinas says about the
sins of despair and presumption which are against the theological virtue of
hope: S.t., 2-2, q. 20, a. 3; q. 21, a. 2. In the theological sense, presumption
and despair both bea r upon a wrong expectation in regard to divine grace.
33. Allers, op. cit., 306-3 19; Oraison, Man and Wife (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1962), 90-102, go far toward explaining why sexual sin is
common. Adam, The Primacy of Love ( \ Vestminster, Md.: The N ewman Press,
1958), along with many contemporaries, dislikes the stress morals places on
sex, since he insists correctly (107-136) that charity, not chastity, is the
prime Christian virtue. H owever, chastity is necessary precisely to make way
for cnarity, and if - as the whole developm ent of modem psychology makes
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clear - a developmen tal battle must be fought here, we m ust accept that, just
as we mu st accep t the fact that Vietnam and Berlin are persistent trouble spots
in the Cold 'VaT, although disarmament and peaceful cooperation are t he
real goals.

34. Gibert, Love in Marriage (New York, Hawthorn, 1964), 108-131,
presents a particularly realistic treatm ent. The point essentially is this, that the
virtue of chastity must be developed. the djsposition of self-restraint is not
enough. The virtue brings one above constant temptation; the disposition does
not . And one who suffers constant temptation sometimes falls. But this is no
excuse if a real effort to develop the virtue is not made. See also: Moss,
loco cit. There are few good general t reatments of asceticism; Ford, op. cit.,
138-139, makes some remarks and refers to: E. B. Maturin , Self-Knowledge
and Sell-Discipline (London and New York : Longmans, Green, and Co.,
1905); Felix D. D uffey, C.S.C., Psychiatry and Asceticism (St. Louis: Herder,

1950) .
35. S.t., 1-2, q. 63, a. 1; d. Overbeke, op. cit., 66 and passim.
36. An open engagement with malice, since it is chosen and allowed to be
integrated in one's personality - see: S.t., 1-2, 78, aa . 2-3.

37. Lestapis, op. cit., 69-94, 180-194, is particularly helpful here, although
he does not indicate clearly that the effects in the moral personality are not
the same if contraception is practiced from weakness, ignorance, or certain
malice.
38. This is not to say that those who practice contraception through
ignorance or weakness avoid all bad moral consequences. In particular, the
psychological affects of incontinence and the loss of the psychological and
moral benefits of chastity - treated by Oraison, G ibert, SueDens, and others 
will be suffered to a greater or less extent even without the guilt of full
commitment. Furthermore, there are in6nite degrees of partial responsibility
for one's own practical ignorance and moral weakness.

39. Lestapis, op. cit., 56-57, 289-293.
40. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., Vol. 2, Marriage Questions, 97-102, provide
a basic introduction. The false meaning of "remedy for concupiscence" is
based on a morality which assumes tha t only the restraint of external behavior
is important; actually, marriage is a way of virtue, and chasti ty is an important
good. If this aim is accomplished, restraint is no longer necessary, because
irrational motivation does not build up tension.

Epilogue

REFLECTIONS OF A
BELIEVER

The present world-wide furor over contraception clearly sh ows
that the problems which tempt married people to begin this
practice can no longer be ignored or passed over lightly. Some
thing new is about to happen. So much agitation and confusion
will not easily subside. The calm and complacency of the days
when all Catholics agreed that contraception is evil but many
couples practiced it for some years will not return again. Some
thing must change.
The question is - what? What does the light on the horizon
portend? Some seem to conceal lust under sentimental rati onal
ization. T1,eir maneuver promotes a disgusJing confusion be
tween a real and noble value - conjugal love - and a repulsive
vice - self-centered eroticism. Others, less skilled in rhetoric,
examine the fine print of manuals of moral theology and
pharmacology hoping somewhere to find a loophole through
which to slip the ever-widening applications of the new tech
niques of contraception.
Very many think that the Church will change. Th ey say her
doctrine on marital chastity is not infallible, and that she can
209
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and must yield under the combined pressures of the population
explosion, modern theories of sexuality, and massive defections
from her ranks. They foresee that the ideal of chastity, which
never has been generally fulfilled , will now at last be set aside.
They envision a peace-pact between the modern world and the
Church, drawn up by the disciples of Freud and Kinsey on the
one side and by noted Catholic gynecologists and moral theo
logians on the other.
I do not believe in this vision . It seems to me utterly unreal.
The teaching of the New Testament, the clear words of Christ
and St. Paul, cannot be sanely interpreted to sanction a "re
sponsible parenthood" achieved by contraceptive techniques
which implement a will unwilling to permit life to begin to be.
The Catholic Church always has defended an ideal of marital
chastity which demands that two values - the procreative good
and the fostering of the marital union which is so essential to
it - together and inseparably govern each sexual embrace. The
Church cannot now surrender to Freud and Kinsey by setting
aside her ideal of chastity, as the revisionists desire, without
making herself absurd and invalidating her own claims to
holiness.
Everyone is pointing out that chastity is not the highest
virtue and that sins against it need not be considered so serious
as sins against justice and charity. Of course that is true. Chastity
is only a passageway to the Christian life. It is like the opening
from the womb through which life must pass if it is to be born
and to develop in the world. But if it fails to pass this point it
is doomed to live and struggle and die here. If only imperfect
chastity is achieved, then all one's life is a struggle with temp
tation, and all the works of the other virtues are inhibited and
deformed. And first to suffer deformation is that mode of charity
which perfects marriage - Christian conjugal love.
Hence I have a vision altogether different from those who ex
pect the Church to change. I expect the practice of the Chris
tian people to change. I foresee the coming of a new age of
Christian asceticism - we should not hesitate to mention it
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when perfect chastity will be attained as an ordinary thing, not
as an accomplishment of a few. I foresee the day when the
Catholic child, encountering the crisis of puberty, will win an
early and decisive victory, and will hardly experience tempta
tions to sexual sin during later adolescence and adult life.
The problems which tempt married couples to practice con
traception do not begin with marriage. These problems often
are foreshadowed by a long flirtation with sin during late ado
lescence when company-keeping and courtship are marked by
a great deal of pointless sexual stimulation. Even more com
monly they are foreshadowed by the practice of masturbation
which begins during early adolescence and which sometimes
continues even until marriage.
We Catholics must begin to take our ideal of chastity so
seriously that we set to work to do everything possible to im
prove this entire course of development. It is not enough to
absolve the sins of children and young people over and over
again merely because over and over again the necessary sub
jective dispositions seem to be present. The same modern
knowledge which some would use to subvert Christian ideals
of chastity also could be employed even now to help realize
them. No child should be left alone to struggle by himself
with incomprehensible tension, with anxiety, Witll guilt. Habits
of self-denial and self-control of the impulses can and should
be established before they are needed.
What might be done is too long a story even to be outlined
here. The widely ignored programmatic second part of Cardinal
Suenens' Love and Control suggests how to begin. Everyone
mentions this book - in passing. The bold proposal to set out
to realize tl,e Christian ideal of chastity has not been taken
seriously, because we do not genuinely believe it to be possible.
Our failure is a real failure of faith. Not only of faith in the
teaching of the Church which points out what divine law
forbids, but even more failure of faith in the teaching of Christ
who promised sufficient grace and who told us that all things
are possible with Him and tluough His Spirit. We do not genu
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inely believe, we never really have genuinely believed, that
perfect chastity can be achieved by all.
But by the grace of God perfect virtue is possible, and that
grace is given to all. Because we have not believed we have
failed to see that what now must change is the complacently
accepted sinfulness of so many of us. Instead, we are ready to
suppose that the law of God might be reformed according to
the requirements of "Christian experience."
Perfect Christian chastity is not sour prudishness, nor is it
repression and frustration. For the unmarried, it is the avoid
ance of meaningless eroticism for the sake of the better use of
energy, the higher aiming of desire. For the married, it is the
wise employment and deep enjoyment of sex for the sake of its
psychological benefits to love and its physiological effect in the
wonder of the beginning of new life. Apart from its service of
love and life, sex even in marriage must be limited by modesty
and complete continence, in order that self-centered eroticism
may not prevail over the genuine and important values of sexual
love. Thus not only overt acts but also phantasy and attitudes
must be measured according to a high standard of purity. Chas
tity is much less important than charity, and only a genuine
charity which loves life and love for the love of God can make
chastity easy and joyous. And that is how chastity, including
complete continence in thought and deed whenever that is
necessary, always should be for the Christian - easy and joyous.
Picture the new Church which will emerge with the coming
of a new age of Christian chastity. Adolescents will be free to
engage in genuine friendships, to unfold in mutual help and
appreciation, for they will not be engaging in mutual sexual
exploitation and contending with One another for "social" ad
vantage. Young people will be able to devote themselves to
their studies and to professional preparation Witl'Out wasting
hours in obsessive day-dreaming or in struggles against tempta
tion. The adult, before assuming the responsibilities of his
permanent vocation, while in the full force of his powers, will
exercise his courage in some noble work or generous deed, and
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he will be able and willing to do this because he will not be
besieged by erotic tension.
The mature Christian who marries will not be tempted to
use sex to test his partner's love or to SUppOlt his own ego. He
will not be inclined to indulge in sex selfishly for he will
seldom or never suffer the pain of frustration. Instead, the
Christian couple will em brace with joy in the Lord, for their
em brace will be a generous expression of love, a most perfect
imitation of the love of Christ and the Church, and a willing
cooperation with God in the creation of life.
Such married Christians also will be able to devote themselves
to the works of justice and charity so needed in today's world,
for their social and spiritual lives will not be distorted by anxiety
and hostility arising from interminable struggles against un
disciplined erotic desire or by guilt arising from its lustful
satisfaction. And for those who need not choose between marry
ing and burning, the possibility of a special vocation to the
religious life or the clerical state will not seem so remote.
For many of uS adults, life probably must remain something
of a struggle between frustration and temptation. We are too
old, our reflexes were conditioned and our personalities were
formed long ago. Improvements in the technique of rhythm
will help us, but rhythm will remain a crutch for our weakness
and a cross for our married love, since no mere technique can
solve what is really less a problem than a defect in psycho
moral development. But our children need not have the same
difficulties .
For them, a highly perfected technique of rhythm could be
much more than an effective method of avoiding pregnancy.
If it were only that, their continence alone could be sufficient.
But rhythm will be an instrument both of their completely
self-controlled fulfillment of their procreative vocation and of
their completely generous contribution to an ever-increasing
communion in one flesh.
It may be hard to believe that a new era of Christian chastity
is about to dawn. All the signs seem to indicate just the oppo
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site, for never has the abuse of sexuality been so great in the
world and never has defeatism approached so near to despair
within the Church.
But just as in doctrine, so in moral life the teachings of
Christ are realized only little by little over long ages . Think
how long it has taken and with what struggles and difficulties
- from some of which we still suffer - to begin to realize the
Christian ideal of the dignity of the person, with its implica
tions of individual freedom and rights. Yet today even those
who belie their words with their deeds must affirm with the
Christian community that each person must be free to dispose
of himself according to his own conscience.
Christianity entered the world not to set it at rest but to set
it aflame. Now all about us are non-Christians who preach
revolution, and many of them, including the Marxists and
agnostic proponents of secular liberalism, call for transforma
tions which are but distorted fragments of the much more
extensive and comprehensive revolution begun by Christ.
Now, in our day, one more aspect of Christ's revolution
the replacement of the old mankind by a new and transformed
mankind and the restoration through Christ Himself of all
things to the Father - is about to be realized. Soon - may it
be very soon! - there shaH be the dawn of a new era of Chris
tian chastity.

Appendix

C ONC EPTION -P REV ENT I NG
DRUGS

THERE is still some uncertainty concerning the precise effects
of these products, and so we cannot be certain what all the
effects of their contraceptive use will be nor what all of their
other uses could be. The situation is further confused by
speculation concerning imaginary drugs, possible drugs, and
experimental drugs which are not yet available.' Also, there
are disagreements among the experts concerning facts which
are relevant from an ethical point of view.
In this situation, it seems to me best to avoid an overly
extended treatment.' Consequently, I shall not deal with actual
products but rather with a hypothetical family of drugs. Some
of these approximate existing products; others are strictly im
aginary. In every case it should be assumed that the drug has
no property or effect other than those we attribute to it, and
that its effect is temporary and easily reversible unless that is
impossible in the nature of the case.
Lct the first of our hypothetical drugs be XA. XA has the
sole effect of preventing the fertilization of the ovum by the
sperm. It may be used either by a man or by a woman, or by
both - this point is immaterial. Also, XA may produce its
effect either (1) by inhibiting the reproductive glands from
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forming and releasing their cells, or (2) by killing or rendering
nonfunctional such cells as or after they are produced, or (3)
by setting up some other obstacle prior to fertilization to the
normal functioning of the internal reproductive proccss.
Which of these modes of efficiency belongs to XA is im
matcrial, for on our general assumption that the effect of the
drug is temporary and reversible, the slight mutilation caused
in (2) and the physiological interference in normal processes
caused in (3) are of no great significance in themselves.
Of course, if the interference or mutilation is so great as to
impede significantly the functioning of the person as a whole
or if the effect is lasting and not readily reversible, then we
should have to consider whether anyone would have a justifica
tion for accepting such damage to his own life and health.
If XA is used by someone who wishes to engage in sexual
intercourse and who wishes to ensure by means of XA that
conception will not follow, then the use of XA is con traceptive,
and this act is intrinsically immoral. In choosing this means
of avoiding conception one precisely is choosing conception
prevention - it becomes an object of direct will. The fact that
XA is not so obviously an artificial means of preventing con
ception as diaphragm and jelly is irrelevant, for the physiological
naturalness or artificiality of the means of contraception has no
bearing upon the immorality of the contraceptive act.
Let us suppose that a woman who does not wish to engage
in sexual intercourse with anyone does wish to defend herself
against violation by a rapist. Is this woman justified in using
XA? Let us assume first that she has no better defense. The
use of XA, after all, will not prevent an extensive violation of
her person. Suitable resistance to this violence still should be
offered. In no case may a woman use XA as a defense against
"violence" while consenting and cooperating.
On these assumptions, it seems that the potential victim of
rape could be justified in using XA. Self-defense alone must be
the object of direct intent. If this is so, the act which prevents
conception need not be contraceptive, since it will be the

woman's best means of preventing the rapist's abusive violation
of her right to choose her own partner in procreation.
The very unfruitfulness of the reproductive process as a
natural reality may be directly intended insofar as this unfruit
fulness is identically her self-defense. The same unfruitfulness
should not be intended precisely insofar as it is a nonrealization
of the procreative good. Notice that there is a real sense in
which self-defense is not accomplished through the nonrealiza
tion of the procreative good. The two are identical in natural
entity. In these extraordinary circumstances, conception-prevent
ing behavior becomes genuinely ambiguous - the self-defensive
meaning for it really is possible.
The fact that the very same act is both conception-preventing
and self-defensive is by no means peculiar to the use of XA.
The same thing is true if effective physical resistance to rape
causes ejaculation outside the vagina, or if a diaphragm is worn,
or if the semen is washed out after a violation has occurred.
In all these cases, the same physical act has two aspects, and
it may be directly willed in one but not in the other. If this
point is denied, the logical implication cannot be that the
contraceptive use of XA might be moral. It rather is that all
conception-preventing acts, even tbose undertaken in defense
against violence, should be excluded as immoral.'
If XA can be used as a defense against violence, could a
married woman who is regularly engaging in intercourse with
her husband make such use of it? If the use is chosen as a
sincere self-defense against the violence of a third party, at least
a temporary use of XA is admissible by the principles of in
direct voluntariness. The fact that the marital relations also
are rendered infertile need not be directly willed, since the cause
of this infertility is chosen to achieve a quite different and
legitimate objective.
The fact that XA has some legitimate uses although its sole
effect is conception-prevention does not mean that its use as a
contraceptive is not intrinsically immoral. In the extraordinary
cases, conception-prevention can be indirectly willed; in ordi
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nary cases, the choice to use XA cannot be indirectly willed
conception-prevention.
The reason, as we have explained at length above, is that
when one has chosen to have intercourse, his conception-pre
venting behavior is not susceptible of an innocent meaning. Of
course, those who would use XA normally would not intend
conception-prevention as an end. The trouble is that they could
not help choosing it as a means.
Someone may object, of course, that self-defense against rape
and sterilization as a legal punishment cannot be interpreted,
even according to the principles of indirect voluntariness, as
anything other than directly willed conception-prevention. But
we have considered these problems previously.
The only point which needs repetition here is that if, indeed,
these extraordinary cases cannot be interpreted as we have
proposed, then these conception-preventing acts too must be
considered intrinsically immoral. Although this opinion seems
to us improbable, it at least can be defended, while the idea
that directly willed conception-prevention could be licit is in
defensible.
Let us now suppose another drug, XB. Its sole effect is "safe"
and early abortion - e.g., by preventing the implantation of the
fertilized ovum. 11,e use of this drug by anyone under any
circumstances is intrinsically and very seriously immoral, for
it is the killing of the innocent. The immoral act normally
would be the direct willing of abortion chosen as a means to
some intended good. The fact that regret might be experienced
even while XB is used does not indicate that murder is not
done. \Ve often regret the evil we directly will in choosing
means although we do not simultaneously regret the evil we
do in intending improper ends.
11,e use of XB as a "contraceptive" is much more seriously
immoral than is the use of XA. Needless to say, the use of
XB is equally murder whether any abortion happens to occur
or not, since one who uses XB is fully willing to commit
murder.
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The use of XB as self-defense is excluded because one is not
free to interpret such ki ll ing of th e innocent as self-defensive
behavior. \ Vhen concep ti on has occurred, th e time when de
fense was possible has passed.
Th e use of XB as a just punishment is im possibl e, because
there can be no justice in such kill ing of the inn ocent. The
serio usness of the imm orality of using XB should lead every
virtuous person to try to prevent its use. Th e principles of
imm oral cooperation must be ap pli ed stringently where XB is
concerned, beca use its use always is murde r.
Let us consider next a case in which someone has a product
wh ose precise character is uncertain . It may be XA, it may be
XB. Let us call it XAB, not because it combines th e phar
macological ch aracteristics of both, but beca use uncertainty
makes its nature ambiguous for the moral agent.
The use of XAB as a contraceptive is much more seriously
wrong than th e use of XA. Even if th e person who uses XAB
for ordi nary contraceptive purposes thinks that the probability
of its being X B is sligh t, the choice to use it evidences a willing
ness to use XB - i.e., to commit murder.
W hat abo ut the use of XAB in those extraordinary circum
stances - defense against rape - where th e use of XA is allow
abl e? There would have to be no suitable alternative. Further,
th ere must be a strong probability in the agent's mind that
XAB really is XA, not XB. If these conditions were fulfill ed,
XAB might be used without anything wrong being directly
willed, since th ere would be reasonable proba bility against its
having a death -dealing effect and self-defense alone could be
ch osen by the agent.'
This point reveals an important truth . One who initially is
willing to act imm orally subsequently has much less leeway in
judging the moral significance of ob jective probabiliti es than
does one who is trying to do wh at is right to the best of his
ability. If one is willing to do evil, being unsure precisely what
evil h e does, h e is willing to do th e worst of the evils which
h e thinks h e might b e doing.
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Let us suppose another drug, XC . XC has no good effects
whatsoever. O n th e other hand, it is suspected that XC could
cause some damage to a child if it wcre used by his mother
during ges tation or lactation, and it is not altogether certain
that it will not eventually cause some ill effects to the user.
Obviously, no one ever would choose to use XC.
However, let us now suppose that the only avail able XA also
has th e C factor; let us call it XAC . The m oral judgment of
the contraceptive use of XAC should parallel that of XAB .
However, if the probabilities represented by B and C are equally
great the moral judgment of XAC will be less severe. The
reason judgment on XAC need not be so severe as that on
XAB is that the possible effects of XAC are not so bad as the
possible effects of XAB.
N everth eless, someone who is using XAC as a contraceptive
assumes responsibil ity for possible ill effects. T he fact that the
choice to use XA is morally wrong means that a willingness to
use XAC is much more seriously wrong, because even if the
dangers des ignated by "C " are slight, one is not exempted from
responsibil ity for them. ~ en one does what is wrong, even
bad effects only ind irectly willed add to the m oral evil because
there is no justification for permitting them.
Let us imagine another drug, XD . XD is useful in treating
pathological conditions common to persons who are celibate
and to those who have intercourse. XD is so effective that it
is the medicall y indicated and preferred treatm ent for patients
who are not at all concerned with fertility or infertility. H ow
ever, it happens also to have th e effect of causing temporarY
sterility, somewhat like XA.
The use of XD certainly is allowable by th e principle of
double effect. The sterility which it induces may be indirectly
willed provided th e usual conditions are f ulfilled.
Thus, if a different drug, XD-A is available, and if XD-A is
exactly th e same as XD except that it does not ind uce sterility,
then XD-A must be preferred to XD for th ose who have inter
course unless there are really proportionate reasons to th e con
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trary. A significa nt di fference in side effects or even in price
might distinguish XD from XD -A sufficiently to render th e use
of XD licit, always assuming that a true therapeutic effect really
is desired and that the temporary infertility is only indirectly
willed.
W e might propose the foll owing criterion. If a drug would
be used in a certain case by a single person who is abstinent,
a married person who has the proper intentions may use it in
a like case even th ough it has a contraceptive side effec t.
These general principles apply whether XD is used to treat
physical or psychological diseases and whether the pathology
itself is related to the reproductive function or not. Thus, if
XD is th e preferred treatment for hysteria when fertility is no
issue, it also may be used by a married woman who has regular
relations with her husband . (Such an XD is strictly imaginary.)
If XD is the preferred treatment for premenstrual tension or
menopause problems in the case of a single woman, the same
judgment follows .
H owever, it is quite another matter if XA is used for its good
psychological effect.' Thcse effects could follow only because
XA prevents conception. Thus, while the intended end can be
unexceptionable, the chosen means certainly is immoral.
vVe might propose the following criterion . If the drug has
its good psychological effects whether its user knows that it
induces sterility or not, then it is used like XD . If the drug
has its good effects only if the user kn ows that it induces steril
ity, then it is used like XA.
Similar judgments must be made whenever XD is used with
out other good reasons in preference to XD-A. The sole point
of such a preference then would be that XD induces sterility
while XD -A does not. H ence it is false to think, as many have
imagined, that any therapeutic effect is sufficient to justify use
of a conception-preventing drug.
The principle of double effect has rules of application. Only
a sincere effort to apply the principle by these rules can exempt
one from moral responsibility for side effects. H ence if there
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is no real need for treabnent or if the indicated treatment
need not induce sterility, to induce sterility with a therapeutic
effect as an "excuse" simply is to practice covert contraception.
Let us imagine another drug, XE, which supports lactation
mOre effectively than any alternative drug, but which also in
duces sterility, much like XA. (XE, it should be noted, is
strictly imaginary.) If a woman wishes to nurse her baby and
if she has difficulty in doing so, then she certainly would be
justified in using XE and permitting temporary infertility. But
if there exists an alternative, XE-A, which otherwise is prefer
able to XE and which does not induce sterility, then the nursing
mother has no justification for using XE.
This conclusion will be challenged by those who think that
the use of a drug like XA to reduce or suppress abnormal fertil ity
might be justified. "Abnormal fertility" can refer to ovulation
during the postpartum period which naturally is th e time of
lactation and which allegedly is normally infertile, or it can
refer to ovulation during other periods of life, such as child
hood and old age. It also might refer to unusually short cycles
unaccompanied by any pathology, or to multiple ovulations
within the same cycle. It even might refer to an unusually
high sperm count in the male.'
Even though fertility in all these cases may be excessive in
comparison with what is statistically normal, the use of XA to
suppress it presupposes a direct willingness to prevent concep
tion. The generosity of nature in these cases might be un
welcome, but by h ypothesis it is not of itself a condition which
deserves treatment as pathological, and so the principles of in
direct voluntariness cannot apply, since no valuable objective
will be attained oth er than that achieved through the preven
tion of conception.
But might one not say in such cases that the use of XA is
chosen sim ply to correct the abn ormal condition? One indeed
might say so, and one even could be speaking sincerely. The
difficulty is that the only abnormality in the conditions de
scribed - we have assumed no accompanying pathology - is an
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excessive capacity for achieving a good. Moral judgments should
not be made simply by the consideration of what is natural or
unnatural from the physiological point of view and of what is
normal or abnormal statistically. The facts must be considered,
but always in their bearing upon essential human goods.
An abnormality which interferes with the attainment of these
goods may be dealt with by any means which does not include
a directly willed violation of them. But an abnormality which
is in no way at odds with these goods cannot be treated as if
it were, even though an individual may wish he were not gifted
in this peculiar fashion.
TI,e sole possible interpretation of the conception-preventing
behavior involved in the correction of abnormal fertility un
accompanied by pathology, then, is the suppression - perhaps
only partial or temporary - of fertility. And since this suppres
sion would be accomplished by a positive act which achieves
nothing except by preventing conception, to choose to sup
press such abnormal fertility is directly to will conception-pre
vention. Hence such a choice, objectively considered, always is
contraception.
Let us imagine another drug, XF, whose sole effect is to
establish a perfectly regular twenty-nine-day cycle with ovulation
occurring on the fifteenth day.' (XF does not yet exist.) Note
that "regular" here does not denote the merely apparent regu
larity that might be induced by the use of a drug like XA,
which could cause menstrual-like periods when its use is tempo
rarily suspended. Rather, "regular" means the dependable oc
currence of the entire physiological sequence usually present in
the cycle of a healthy and normal young-adult woman.
Let us assume that in a certain case the practice of periodic
continence is justified. Given this assumption, would the use
of XF to regularize the cycle in order to make the practice of
periodic continence easier and more certain be justified?
We must notice that what is being eliminated by XF is
unpredictability, and that such unpredictability in fact is not
identical with fertility nor is it required for the procreative good
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or for any other basic human good. On the other hand, there
can be a good reason for desiring the effect of XF.
But if the means are moral and the end is moral, nothing
immoral is directly willed. Under these conditions, then, there
is no doubt that XF could be used without anything immoral
being done. Obviously, its use can be abused, since rhythm
can be practiced with the same malice as contraception.
If contraception is thought to be wrong simply because it
interferes with normal functioning, th en the use of XF also
will be condemned. But there is nothing inherently objection
able about such interference, provided it is not contrary to
some human good . XF itself does not prevent conception . It
induces dependability, not sterility. Hence its use can be good.
But will not XF sometimes have the effect of lessening
fertility? For example, an irregularly ovulating woman - or, for
that matter, any woman - who averaged more than one ovula
tion each twenty-nine days would ovulate less frequently when
treated with XF. Hence her fertility would be lessened and XF
would tend to prevent conception. Would its use be justifiable
in such cases?
The question must be answered according to the principle
of double effect. If the reduction of fertility is merely an un
avoidable side effect of the dependability induced, th en it may
be willed indirectly if tI, e usual conditions are fulfilled. If XF
is used simply to red uce the number of occasions of potential
fertility, however, the choice to use it is intrinsically wrong,
because it is a form of partial contraception. The latter could
occur in the case of a woman who already had very dependable
cycles averaging less than twenty-nine days' duration, since
her use of XF would not be open to the interpretation that
it was a choice of dependability.
Let us imagine another drug, XC. XC induces dependability
in previously irregular cycles, very much as XF does. However,
to obtain its good effect, XC must be taken for a certain period
- e.g., a year - during which fertility is totally excl uded. If XC
but not XF were available, could the use of XC be justified?
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This problem also must be solved by using the principles of
indirect voluntariness. If XC really does cause dependability, and
if there are good reasons for wanting to predict the time of
ovulation - which might be simply good reasons for practicing
rhythm - then the use of XC could be justified under the
usual conditions.'
The reason is that the temporary sterility XC causes could
be willed only indirectly. Even by th e principle of double
effect this conclusion can be reached, since a year's sterility
hardly would of itself cause the subsequent regular fertility;
some unknown direct result of the use of the drug undoubtcdly
would lead to both effects.
Clearly the requirements of indirect voluntariness cannot be
met in the usc of XC if "XC" really is only another name for
XA. In other words, if the true effect of the drug is that it
suspends ovulation without subsequently improving regularity,
then its use is strictly contraceptive, since no good purpose other
than those to be gained by conception-prevention will remain
for using it.
Moreover, the principles of proportionality must be met. A
year's sterility hardly should be exchanged for a single month's
predictability. Nor should a year's sterility be exchanged for a
very small possibility of any real improvement in dependability.
In assessing proportionality, we always must calculate as if pro
crea tion itself were an important human good, for that is pre
cisely what it is, and it remains so whether we wish to avoid
pregnancy or not.
Since XF and XC seem not to exist as yet, let us suppose one
more drug, XH, which perhaps already exists. XH certainly does
not induce abortion. Used with care it probably has no serious
side effects. XH has this peculiar effect, that taken for some
days any time after the fourteenth day of the cycle it will
induce menstruation and the beginning of a new and possibly
fertile cycle.
However, after the second day of its use, XH inhibits ovula
tion if it has not occurred already. Thus, for example, its use
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beginning on the fourteenth day of any cycle in which ovulation
would occur later than the sixteenth day if XH were not taken
will cause that particular cycle to be anovulatory as well as
making it somewhat shorter than it would have been otherwise.
The question we must solve about XH is the following one.
Let us suppose a wife with cycles which are undependable and
which sometimes are very long. The couple also has solid indi
cations for using rhythm. Under what conditions would this
WOman be justified in using XH to eliminate long cycles in
order to introduce some predictability into her rhythm of
fertility and sterility?
On the one hand, to terminate the long cycle seems to be to
suppress fertility, since the use of XH renders impossible an
ovulation which otherwise would have occurred eventually, and
probably sooner without the use of XH than with it. On the
other hand, extreme unpredictability in cycles can render the
practice of rhythm almost impossible, and if its practice really
is indicated, predictability in itself seems to be a good which
may be sought. The use of XH, although it may lessen fertility,
does have a real effect which is capable of being sought - i.e.,
it introduces some predictability.
The dependability caused by XH, moreover, is not only the
certainty that ovulation will not occur beginning with the third
day of its use. There also is the certainty that the long cycle
will come to an end and that a new one, which by hypothesis
can be normal and will be permitted this possibility, will be
able to begin. Even regular use of XH leaves something real
to predict - namely, that a true cycle with the possibility of
ovulation will begin by a certain time. The use of XH, of
course, does not exclude the need for abstinence if a couple wish
to avoid pregnancy. Hence the practice of rhythm will remain
possible.
It seems to follow that the use of XH can be justified. The
characteristics it has which make it susceptible of an objectively
different meaning than simple XA are its ability to limit a par
ticular, interminable, irregular cycle and to initiate a perhaps
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more normal new one.' Of course, the use of XH must be for
the sake of predictability, not for the accompanying suppression
of ovulation as such. Moreover, there must be some reasonable
proportionality, and no better alternative, because fertility really
is being reduced when XH is used.
What would be the precise norms for the use of XH?
In the first place, it should not be used for more days than is
required to assure the termination of the long cycle and the
initiation of a new one which can be normal. If XH can achieve
these effects in five days, it may not be used for eight or ten
days.
The fact that XH might be a progestational steroid and that
the progesterone-dominant part of the cycle normally lasts for a
certain number of days does not of itself show that XH may be
used, and so its use may not extend the time required to achieve
its justifying effect. If the period of use of XH is extended
beyond the minimum needed to achieve dependability, the
additional "days of grace" amount simply to a period of
contraception.
In the second place, since the only justification for using XH
is that one is trying to achieve reasonable predictability where
none exists, there can be no justification for using it if accessible
methods to gain the desired information are not used.
In other words, one should not simply determine that begin
ning on a certain day of every cycle, XH will be used for the
time required to assure its effect. One first should try to deter
mine the time of ovulation and the period of infertility by less
drastic means.
If the use of the basal-temperature method is practicable, for
instance, a woman would have an obligation to use it, and to
begin taking XH only if there is no clear sign that ovulation has
occurred. If there is a clear sign that it has occurred, the evi
dence is that the particular period will not be unpredictably
long. In such a case, the use of XH could not be justified.
This may seem strange, for if ovulation lJas occurred in the
cycle, the use of XH will not be suppressing anything. How

ever, its indiscriminate use in every cycle would show that one
simply wished to ca use an absolutely safe period - the time
after the second day of XH use - rather than to induce reason
able dependability into the cycle.
In the third place, the start of the use of XH before the time
in the cycle when ov ulation normally should have been expected
cannot be justified. The only justification for using XH is that
one wants reasonable dependabili ty. If ovulation is not allowed
its natural time to occur, the sense of one's behavior will be
come contraception. But how long is it necessary to lVait?
A determination must be made of what a normal cycle should
be. In practice, probably, the only reasonable method for mak
ing this determination would be to apply general statistical
norms. If this method were followed, some allowance for
normal variation from tI,e average should be allowed. For the
sake of our example, let us assume that experts will agree that
ovulation reasonably should be expectcd to occur by the seven
teenth day of even a normally varying cycle."
However, the less solid one's reasons for desiring depend
ability, the less the justification for using XH and permitting
its fertili ty-reducing side effect. Hence, unless the indicati ons
for practicing rhythm are very strong, the day when the use of
XH may be begun will be somewhat later than the minimum
- for the sake of our example, let us say the nineteenth day.
According to these norms, someone who has good indications
for practicing rh ythm and whose cycles are irregular and un
dependabl y long, lacking any better method of introducing some
predictability, might make use of XII to cut off long cycles and
to introduce some dependability into the time of fertility and
sterility. The following will illustrate this procedure.
~
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A = the menstrual period at the opening of the cycle.
B = a period of watchful waiting. Abstinence must be main
tained thro ughout if pregnancy-avoidance is strongly indicated.
If there is evidence of ovulation which can be detected by rea

sonable diligence, XH should not be used in this cycle, because
then there already is a dependable limit. But let us assume that
there happens to be no such evidence this month.
C = th e period during which XH is used. W e assume it has
been determined that ovulation reasonably should be expected
before day 19. We also assume that C is as short as it can be
consistent with the purpose of using XH - i.e., th e cu tting off
of the irregularly long cycle and the initiation of a new and
possibly normal one. Fertility is suppressed beginning on day
21; this cannot be chosen for its own sake nOr pemlitted to
continue longer than necessary. However, a couple might choose
to have intercourse beginning on this certainly sterile day with
out willing anything wrong.
D = the cnd of this cycle with a menstrual flow induced by
the previous withdrawal of XH. This flow also marks th e begin
ning of a new cycle which may be normally fertile. Nothing will
be done to prevent it from being so.
If existing drugs have the characteristics we have ascribed to
our hypothetical XH, then it is clcar that the practice of rhythm
with great security already is possible for everyone. The prac
tice of rh ythm has been impossible for some because they have
had no reliable indication of the time of ovulation and they
have experienced great irregularity in the length of cycles. XH
would remedy th ese difficulties.
However, XH by no means is the id eal sol ution represented
by XF. Those who want real security will have to abstain as
long as three weeks at a time, if our estimates and reasoning are
correct, and then there will be only a few days of certain in
fertility . Such a regimen, while not impossible, is not easy. Still
it can be easier than what has been necessary in some difficult
cases.
Our considerations in this Appendix, although they have
concerned only hypothetical drugs and hypothetical uses, not
only should indicate the implications of our principles, but our
arguments also should show how less hypothetical problems can
be handled. I say "less hypothetical," because even th e most
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solidly based and factually oriented ethical consideration of a
complex problem remains a judgment on what is at stake if the
presupposed information is both correct and complete. And in
a field like this one, the facts surely will not remain complete
for long.
No one should conclude from these discussions that contra
ception directly willed ever could be right. The distinction be
tween behavior and action has to be carefully maintained. Not
every new drug which tends to prevent conception and yet which
also has legitimate uses need lead to another general debate
about the ethics of contraception. It should be settled once and
for all that the good uses of drugs do not include contracep
tion, even though in extraordinary cases, such as self-defense,
they may include the prevention of conception. Such drugs also
clearly have applications for other good purposes, including
perhaps the support of rhythm as we have suggested, with only
an incidental conception-preventing effect.
Some are sure to object that the distinctions in this Appendix
are too fine for the average man and even for some moralists.
No doubt they are now, but we can learn. The ethics of the use
of firearms also includes a great many extremely subtle distinc
tions, but this fact would not have been a good argument, even
when it was first invented, for saying that gunpowder might be
used licitly to kill the innocent.
Subtlety in ethical reasoning and moral judgment simply must
be brought up to the higher levels requircd by man's more com
plex existence as human nature evolves.
NOTES TO APPENDDC
1. Norman Applezwcig. Steroid Drugs (New York, Toronto, London: l\1c·
Craw-Hill Book Co., 1962), though recent, does not discuss all the drugs now
being considered. For example, Phil ips Roxane Pharmaceutical lI olise is testing
a drug, Dupha ston, which is supposed to adjust th e time of o" tilation;
Clomiphene, and other anticstrogen drugs, which are being suggested as a
replacemen t for surgical management of Stein-Leventhal or polycystic Q\'ary
patients, also may make women ovulate at the proper time. Such efforts are
likely eventually to lead to something like XF, discussed below, but they have
not yet done so.
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2. Ford and Kelly, Contemporary Moral Theology, Vol. 2, Marriage Ques
tions ( \ Vestminster, Md.; The Newman Press, 1963). 338-377, provide an
excellent introduction; much of our discussion will be based on it, and all
the sources they cite.
3. See eh. V I. note 12, above.
4. S.t .• 1-1. q. 10. a. 5; q. 73.• . 8.
5. Janssens, "Morale coniugale . . . ," Epilcrnerides t11c%g icae lovanienses,
39 (Oct.-Dec., 1963), 791-792 mentions such use favorably; Dupre , "Toward
aRc-examination ...•" Cross Currents, 14 (W inter, 1964),74-75. quo tes P.
Anciaux as considering the use of such drugs acceptable as part of psychotherapy;
Ford and Kelly. ap. cit., 344-H5, correctly judge the use in question con
traceptive, and ci te Joseph Fuchs, S.l .• for the same position.
6. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 360-374, discllss this question at length without
definitely concluding; Janssens, op. cit., 823-82S , weaves into his now more
general conclus ion his earlier stand for this use; Va n der Marek, "Vruc htbaar
heidsregeJing . . . ," Tijdsc1llift voor tlJeologie, 3e, !4 (Jaargang, 1963) ) 393,
mentions the notion that ovulation-suppression during the lactation period is
justified as if this idea were an established position.
7. Ford and Kelly, op. cit., 350-360, discuss this problem , and cite the
li terature. Discussions of regulation have been marked, it seems to me, by the
confusion of se.. . eral different problems, and by frequ ent failure to d istinguish
between direct and the indirec t volunta riness. Several moralists also have
invoked th e premise, Everyone llas a right to be normal. This proposition
seems to me simply false. Everyone has a right to wha t promotes nonna lity
in line with esse ntial human goods, but no one has a righ t to nonnality which
involves acting again st them. If it were foun d that genius causes unhappiness
and moral difficulty, would one have a right to be normal by suppressing his
excess intelligence, if that were possible?
8. It is my impression from reports and conversations that a great d eal of
con traception is at present being condoned, because progestational steroids
are being used without sufficient consideration of the conditions of application
of the principles of indirect voluntari ness.
9. It might be argued that very long and very irregular cycles probably
indicate some pathology; certainly, very long cycles can on occasion produce
excessively heavy menses if an unopposed estrogen effect is allowed to build
up an ex tra·thick endometrial lining. In cases where such arguments ca n be
developed, the use of XH surely would be justifiable by the principle of
double effect.
10. No significance whatsoever should be attached to our use for illustration
of the seventeenth day. Th e question of the day by which a woma n normally
shou ld ovulate is strictly for physiologists and sta tisticians to answer,
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Act. moral, as distinct from behavior,
defined, 145
Adam, August, on charity and chastity,
207; on gravity of sexual sin, 105
Adler. Mortimer J" and Farrell. \ValteT,
a.p., on cnd of man, 75
Affirmative precepts, in convent ional
natural·law theory, 49; obliga tion
intensifies as realization approaches,

88
Affirma tive principle. contracep tion vio
lates an, 99; modes of obligation,
82 ff
Allers, Rudolf, on explanation of gen
erality of sexual sin, 207; on psy
chology of sexual sin, 206; on selfish
ness as de,-e!opmental incident, 104
Analysis, as rational mode of practical
judgment, 191 f
Anovulants, see Drugs, Conception
preventing
Anthropology, and practical principles,

64
Anticoagulant, in example similar to
contraceptive, 88 ff
Applezweig, Norman, on steriod drugs,

178, 230
Argument(s)

against

contraception,
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compared, 99 ff; fonnulated, 90 f;
indirect, 24 H; methodological reason
for considering inadequate, 19 f; out
line of, 76; popular, 32
Aristotle, on ejacula tion and female
"semination," 43; on perfect demon
stration, 106; on requirements (or
demonstration, 18; on vicious char
acter, 207
Arnold, Magda B., and Casson, John
A., S.}., on desire for pleasu re as
such. 104
Art, and nature in conception-prevent
ing drugs, 174 f
Artificiali ty, and rhythm, 166 f
Asceticism, studies on, 208
Augustine, St., on sin , 126
Behav ior, as distinct from moral act,
145; and moral action, have not the
same positive factors, 159
Bcrgler, Edmund, psychological func
tion of abnormal sexuality, 44
Bidney, David, on evolution of culture,

127
"Bioiogism," 108, 11 4 f; response to
dualist critique of, 40
Canon Law, on consummation of mar
riage,45
Cassirer, Ernest, on nature of man, 127
Casuistry, and conventional natural-law
theory, 48 f; and probabiJism, 72 f
Catholic Church, and chastity, 209 H;
and contraception, 209 f; and moral
ity of con traception, 189 If
Catholic practice, and fertility, 17
Catholics, and "burden" of moral
knowledge, 156; and error concern
ing morality of contraception, 189 ff;
and situationist theory, 59 f

234
Cauchy, Venant. on end of man, 75

Certain malice, see Guilt of full com
mitment
Cervantes, Lucius F .• S.J., on feminism,

17
Charity. confused with natural goods.
10; and ps)'chological consequences

of abstinence, 10
Chastity. and charity, 210; d efin ed,
212; importance of, 207 f; need for,
210 II
Christian morals, development in, 214
Christians, upright, and error concern·
ing morality of contraception, 188 ff
Climate, and fertility restriction, 97
Clomiphene, 230
Coif us interruptus, and weakness, 194
Common good, and end of sexual in
tercourse, 23 f; how violated by con
traception, 102; principle of, defined,
141; principle of, and theory of in

direct voluntariness, 148 f
Conception-preventing behavior, act of
without intrinsic value, 150; not con
traceptive in case of rape, 139 ff; not
identical with contraception, 142 fl;
not necessarily wrong, 131 ff; ordi
nary, defined, 143; ordinary, is con
tracepti on, 149 ff; and sterilization as
punishment, 142
Concessio ns to weakness, defined, 200;
impossible in intrinsically evil act,

197 II
Concrete and abstract, morality in,
129 II
Concupiscence, remedy for, 204
Conscience, advantages of correctly
formed, 192; and authority, on
morality of contraception, 191 f; role
and limits of, 181 f; studies on, 205
Consequences, do not prove contracep
tion wrong, 25
"Conspicuous contraceptives," defined,

;8

Contraception, act and habit, 134; and
alternatives considered by those who
err in moral judgment, 186; argu
ments against, compared, 99 ff; argu
ment against, fonna lly ordered, 98;
argument against and indirect volun
tariness, 151 ff; attitude underlying,
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3; basic cause, 122; central argument
against, 90 f; compared to euthanasia,
165 f; compared to masturbation, 36;
by conventional means and by drugs,
compared, 173; defined, 9 1; by drugs,
171 fl; error about morality of, 183 fl;
and evolution of human nature,
115 If; frequ ency of difficulty with,
198 f; gravity of evil involved, 93 f;
and guilt of fuJI commitment, 195 ff;
implications of acceptance of. II,
27; inadequate arguments and fa ct
norm distinction , 51; indirect argu
ments against, H fl; malic.:: of, de
fined, 91 If; medical and psychological
objections to certain methods, 44 f;
methods of, listed, 38; modificatiun
of responsibility for, by weakness,
192 ff morality of, independent of
population trends, 11 0; morality of,
and men of good will, 188 ff; need
for explanation of immorality of, 18;
need for an explanation of malice,
12; need for explanation in order to
define, 11 f; not identical with
conception-prevention permitted by
double effect principle, 139; not
identical with conception-preventing
behavior, 142 fl, 230; ou tlin e of argu
ment against, 76; perverted -faculty
argument against, 27 ff; "phenome·
nological" argument against, 33 ff;
popular argumen ts against, 32; pos
sible moral advantage of inconsp icu
ous method of, 172; practical argu
ment against, 190 f; and premar ital
sexual problems, 21 1; prescription
against not merely abstract, 129 If;
Protestant views on, 16; regret at
immorality of, 155 f: and rhythm,
distinct, 157 ff; schema of conven
tional arguments against, 20; and
semicontraceptive acts, 95 ff; and sex
ual intercourse linked only by choice,
150; simultaneous intercourse and
nonintercourse, 165; situationist judg·
ment on, 59; and socioeconomic fac
tors, 8 f, 17; structure of act com·
pared with rhythm, 163; subjective
factors in morality of, 179 H; tradi
tional arguments against, 19 fI; uni·
versally available in some form, 80
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Conventional natural-law theory; see
Natural law, conventional

Cooper, 13 TUCC, 16
Cooper, John M., critique of perverted

faculty argument . 42; on gravity of
105; and lactation
analog}" 43
Copula dimidiata, 106
contraception,

Crowe, M. B.. on Aquinas' theory of

changing human nature, J 27· on
exceptions to natural law, 167 •
Cultural relativism, 77
Cultural world, distinct from nature,

117
Davis, Henry, S.J., defense of perverted

facnlty argument, 42
Decision-making behavior, and rhythm,

163
Deman, TIlOmas, D.P., on probabilism,

73
Demonstration, and argument against
contraception, 106; degree of in this
book, 14; and our argument against
contraception, 103; requirements for,

18
Devereux, Ceorge, on abortion among
primitives, 104
Directly willed, see Voluntariness, di
rect
Dondeyne, Albert, admission of dual
ism in definition of man as incarnate
spirit, 45; on moml values, 73
Double effect, conditions of, and gen 
eral theory of indirect voluntariness,
146 f; pr;nc ;ple of, defined, 117 f;
distinct from principle of totality,
141; justification for using principle
of, 139; rules of, often ignored,
221 f
Dr ugs, abortifacient, 218 f: concep
tion-preventing, 215 ff; conception
preventing.
in
case
of
rape,
140; conception-preven ting, compli·
cate morality of contraception,
171 ff; conception preventing, and
error about momlity of contmcep
tion,
183; concep tion-preventing,
good uses of, 176 ff; conception-pre
venting, morality of side effects of,
220; conception-preventing, morality
of simple contraceptive use, 215 f;

235
conception-preventing, morality in
usc of, 17 1 ff; conception-preven ting,
use for treatment of pathology, 220 f
Duali sm, and phenomenological theory
of man, 39 f; reiection of, 79 f; and
situationist ethics, 56; and situa tion
ism, 108, 121 f; to be reiected, 8 1
Duphaston, 230
Dupre, Lollis K., 16; on abstract and
concrete, 167, 206; and absolute
values, 126; on behavior and inten
tion, 169; and conception-preventing
dnlgs in ps}'chopathology, 231; on
contraception and conscience, 204;
on contraception as last resort, 205;
criticism
of "phenomenological"
argument, 44; critique of traditional
arguments, 42 ; on evolution of hu
man nature, 127; on gravity of con·
traception, 105; and indirect vol un
ta riness, 169; on Kierkegaard and re
ligion, 74; obiection concerning hu
man nature, 105; on popular opinion,
205; on primary·secondary prinCiples,
167; on situation ethics, 167
Elective medical procedures, as estab
lishing obligation, 88 ff
End(s), absolute character of situation
ist, 55 f; of marriage, and "phenome
nological" argument, 38; of marriage,
as unity of immanent and transcen
den t factors, 40 f; as more than
ope rational obiective, 43; natural,
equivocation on in traditional argu
ments, 22
End and means, in Janssens' argument
concerning rhythm, 158 ff
End of man , inco nventional natural
law theory, 49 f; and morality of
contraception, 112 fIt in Thomistic
moral theory , 71 f
Eroticism, and love, 115
Erotic tension, and commitment to
procreative good, 203; and fertility
"control," 167; need for elim ination
of, 199; and sexual abstinence, 153;
and weakness, 193 ff
Error(s). made by uprigh t in moral
judgment, 5; and morality o f those
practicing con traception, 183 ff; re
lation to weakness, 193

236
Eschmann, Ignatius T, D.P., on legal
ism, 73
Evil, intrinsic, not determined by be
havior alone, 176 f; need for explana

tion of, in case of contraception, 12;
moral, of single acts and of habits,

132 II
Evil of contraception, gravity of, 93 f;
method of showing, 90 f
Exceptions to moral law in extreme

cases, 10 f, 130 II
Experience, argument from, criticized,
3 ff; argument from, summarized, 2;
of author regarding matters treated,
14 f; and differen t meanings of sex
ual activity. 6; and moral norms,
65 f; role and limits in ethics 4 f
Explanation, need for, of malice of
contraception, 12
Exploitation, and meaning of sexual
activ ity, 36

Extreme cases, 10 f; and moral norm s,
130ff
Fact-norm distinction, and population
explosion, 185; si tuationist view of,

56

Facts, do not establ ish norm s, 50 f
Faherty, \Villiam n., S.J., on women,

17
Faith, and philosophy, 16; and reason ,
I
Family size, norm of, determined by
those using contraception, 9
Farraher, Joseph,S.]., on double effect,

169

Farrell , 'Valter, a.p., and Adler,
Mortimer J. , on en d of man, 75; on
Suarezian and Thomistic theories of
moral law, 75
Fay, Charles, on evolution of mora ls
and constants in process, 128
Femin ism, and contraception, 17
Fertility, abnormal, and conception
prevention, 222 f
Fertility, regula tion , and \V . Van der
Morck, O.P., 14 3 ff
First principle of practical reason, 62
Ford, Joh n C., 5.)., and Kelly, Cerald,
S. J., on affirmative obligation, 73; on
authoritative Catholic teaching about
contraception, 206; on complexity of
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procreative good , 104; on concep
tion-preventing drugs, 231; on con
ception-preventing drugs in psycho
pathology, 231; on conscience, 205;
on direct sterilizatio n, 178; distinc
tion between com mon good of mar
riage and perfection of each pa rtner,
45; on double effect, 169; ends of
marriage, 44; on errors and ignor·
ance about morality of contraception,
206; need of explanat ion of immoral·
ity of contraception, 18; on inviol·
ability of conjuga l act, 43; on lac ta·
tion period, 23 1; on obligation of
married to procreate, 105; on over·
whelming weakness, 207; on Protes
tant views on contraception, 16;
on remedy for concupiscence, 208;
on self-defense against rape, 169; on
semicon traceptive acts, 105 f; on
"situation ethics," 73, 167; on steril
izing drugs, 177; on theology of
periodic con tinence, 17; on totality,
169; on weakness, 206 f
f' reedom, effective, lost in d ifferen t
ways, 194 ff; and moral action , 6 1;
and moral law, 69; role of, limited,
180 f
f'rcud, Sigmund, on pleasure and re
production, 104
Fr iedan , Betty, on feminism, 17
Friendship and concupiscence, 104
Gagem, Friedrich Ernst von, on mas
turba tio n, 44
Casson, John S., S.J., and Arnold,
Magda B., on d esire for pleasure as
snch, 104
G eige r, Louis B., a.p., on participation
in Aq uinas, 75
Ceneralizat ion argument, 25
Generative function, and principle of
totality, 28
Georg, 1. E ., on rhythm, 17
Gibert, Henri, on chastity, 208; on
eroticism and love, 17; on psycho
moral aspects of premarita l sexual
activity, 44; on sexual self-control,

128
Gilleman , Gerard, S.J., on charity, 18;
and legalism, 73

Ginsberg, Morris, on cultural relativism,
104
Good, and first principle of practical
reason , 62
Cood of procreation, complerity of,

79
Coods, basic, as principles of moral
development, 200; h uman, and ab
normality, 222 f; human, constitute
moral norms, 107 £I; human, as ob
jects of practical principles, 66; ma
terial, and moral norms, 109 f, see
also Values
Grisez, Germain G., on absolu te and
relative, 75; on conscie nce, 205; on
mora l judgment, 75
Guilt, defined, 196
Guilt of full commitment, effect on
judgment and action, 85 f; and per
sonality, 202 f; and weakness, 195 ff

Imperatives, not examples of affirmative
precepts of moral law, 83; h)'Po
thetical in situationism, 54 f; as mode
of practical principles, 47
"Inearnate spirit," as expression of dual
istic theory of man, 39 f
Incl inations, diffi culty in dctennining,
77; as source of moral principles,
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I1il ~a rd ,

Indirectly willed; see Voluntariness, in
direct
Insemination, assisted and arti6cial, 28
Integrity of marital act, and conception
prevcnting drugs, 172; contraception
110t only violation of, 92; how \'io·
lated by contraception, 101; and
Janssens' argument, 158
Integnty of sexual act, as moral prin ·
ciple, 28; in "phenomenological
argument," 38
Intention, and definition of action in
Van der t\ farck, 144 ff; and the
erroneous judgment on contracep
tion, 186; in Janssens' argumen t con
cerning rhythm, 158 ff; and Janssens'
argument on drugs, 173 ff; and mo r
al ity of action , 177; not same as
choice, 160; not wish, 164; and ob
jecti ve morality of acts, 53
Interpersona l relationships, and psy
chology of sex, 34 ff
In terpcrsonalism, inadequacy of, 42
Irrat ionalism, in practica l judgment on
contraception, 19 1 f; and practice of
contra cep tion, 156
Is-to·bc, as mode of judgmen t, 60 f

Ideals, moral, and materia l values,
1091
Ignorance, and mitigation of moral
responsibility, 183 if

Janssens, Louis, 16; argument against
conspicuous contracept ion, 37 ff; on
conccption-pre\'enting drugs, 171 H;
confusion of rhythm and contracep·
tion erit ici7cd, 163 if; ends of mar
ria ge, 44; and ind irect voluntariness,
169; on inHucnces on Christia n
ethics, 127; on lactation period , 231;
rests argument on equivocation be
tween fact and norm, 51: on rhythm
and con tracep tion , 157 ff, 170;
theory of human nature, 45; on use
of contraccptive pills, 177
Kelly, Gerald, S,J" see under refer
ences to Ford, John C., S. J.

lIabit, and weakness, 194
I Jallo\\'ell , A. In in g, on c\'olution o(
human nature, 127
Hankins, Frank II" on universality of
birth con trol, 104
Harding, t\1. Esther, on instincti\'e be
havior, 104
J lenry, Franklin J" on Catholic prac
tice and fertility, 17
Hcroism, continuous, 198 f
Higgins, Thomas J" S.J., and com·cn
tional natural law theory, 72
H ildcbrand, Dietrich \'on, on pridc,
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Ernest R " on basic human in
clinations, 74; on complexity o( pro
creative good, 104
Hoenen, Petcr, S.l., on cxperience and
principlcs, 75
JIormones. see Drugs
I-Iuman goods, basic, as somee of prac
tical principles, see also Goods,
Values
J-Ium:m nature, change of, 115 ff; as
moral norm in conventional natural
law theory, 47, see also Man
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Kirkendall, Lester A"

premarital sex

ua l activity. 44
J:...1ubertanz, George, 5.1., on indirect
voluntariness, 168; on natural prin·
ciples of freedom, 105; on nature and
freedom in Aquinas, 206
Lactation, conception-p reven tion during
time, 222 f; interfe rence with ana·
logical to contraception, 29 ff

Lambeth Conference, on contraception,

205
La\'aud , B., O.P., ends of marriage, 44

Legalism, of com'cntional natural law
theory, 50; as extreme in ethics, 1 f
Leo XIJI, on Christian philosophy, 16
Lcstapis, Stanislas de, S.J., co ntrasts
technique and self·m3stery, 16; on

"contraceptive civili zation," 20S; on
difference between rhythm and COIl
traception, 170; in terpretation of
"phenome nolog ical" argument, 4 3;
need for obJect of love, 45; on
population, 126, 205; on possibility
of abstinence, 205; on procreation as
an org:mic pe rfect ion, 104; on refu·
tation of Janssens, 12 7; on rhy thm,
17; on specifically human cha racter
of procreative good, 127
Lonergan, Berna rd, S.J., theory of man,

45
Lattin . Odon . O .S.B., on Aquinas and
conscie nce, 205; on Aquinas' natural
law theory, 75, 127; on double
cflect, 168; on moral principles, 126
Love, conjuga l, and chastity. 210 £I;
double object of, 78, 104; and guilt
of full commitment, 202 f; nobility
of, 40 f; and eroticism, 11 5; not
motive for contraceptive practices,
193; sometimes absent from sexual
activity, 5 if
Lowie, Robert H. , on topics of anthro·
pological research, 74
1\lacBeath, Alexander, on anthropology
and ethics, 74
Mahoney, E. J., critique of arguments
against co ntraception, 42
Malice, effect on judgmen t and action,

85 f
Malice

of

contraception,

concre te

method of show ing, 190 f; grav ity of,
93 f; intrinsic, 9 1 fl; and indirect
will, 139; not identical wi th all acts
including sim ilar behavior, 92; not
unknown to those who judge its
practice licit, 186 f; sec also Gu ilt
of full comm itmen t
1\ lalinowski, Bronislaw, on marriage,

104
Man, basic tendenc ies of, and practical
principles, 63 f, dualism of phenom·
enological theory of, 39 f; end of,
according to Thomist ic ethical
theory, 71 f; e nd of, in conven tiona l
natural law theory, 49 f; end of, and
morality o f con traception , 112 fl;
end of, in situationism, 55 f; end of,
studies on, 75; evolution of nature
o f, 115 fl; nature of, co nstants in,
11 9 f; nature of, as organism and
irreducibility of procreat ive good,
79; organic li fe full y human, 81;
organ ic nature of, and procreative
good, Il l; phenomenologica l view
of, as incarnate spirit, 37 If; sociali
zation of nature o f, 123; spiritualiza·
tion of, 123
Mangan, J. T ., S.J., on double elfect,

168
Marck, \V. van der, O.P., 16; and
Aquinas, 169; and ind irect voluntari
ness, 169; on lactation period, 231;
and ordinary people on morality of
co ntraception, 189; on popular opin
ion, 205; thesis outlined, 143 If;
view of, criticized, 145 If
Maritain, Jacq ues, on end of man, 75;
On pos t·H egelian ethics , 73
Marita l act, llOW integrity viola ted by
contraception, 101; integrity of, and
conception'preventing drugs, 172
Marital love, necessity of object fo r,

40 If
M arriage, Canon Law on consumma
tion of, 45 ; consummation of, and
contraception, 39; ends of, against
dualism, 40 f; ends of, and "phe
nomenological" argumen t, 38; ends
of, studies on, 44; how good of
violated by contraception , 94 f,
102 f; ncar universality as procreative
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institution, 78; obligation arising
from, 86 f
Marshall, John, M.D., and rhythm,

17
Masturbation, against interpersonal
value, 35; female, 26; meaning of,
35; necessary if alleged bad effccts
of abstinence must be avoided, 153 f;
studies of, 44
Material values, see Values, m::lterial
Mead, r..largaret, on constants in hu·
man nature, 127
Meaning·giv ing, free, and Van der
rvla rck's view, 145 ff; free, limi ted.
180 f
Menasce, G, C. de, on motivation to
good, 10;
~lenstrual regulation, 223 ff
Messenger, E. C., mrnitorium analogy,
43
Methodology, and demonstrative char·
acter of argument against contracep
tion, 103; and reason for clarificat ion
of inadequate arguments, 19 f
Moore, C. E.. on utilitarian predica
ment, 74
Moral action, and behaVior, have not
same positive factors, 159; cause and
effect in, 137 ff; and intention, 177;
isolated, and moral life, 132 ff
Moral acts, distinction of, and in·
direct voluntariness, 152 If; as dis
tinct from behavior, defined, 145
M oral development, and weakness,
197 fI
M oral ideals, gradual realization of,
214; in clude material goods, 82;
and material values in situation ism,

54 f
Morality. determined by man's ultimate
end, 43 f; of normality, 223; sub·
jective and objective factors in,

179 f
Moral judgment, errors in, made by
upright, 5
Moral law, identified ",ith principles of
practical reason, 68 f
Moral ·law theory, Thomistic compared
with conventional natural law theory,
71; Thomistic, compared with situa·
tionism, 70 f

Moral life, as whole, and isolated acts,

132f1
Moral norms, abstract, and concrete ap
plica tions, J 29 ff; basically unappcal.
able, 85; concretely depend on up·
right will, 87: in conventional
natural law theory, 47; determincd
by basie human goods, 107 if; dis
tinct from imperatives, 62; excep
tions to, 130 fl; and facts, distinct,
50 f; ideal status of obiects of, 66;
and material values, 109 f; not func
tion as imperatives, 83; originate in
Cod as creator and providence, 52 f;
as principles of practical reason, 61 fT;
and sequential therap}'. 227 fl; and
sociological predictions, distinguished,
188
~loral principles, abstract and concrete,
120f; and conscience. 181 f; modes
of obligation from, 82 ff; need for
ultimate and unappealable 110 f; un
exceptio nable, 131
Moral values, according to D ondeyne,
73; see also Values
Motivation, in conventiona l natural law
theory, 50; conventional natura l law
theory of, criticized, 52 f; and guil t
of full commitment, 195; noora
tional, and moral development, 197;
primarily from natural responsive
ness, 83
Moss, L. Newell, on chastity, 208; on
weakness and contraception, 207
Murder, by drugs, analogy with con
traception by drugs, 175
Murray, h lichael V., S.J., on first
principles of practica l reason, 74
Mutual love, and regular orgasm, 5 II;
and situationist judgment on contra
ception, 59; see also Love, conjugal
Natural, equivocatio n of term in con·
ventional arguments against contra
cep tion, 22
Natuml end. meaning of in arguments
against contraception, 20 ff; and pro
creative good, 99 f
Natural inclinations, difficulty in deter
mining as basis of moral principles,

77
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Natural law, violated only if specific
precept is violated, 32
Natural-law theory, conventional, criti·

cized, 50; conventional, defined. 46;
conventional, and evolution of hu
man nature, 11 8; conventional, ex
plained, 46 ff; conventional, and
situationism, compa red , 59 f; conven
tional, compa red with Thomistic, 71;
situationist view of, 57 f; Thomistic,

60 If
Nature, h uman and infrahuman, com
pared, 116; and moral norm in con·
vcntional natural-law theory, 47; and

rhythm, 166 f
Nature of man , evolu tion of, 115 ff;
sec also Man, nature of
Naus, John E., on practical reason in
Aquinas. 74

Negative precepts, and conventional
natural-law theory. 49
Negativity, absent from lllOmist moral
law theory, 71; of conventional
natural-law theory, 52; of conven
tional natural· law theory, criticized,

52
Nielsen, Kai, on natural-law theory, 73
Normality, as deficient standard, 231;
definition of a statistical problem,

2J!
Nonn·fact distinction, ignored by con
ventional natural-law theory, 50 f;
and population explosion, 188; situ·
ationist view of, 56
Norms of morality, according to con
ventional natural·law theory, 47;
knowledge of, 65 f; see also Moral
norms
Obligation, apparent conflict of, 184;
arising from self·commitment, 86 ff,
90; in conventional natural-law
theory, 47 Ii; cOlwentional natural
law theory of, criticized, 51 f; how
violated by contraception, 90 f; as
minimal good, 87; modes of. 82 Ii;
and moral law based on practical
principles, 69 f; and moral law
theory, 60 f; more intense as realiza
tion approaches, 88
OdenwaJd, Robert P., M.D., on need
for orgasm, 169 f
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O'Donoghue, D., on Aquinas' ethical
theory, 74; on experience and prin·
ciples, 75; on Thomistic and can·
ventional natural·law theories, 75
O'Leary, Michael, 16; argument an
swered, 142; and sterilization, 169;
on steroid drugs, 178
Omission, and pract ice of rhythm, 161
Operationalism, and material goods,
110; not impl ied by double effect,
139; rejected, 87; and situationism,
54, !2! f
Omison, Marc, O.S.B., on acts and
goal s, 168; distinguishes love and
eroticism, 17; ends of marriage, 44;
on explanation of generality of sex
ual sin, 207; on need for orgasm,
169; on need for sex ual control, 127;
on nonfunctionality of sex in heaven,
128; on psycho· moral aspects of pre
marital sexual activity, 44; on repro
duction as perfective act of organism,
104; on selfishness, 104; on sexual
love and organic nature of man, 126;
on sexual self·control and personality,
128; on specifica lly human character
of procreative good, 12 7
Ordinary concep tion ·preventing be·
havior, defined, 143
Orgasm, not necessary for sexua l ex·
pression, 5; relation between urgency
for and love, 7
Ought·thinking, as mode of practical
judgment, 60 f
Ova rian "repose," and Janssens' argu
ment, 174
Overbeke, P.-M. van, O.P., on Aquinas'
moral·law theory, 75; on exceptions
to natural law, 167 f; on nature and
frcedom in Aquinas, 206; on prin
ciples of moral development, 208:
on pri nciples of moral judgme nt. 105
Pathology, momlity of incidental con
ception.preventing behavior, 220 f;
psychic, and contracep tion and socio
econol1l ic factors, 17
Perforated condom , 96 f
Periodic continence, sec Rhythm
Pennissivc willingness, see Voluntari·
ness, indirect
Person, and human good, 78
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Personalism, pseudo-religious, I f; pseu
do-religious, and situationism, 58;
pseudo-religious, and situation e thics,

168
Perverted·faculty argument, compared
to our argument, 100 f; criticized,
27 ff; formulated, 27; harm caused
by, 31; and interpretation of pill as
steril izing, 175

Petting, as precontraceptivc behavior,

36
Phenomenalism, and distinction
tween rhythm and the pill, 174

be

"Phenomenological" argument, against
contraception, summarized, 33 f; ob
jections summarized, 39
Phenomenological theory of man, and
dualism, 39 f
Phenomenology, and moral values, 73

Philosophy. demonstration in, 14; and
fa ith, 16; inadequacy to life, 13 f;
and theology. 1
Physician, obligation o f, toward life,

88 ff
Phys iology, data of, and conception
preventing drugs, 174; and natural
end of intercourse, 20 f
Pieper, Josef, on Bight from theory, 75
Pill, see Drugs
Pius X II , on Christian philosophy, 16;
on situation eth ics, 168
Plant, James S., on diverse meanings of
sexual activity, 16
P leasure, not to be sought for itself,

33
Policy decision, and rhythm, 162
Popula r attitudes, affect theological de
velopments, 16
Population, and good of society, 24;
and erroneous judgment about con
traception, 187 f; studies on prob
lems of, 205
Positive, in behavior and act ion , d is
tinguished, 159; and Janssens' a rgu
ment on drugs, 173 ff
Posture in in tercourse, and con tracep·

tion, 97 f
Practical intelligence, and moral norms,
65 f
P ractical judgment, methods of, in
situation ism, 57; and situation ism ,

57 ff

Practical

principles,

and

obligation,

66 ff
Practical reason, and analysis in can·
crete judgment, 191 f; and con
science,
181 f; in conventional
natural·law theory, 48; description of
erroneous process in, 184 ff; first
principle of, studies, 74; first prin·
ciples unappeal3ble, 85; and im
morali ty, 112; and moral·law theory,
60 f; need for p rinciples of, 110 f;
principles of, 61 ff; principles of, as
moral law, 68 f; principles of, in
institutions, 80; studies of Aquinas'
theory, 74
Pragmatism, and situationist view of
material values, 54
Predictability, establishment of, by se·
quential therapy, 22; ff
Principle of double effect, see Double
effect, principle of
PrinCiples, general moral, and situation
ism, 57; sec also t\loral norms
Procreation, as exclusive principle of
sexual ethics, 26
Procreative good, the beginning of life,

103; clarified,

79; defined,

108;

effects of ftlll commitment in respec t
to, 202 ff; force of a principle, 81;
how it determines morality. 101 f;
identical with life of human child,
80 f; and man as organism, I l l; as
mora l ideal, 110; and natural end ,
99 f; not merely biological, 40 f; not
slightly damaged by contraception,
94; not always obiect of obliga t ion
to act, 83; practical rejection of a
sign of guilt of fu ll commitment,
195 ff; as source of obligation, 76 ff;
Progestational steroids, see Drugs
Protestant literature on morality of con·
traception, 16
Protestants, and errors concerning can ·
traception, 205; and "phenomeno
logical" argument, 37
Psychological disease, and conception .
preventing behavior, 221
Psychologica l effects, of abstinence,
153; on contraception, and use of
drugs, 172; of rhyth m, 10
Psychological opinion, on need of
orgasm , 169 f
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Psychology, inadequacy to settle issue,
115; and practical principles, 64;
of sex. 31 fI

Pseudo-spirituality, contemporary, 2
Quay. Paul 1\.1., S.J., ends of marriage,
44; formulation of "phenomeno
logical" argument against contracep.

tion, 43
Rahner, Karl, S.J., on weakness, 206
Rape, defense against by conception
preventing drugs, 216 f; and double
effect, 139 fI
Reason, and faith, 1; limitations of, 13
Reflexive values, see Values

Regulation of cycle, defend, 223; mOTa l·
ity of, 223 fI
Remedy for concupiscence, 208
Reproduction, sex \·jewcd as process of,
20 f
Responsibility. for indirectly voluntary,
136 f; mitigation of by weakness,
193 fI
Rice, Philip E., on recen t ethical
theory, 75
Riesman, David, and interpersonalism,

45
Rhythm, as act does not include time,
164 f; behavior involved and concep·
tion'prevention, 163; and chastity,
213; and conception·pre\·cntion by
drugs, 172 ff; and contraception, dis·
tinction between, 157 ff; inhibits
realization of procreative good iust
as contracept ion , 23; and limitation
of medical treatment compared,
165 f; and malicc of contraception,
160; morally ambiguous, 3; not im
moral per se from consequences, 25;
as om ission and action, 159; popular
attitude toward, 7 f; and predict·
ability established by drugs, 225 ff;
psychological consequences, 10; struc
ture of as moral act, 160 ffj studies
of, 17; why need for justification,
86 f; wish to avoid conception not
the same as intention, 164
Rock, John, M.D., 16; on contracep'
tion and conscience, 204
Rommen, Heinrich A., on natural law
theory, 72
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Rondet, Henri, S.J., on sin, 168
Ruether, Rosemary. 16
Russell , Claire, and \V. H . S. Russell,
on eroticism and love, 17; on instinc·
tive behavior, 104; psychological
value of sexual act ivity among
healthy persons, 44
Ryan, John A., examination of argu·
ments against contraception, 42
Ryan, Liam, on exceptions to natural
law, 168
Scheler, Max, criticized by Janssens,
39 f
Schneiders, Alexander A" on immatur·
ity of desire for pleasure as sllch, 104
Scholar, obligation of, toward truth,
88; responsibility of, limited, 105
Schuster, J. B., on first principle of
practical reason, 74
Self·commitment, as principle of obliga·
tion, 86 fI, 90
Self·defense, and rape, 139 ff; and con·
ception'preventing drugs , 216 ff
Selfishness, normal inciden t of develop·
ment, 77
Semen s:lmple, collection of, 96 f
Scmicontracepti\'e acts, and contracep·
tion, 95 ff
"Semination," female, 26
Sequential therapy, 225 ff
Sertillanges, A. C., Q,P., on Aquinas'
ethical theory, 74
Sexual abstinence, bad effects or im·
possibility of, assumed by many,

185; eflects of, 153 f
Sexual activity, diverse meanings, 16 f;
need of rational control from begin·
ning, 3 f
Sex educat ion, and chastity, 211; and
commitment to procreative good,

2031
Sexual ethics, general principle of, 26;
principles of, and human nature,
125 f
Sexua l expression, complete and in·
complete, 5
Sexual intercourse, linked with contra·
ception only by choice, 150; multiple
interpersonal meanings, 5 ff; natura l
design of, 28j position in, as fer·
tility restriction, 97 f
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Sexua lity. psychological values of, 34 II
Sexual pleasure, moral quality of, 32 f;
not an end in itself, 77; not object
of basic inclination, 80
Singer, t-.Jarcl1s George, genemlization
argument, 42 f

"Situation ethics," and moral prin
ciples, 131; and situation ism, 53;
and situation ism d istinguished, 73;
and universa l principles, 168
Situationism , characteri zed, 53; in com
parison with conventional natural
law theory. 59 f; compared with
Thomistic moral-law theory, 70 f;
and conditions of principle of double
dualism, 121 f; and free meaning·
giving, 181; and material values, 115;
materia l values, and moral norms,
131; and the morality of isolat ed
acts, 133; and procreative good,
108 ff; and "situation-ethics," 53;
and "situation-ethics" distinguished,
73; as theory of exceptions to moral
la w, 11 ; as theory of moral Jaw,
S3 II
Smoking, and perverted-faculty argu
ment, 29
Socioeconomic factors in contlClception,
8, 17
Static character, of conventional nat
ural-law theory, 52
Sterilization, and conception-preventing
drugs, 173 II; direct, defined, 176;
as punishmen t, 142
Steroids, sec Drugs, conception-prevent
ing
Stevens, Gregory, O .S. B., on Aquinas
and obligation, 74
St. John-Stevas, Nonnan, and Lam
beth Conference, 205; Protestan t
views on contraception, 16, 204
Suarez, Francisco, S. l _, and natural·
la w theory, 72; as source of natura l
law theory, 46
Subjective and objective, in morality,
179 f
Substantive values, see Va lues
Suenens, Leon Joseph, (Cardinal ) and
chastity. 211; on masturbation, 44;
on need fo r confidence for conti
nence, 170; on socioeconom ic factors
in contraception, 17; sociological fac
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tors in con traception, 17; on variety
of sexual expression, 16; on sexual
self-control, 128
Sullo way, Alvah \V., on Catholic view
of natural law, 43; critique of Catho·
lie position on contraception, 42
Syllogism, fomlUlating an argument
against contraception, 98
Theology, and philosophy, 1; and trans
valuation of natural values, 113
Thomas Aquinas, St., 011 act and habit,
168; on analogy and participation,
75; on basic goods as control on
prudence, 105; on celibacy and vi r
gi nity, 105 ; on "certain mal ice"
(guilt of full commitment ), 207; on
changing human nature, 127; on
common good, 169; on comparison
of diverse modes of guilt, 207; on
conscience, 205; on cultural plural.
ism, 104; on de6nition of guilt, 207;
definition of natural law, 127; on
despair and presumption, 207; on
direct and indirect voJuntariness,
168; on end as mOre than objective
of technique, 43; on erroneous con·
science, 206; on exceptions to nat
ural law, 167 f; on exceptions to sec
ondary principles of moral la w, 205;
on friendship and desirous love, 104;
C od and indirect \ oluntariness, ] 68;
on gravity of sins, 105; on human
providence, 126; on ignorance of
principles of natural law, 205; on
ignorance as a source of involuntari
ness, 205; on imputability of sin and
weakness, 207; on intention, 170; on
intention and moral act, 178; on in
tention, definition of, 168; introduc·
tion to ethical theory, 74; on the
limits of meaning-giving, 169; on
limits of responsibility, 231; on
morally indifferent human acts, 74;
on moral principles, 126; and obiec
tions to perverted·faeulty argument,
43; on practical intellect, 74; on prj·
mary and secondary precepts, 106;
and primary·secondary principles,
167; on principles of moral develop
ment, 208; principle of sexual ethics,
43; psychological value of sexuality,
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44; on sexual sins as against procrea·
tive good, 106; on sin, 126 f; as
source of ethical theory, 60; theory
of moral law, studies on, 74 f; on
totality. 169; on vicious character,
207; 011 weakness, 206
Thomas de Vio Cajctan, on female
masturbation, 43; on immorality of
all methods of contraception, 177 f
Thomas, John L., S.) 0' on Protestant
attitudes to contraception, 205; on
sociological factors in contraception,

17-18
Time, as barrier in rhythm, 164 f;
as positive, 157 ff
Totality, principle of, applies to genera
tive function, 28; principle of, de
fined, 140 f; principle of, and gen
eral theory of indirect \'oluntariness,
147 It; why principle is limited in
application to generative power,
100 f
Transplantation, principle of, and
theory of indirect volunta riness,
148 f; and Van der Marck's views,
144 ff
Truth, as determining obligations of
scholars, 88; as example of sub
stantive, immaterial value, 82 f
Twofold effect, sec Double effect
Usury, and change of human nature,
124
Val ues, absolute vs_ relative, 69; 114 f,
127; basic, constitute moral norms,
107 ff; basic, not always relative,
85; basic, and principles of practical
reason, 63 f; basic. require considera
tion , 84; basic, require effective con
cern, 84; basic, require support if
in peril, 84 f; basic, violated by COIl
trary action, 85 f; controll ing, in
sit ua tionism, 55 f; derived, admit of
exception, 130; finite an d infinite
good in natural end of man, 71 f;
esse ntial human, as principles of
moral development, 200; material,
irreducibil ity of, 11 1; material, in
situation ism, 53 f, 115, 133; moral,
according to Dondcyne, 73; and
person as recipient of goods, 78; rc-
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flexive, defined, 126; reflexive, most
affected by evolut ion of human
nature, 124 f; reflexive, and sit ua
tionism, 108 IT; secondary, and con
science, 182; substantive, including
material, as moral ideals, 82 f; sub
stantive, and moral norms, 109 f;
substantive and reflexi\-e, contrasted,
67 f; substantive and reflexive, ma
terial and spiritual, related, 70; sub
stan tive and reflexive, in moral life,
179 f; substant ive and reflexive, in
situation ism, 121 f
Vann, Gerald, D.P., on Aquinas' ethi
cal theory, 74
Vermeersch, Arthurus, S.]., on sexual
pleasure, 43
Vogt, \ViIliam, on population, 205
Voluntarism, absent from Thomistic
theory, 61; and conventional natural
law theory. 47 f; of conventional
natural-law theory, criticized, 51 f; of
situation ism, 59
Voluntariness, direct, defined, 135; di
rect, does not delimit moral sig
nificance, 145 f; direct, of ordinary
conception-pre,'ention, 149 ff; direct,
in seq uence of human acts, 152 H;
direct and indircct, 135 ff; direct and
indirect, stud ies on, 168 f; indirect,
approaches to a genera l theory,
146 ff; indirect, and argument against
contraception, 151 f; indirect, and
conception-preventing drugs, 173; in
direct, conditions of applica tion, 231;
ind irect, defined, 135 f; indirect and
direct, 135 ff; indirect does not ren
der evil good, 138 f; indirect, and
erroneous iudgment of concrete
morality of co ntraception, 187; in
direct, error about in practice, 183 fI;
indirect, inapplicable to ordinary
conception-prevention, 149 If; indi
rect, no general theory of, 143; in
direct, possible new mode of, 143;
indirect, in principle of common
good, 141; indirect, in principle of
totality, 141; indirect, and rhyth m,
162 f; ind irect, and sexual absti
nence, IS 3 f; indirect, use o f in
defense against rape, 217; indirect,
and Van der Marek's views, 14 3 ff
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Vomitoriu m, analogy to contracep tion,

30 f
Weakness, concessions to, defined, 192,

200; and gu ilt, 196 f; and guilt of
full commitment, 195 If; and prac
tice of contraception, 192 If; rela·
tion to error, 193

Wessling, Frank M ., 16
\ Villingness, see Voluntarincss
\ Vish, not in tention, 164
\Voman , sta tus and role of as affecti ng
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